
b. CCAS teams are the smallest elements within DCMA that provide a direct 
service as an entity to the combatant commands. Depending upon the scope of 
the operation, a CCAS team is tailored and may be as large as 33 people or as 
small as a single representative.15 

15 DCMA Directive 1 (/he One Book), Gtapter 13.4-l, Readines...~ Reporting, Chart 1, dated June 2002 (Draft) 
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CHAPTER III 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PART 1 - General 

This chapter provides findings and recommendations concerning DCMA's 
readiness and responsiveness to the operating forces. The intent is to 
improve the readiness and responsiveness of DCMA to the warfighter. 
Combatant and/or supporting command contracting staffs and DCMA share 
responsibility to advise combatant commanders on the best means of 
managing al] required contractor support in the AOR within their limited 
resources. Findings and recommendations in this assessment are based 
upon the review in each of the key functional areas identified in the 
assessment process. 

PART II - Findings and Recommendations 

The CSART finds that DCMA is ready and responsive to provide contingency 
contracting as required by combatant command OPLANs and CONPLANs 
with minor shortfalls. Chief among these shortfalls are: a lack of knowledge 
within the combatant commands with regard to the services and capabilities 
offered by DCMA; insufficient doctrine and policy concerning contractors on 
the battlefield and contract management; DCMA 1iaison with combatant 
commands; and CCAS team manning, equipping and training. Although 
these shortfalls do not create significant impediments to the support DCMA 
currently provides to the combatant commands, implementation of the 
recommendations associated with each finding should improve DCMA's level 
of support and visibility to the operating forces. 

CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS 

The CSART evaluated DCMA support to recent and on-going contingencies 
as an indicator of future performance and readiness. Based upon its 
findings, DCMA appears fully capable of supporting similar contingency 
operations. However, none of the recent or ongoing contingencies stressed 
DCMA capabilities as might be expected in the execution of a major combat 
operation based on current OPLANs. DCMA's impact on the readiness of the 
operating forces through its in-plant presence is not evident to combatant or 
component commands. 

Finding Number 1: Lack of full integration of DCMA functions at the 
combatant commands impedes DCMA's ability to execute its combat 
support mission. 
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a. With the exception of a small group of staff officers, combatant and 
component command staffs are generally unaware of DCMA services and 
capabilities.1 DCMA liaison with the combatant commands may take three 
forms: assignment of a liaison officer (LNO) at the headquarters; visits from 
the headquarters to combatant commands; or communication from the 
combatant command to DCMA headquarters or DCMA field office. At the 
component level, knowledge of DCMA capabilities resides principally in the 
Principal Assistant Responsible for Contracting (PARC), who holds the 
expertise to address issues related to contractors on the battlefield. 

b. DCMA's rationale about which contracts will be administered is not 
well understood by the combatant or component commands. DCMA's 
combat support agency mission focuses on contingency contract 
administration of external theater contracts within the AOR such as 
LOGCAP, AFCAP and the BSC. Service components remain responsible for 
administration of contracts supporting permanent installations and 
construction contracts. Confusion results when a combatant or a 
component command requests DCMA assistance, but is denied because the 
command has requested assistance for something that is outside of DCMA's 
combat support agency mission. The commands do not understand the 
criteria DCMA applies to accepting or rejecting contract management 
taskings. 

c. DCMA is not on routine distribution or invitation as a supporting 
agency on planning orders issued from the Joint Staff, J·3. As a result, 
DCMA representatives are not alerted to participate in and influence 
execution planning. For example, a DCMA representative was not present in 
preparation for Operation ENDURJNG FREEDOM-PHILIPPINES. USPACOM 
and USARPAC believe this contributed to a 30-day delay in contract 
administration, risking contract cost overrun, quality control problems or 
contract default. The USPACOM order for joint task force (JTF) 510 directed 
the use of a LOGCAP contract for the operation, but the PCO for LOGCAP 
did not delegate the contract to DCMA until the contractor was already 
setting up in the Philippines. Although DCMA had an Initial Response Team 
(IRT) in the AOR when delegation was made, had a DCMA representative 
been present for planning, a faster delegation of contract authority could 
have been accomplished. 

d. DCMA has not achieved efficient employment of LNOs across the Joint 
Staff and combatant commands to meet operational requirements. DCMA 
has established liaison officer positions at four of the five geographic 
combatant commands and at the Joint Staff. USSOUTHCOM currently has 
no LNO authorized, but has recently requested one be established. The 
LNOs do not routinely engage the PARCs, who are critical to DCMA success, 

1 Multiple interviews .1t geographic combatant .1nd component command headquarters, August-October 2002. 
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as outlined in DCMA guidance to the LNOs.2 LNOs at the combatant 
command provide their greatest value to the PARCs in the close and regular 
coordination of actions across the components. Additionally, USJFCOM has 
requested DCMA participation, in addition to the LNO already assigned 
there, to help shape the future of logistics as USJFCOM plots the course for 
the Defense Department Transformation in concert with Joint Vision 2020. 

e. Recommendations 

(1) Director, DCMA 

(a) Educate the combatant and the component commands on 
DCMA's service offering and capabilities for contingency contract 
administration. 

(bl Assign a representative to liaise with each combatant 
command to ensure DCMA is part of all planning and deployments. 

(cl Increase LNO engagement of component command staffs to 
coordinate issues germane to the combatant commander. 

(d) Coordinate with Joint Staff, J~3, to monitor timely receipt of 
deployment orders. 

(2) The Joint Staff, J-3, place DCMA as an addressee on all future 
planning orders for coordination or information. 

Finding Number 2: DCMA's fill rate for military manpower is 75 percent of 
authorization. 

a. For combat support agencies 
to be ready and responsive to 
combatant commands, they must be 
provided adequate personnel 
resources. DCMA relies heavily upon 
its military members to take on 
leadership roles in a combatant 
command AOR and to be prepared to 
deploy with little or no notice. In the 

Service 
Anny 
Navy 

FHI Rates by Service 
Authorized Assigned % 
126 112 89 
118 86 73 

Marine Corps 
Air For~e 

15 13 87 
374 258 69 

TOTAL 633 469 75 

event a civilian volunteer is unable to meet deployment timelines, whether 
for medical or professional reasons, military manpower is used to fill the 
gap. DCMA's military fi]] rate as of 16 June 2002 was 75 percent.3 

2 DCMA Liaison Officer Gwdebook, undiJted. 

3 Agency provided inlonniJbon. 
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b. A review of the authorizations in the above table indicates that DCMA 
is authorized 633 military manpower authorizations (Army, 19.91 percent; 
Navy, 18.64 percent; Air Force, 59.08 percent and Marine Corps, 2.37 
percent). Air Force has the largest percentage and fills all DCMA 
commander authorizations at 100 percent and fills the remainder of the 
DCMA authorizations at the same level as operational major commands. 

c. The Defense Agency Manpower Review Process should be utilized to 
assess the number of military authorizations necessary for DCMA mission 
accomplishment. A marginal increase in Service component capability 
could, in some cases, provide comparable service at less cost and with fewer 
miJitary resources. Services should have the opportunity to participate in 
this process. 

d. Recommendations 

(1) USD(AT&L) coordinate with the Services and the Office of the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to assess the 
number of military authorizations necessary to achieve DCMA mission 
accomplishment using the Defense Agency Manpower Review Process. This 
review should include existing Service component contingency contracting 
capability, already committed to the combatant commander's OPLAN, to 
perform the CCAS mission. 

(2) Director, DCMA, assess the impact of military fill rate on DCMA's 
ability to perform its CCAS missions and submit as a readiness deficiency, 
as appropriate. 

DELIBERATE AND CRISIS PLANNING SUPPORT 

Deliberate and crisis planning is a core competency of all combat support 
agencies. DCMA is specifically assigned tasks in USPACOM OPLANs only. 
Some missions from the combatant commands have evolved to DCMA from 
DLA with the reorganization and the OPLANs or CONPLANs are in the 
process of being updated to reflect DCMA appropriately. DCMA does not 
have a comprehensive plan for educating combatant and component 
commands regarding the services and capabilities the agency brings to the 
warfighter. 

While DCMA believes that its industriaJ base anaJysis capability is of great 
use to the combatant commands, the combatant commands do not utilize 
this capability and do not acknowledge its requirement. The industrial base 
analysis capability supports the title 10 responsibilities of the Services and 
the Department of Defense, indirectly supporting the combatant commands. 
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Finding Number 3: Insufficient joint doctrine and policy concerning 
contractor support on the battlefield hinders the combatant commanders' 
ability to efficiently employ and manage contractor assets in the AOR. 

a. Joint Publication 4.0, Doctrine for Logistics Support of Joint 
Operations, Chapter V, "Contractors on the Battlefield," provides the 
combatant commander and the Services with doctrina1 materiel relevant to 
contingency contracting, but it does not provide a framework under which 
the combatant commands and Services should model contracting doctrine, 
policies and planning. This inefficiency does not allow for full 
synchronization of all assets available to the combatant commander within 
the AOR. Furthermore, doctrine is yet to be defined for the role of 
contractors in support of Homeland Defense. 

b. There is insufficient doctrine delineating responsibilities and 
procedures in an AOR when Special Operations Forces are tasked by the 
combatant commander to be the operational lead with one of the Services as 
the executive agent for support. 4 Future operations will increasingly require 
USSOCOM to perform a lead role in the war on terrorism. When operating 
in such a role, USSOCOM requires ready access to LOGCAP and AFCAP 
contract tools. For example, USPACOM recently placed its Special 
Operations component in the lead for the operation, but tasked USARPAC to 
provide support. JTF 510 was operating without support doctrine and 
passed requirements directly to the contractor that had not been vetted by 
USARPAC. Without joint doctrine to lay out responsibilities for support and 
requirement validation, the JTF places requirements on the supporting 
Service component command to resource. 

c. Recommendations. Joint Staff, J-7, in coordination with the Joint 
Staff, J-4: 

(1) Develop joint doctrine and procedures for contractor utilization on 
the battlefield and contingency contracting support, standardizing the terms 
of reference, definitions of responsibilities and employment. 

(2) Develop joint doctrine and procedures that outline the roles and 
responsibilities for JTF or theater special operation command when they are 
designated the operational lead. 

Finding Number 4: Lack of a process at the combatant command level 
impacts management of contractor and associated personnel information in 
the area of responsibility. 

4 interviews, USPACVM and WA.nny Pad/ic, October 2«12. 
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a. The lack of overall visibility of contracts or contractors operating in 
the AOR creates force protection and other support risks for the combatant 
commander.s For example, contractors often arrive at military installations 
in the AOR utilizing the support je.g., dining or medical) facilities without 
prior coordination with the combatant commander. With no visibility of the 
contractors authorized to use these facilities, commanders risk expending 
their resources to serve contractors who may not be authorized support or 
who may be in the AOR 'Without proper authority. Combatant commanders 
assume responsibility for the protection of all US civilians. Such support 
and protection requirements increase mission requirements and ultimately, 
force structure requirements. In addition, casualties to contractor 
personnel can cause political repercussions on mission accomplishment. 
With no means to identify what contractors are in the AOR, commanders 
cannot adequately provide the necessary force protection. 

b. Poor visibility of contracts or contractors at the combatant command 
staff level leads to inefficient use of resources in the AOR. 6 Contractors in 
the AOR bring capabilities and capacities that could be cross-leveled 
between areas of need if these qualities are cataloged. Because the 
combatant command staff does not have centralized visibility of the 
contracts or contractors employed by the Service component commands, 
contractors in the AOR may be providing redundant services and 
capabilities, or they could be in competition with each other for limited 
resources. Government-furnished equipment or equipment procured by the 
contractor at government expense is not visible to the combatant 
commander either. Because there is limited oversight of the equipment, 
finding the excess equipment capabilities in the AOR for redistribution is a 
time-consuming task requiring each component command to make its own 
assessment and provide the information to the combatant command staff. 

c. The Jack of combatant or component command PCO decisions to pre
designate either DCMA or an appropriate component contract management 
capability within the AOR, contributes to the lack of command visibility and 
hinders both DCMA and the component's readiness to respond. 

d. Recommendations 

(1) Combatant commanders, in coordination with PCOs for the 
theater executive agent for contractingt pre-designate the appropriate 
contract administration agent; DCMA or Service component for theater 
contracts in their OPLANs and CONPLANs. 

5 Multiple interviews at geographic combatant and component command headquarters, August-October 2002. 

6 Interviews, USEUCOM, 24 September 2{J(}2 
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(2) Director, DCMA, in coordination with the Joint Staff, J4, develop 
guidance for the CCAS teams to advise the joint commander within the AOR 
on contractor issues, visibility of contractors, and integration of contractor 
capability. 

EXERC1 SE AND TRAINING SUPPORT 

DCMA's internal training must fully support its assigned wartime and 
contingency missions. The CSART evaluated DCMA's participation in CJCS 
and combatant command exercises to determine the degree to which the 
agency's participation supports the wartime mission and to gain insights 
into the agency's ability to perform its mission; DCMA participates in these 
exercises by providing advisors to Service contracting officers, responding to 
queries from combatant commands, or by deploying with Service personneJ 
to administer contracts. 

Finding Number 5: DCMA lacks an approved Agency Mission Essential Task 
List (AMETL) and associated metrics to objectively assess agency readiness 
to support contingency contracting missions and focus agency training. 

a. DCMA does not have an approved AMETL or metrics to measure its 
ability to perform the combat support mission. CJCSI 3500.018, Joint 
Training Policy for the Armed Forces of the United States, requires all 
combat support agencies (CSAs) develop an AMETL and supporting metrics. 
While the AMETL is in draft, DCMA cannot validate its stage of internal 
readiness to respond to combatant command requirements based on 
quantifiable standards for contingency contracting. 

b. Recommendation. Director, DCMA, develop, approve, and submit to 
the Joint Staff, J-7, the AMETL and metrics required to validate its 
missions. 

SECURJTY COOPERATION SUPPORT 

The CSART views the security cooperation support missions assigned in 
concert with the combatant command's regional security cooperation 
strategy as a core assessment area in the agency's combat support mission. 
However, the combatant commands assigned DCMA no missions in their 
theater engagement plans. The CSART did not identify any findings in this 
area. 

CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING SUPPORT 

The CSART assessed the ability of DCMA to administer large and complex 
contracts in support of combatant commander requirements as directed in 
OPLANs and CONPLANs. Because combatant commanders task component 
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commands as executive agents for contract support in an AOR, the CSART 
visited component commands that are responsible for logistics and 
sustainment contract support, in addition to combatant commands. 
DCMA's primary contingency contract support is in the LOGCAP, AFCAP 
and BSC administration. DCMA has deployed, on an average, 45-50 
personnel annually since 1993 on CCAS missions. Even at higher rates and 
with appropriate management and training, DCMA should be able to meet 
anticipated requirements within current manpower levels. 

Finding Number 6: DCMA has not identified and trained sufficient personnel 
to meet DCMA's anticipated requirement for deployment of CCAS teams. 

a. While DCMA can meet current and imminent requirements, the 
possibi1ity remains that the continuing demand of world-wide operations 
could exceed the number of qualified personnel available for deployment as 
CCAS team members. More emergency essential clause personnel need to 
be identified and made available in order to ensure adequate support to 
combatant commands in the future. DCMA's reliance on volunteers to fill 
CCAS teams poses a threat to DCMA's readiness to support combatant 
commands. In accordance with DCMA Directive l ("The One Book") policy, 
civilian personnel must sign an Emergency Essential (EE) agreement to be 
members of a CCAS team.7 DCMA does not enforce this policy, as there are 
no EE personnel currently on the roster. Because of this, at any stage of the 
deployment process, the CCAS volunteers can change their mind and decide 
to pull themselves from the deployment. Fortunately, to date, DCMA has 
not failed to respond to any command mission requirement. However, the 
DCMA estimates that the worst-case deployment scenario will require a pool 
of at least 150 personnel prepared to deploy at any time. B This is 
approximately 1 percent of the DCMA current authorized (FTE) strength. 
DCMA further estimates that it has only l 00 volunteers on standby. 9 As 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM expands, the number of potential external 
theater support contracts is also expanding to a point where DCMA's 
current pool 100 of volunteers is likely to be insufficient. If DCMA were 
called upon by the combatant commands to deploy al] of the CCAS teams 
that are being proposed for the war on terrorism, the agency would not be 
able to continue manning existing contingencies or respond to new 
contingencies without a concerted effort to solicit and train additional 
personnel from within DCMA manpower. 

b. DCMA lacks the equipment required to sustain CCAS teams when 
deployed, placing the burden on combatant and component commands. 
Current documentation authorizing individual equipment does not exist to 

7 DCMA Directivf' 1 (Thf' One Book), Oiapter 13.5.1, Deplo_vment Process, June 2002 (Draft) 

8 DCMA Directive 1 (/he One Book), C11apter 13.1.4, Re.1diness Reporting Oiart 1,June 2002 (Draft) 

9 Agency interview, 16 October 2002. 
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support these teams. DCMA does not maintain a central issue facility to 
outfit deploying unifonned or civilian personnel with individual equipment 
required for deployment to an AOR. DCMA requests equipment through the 
component command responsible for contracting in the AOR, resulting in 
unplanned tasks on subordinate units. DCMA also lacks organic vehicles, 
generators, and unit equipment necessary for deployment and life 
sustainment. 

c. DCMA has not submitted any Unit Type Codes (UTCs) in either the 
Global Status of Resources and Training System (GSORTS) or time-phased 
force deployment data listings for any DCMA elements. This shortfall 
deprives the warfighter of critical readiness and planning information. It is 
incumbent upon DCMA to define the organization, strncture, capability, and 
equipment of the CCAS teams beyond that which may be specified in 
OPLANs and CONPLANs and to prepare the appropriate UTCs and desired 
operational capability (DOC) documents for its initial response and CCAS 
teams. 

d. Recommendations. Director, DCMA: 

(1) Enforce an EE clause as a condition of employment for employees 
in skills that are necessary for IRT and CCAS deployment. 

(2) Review manning and equipment requirements for future IRT and 
CCAS missions (to include an assessment as to whether some CCAS 
missions can be accomplished using existing Service component contracting 
assets as a mean of mitigating possible manning and equipment shortfalls) 
and prepare to support them or identify the shortfaJl as a Joint Quarterly 
Readiness Review (JQRR) deficiency. 

(3) Define UTCs for the initial response and contingency contract 
administration support teams for utilization in the GSORTs database. 

Finding Number 7: DCMA CCAS teams require additional training on the 
BSC before deployment to the AOR 

a. The level of training for first-time deploying contract administrators of 
the BSC is insufficient and results in a 2-month on-the-job ]earning phase. 
The USAREUR philosophy regarding the BSC is to minimize disruption of 
services by maintaining Brown and Root, Inc., and the Army Corps of 
Engineers as the prime contractor and PCO, respectively. The BSC has 
been in place since 1995 and has been modified and expanded to the point 
where it is voluminous and complex. JO 

10 interview, Anny Corps of Engineers, Trans.at/antic Program Center, Winchester, Viiginia, 17 September 2(X)2 
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b. A 2000 GAO study found training of contract administration 
personnel to be insufficient and recommended increased training, 
specifically on the BSC, for deploying units and for Administrative 
Contracting Officers. I I CCAS team member deployment training is 21 days 
long, of which only 4 days are dedicated to the BSC con tract. 12 The PCO 
and the USAREUR staff find that during the initial phase of the deployment, 
contract oversight is not as stringent as it was when an experienced CCAS 
team is in place because new people lack familiarity with the BSC. 

c. The deployment duration of CCAS teams results in frequent 
replacement of trained team members with first-time deploying contract 
administrators. DCMA CCAS teams are activated for 179-day tours. The 
approximately 21 days of training and deployment processing to in-process 
and out-process the teams from the AOR are counted against the tour 
length, leaving approximately 158 days in theater. Following a 2000 GAO 
study recommendation, DCMA has offset deployment cycles to help stabilize 
the level of support in the Balkans.13 However, the rotations every 2 to 
3 months create noticeable changes in contract administration depending 
on the experience level of the deployed team members.14 At the discretion of 
USEUCOM, an individual deploying to the AOR can be placed in a 
temporarily change of station status for a period of up to 3 years. 

d. Recommendations. Director, DCMA: 

(1) Review the length of the BSC training program and revise it as 
required to ensure administrative contract officers arc fully trained on the 
BSC before deployment. 

(2) Develop rotation policy that maximizes productive time that 
continues to be consistent with USEUCOM deployment policies for the AOR. 

11 United States General Accounting Office Report to the ChJinmm, Subcommittee on Readiness and 
Management Support, Committf'f' on Armt>d Services, US Senate, Report #GAO//l.'SlA[)-(J().225, 
"Contingency Operations, ~v Should Do More to Control Contract Cost in the Ballcans", page 26, dated 
September, 2lXJO. 

12 Age.nq inteiview, 16 Odowr 2fXJ2. 

13 Um'ted States General A crounting Office Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Readiness and 
Management Support, Committre on Anned Services, VS Senate, Report #GAO//l.'SlA[)-(J().225, 
"Contingenry Operations, Anny Should Do More to Control Contract Cost in the Balkans"., page 26, dated 
September, 2()(}ll. 

14 interviews at VS Army Corps of Engineers, Transatlantic Program Center, 11-'znchester, Virginia, 17September 
2002; and US Anny Europe, 25 September 2002 
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TABB 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
COMBAT SUPPORT AGENCY REVIEW TEAM (CSART) 

2002 REPORT 
ON THE DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY (DCMA) 

Combat Support Agency Review. The CSART assessed the readiness and 
responsiveness of the DCMA to support the operating forces under the 
authority granted the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff pursuant to Title 
10, United States Code, section 193. DCMA is one of the seven designated 
combat support agencies that can be tasked to directly support a combatant 
commander. In the role of a combat support agency, DCMA provides in
theater contingency contract administration services to several ongoing 
operations. While contractor support on the battlefield allows uniformed 
personnel to concentrate on core military responsibilities, doctrine has not 
been fu11y developed. Contract administration provides the oversight 
necessary to assure that contractor support is performed to specification1 

and in a timely and agile manner. DCMA is the quality-control link between 
the combatant command and the contractor. One should note that combat 
support constitutes only about 5 percent of DCMA's mission; the agency's 
primary work is in support of the Defense acquisition community. an area of 
study beyond the purview of C SART. 

Combat Readiness. DCMA is ready and responsive to provide 
contingency contracting with minor shortfalls. These include a Jack of 
knowledge within the combatant commands about the services and 
capabilities offered by DCMA; insufficient doctrine and poJicy concerning the 
management of contracts and contractors on the battlefield; DCMA liaison; 
and contingency contract administration support ICCAS) team manning, 
equipping and training. 

Combatant commands are generally unaw.ue of DCMA's services and 
capabilities because they delegate contingency contract administration to a 
component command designated as an executive agent within the AOR. 
Additionally, at the component command level, only a small number of staff 
personnel are familiar with the services and support capabilities DMCA 
offers. DCMA needs a comprehensive plan for educating combatant and 
component commands about what support it brings to the battlefield. 1 

Contingency Contract Support. DCMA provides direct support to 
combatant commands by administering external theater support contracts 
like the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP), the Air Force 
Contract Augmentation Program (AF'CAP), and the Balkan Support Contract 
(BSC). DCMA administers these contracts upon the principal contract 
officer (PCO) delegating authority to DCMA. In coordination with the PCO, 

1 Defense Contract M=gement Agenry C5ART Internal Operation Assessment (JOA) Status Bn·efing, 13 M".F 
2002 
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DCMA deploys tailored CCAS teams to an AOR. These teams rely heavily on 
the use of both military and civilian personnel assigned to other billets at 
DCMA. However, the fill rate of military billets at DCMA is 75 percent, and 
the continuing demands of global operations stress the organization. The 
Defense Agency Manpower Review Process should be used to assess the 
level of fill ne~essary to accomplish the DCMA mission. 

Conclusions. To improve its readiness and responsiveness, DCMA needs 
to improve combatant command knowledge of the services and capabilities 
offered by increasing the liaison between DCMA and the combatant and 
component commands. An aggressive education of customers about what 
contracts DCMA supports, what should be expected when DCMA supports a 
contract, and the development of a metrics system to measure the effect 
DCMA has on theater readiness will improve customer support. DCMA 
should also continue its progress in resolving the employment, manning, 
training, composition and equipping issues surrounding CCAS teams. 
Finally, there is a recognized need for joint doctrine to guide future 
operations. 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DE~~~E- ~ . 

ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY 

ANO LOGIST ICS 

. . : , . : . -
3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3000 

INFO MEMO 

April 17, 2003, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (AT o.O __, / J 
~ 'ftt7iD.J 

SUBJECT: Snowflake - JCS Analysis of Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 

• You asked that I review the Joint Stafrs analysis of DCMA and let the Chairman 
and you know if there is any particular action required (attached). 

• There are several OUSD(AT &L) actions identified. My lead, BG Harrington 
(Director, DCMA), is working those to closure with Brig Gen Goldfein (J-8) -
who led the Combat Support Agency Review Team (CSART) review. 

• The review resulted in DCMA providing Joint Staff daily Situation Reports 
(SITREPs) of weapon systems production in plant and critical readiness spares 
status, including expediting transportation, for DLA and Service buying 
commands. The Joint Staff used SJTREPs to resolve weapon system or readiness 
spares problems during Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom. 

ACTION: No further action required. 

Prepared by: Col Lyndi Balven, OUSD(AT &L)/DPAPJ'bH5
> 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Tom White 
H. T. Johnson 

Gen. Shinseki 
ADM Clark 

Jim Roche Gen. Hagee 
Gen. Jumper 

Donald Rumsfeld V \\-

Joint Assignments 

March 17, 2003 12:16 PM 

We need to figure out hmv to get the best officers into joint assignments and into 

combatant commands, so they have the right kind of experience to be Service 

Chiefs or Vice Chiefs at some point. 

Thanks. 

Ul!Kdh 
OJ 171JJ.J6 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by __ '-1-+-/_,_1--"-r_/_:J 3 __ _ 

U03o59 /03 
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HEALTH AFFAUtS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C. 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

w.-aa.:~~~-
FROM: William Winkenwerder, Jr. , MD, ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Senator Clinton '"Snowflake" 

MAR 1 3 2003 

• In your February 13, 2003, memo (TAB A), you asked whether medical problems 
observed in people in the September 11, 2001, Pentagon attack might be similar to 
those reported by first responders to the World Trade Center attack or those 
reported as "Gulf War Syndrome." There are few similarities among those 
involved in those different situations. 

• Medically, there is no Gulf War "syndrome." No single medical syndrome has 
been found among Gulf War veterans. About 20% of the ailing Gulf War veterans 
have medically unexplained symptoms that cannot be attributed to traditional 
diagnoses. 

• Many of the illnesses experienced by World Trade Center workers are respiratory 
in nature and likely due to heavy exposures to numerous airborne contaminants. 
Other symptoms appear to be due to psychological trauma. Such psychological 
health effects have been observed consistently among the survivors of disasters 
and warfare. 

• In comparison to the World Trade Center, the attack on the Pentagon was much 
smaller in scale and du.ration. Extensive indoor air quality and other 
environmental sampling data do not indicate any medically significant exposures 
to Pentagon personnel on or after September J 2'h. 

• Medical surveillance of Department of Defense clinics in the Washington DC area 
has shown no net increase in overall visits for patients having depression, anxiety, 
acute and post-traumatic stress disorder, substance use disorders, or other 
behavioral health problems. 

• Several special follow-up programs have been initiated for Pentagon workers and 
rescue and cleanup personnel. 

• TABB provides more details on the medical problems reported by World Trade 
Center workers and on programs to assist Pentagon workers. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Jeff Prather, DHS, ..... !(b_)(_5) ___ __.I PCDOCS #46029/R46225 
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Information Paper 

Comparisons between the Medical Problems Associated with the World Trade 
Center, Gulf War Syndrome, and the Pentagon Disaster 

Background: Following the September l l th World Trade Center attack, many personnel who 
worked at Ground Zero in New York experienced persistent health problems. Senator Clinton 
(D~NY) likened these problems to those experienced by Gulf War veterans (labeled by the media 
as "Gulf War Syndrome"). Senator Clinton asked whether similar symptoms are occurring in 
Pentagon personnel. 

Facts: 
• The media uses the term "Gulf War Syndrome" a<. a way of broadly referring to the 

occurrence of heallh problems among Gulf War veterans. The tenn wrongly applies the 
traditional medical use of the word "syndrome," which refers 10 a combination of symptoms, 
signs, and diagnostic tests unique in a way that their combination represents a single disease 
process that can be distinguished from other dis.eases. No single such syndrome has been 
found among Gulf War veterans. About 20 percent of the ailing Gulf War veterans have had 
medically unexplained physical symptoms that cannot be attributed clearly to traditional 
diagnoses. This is not an unexpected phenomenon, since the US has seen similar symptoms 
in veterans after every war since the Civil War. 

• Many of the illnesses experienced by World Trade Center workers are respiratory in nature 
and likely due to heavy exposures to numerous airborne contaminants (glass. smoke. 
asbestos, heavy metals. and fibrous materials). Other symptoms appear to be due to the 
psychological trauma thal was experienced. Such psychological health effects have been 
observed consistently among the survivors of disasters and warfare. 

• The DoD began steps immediately after the anack to assess the physical and behavioral 
health of Pentagon occupants and to implement programs to support the health and welfare of 
Pentagon personnel including: 

- In early Oct 2001, a comprehensive "Pentagon Post-Disaster Health Assessment Survey" 
designed to document injuries, exposures, and illnesses sustained by Pentagon personnel 
was administered between 4 and 12 weeks post attack. Of the 19,450 Pentagon 
personnel, 4, 75 l participated in the survey. Eighty-six percent of those reported some 
type of exposure to smoke/dust/odors. Smoke exposure was generally of light intensity 
with a median duration of less than 15 minutes, in stark contrast to longer-term exposures 
at the World Trade Center where great amou11ts of smoke and dust were generated for 
days afterwards. Among the respondents who were at or near the Pentagon during the 
attack, 186 (5 percent) indicated they were injured during the initial blast and or the 
evacuation. A total of 1,700 (35 percent) of the respondents reported a worsening of 
prior-health problems or new health problems, the majority of which were stress related 
(54 percent). 

- Operation Solace began on September I 11h to reduce the severity and/or chronicity of 
reactions to stress and grief, of other psychiatric illness, and of medically unexplained 
physical symptoms among active duty and civilian Pentagon personnel. Contact was 
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made with anyone who indicated the desire for it on the Pentagon Post-Disaster Health 
Assessment Survey. Over 75,000 contacts have been made to date through various 
means. Approximately 800 Pentagon personnel continue to be seen/contacted 
periodically by the Operalion Solace team. Ten clinicians continue to go office-to-office 
and desk-to-desk either providing care on the spot or discreetly arranging for a follow-up 
meeting. Infom,al sessions are held in the location of the worker's choosing. In addition, 
support groups are run; classes are offered; presentations at staff meetings are made to 
address stress, grief and other topics: and referrals to higher levels of care are arranged 
where desired. Operation Solace also provides clinical behavioral health care for those 
active duty desiring it (-75 active cases). 

- Medical surveillance of DoD's clinics in the National Capitol Region has shown no net 
increase in visits for patients having depression, anxiety, acute and posttraumatic stress 
disorder, substance use disorders or other behavioral health problems. In addition, there 
were no increases in behavioral medicine clinic visits but there were significant changes 
in the number of diagnoses for anxiety disorders and acute stress reactions in children, 
and adjustment reactions in adults. Monitoring for increased numbers of patients having 
"medically unexplained symptoms" has shown no increases, although variability in 
coding at the practitioner level make confidence in the comprehensiveness of these data 
less certain. 

- Review of the worker's compensation data for DoD civilians working in the Pentagon 
shows no significant increase in the number of claims. 

The DoD Deployment Health Clinical Center at Walter Reed Army Medical Center reports 1hat. 
of the patients clinically evaluated between April and December 2002 as a result of the Pentagon 
attack, approximately 40 patients were identified with a high level of unmet mental health needs 
and self-described unexplained physical symptoms. Although the clinical data may be 
misleading because it may not capture all civilians who sought help (civilians are more likely to 
go to private doctors than DoD clinics), the clinical data coupled with the outreach surveys, 
counseling sessions, and review of workers compensation claims give a fairly complete picture 
(definitely better than New York City) of the impact of the attack on Pentagon employees. 
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PM,OHS 

Dep Dir, DHSD 

DASD,FHP&R 

Cos (HA) 

PDASD(HA) 

USD(P&R) 

SUBJECT: Senator Clinton "Snowflake" 

COORDINATIONS 

COLSulka 

Dr. Kilpatrick 

Ms. Embrey 

(Colonel Rauch for) 

Ms. Diana Tabler 

Mr. Ed Wyatt 

Concur 2/24/03 

Concur 2/24/03 

Concur 2/24/03 

Dr. David S. C. Chu ~,?,4),(7_ 6/n---.-,.___.... 
/ f> ~>'Z ,· ~ :::,, 
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PM, OHS 

Dep Dir, DHSD 

DASD,FHP&R 

CoS (HA) 

PDASD(HA) 

USD (P&R) 

SUBJECT: Senator Clinton "Snowflake" 

COORDINATIONS 

COLSulka 

Dr. Kilpatrick 

Ms. Embrey 

(Colonel Rauch for) 

Ms. Diana Tabler 

Mr. Ed.Wyatt 

Concur 2/24/03 

Concur 2/24/03 

Concur 2/24/03 

Dr. David S. C. Chu ~?.,(M'. '1,4z.,...___ 

/cf.ti "'YZ/ ?' 2~ 
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Febru~ry 24, 2003 9:49 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

CC: Torie Clarke 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Assistance 

Please give me a report every two weeks as to what countries are doing what with 

respect to: 

- Afghanistan 

- Iraq 

- Global War on Terrorism 

We need to keep track of those and then start giving them credit at the press 

briefings. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022403-10 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ c_·:=~_,_;_f f_}....:.7--1/~0_3 __ _ 
_.: ,4 
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CHAIRMANOFTHEJOINTCHIEFSOFSTAFF 2]3 :if.~ 20 r-;i 5: 16 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318--9999 

INFO MEMO 
CM-854-03 
20 Karch 2003 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 1(1& . . L~. ~~ 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCl"4 b~ ~At/ 
SUBJECT: Joint Concepts of Operations ~ ~ ..-.~-~~.,, 

• In response to your memorandum (TAB) concerning the concept development 
suggestions made by Mr. Barry Blechman, President and CEO of DFI 
International. I agree in the points made by Mr. Blechman; similar determinations 
were made by US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) during the 2003 mission 
analysis that restructured the concept development and experimentation program. 

• Based on current capabilities-based methodology and joint concept development 
events, I believe that the Anned Forces are already moving in the direction 
discussed in Mr. Blechman's letter. USJFCOM's restructured iterative 
experimentation methodology is focused on smaller, more frequent sets of 
experiments that are designed to provide actionable recommendations regarding 
future force investment. 

, A collaborative effort among the Services, Joint Staff, OSD and USJFCOM is 
under way. USJFCOM is hosting a series of planning sessions and workshops that 
wilJ lead to the Pinnacle Impact 03 May event, examining the joint operations 
concepts and using key joint issues and comparative concepts in multiple 
scenarios. This effort will serve to further refine the development of the joint 
operating concepts such as major combat operations. 

• The Joint Staff will continue to work closely with USJFCOM, US Northern 
Command and US Strategic Command as they develop the initial set of joint 
concepts. These organizations appreciate and will continue to consider the 
potentially significant contributions that DFJ and similar companies contribute to 
this effort. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC; Director, J-8; l(b )(6) I 
U03832-03 
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TAB A. March 3., 2003 3:47 PM 

TO: V ADM Giambasriani 

CC: · Gen.· Myers 

FROM: · Donald Rumsfeld ~ A-
SUBJECT: Joint Concepts of Operations 

Here is an interesting letter from Barry Blechman about Joint Concepts of 

Operations. What do you think about his suggestion? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/14/02 Blechman !tr to SecDef 

OHR:dh 
OJOJOJ-2<i 

···-····································································· 
Please respond by __ o_.3--'-/_J..-_J..:..,./_o_J __ _ 

Tab A 
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DFI I NTERNA T IONAL 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense P~nugon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld, 

Barry M. Blechman 
CEO oml P,..,;Jrm 

February 14, 2003 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAR - 4 2003 

Thanks very much for taking the time to talk with me on Tuesday, and for 
providing the proverbial free lunch! It was a pleasure to see you and have the chance to 
better understand your priorities in transforming the Department, as well as to discuss key 
foreign policy issues. 

Our dis·cussion of your efforts to lead the Services into Joint Concepts of 
Operations brought to mind the frustrations that we experienced when assisting the_ Air 
Force's Directorate of Plans (XP) in attempts to engage the other Services in a discussion 
of joint concepts for expeditionary operatio~. Official channels for· communication 
proved to be ineffective and ad hoc initiatives equally fruitless. Without a forcing 
function, XP's efforts to develop a Joint CONOP that could be lested, exercised, and, 
ultimately, implemented have so far come to naught.-

. The priority that you now ascribe to progress in this area provides a new· 
opportunity to encourage the Services to come to the table. JFCOM is the logical "honest 
broker" to manage a series of all-Service workshops to deyelop Joint (;ONOPS. In m'der 
to generate a constructive-discussion, participants should be handpicked and include 
representatives from the Unified Conµnands, Joint Staff, and OSD. A board of retired 
"gray beards" charged with thinking across Service lines on this issue might additionally 
aid the process. 

The process might also include informal, off-line meetings under private auspices, 
as well as more structured, top-level se.ssions, to maximize creativity while driving 
towards specific, actionable agreements. More than just an opportunity to compare slides 
and share jargon, these activities should be structured toward tangible results- a focused 
set of CON OPS that could be tested in the field in 2004. 

• 
OF! 1."\/TtHN,<,TIONAL 17 17 1•£N-N 'iYLVAN IA AVE N UE. NW SU ITE 1.\lltl w ,,SH!Nc:TON. l) C ~[lr>II(. 

, Mo,., !fb){6} ! w,vw.dli- ,ml.c,,in 
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I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this concept further with Admiral 
Giambastiani's team. DFI's work for the Services and OSD has made clear that 
encouraging the Services to work together outside of existing stovepipes is a vital step 
toward transforming our military capabilities. 

Thanks again for lunch. I look forward to seeing you at the Defense·Policy Board 
meeting later this m.onth. 

SiJ?,cerely, 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Geoff--

The Right Honourable Geoff Hoon MP 
Secretary of State for Defence 

Donald Rurnsfe/-

March 20, 2003 1 :01 PM 

I read your draft statement. It was excellent. Congratulations! 

DHR:dh 
032003-6 
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13:26 LI 0~ I \Jm.cT:~\002u,::".IT 
CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY \ · \ ~ U ~ 0 ~' ,;;;.,,~ 

DRAFT STATEMENT BY THE DEFENCE SECRETARY: 20 MARCH 2003 J6 t(.ovSe:- oF'" 

IRAQ: OVERNIGHT EVENTS 

Mr Speaker, with permission I would like to make a statement about military 

operations to disarm Iraq of its weapons of mass destruction. 

Co!'\/V' oA/5 

President Bush's ultimatum to Saddam Hussein expired at 1 o'clock this morning. 

Just as Saddam failed to take his final opportunity to disarm by peaceful means, so 

he has now failed to take his final opportunity to depart in peace and avoid the need 

for coalition military action. I draw the House's attention to Hans Blix's comments in 

New York yesterday, that he was disappointed that three and a half months of 

inspection work had not brought clear assurances from the Iraqis of the absence of 

weapons of mass destruction. 

President Bush announced at 3. 15 this morning on behalf of the coalition that 

operations had begun with attacks on selected targets of military importance. These 

attacks were carried out by Coalition aircraft and cruise missiles on more than one 

target in the vicinity of Baghdad, following information relating to the whereabouts of 

very senior members of the Iraqi leadership. Those leaders are at the very heart of 

Iraq's command and control system, responsible for directing Iraq's weapons of 

mass destruction. Saddam Hussein's regime is the chief obstacle to the 

disarmament of 1raq. The military plan is therefore crafted around his removal from 

power. 

We will be placing a copy of the Governmen1's Military Campaign Objectives in the 

Library of the House later today. 

In addition to these attacks. coalition forces yesterday carried out certain preliminary 

operations against Iraqi artillery, surface-to-surface missiles, and air defence 

systems within the Southern No Fly Zone. These were prudent preparatory steps, 

using coalition air capabilities previously used in the No Fly Zones, designed to 

reduce the threat to coalition forces in Kuwait The protection of our Servicemen and 

women will remain a matter of paramount importance. 

CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY 
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CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY 

The House will be aware of reports of Iraqi missile attacks against Kuwait. These 

incidents are being investigated by personnel with appropriate skills and the 

necessary protection. There are no reported casualties so far. But I am afraid there 

is nothing more I can confirm to the House at this stage_ 

I would like to draw the attention of the House to two particular points. First, that 

coalition forces will take every possible care to minimise civilian casualties or 

damage to civilian infrastructure. And whilst the Coalition will use modern weapons 

which are more accurate than ever. we can never unfortunately exclude the 

possibility of civilian casualties, tragic though these always are. However, people 

should treat with caution Iraq's claims of civilian casualties. The Iraqi people are not 

our enemies, and we are determined to do all we can to help them build the better 

future they deserve. 

Second, I would caution the House against suggestions that this campaign will be 

over in a very short time. We all certainly hope that offensive operations will be over 

quickly. But we should not underestimate the risks and difficulties that we may face 

against a regime that is the embodiment of absolute ruthlessness with an utter 

disregard for human life. 

Turning now to the United Kingdom's Armed Forces. I have set out in successive 

statements the forces we have prepared for this purpose. We have deployed a 

substantial naval force of 29 Royal Navy and Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels, including 

the aircraft carrier. HMS ARK ROYAL, and the helicopter carrier, HMS OCEAN: a 

land force led by Headquarters 1 (UK) Armoured Division and including 3 

Commando Brigade Royal Marines, 16 Air Assault Brigade, ?1h Armoured Brigade 

and 102 Logistics Brrgade, and an air force comprising around 100 fixed-wing aircraft 

and 27 helicopters. In all. about 45,000 Servicemen and women have been 

assigned to the campaign to disarm Iraq. Our forces will make a major contribution 

to the military action to disarm Iraq which we will pursue at a time and on a schedule 

of our own choosing. They are trained, equipped and ready for the tasks they may 

now need to undertake. British forces are already engaged in some military 

operations, although the House will understand why I cannot give further details at 

this stage. 

CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY 
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CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY 

Mr Speaker, events over the coming days will dominate the 24 hour media. The 

House will recognise that we must all be wary of jumping to conclusions on the basis 

of Kbreaking news" before there has been time to conduct a proper investigation. 

Similarly, the House will understand - and I hope the media will too - that if we 

respond to media pressure for instant operational detail, we could risk the securi1y 

and safety of our forces. We cannot therefore offer a running commentary on media 

reports. 1 will, however, ensure that the House is kept fully informed of significant 

developments. That is why I am making this statement today. In addition to 

statements as and when necessary, I will arrange for a short summary to be placed 

in the Library of the House, and copies made available to members in the Vote 

Office, as warranted by the day's events. 

My RHF the Prime Minister will be travelling to the European Council this afternoon. 

Once military action has begun, and UK forces are substantially engaged. the Prime 

Minister wiU ask to make a broadcast to the nation. 

Once again we are placing an enormous weight of responsibility on the shoulders of 

our Anned Forces. We have not taken the decision to do so lightly. The 

commitment to military action of Service personnel is always the gravest step any 

Government can take. I know that the thoughts and prayers of this House and our 

country are with them, and their families, as they embark on their mission. We hope 

for their safe and swift return. 

CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY 
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February 13, 2003 8:08 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld }.... 

SUBJECT: Comparison Metrics 

There is an anicle in today's Wall Street Journal in the first column on the first 

page about how armies o\Europe are spending almost all their money on 

personnel. ( aftaif1J.. ) 
Why don't we get five or six metrics and look at them--compare the US and 

NA TO countries on these key issues. Show me the metrics before we get the data, 

and then I think sometime when we arc at NATO we ought to raise it. 

Thanks. 

()llf\ llh 
021)03·1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Please respond by t' 3 / O "I I J }I 
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S na.,..,flake 

TO: 

( (. ' 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Dov Zakheim 

Tom White 
Jim Roche 
H. T. Johnson 

Perr t11.. i:)"v10 c.,s-
Donald Rumsfeld 7~ ~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Management Issues 

1\.1.arch 20, 2003 6:28 PM 

Gen. Shinseki 
ADM Clark 
Gen. Jumper 
Gen. Hagee 

Attached is a memo from Gordon England. I agree with each of his points. 

I would like each of you to take a look at this and then get back to Pete Aldridge 

with suggestions as to how we can proceed. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/17/03 England memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
032003-14 
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To: SECDEF 

January 17, 2003 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAR 2 0 2003 

Fr: Gordon England 

Mr. Secretary, 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve the Department of Defense and all of our Sailors, 
Marines and civilians in the Department of the Navy. For me, this has been a memorable 
expenence. 

The following are five suggestions you may find useful as you continue to lead the DoD. 

1. Follow through on your recent decision to make the POM process a biennial 
event. That is important because otherwise the bureaucracy will revert to past 
practices. 

Discussion 

A <letai led disassembly and reassembly of service programs each year is 
astonishingly ineffective and inefficient. 1t is necessary only to make essential 
mid-course corrections in the off year of the POM. Rather. have the 
management team concentrate on future strategic issues. 

2. Align fiscal aml planning guidance and involve the services in the strategic 
objectives of the department. 

Discussion 

While there are a lot of senior management meetings, there is not a clear 
unambiguous statement of OSD priorities, objectives and constraints. As 
early as possible in the budget cycle, SECDEF should clearly articulate his 
financial and program objectives for the year so the entire department can be 
working toward common objectives. 

3. Align and publish authorities and responsibilities for all operating departments 
in the Pentagon and especially between service secretaries and OSD staff. 

Discussion 

The Goldwater-Nichols Act clarified the chain of command from the 
President to the SECDEF to the combatant commanders; however, it left the 
relationship between SECDEF and the Service Secretaries somewhat vague. 
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Title 10 specifies that Service Secrelaries have the "responsibility and 
authority" to carry out their obligations, but it also specifies that the SECDEF 
ultimately controls all activities of DoD. 

Accordingly, the SEC DEF needs to clarify these roles and responsibilities to 
avoid friction as OSD nonnally assumes lhe authority (but not the 
responsibility) to regulate the activities of the service departments. 

4. Implement an investment strategy more in line with industrial companies. 

Discussion 

The present budget does not discriminate between a capital expenditure 
account and an operational account. That is the crux of the problem regarding 
split funding of hugely expensive capital assets such as nuclear powered 
aircraft carriers and submarines. Full funding of capital assets with 30 - 50 
years' service is inconsistent \\.'ith prevailing business practices. 
Differentiating capital investments from other expenses, such as operations 
and personnel costs, would be a dramatic improvement to our budget process. 
The resources freed by such a policy change could be used to fund surge 
demands on operations and personnel accounts to support recapitalization or 
to accelerate the pace of transfom1a1ional capabilities. 

5. Unifonnity of systems across DoD is desirable but no! essential to achieve 
effectiveness and efficiency. 

Discussion 

The Navy has spent hundreds of mi I lions of do] Jars on four Enterprise 
Resource program pilots, two of which are operational and the other two close 
to being operational. This effort will dramatically improve the Navy's supply 
chain, re<luce costs an<l improve combat capability. lt can also be modified to 
feed into any financial system eventually developed at the OSD level for the 
entire department. It is important to mcentivize military departments to 
initiate bottom-up programs of this type while OSD is developing a longer 
tenn top-level approach. 

Lastly, I do congratulate you on your very significant progress in managing the 
department. 1 expect that more substantive progress has been made in the past two years 
than in any prior four-year administration. I( has been a privilege to be a small part of 
that effort. Thanks. 
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Snawflake 

March 20, 2003 5:54 PM 

TO: Jay Garner 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y; I\ 
SUBJECT: Deputy for Policy and DART Teams 

Besides using the Deputy for Policy for the ministries and governance generally and the 

link back here, I would also have that person help with public affairs-particularly since 

Larry Di Rita will be there the first month with Ryan Henry and Ryan will be onsite 

thereafter. I used the model you and I discussed on the phone and talked to Larry and 

Ryan about it. They are cocked and ready to do it. We are going to miss them here, but I 

think they will be a big help there. 

I also talked to Colin Powell today about the DART teams. I told him I had read in the 

paper that Natsios said that they all report straight back to him. I told Colin the MOU 

needs to be fixed that was signed before the Garner operation was set up, because the 

President made the decision that it all goes through DoD. I told him if Natsios or the 

State Department had a problem with that, the way to solve it would be to do what I am 

asking-have it go through Garner for direction, instructions and prioritization. To the 

extent Gamer and Natsios disagree, they will elevate it to Rumsfeld and Powell and we'll 

solve it. But the assumption has to be that Gamer sets priorities and gives instructions. 

Powell said he would take a look into it. He didn't seem to resist strongly, although I 

suppose when he gets back to the Department he might find folks who feel differently. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032003·1 l 
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Please respond by __ ::....,-._l_:_• _c-..._/_l ,'-)-~_-___ _ 
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PERSONNEL AND 
REAOINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFftNSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

February 25, 2003 4:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

David S. C. Chu~-U Peerrsonnel ~nd RLdines~), _ ·, . 
( '/P?--t~ /J. LU,/f.,z/?;-/~,z.-C-,,~ 

SUBJECT: SecDef Snowflake' = Question from Hearing: Arabic Speakers in DoD 

• You received a question from a member of the House Appropriations Defense 
Subcommittee on February 13 about the number of Arabic language speakers in 
the military and in the entire Department of Defense (Tab A). 

• We have a total of 4240 active duty military, of which 2193 are considered 
proficient. ("Proficient" means level 2 or higher on the Defense Language 
Proficiency Test.) When the selected reserve and civilian populations are added 
we have a total of 5395, of which 2543 are considered proficient. 

• Additional detail is attached at Tab B. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Edward Christie, DMDC-West, ... !(b_)(_6) ___ ...., 

ft 
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Snowflake 

TO: 
cc· 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

.Po Nell Moore ~-,J CAu 
Po 1/J tf. f I tYl L'O re 
Donald Rumsf eld 'T)1 
Question from Hearing 

February 13, 2003 10:49 AM 

Someone at the House Appropriations Defense Subcommittee today-I think it 

was Congressman Moran- asked me how many Arabic language speakers there 

are in the military and how many in the entire Department of Defense, ifwe know. 

Thanks. 

Dl!R:dh 
021303-!5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_.~_-. /..__:. ·_,_· 1_1_ .. _; __ _ 
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ARABIC 
ARABIC-CLASSICAL 
ARABIC-EGYPTIAN 
ARABIC-GULF 
ARABIC-LIBYAN 
ARABIC·MAGHREBI 
ARABIC-MODERN STANDARD 
ARABIC-MOROCCAN 
ARABIC-PENINSULA 
ARABIC-SYRIAN 
ARABIC· YEMENI 

TOTAL 

Arabic Language Speakers in the Department of Defense* 
as of December 2002 

Enlisted Officer 

Active Duty Selected Reserves AcUve Duty 

Considered Considered Considered 
# Proficient .. # Proficient •• # Proficient•• 

118 79 59 27 68 26 
8 3 5 1 2 1 

40 21 61 8 109 29 
5 2 11 2 3 1 
7 6 1 1 
3 2 2 0 1 1 

2,967 1,662 346 142 814 308 
14 12 1 1 
6 2 10 7 4 0 
26 15 18 5 39 18 
3 2 , / 1 

3,197 1,806 512 192 1,043 387 

Selected Reserves 

Considered 
# Proficient•• 

34 20 
5 2 

32 5 
3 

9 0 
147 47 

10 1 
16 4 

256 80 

* Civilian totals do not include employees of DoD intelligence agencies. Language data reporting by other DoD civilian employees is voluntary. 
*" Defense Language Proficiency Tes{ reported at level 2 or higher. 

2/26/2003 Defense Manpower Data Canter 

11-L-0559/0SD14742 

Civilian• 

Considered 
# Proficient .. 

126 29 
21 14 
41 6 
15 5 

2 0 
162 19 

8 3 
12 2 

387 78 

f 
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TO: 
cc. 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Pr,·Nell Moor:e k;J c/,t-4 
Pf:l,A.Jtt.f/ /;1oore 
Donald Rumsfeld 'T,)1 
Question from Hearing 

February 13, 2003 10:49 AM 

C) 
Someone at the House Appropriations Defense Subcommittee today-I think it __s;:,. 
was Congressman Moran- asked me how many Arabic language speakers there ~ 

are in the military and how many in the entire Department of Defense, if we know. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
02]303-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_0_.,3---!-/_:_>_I_/_ .. _.;_·~-' __ _ 
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March 24, 2003 12:14 PM 

TO: Jay Garner 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;2------J, fl ----~ 
SUBJECT: Ministries 

I have asked the OSD staff to push faster on your request to identify people to supervise some of 

the Iraqi ministries. As Doug Feith explained on the SVTC earlier today, the goal is to find good 

people who will bring real expertise, whether in or out of government. 

We are also identifying senior DoD civilian managers who can be assigned to you to help with 

the ministries. 

For key ministries, like Defense, I think it is important to have very senior people, at least for 

part of the time. Accordingly, we are considering some individuals of international stature who 

might be willing to help with this task for a limited period. l have in mind people like Rudy de 

Leon (fonner Deputy Secretary), Walt Slocombe (former Under Secretary) and Jim Woolsey 

(former Under Secretary of the Navy and ClA Director). 

Slocombe and Woolsey have already indicated a willingness to help. With people of that caliber 

volunteering, we hope to get other outstanding individuals. 

As far as the press operation is concerned, l understand you have some good technical people. 

What you may need is a good strategic communicator who can help you shape the public's 

perception of your work and its Lmportance in helping create conditions for the transition to Iraqi 

governance and, ultimately, U.S, and coalition troop withdrawal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032403-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

-2 /:z. t. ,! .'J -;,J Please respond by _ _...,,,, ---+-, -------

U04309 /03 
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\~ THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON \. 
\ 

Dr. Barry M. Blechman 
CEO and President 
DFI International 
1717 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Suite 1300 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Barry, 

MAR 2 5 2003 

Enclosed is a note I got back from Dick Myers in 
response to my inquiry to him about the letter you sent me. 
He seems to feel we're proceeding in that general direction. 

Thanks. 

V 
Enclosure 

U04419 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD14745 
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CHAIRMANOFTHEJOINTCHIEFSOFSTAFF 2:;3 ::_·~ '.2 ~ : ;i ::: ! o 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 
CM-854-03 
20 Karch 2003 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAR 2 4 2003 

·10R: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ""' , • L~. ~~ 
·.:/'/ FROM: GeneralRichardB.Myers,CJCt,'4 ~ '-1"',t-

"f.,~ SUBJECT: Joint Concepts of Operations ;I/,, ."6 44:~IIJllll~~tl/ 

• In response to your memorandum (TAB) concerning the concept development 
suggestions made by Mr. Barry Blechman, President and CEO of DFI 
International. I agree in the points made by Mr. Blechman; similar determinations 
were made by US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) during the 2003 mission 
analysis that restructured the concept development and experimentation program. 

• Based on current capabilities-based methodology and joint concept development 
events, I believe that the Armed Forces are already moving in the direction 
discussed in Mr. Blechman's letter. USJFCOM's restructured iterative 
experimentation methodology is focused on smaller, more frequent sets of 
experiments that are designed to provide actionable recommendations regarding 
future force investment. 

• A collaborative effort among the Services, Joint Staff, OSD and USJFCOM is 
under way. USJFCOM is hosting a series of planning sessions and workshops that 
will lead to the Pinnacle Impact 03 May event, examining the joint operations 
concepts and using key joint issues and comparative concepts in multiple 
scenarios. This effort will serve to further refine the development of the joint 
operating concepts such as major combat operations. 

• The Joint Staff will continue to work closely with USJFCOM, US Northern 
Command and US Strategic Command as they develop the initial set of joint 
concepts. These organizations appreciate and will continue to consider the 
potentially significant contributions that DFI and similar companies contribute to 
this effort. 

COORDINATION: NONE SR MA CRADDOCK 
MA BUCCI 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC; Director, J-8Jb)(5) l 
003832-03 
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r,. , . 
TAB A March 3, 2003 3:47 Pl\.1 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ /l-
SUBJECT: Joint Concepts of Operations 

Here is an interesting letter from Barry Blechman about Joint Concepts of 

Operations. \Vhat do you think about his suggestion? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/14/02 Blechman ltr to SecDef 

DHR;dh 
03C303-26 

•.................................•.................•...............•.... 

Please respond by __ n __ ,_3-'-/_;i__l /'--o_]_~-

Tab A 

a:, 
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Dfl IN TER:'s:'\T IO !\:Al 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
I 000 Defc:;ise P·~r:.tagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld, 

B,uT~ M. Blechman 
CEO cu:: i-r(.•iJn,, 

February 14, 2003 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAR - 4 2003 

Thanks very much for taking the time to talk with me on Tuesday, and for 
providing the proverbial free lunch! It was a pleasure to see you and have the chance to 
better understand your priorities in transforming the Department, as well as to discuss key 
foreign policy issues. 

Our discussion of your efforts to lead the Services into Joint Concepts of 
Operations brought to mind the frustrations that we experienced when assisting the Air 
Force's Directorate of Plans (XP) in attempts to engage the other Services in a discussion 
of joint concepts for expeditionary operations. Official channels for communication 
proved to be ineffective and ad hoc initiatives equally fruitless. Without a forcing 
function, XP's efforts to develop a Joint CONOP that could be tested, exercised, and, 
ultimately, implemented have so far come to naught. 

The priority that you now ascribe to progress in this area provides a new 
opportunity to encourage the Services to come to the table. JFCOM is the logical "honest 
broker" to manage a series of all-Service workshops to develop Joint CONOPS. 1n order 
to generate a constructive discussion, participants should be handpicked and include 
representatives from the Unified Commands, Joint Staff, and OSD. A board of retired 
"gray beards" charged with thinking across Service lines on this issue might additionally 
aid the process. 

The process might also include infonnal, off-line meetings under private auspices, 
as well as more structured, top-level sessions, to maximize creativity while driving 
towards specific, actionable agreements. More than just an opportunity to compare slides 
and share jargon, these activities should be structured toward tangible results - a focused 
set of CON OPS that could be tested in the field in 2004. · 

DFI .. '.J·,1::(,:~ ".' JON>,~ : , : 7 . ' € "s:"s:,iYlV4. l\:! .• AV!::·. uc:. NW ~-_'l :E 1.1!;:: \r .. , .. ~J·!IN C"7"(;'\l . I)(' 2"""'' 
·~o~, l(b)(6> I " ..... , ·;;fi . .. ,fi """' 
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··,-

I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this concept further with Admiral 
Giambastiani's team. DFI's work for the Services and OSD has made clear that 
encouraging the Services to work together outside of existing stovepipes is a vital step 
toward transforming our military capabilities. 

Thanks again for lunch. I look forward to seeing you at the Defense Policy Board 
meeting later this month. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD14749 



Snawtlake 

March 24, 2003 1:57 PM 

TO: The Honorable Mel Martinez 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfcld\J',. 

SUBJECT: Charlie Shaw 

Mel-

Charlie Shaw, the person I mentioned to you as having been active in the home 

builders, was not active in the home builders, but he was active in what I think was 

called the Urban Land Institute. He is a terrific person with great energy. He 

would be interested in the project you mentioned in Lake County, Florida. 

Attached is a copy of my letter to him and his contact information if you decide 

you would like to get in touch with him. 

Thanks. 

Atlach. 
3/24/03 SecDef ltr to C. Shaw 
Contact info for Charlie Shaw 

DHR:dh 
OJ2403-3 

11-L-0559/0SD14750 
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Donald H. Rurnsfeld 

March 24, 2003 

Mr. 
(b )(6) 

Dear Charlie, 

The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, Me] 
Martinez, may be giving you a call. I told him a bit about you 
the other day. He knows of an interesting project in Florida for 
the families of the deployed troops that I thought might be of 
interest to you. 

I hope things are going wen:.·· .... 

With my best regards, 

/ 

(_ __ . , , 

) ~ 

11-L-0559/0SD14751 



Mr. Charles H. Shaw 
Chairman 
The Shaw Company 
233 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606 

Office: l(b H5) 

Home: ------
Home Address: 
l(b)(6) 

11-L-0559/0SD14752 



THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

~. -. ' .:- J 

Dear Don, March 26, 2003 

In response to the question you asked me about the relationship 
between USAID's Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) and 
DOD's Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance 
(ORH.A), there is a sensible way forward. 

Close coordination between the DART teams and ORHA is critical 
to ensure the prompt delivery of humanitarian assistance to 
Iraqi populations most in need of lifesaving assistance. DART 
is committed to complete transparency and cooperation with ORHA 
and other entities engaged in humanitarian assistance operations 
in Iraq. 

The DART leader reports to the Director of the Office of Foreign 
Disaster Assistance, who reports to USAID Administrator Andrew 
Natsios and, through him, to me. The ORHA Director reports to 
you. 

Since DART is committed to coordination and transparency, I 
doubt there will be any issues, but if operational disagreements 
arise between the DART and ORHA and cannot be resolved on the 
ground, USAID Administrator Natsios and General Garner will 
address the issue. If this fails, the final resolution of the 
matter will come to us. 

Sincerely, 

Colin L. Powell 

The Honorable 
Donald H. Rumsfeld, 

Secretary of Defense. 

11-L-0559/0SD14753 
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April 2, 2003, 2:00 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald RumsfeldY.1ic=-----11A A-;# 
Subject: Disaster Assistance Response Team and the Garner Group 

I read your memorandum of 26 March and subsequently learned that the Deputies 
Committee has discussed the relationship between the Office of Reconstruction 
and Humanitarian Assistance (ORHA, or the Gamer Group) and the Agency for 
International Development's Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART). 

Here is how [ recommend that we solve this problem: 

• Let's make the DART's leader. Michael Marx, a deputy to Garner's 
Humanitarian Assistance coordinator. Ambassador George Ward. 

• The DART will then receive prioritization of its planning and activities from 
Jay Gamer. 

• If necessary, the DART ,viii then submit Gamer's guidance to AID for 
concurrence. 

• If there is a dispute, Andre,v Natsios and Jay Garner will resolve it. 

• If that fails, you and I will get involved. 

This solution will give us unity of effort in the field and allow for input from the 
parent agency. If you agree to this commonsense approach, our involvement in 
subsequent disputes will be kept to a minimum. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon on this subject. 

U04892 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD14754 



Pandeli Majko 
Minister of Defense 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

Ministry of Defense (Ministria e Mhrojtjes) 
Boulevard Deshmoret e Komhit 
Tirana, Albania 

Dear Minister Majko: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for Alhania 's contrihution. To date, there are seven 
hattalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We \Viii also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly tr:::iined Afghan soldiers from the 31d ba1talion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E. Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program. and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding. infrastructure, equipment. and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely. 

0 U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14755 
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Nikolai Svinarov 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Minister of National Defense 
Ministry of National Defense 
#3 Vasil Levski Street 
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Bulgaria's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14756 



John McCallum 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Minister of National Defense 
Department of National Defense 
IO 1 Colone] Drive 
Ottawa, Canada Kl A OK2 

Dear Minister McCallum: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Canada's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our inunediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3'd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan Nation::il 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to !he success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding. infrastructure, equipment. and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14757 



Svend Aage Jensby 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Holmens Kanai 42 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

DK-1060 Copenhagen, Denmark 

Dear Minister Jensby: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Denmark's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our inunediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14758 



THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

Field Marshal Mohammed Hussein Tantawi 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Cairo, Egypt 

Dear Minister Tantawi: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for Egypt's contribution. To da1e, there are seven 
battalions. with an eighth in training. Our immediale objective is for lhe Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalilion forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding. infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely. 

0 U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14759 



Yiannis Papandoniou 
Minister of Defense 
Hellenic Republic 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

Camp Papgou Holargos 15501 
Athens, Greece 

Dear Minister Papandoniou: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for Greece's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being perfonned 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent der,loyments tn Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the nev.,.·ly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14760 



Ferenc Juhasz 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

Balaton u.7/11 P.O. Box 25 
H-1885, Budapest, Hungary 

Dear Minister Juhasz: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for Hungary's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff. and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3'ct battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E. Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units ,.viii deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program. and we 
continue to welcome contributions off unding. infrastructure. equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely. 

0 U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14761 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Halldor Asgrimsson 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Raudararstig 25 
150 Reykjavik, Iceland 

Dear Minister Asgrimsson: 

April 18,2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Iceland's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

0 U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14762 



Cho Young-kil 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Minister of National Defense 
Ministry of National Defense 
Seoul, Republic of Korea 

Dear Minister Young-k.il: 

Apri I 18, 2003 

l wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for the Republic of Korea's contribution. To date, there 
are seven battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the 
Afghan National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being 
performed by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a 
capable Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Anny units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

0 U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14763 



loan Mircea Pascu 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 ·1 DOD 

Minister of National Defense 
Ministry of National Defense 
Strada Izvor#l3-15, Sector 5 
Bucharest, Romania 

Dear Minister Pascu: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Romania's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff. and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3't.t banalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E. Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical 10 the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding. infrastructure, equipment. and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely. 

0 004540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14764 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Dr. Anton Grizbold 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Kardeljeva, Ploscad 25 
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Dear Minister Grizbold: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Slovenia's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G U04540-03 
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Fedrico Trillo 
Minister of Defense 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Ministry of Defense of the Kingdom of Spain 
Madrid, Spain 

Dear Minister Trillo: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Spain's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training, Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Anny to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces, We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense. General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly estabJished Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

I mernational assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G 004540-03 
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Samuel Schmid 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

April 18, 2003 

Chief of the Federal Department of Defense, Civil Protection, and Sports 
VBS 
Bundeshaus Ost 
3003 Bern, Switzerland 

Dear Chief Schmid: 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Switzerland's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments lo Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

2 ,{i___,,,,.,.-

0 004540-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

General Volodyrnyr Shkidchenko 
Minister of Defense 
Ukraine 
Kiev, Ukraine 

Dear Minister Shkidchenko: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Ukraine's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions, \Vith an eighth in training. Our inunediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions off unding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

0 004540-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

General Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid A) Maktoum 
Minister of Defence 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 

Your Highness: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for the United Arab Emirates's contribution. To date, 
there are seven battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is 
for the Afghan National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now 
being performed by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in 
developing a capable Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed \vell 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

2 I/ fl._____.,,,.,..,.,(,4'1 

G U04540-03 
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Geoffrey Hoon 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

Secretary of State for Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Main Building, Room 6147, Whitehall 
London SWIA 2HB, United Kingdom 

Dear Minister Hoon: 

April 18, 2003 

1 wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for the United Kingdom's contribution. To date, there are 
seven battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the 
Afghan National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being 
performed by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a 
capable Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

0 
U04540-03 
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Zeljka Antunovic 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Trg kralja P. Kresimira IV br. l 
I 0000 Zagreb, Croatia 

Dear Minister Antunovic: 

April 18, 2003 

J wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Croatia's offer of assistance. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have perfom1ed well 
during recent deploymems to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, equipment, and 
specialty training. 

Sincerely, 

G 004540-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

President Pervez Musharraf 
President Secretariat 
Islamabad, Pakistan 

President Pervez Musharraf: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanled to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Pakistan's contribution. To date, there are seven 
battalions. with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being performed 
by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E. Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, and equipment 

Sincerely, 

0 004540-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

His Excellency Shri George Fernandes 
Minister of Defense 
South Block 
New Delhi, India 110 001 

Your Excellency: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Anny training 
program and thank you for India's offer of assistance. To date, there are seven 
battalions, with an eighth in training. Our immediate objective is for the Afghan 
National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being perfonned 
hy coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a capable 
Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have perfonned well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, and equipment. 

Sincerely, 

0 004540-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, OC 20301 

General Mukhtar Altynbayev 
Minister of Defense 
Republic of Kazakhstan 

General Mukhtar Altynbayev: 

April 18, 2003 

I wanted to give you an update on the Afghan National Army training 
program and thank you for Kazakhstan's offer of assistance. To date, there are 
seven battalions, with an eighth in training. Our inunediate objective is for the 
Afghan National Army to assume responsibility for many functions now being 
performed by coalition forces. We will also assist the Afghans in developing a 
capable Ministry of Defense, General Staff, and Support Command. 

Newly trained Afghan soldiers from the 3rd battalion have performed well 
during recent deployments to Orgun-E, Paktika province. Other Afghan National 
Army units will deploy in conjunction with the newly established Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams. 

International assistance is critical to the success of this program, and we 
continue to welcome contributions of funding, infrastructure, and equipment. 

Sincerely, 

0 
U04540-03 

11-L-0559/0SD14774 
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USDP ~·E.b /lrr."11; · 

ACTION MEMO 

I-03/001789-SO 
EF-4489 

/; ,., /Jt:i'!_ 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DepSecDef Actio~/ /1 ~ 
FROM: Marshall Billingslea, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

Special Operations and Low-rntensity Conflict s:~~ JV"' rr ... "'"•<:.:."'fl. 

SUBJECT: Afghan National Army Thank You Letters 

• You requested thank you letters be sent to international donors to the Afghan National 
Army (ANA). Attached are three versions: 

• The first version (TAB A) is for countries with completed donations (except 
France)- Albania, Bulgaria, Canada. Denmark, Egypt, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, lee land. the Republic of Korea, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, 
Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates, and the United Kingdom. 

• The second version (TAB B) is for Croatia. whose donation is still pending. 

• The third version (TAB C) is for countries neighboring Afghanistan-Pakistan, 
India, and Kazakhstan. President Karzai has requested that neighboring countries 
provide equipment and infrastructure but not training. so this version of the letter 
does not request training assistance. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign attached letters (TAB A. B, and C). 

COORDINA TJON: Attached at TAB D. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

SPl A.$1STANT Dl)Rff AtJ 
SR MA CRADDOCK 
MA BUCCI 

EXECSEC -119'1E CDlC 'I ¥/tr 

l(b)(6) I 
Prepared by: Laura Coopcr .... l(b_)(_5) ___ ~nd Heather Panitz ._ ____ SO/UC Stability 

Operations 
U · ,,6 '-1)'-l/!J/ 6 ? 
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USD(Comptroller) 

General Counsel 

TSP (Eurasian Affairs) 

ISA (Asian and Pacific Affairs) 

COORDINATION 

AN A Thank You Letters 

Dov Zakheim 9 April 03 

William J. Haynes II 8 April 03 

Alan Van Egmond, Director 11 Feb 03 

Mary Tighe, Principle Director 14 Feb 03 

TSP (European Policy) James Townsend, Acting DASD 20 Mar 03 
Comment: Confirmed letter should be sent to Germany. 

TSA (Near East and South Asian Affairs) Paul Hulley, Director 14 Feb 03 
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ACTION MEMO 

MAR 27 m I-03/001789-SO 
EF-4489 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSecDef Action __ _ 

FROM: Marshall Billingslea, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict ~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Afghan National Army Thank You Letters 

• You requested thank you letters be sent to international donors to the Afghan National 
Anny (ANA). Attached are three versions: 

• The first version (TAB A) is for countries with completed donations (except 
France)- Albania, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, 
Republic of Korea, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine, United Arab 
Emirates, and the United Kingdom. 

• The second version (TAB 8) is for countries with pending donations-Canada, 
Croatia, Egypt, and Poland. 

• The third version (TAB C) is for neighboring countries with pending donations
Pakistan, India, and Kazakhstan. President Karzai has requested that neighboring 
countries provide equipment and infrastructure but not training, so this version of 
the letter does not request training assistance. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign attached letters (TAB A, B, and C). 

COORDINATION: Attached at TAB D. 

Attachment: 
As stated 8Pl ASSISTANT DI AITA 

SR MA CfW)OOCK 
MA BUCCI 

EXECSEC WHl'TMORE 4 ~/u 
U04540 /03 

l(b )(6) I 
Prepared by: Laura Coope~ .... ___ ..... and Heather Panitz l(b)(5) j SO/LTC Stability 

Operations 
03-25-03 16:38 IN 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1c{/III ~ 
SUBJECT: Waivers from Joint Service 

CM-860-03 
26 March 2003 

• In response to your inquiry concerning ending joint service waivers for officers 
selected for promotion to general or flag officers (G/FO) and request to review the 
positions qualifying for joint service credit (TAB), the following is provided. 

• The Congressionally directed independent Joint Officer Management/ 
Joint Professional Military Education study was completed 17 March 2003. 
The assessment recommended legislative and olicy chan es Goldwater
Nichols. In addition, the positions at qualify for jomt service credit were 

evaluated. However, a detailed analysis to detennine whether each billet 
should provide joint credit was not conducted. 

• Upon appraisal of the study's conclusions, I will recommend a G/FO joint 
service waiver policy to you not later than I April 2003. To evaluate the 9102 
joint positions, a panel of subject-matter experts from the Services and unified 
commands will be convened to review each position and detemtine the joint 
experience provided. TJiis will be;:om_pleted not later than 30 Septembe. r ... _ . _

11 2003. tue-wJI ~~ tr.~~ ~~ ~< 
~ 11u4JJ {},4,r ~ :,t.,,i--?~ 

COORDINATI~: NON~ -

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Brigadier General Maria Cribbs, USAF; Director, J-J ; .... !(b_)(_
5
)_ ..... 
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TAB 

March 4, 2003 9:21 AM 

TO: 

CC: 

Tom White 
H. T. Johnson 
James Roche 
David Chu 

Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

Gen. Shinseki 
ADM Clark 
Gen. Jumper 
Gen. Hagee 

Paul Wo]fowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf~ 

SUBJECT: Waivers from Joint Service 

Given the many years that have passed since Goldwater-Nichols became law, I 

wonder ifwe ought to simply end the policy of waivers for the absence of joint 

service to officers being selected for promotion to Genera] and Flag rank. 

I a]so wonder if we might want to review what positions give joint service credit. 

As J have ta]ked to people I interview, I have the impression that some of the 

positions they say give them joint service credit tend not to realJy be very joint. 

Therefore, I wou]d like you to review the list of assignments that qualify for joint 

service. My impression is that the list very likely has grown so that more people 

are enapled to punch that ticket, and it may very welJ be that we want to tighten it 

up. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
03030!•27 

·····························-··········································· 
Please respond by ___ s-+/_:2-_fl--+-/_o _3 __ _ 

r • 

Tab 

11-L-ff559/0 SD 14 779 U0·2871 /03 
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Snowflake 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan ROE 

% 

TABA 

..... 

't~~ 

January 2, 2003 7:50 AM 

We need to finish the ROE for Afghanistan-both ground and air-and hot 

pursuit. 

Thanks. 

llH~ Jh 
,11020_;.1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ______ ;. ___ _ 

.:, 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 

Doug Feith 
ADM Clark 

TABA 

(){\; 
Donald Rumsfeld \I 

SUBJECT: Role of the Coast Guard 

January 3, 2003 8:52 AM 

Today I was advised that we need to activate Coast Guard Reserves to bring them 

to the Central Command, so they can perform functions the US Navy is not 

capable of performing. 

lt seems to me that the time for that kind of an arrangement is over. Specifically, 

were there to be a couple of events in the United States and a need for those same 

Coast Guard Reservists for homeland security activities, you can be sure we would 

not be able to get them to go over to the Middle East. 

Therefore, it seems to me we need to get US Navy capabilities that can substitute 

for the Coast Guard capabilities and stop using the Coast Guard for things that 

don't have anything to do with homeland security. 

Please come to me with a proposal as to how that could be accomplished and any 

comments that anyone may have on it. 

Thanks. 

TlHR:dh 
010303·1S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I ! - ' '\"l. Please respond by __ r __ i_,_ll ..... , ____ , _J_..1_· __ 

TabA· 
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March 31, 2003 3:07 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·/--· ____ ...,~ 

SUBJECT: Ministry Liaison Positions in Iraq 

I appreciate your helpful responses to Jay Garner's requests for people and know 
these individuals have certain expectations. 

As our thinking about Jay's operation has evolved, our folks thought it would be 
helpful to seek additional individuals, in and out of government, who have 
particular skills and who may be willing to join the operation. There is going to be 
plenty of work to go around, and the people you have identified at Jay's request 
have obvious expertise that can contribute across the range of needs he will have. 
It would be best, though, to develop as broad and deep a pool of talent as we can, 
and we are seeking to do that. 

We've put together a pool of names to serve as senior ministry advisors, and the 
State nominees are in that pool. We'll be in touch about who fills which position. 

I understand Steve Hadley, Marc Grossman and Doug Feith are meeting regularly 
to work through these issues, and to discuss other important post-conflict matters. 

We also have added a Policy and Governance group to Jay's operation. A State 
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Scott Carpenter, could be instrumental in that activity. 

I hope you will consider making Scott available to begin working here at the 
Pentagon. The many governance issues need a steady focus. and I understand he 
is good and ready to help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032803-7 

11-L-0559/0SD14782 U04733 /03 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

April 2, 2003 10: 14 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Dr. David S. C. Chu~retary of Defense (Personnel & Readiness) 
(,_ /~6). r!. L./ 1,,,,,,-v - i>t,. /~-0?; 

Rep. Frost Inquiry (D TX 2416)on Consolidation of Three MilKary Exchanges 
SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• The Armed Services operate three independent exchange systems: the Anny & Air 
Force Exchange System (AAFES), the Navy Exchange Service Command, and the 
Marine Corps Exchange. 

• You cited the exchanges as an example of duplication in the "Battlefield to 
Bureaucracy" speech of September 10, 2001. Past studies recommended 
consolidation of the exchange systems. Department of Navy has strongly opposed. 

• We are staffing a memo with the Secretaries of the Military Departments that 
announces the decision to consolidate the three Armed Services Exchanges into a 
single organization. The Army and Air Force concur. The memo leaked from the 
Department of the Navy. 

• The Department and exchange patrons would be best served by consolidation. Some 
may suggest that the consolidation, like other transformation initiatives, be placed on 
hold. We strongly recommend that consolidation should proceed. 

• The Anny and Air Force have a combined exchange that has operated well since the 
late 1940s. AAFES is headquartered in Dallas (Rep. Frost's district). The AAFES 
Commander is MG Kathryn Frost, USA, who is married to Rep. Frost. 

• Rep. Frost is questioning the integrity of retired Maj Gen CJ. Wax, USAF, who will 
lead the transition effort. CJ. Wax is the former Commander, AAFES. News articles 
may be circulating concerning accounting irregularities discovered at AAFES last 
year. After an internal audit uncovered irregularities, Maj Gen Wax directed an 
internal investigation in Jun 2002. This led to an Office of Special Investigations 
(OSI} review. OSI found that Maj Gen Wax exercised proper oversight and took 
appropriate action. 

• Mr. Geren and Mr. Abell spoke with Rep. Frost after his call to the Secretary. Mr. 
Abell also spoke with Rep. John McHugh, Chairman, and several members of the 
HASC Total Force Subcommittee. Early reactions are generally supportive. Rep. 
Schrock (R VA 2"\ who has the Navy exchange headquarters in his district, may be 
an opponent. Mr. Abell meets with Rep. Schrock on April 2. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD14783 U04824 /03 
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RECOMMENDATION: None. For information only. 

COORDINATION: NIA 

ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 

PREPARED BY: John Molino, DUSD(MC&FP), i::=] 
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" 31~,/os MR. Abe\\ 

Snowflake 

March 27, 2003 7:57 AM 

TO: 
CC. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Congressman Frost 

Congressman Martin Frost wants to talk to you about the exchange merger that 

someone is apparently proposing. 

Thanks. 

DHKdh 
OJ270H 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ i.;.../_1_, 1-.../_u_z ___ _ 
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TO: 
CC·. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

MR. Abell 

March 27, 2003 7:57 AM 

Congressman Frost 

Congressman Martin Frost wants to talk to you about the exchange merger that 

someone is apparently proposing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032703-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ ____,Y ,_/-'-11_,_/_u_· :;_-: ___ _ 
r 
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Snownake 

April I, 2003 11:21 AM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 
L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld Q\\ 

SUBJECT: Briefing to POTUS 

The President said he would like to have a briefing from you every week, so 

please look ahead to next week and figure out a day you think you would like to 

do it. Then we will do that from week to week. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040103-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 'f J tf /:i 3 -~~----"'-----

---

U04832 /0:, 
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SnawHake 

ApriJ 5, 2003 11:34 AM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 
J...i(y CiUon,,a(.... 

·~, FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Gen. McNeill 

The President would like to have Gen. Mc Neill on the portion of the Wednesday 

briefing that will be about Afghanistan, if you are comfortable with that. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
040503-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by --+-i+,/_·-'--1_+--/_·_·~3 ___ _ 

U05027 I 03 
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TAB 

April 2, 2003 7:39 AM 

TO: Gen. Pace 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Estimated Iraqi Strength in Numbers of People 

On the Hill yesterday, Gen. Myers and I didn't know the answers to questions 

Senator Levin asked about how many overall did we estimate (in terms of 

numbers of people) were in the following: 

1. Iraq's regular anny. 

2. Republican Guard. 

3. Special Republican Guard. 

4. Fedayeen Saddam. 

5. Any other elements in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
0402()3-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -~rf--+.:_i a_1 ~/_<:_3 __ ~-~ 

Tab 
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Snowflake 
...... 

TO: Gen. T. Michael ''Buzz" Moseley 

CC: Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld » r 
SUBJECT: Congratulations 

April 7, 2003 7:59 AM 

I saw a quote from you about a cow peeing on a flat rock. It is perfect. 

Congratulations. 

You are doing a great job! 

Regards, 

DHRdh 
0407(13-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ----______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD14790 
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Snowflake 

April 7, 2003 11 :49 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 't)j\ 
SUBJECT: Awards 

Please stop these awards until I have a chance to look at them, and stop Paul 

Wolfowitz or anyone else's authority to issue them until I have a chance to get my 

head around them. 

Thanks. 

DHR d~ 
040703-27 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 1f /1 i / !I :> ---+,-_.__ ____ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: ORHA Paper 

April 7, 2003 10:21 AM 

The fonnat Jay Gamer used in the attached paper, "ORHA Plan for Disposition," 

does not work and needs to be changed. They should use larger font type, separate 

info from action items, and clearly indicate what needs action. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/5/03 "ORHA Plan for Disposition of Frozen Iraqi Assets" 

DHR.dh 
040703·19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ----------

your preference for short, precise, bulletized memos, drafted in 13 pitch, and provided 

him the attached templates. I also asked that Jay pre-coordinate memos to you with 

Policy so we can lead-tum actions and assist with quality control. 

11-L-0559/0SD14792 
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INFORMATION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Name, Position, Organization, phone# 

SUBJECT: Enter a Brief Subject 

• Size 13 font 

• One page, bullet list with white space 

COORDINATION: TAB (or NONE) 

Attachment (s): 
As stated or TAB A: 

TABB: 

Prepared by: Name/Organization/f elephone ~/Date 

11-L-0559/0SD14793 

1-03/(Insert I-Number) 



CLASSIFICATION 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Name, Position, Organization, phone # 

SUBJECT: Enter a Brief Subject ( ) 

• ( ) Size 13 font 

• ( ) One page, bullet list with white space 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDefapprove/sign .... (TAB A) ( ) 

Approve ____ _ Disapprove ____ _ Other: 

COORDINATION: TAB (or NONE) 

Attachment (s): 
As stated or TAB A: 

TABB: 

Prepared by: Name/Organization/f elephone #/Date 

Classified By: or Derived From: 
Reason: 
Declassify On: 

I-03/(Insert I-Number) 

-------



1-03/(Insert I-Number) 

READ AHEAD FOR SECRETARY RUMSFELD/DR. WOLFOWITZ: 

(TOPIC) 

From: Principal's Name, Title, Organization, & Telephone Number 

Date, Time, Location 

Host, Lead, or Briefer: Organization 

Attendees: List key attendees and their titles; list additional attendees in an attachment. 

Issue: Short but clear statement of major issue or point. (Answer the questions~ Why are 
you telling this to the Secretary/Deputy Secretary? What sboud he know and discuss? 
What is the objective of the meeting? 

• Succinct, bullet statement format, one page, stand-alone document 

• Background: 
• No more than 2 sub-bullets. 

• Desired Outcome: 
• No more than 2 sub-bullets. 

• Talking Points: 
No more than 5 sub-bullets. 

Prepared by: Name/Organization/Telephone Number/Date 

11-L-0559/0SD14795 



April 9, 2003 5:52 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ---:i/. .L 1\ ~ ·--- I "----'C"" -, 

SUBJECT: Rewards 

I would appreciate learning what rewards the Department of State has given out to 

reward activities that occurred after September 11, 2001. Specifically, 1 would 

like to knmv: 

• The amount of the rewards. 

• The dates of the grants. 

• The dates the infonnation was provided. 

• The reason for the grant-what the value was that merited the rewards. 

• The names and nationalities of the rrcipients. 

I am convinced that rewards can be important in achieving our goals in Iraq, but 

my impression is that our rewards programs still aren·t working at their potential. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040803.)8 

11-L-0559/0SD14796 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20301·1100 

INFO MEMO . . ·. ~ · 

COMPTROLLER April 11, 2003 5 :00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim? --5"' 

SUBJECT: Weekly Report 04/11/03 

• FY 2003 Supplemental: The conferees are meeting today to address the FY 2003 
Supplemental appropriations bill. We expect that the bill will pass by the end of the 
day. Our current information is that the defense number will be $62.6 billion with 
$15.7 billion appropriated into a transfer fund and the remainder into specific 
appropriations. There are really only about $3 billion worth of "strings" attached to 
the DERF. which means that we have more flexibility than origina1ly was in either the 
House or Senate bills. We consider that this DERF should be executable. We will get 
the money appropriated into the specific appropriations to the Services as soon as the 
bill is enacted and 0MB makes the money available to us. This should relieve the 
current pressures on the operating accounts. We will work with the Services to 
manage the transfer account to deal with events as they unfold the remainder of the 
fiscal year. 

• Iraq "Tin Cup:" On Wednesday l hosted the Senior Coalition Contributions Group 
for Iraq to discuss next steps in our strategy for the "tin cup" effort for Iraq. We have 
arranged a face-to-face meeting with other key country representatives in Washington 
April 14 concomitant with a Treasury-hosted Finance Ministers meeting. Japan, 
Spain, the UK and Australia have all agreed to attend, mostly at the Deputy Minister 
or Under Secretary level. 

• Transportation of Iraqi Vested Property into Theater. This week we have 
coordinated the procedure to move $20 million in small denominations into theater. 
The specific plan and procedures to be followed were sent to you in a separate memo. 
This procedure was coordinated with NSC. 0MB, Treasury, GAO, the Joint staff, 
DF AS and various organizations with the Department. The first shipment should 
arrive at Andrews AFB today. Nothing can be disbursed prior to ORHA providing a 
more detailed plan for approval. 

• Djibouti Lease Signing Ceremony: This afternoon I signed a leasing agreement for 
Camp LeMonier with Djibouti's Ambassador to the United States. This agreement 
will allow the United States to provide substantial financial support to Djibouti. I am 
sending a separate memo to you on this ~ter. ~, 

11-L-0559/0SD14797 
U05485 



• Leasing Issue: Pete Aldridge and I are preparing a memorandum for your signature 
approving the Air Force entry into a lease for 100 KC-767 tankers. The lease will be 
contingent on securing a waiver from funding termination liability and approval from 
the Office of Management and Budget. We are working with Mike Wynne to draft 
negotiating guidelines that provide an acceptable negotiating range for the price of the 
aircraft. This will entail deleting unnecessary content from the aircraft and achieving 
additional price reductions from Boeing. We are also working with AT&L and 
PA&E to flatten the funding profile outside the FYDP. 

• Business Management Modernization Program (BMMP): I chaired the FMMP 
Executive Committee meeting on Tuesday with AT&L, C3I. and the Service FM's in 
attendance. We intend to complete the review and analysis of the DoD Financial 
Management Enterprise Architecture and the transition plan on April 30, 2003. The 
Architecture will be completed by then, on time and under budget. I am also 
renaming the program from the Financial Management Modernization Program to the 
Business Management Modernization Program, and renaming the Financial 
Management Enterprise Architecture as the Business Enterprise Architecture. I will 
be scheduling a ceremony to recognize the delivery of the architecture in mid - late 
May 2003. I have attached a chart providing additional detail. 

• DCAA: Bill Reed. Director of DCAA, reports that: 

• DCAA received notice last week that GAO has tenn.inated a review of the Effects 
of Personnel Reductions and the Changing Acquisition Environment on DCAA 's 
Oversight Responsibilities. The Comptroller General initiated the review based on 
concerns regarding adequacy of staffing for oversight organizations like DCAA. 
DCAA representatives told the lead GAO analyst at the start of the review, that 
DCAA was adequately staffed to perform its mission under the current acquisition 
environment. The GAO's preliminary analysis supported DCAA's position. No 
report will be issued for the GAO project. 

• As previously reported, contractor pension cost forecasts, resulting from declining 
pension investment portfolios, continue to grow and will likely impact future DoD 
buying power. Lockheed Martin's most recent corporate rate proposal forecast, 
received on March 31, 2003, tripled from October 2002. Ninety-seven percent of 
this cost growth ($1.014 billion for 2004- 2007) relates to pension cost estimate 
mcreases. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

ATTACHMENT: 
As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD14798 



Status of Architecture and Transition Plan · 

• Team IBM on track to deliver the enterprise architecture and 
Transition Plan April 30, 2003 

• Proposed Name Change Beginning May 1, 2003 
- Financial Management Modernization Program (FMMP) to Business 

Management Modernization Program (BMMP) 

- Financial Management Enterprise Architecture (FMEA) to Business 
Enterprise Architecture (BEA) 

• Architecture Implementation 

- Start using Best Practices through Pilots Across Domains/Services 
(12 - 18 Months in Duration) 

- Select Pilots in Accordance With Developed Criteria with Domain 
Owners (April - June 2003) 

- Domain/Services Nominate Pilots/Quick Wins - April 2003 

- Validate, Maintain and Extend the architecture 

11-L-0559/0SD14799 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 203ot-1100 

INFO MEMO 

April 11, 2003, 5:03 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheirn Y) 

SUBJECT: Providing Support to Djibouti 

• On January 22, 2003, you asked that I work to get some money to Djibouti (Tab A). 
We have made considerable progress on this matter. 

• We concluded that the best vehicle for helping Djibouti and improving our own 
access at the same time would be to re-negotiate the lease for Camp LeMonier. 

• My staff worked with Peter Rodman's team and the Office of the General Counsel 
staff to re-negotiate the lease. I signed the new lease with the Djiboutian Ambassador 
today. 

• Under this new leasing agreement, USCENTCOM will have greatly expanded 
access to facilities, ranges, and other property in Djibouti. 

• The DoD will make an additional $10.25 million cash payment to Djibouti for the 
use of Camp LeMonier and other facilities for the remainder of FY 2003. 

• The DoD wil I pay Djibouti $15 mil lion for the use of Camp LeMonier and other 
facilities in FY 2004. Three $5 million payments will be made. 

• My staff has also received a detailed listing of the costs that Djibouti has incurred 
supporting U.S. military operations in connection with the Global War on Terrorism 
(GWOT). We can reimburse Djibouti for the costs using FY 2002 Emergency 
Supplemental funds. 

• Our preliminary analysis suggests that we can reimburse Djibouti between $3.0 -
$5.8 million using FY 2002 funds. 

• I will report back to you once USCENTCOM and analysts on my staff verify 
specifically how much we can pay Djibouti. 

11-L-0559/0SD14800 



• In FY 2003, DoD will provide between $19.3 - $22.1 million in total support to 
Djibouti. This includes support provided through the Overseas Humanitarian Disaster 
and Civic Aid (OHDACA) program, and DoD Fellowship Programs. This will 
account for approximately two-thirds of the $30 million that the NSC wanted to 
provide to Djibouti when Preside nt Guelleh visited Washington in January 2003 . 

• I am sending a separate memo to Stephen Hadley at the NSC on this matter. 

COORDINATION: Tab B 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Cc: Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) 

Prepared By: Josh Boehm"-J(b-'-)(-'-6) __ __. 

11-L-0559/0SD14801 



·! January 22, 2003 10:19 AM 

TO: 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld [f 
SUBJECT: Djibouti 

Please work with Doug Feith and figure out some ways we can get some money to 

Djibouti. They are doing everything in the world for us, and we are doing next to 

nothing for them. They need some help. 

Please get back to me soon. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
012203-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O I / 31 / o 3 

11-L-0559/0SD 14802 



COORDINATION 

USD(P)/ISA/ Africa Theresa Whelen April 11, 2003 

11-L-0559/0S D 14803 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen.Myers 

'Ch 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld i)f\ 
SUBJECT: Bases in the Middle East 

March 6, 2003 4:23 PM 

We need some thought as to what bases in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in the 

Middle East we might consider reducing after a conflict with Iraq> if there is one. 

If we have to open new bases, we will need to close some down. 

Please see me on this. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
OJ06QJ.\2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ C-""j 3'-1/.__,. R-+-/_a _~ __ 

11-L-0559/0SD14804 U05626 /03 



April 14, 2003 10:02 AM 

TO: ADM Giambastiani 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \}j 

SUBJECT: Lessons Learned 

I hope you have Gen. Handy engaged in this lessons learned process. He needs to tj 
be involved. ~ 

'° Thanks. 

DIIR:Jn 
U4 l-l0l· 15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please re:ipond by ff/ 2 .:. /J J ---,.,--i,~----

e 

11-L-0559/0SD14805 U05653 /03 
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APR. 15. 2003 10:3&~M NO. 081 P. 2 

April 14, 2003 10:02 ~ 

TO: 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rwnafeld W 
SUBffiCT: Lessons Learned 

I hopo you have Gen. Handy engaged m this le!sons learned proce!ls, He needs to 

ho involved. 

Thanks. 

OHll.-411 ~\'::t '(" rr · · • , . 
O-t\-403-H ;r{w. \ I" ~-U\s . ·,i· - . i ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ { . ~ L! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Snowflake 

April 14, 2003 3:57 PM 

TO: Gen. Jones 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·n~ 
SUBJECT: PIFWC 

[just read about the PIFWC'. Congratulations to you and your folks. It looks like 

it was a fine operation. 

Regards, 

DIIR.t.lh 
04l40J-Jn 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U05654 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD14807 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 1/~ 
SUBJECT: Symbolism 

April 14, 2003 10:13 AM 

Attached is an interesting idea from Newt. I think he is right. When that happens, 

it ought to be a big event and seen all over the world. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/11/03 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef re: A Ceremony for a New Iraqi Government 

DHRdh 
041403-16 

..............••.........••••..........••..•...............••••.......... 

Please respond by __ ,;-+/-'-1-"-v--ff-o_) ___ _ 

U05655 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD14808 
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..... l(b-)(
5
_) __ __.I CIV, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Friday, April 11, 2003 9:23 AM 

To: !{b)(6) l@osd.pentagon.mil; Larry.DiRita@osd.pentagon.mil; John.Craddock@OSD.Pentagon.mil; 

Cc: 

jaymie.durnan@osd.pentagon.mil ~ 

Torie.Clarke@OSD.Mil; wiJkinjr@centcom.mil ~ 

Subject: a ceremony for a new Iraqi government 

for secdef depsecdef 
from newt 4/11 /03 

symbolically turning over power to the Iraqi people 

the following note from Mike Shields makes a powerful point about a big day six 
months or a year from now, we should plan it as a worldwide ceremony 

By the ay; I realize It is a Ion ay away, but I hope that we have a distinctive 
ceremony handing over power on it happens from the military stewardship to the 
new government. It should be a big, old ceremony with a "handshake" or 11salute'1 

culminating an inauguration as we p acefully hand power over to the Iraqi people. 
The sy'mbolism is so important in t Arab world. We take it for granted here as we 
peacefully transfer power on ina uration day. It should be a very clear ceremony 
and the date should be cele ed as an Iraqi/American day. 

4/11/2003 11-L-0559/0 SD 14809 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

c• . 
\.. .. - . 

~ ·- - • - . ' -:;: - • I / I ;· 
I , I ; .' ; I J -~l: >. 

April 15, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: DART Team 

After discussing the issue over the weekend with Jay Garner and Andrew 
Natsios, I propose we apply a disciplined solution to the problem. 

I need to keep command/ownership of the DART Team under USAID and 
me for a variety of reasons dealing mostly with relations with the NGO and 
humanitarian communities. However, I have told Andrew to instruct Mike 
Marx, the DART Team Leader, that I consider him under the operational 
control of Jay Garner. Mike is to respond to Jay's directions and taskings 
and report to him constantly. In the event of a major disagreement, or an 
instruction inconsistent with his USAID responsibilities, Mike is to come 
back to us for resolution. Otherwise, respond to Garner and keep us 

infonnecl. ~ 

U05660 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD14810 



·........ . __ ,, 

April 16, 2003 7:47 AM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 t' 
SUBJECT: DART Team 

Thanks for your note of April 15 on the DART team. It sounds right to me. I will 

pass it along to Jay. 

Thanks. 

Regards, 

DHlblh 
041 ~OJ-4 

11-L-0559/0SD14811 
U05825 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Tony Brenton 
Minister & Deputy Head of Mission 
British Embassy 
3100 Massachusetts A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20008-3600 

Dear Tony, 

APR 18 :!'03 

Here is a deck of the cards with the pictures of the 
Iraqis from the wanted list. I thought you would enjoy 
having them. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

U05821 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD14812 
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Iraqi Military Ranks -
General of the Army Muhib 
General Fariq Awwa1 
Lt. General Farig 
Major General L\va' 
Brigadier General 'Amid 
Colonel 'Aqid 
Lt. Colonel Mugaddam 
Major Ra'id 
Captain Nagib 
1st LT. Mulazim Aw,val 
2nd LT. :rvf ulazim 
Sergeant Arif 
Corporal 
Private 1st class 
Private 
Basic Private 

"Rukn"- staff officer 
"'T1 " Ai C 1ayar - r 1orce 
"Bahri" -Na val 

Naib 
Jundi AW\val 
Jund1 ,\wwa1 
Jundi 

U05821 
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• 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: "Wanted" Cards 

wanted list o 

and send one 

his card. 

April 14, 2003 8:12 AM 

f the cards with the pictures of the Iraqis on the 

one to the President, one to the Vice President 

liments of me when we get them in. Here is 

' // 
Thanks. V . :--
Attach. V "y \, 

Business card \\ :JI 1 ~ '\ '\ 7\ 

1/HIUh l). ty 
'141403-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD14814 
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April 16, 2003 7:47 AM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 i'-' 
SUBJECT: DART Team 

Thanks for your note of April 15 on the DART team. It sounds right to me. I will 

pass it along to Jay. 

Thanks. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
04!(,0_1-4 

11-L-0559/0SD14815 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

C' r-. ~ ,._ __ - ... -

April 15, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: DART Team 

,_ 
-- - - ~ -

' l /.,• '· --, I 7 
l j • ..... ~ 

After discussing the issue over the weekend with Jay Garner and Andrew 
Natsios, I propose we apply a disciplined solution to the problem. 

I need to keep command/ownership of the DART Team under USAID and 
me for a variety of reasons dealing mostly with relations with the NGO and 
humanitarian communities. However, I have told Andrew to instruct Mike 
Marx, the DART Team Leader, that I consider him under the operational 
control of Jay Garner. Mike is to respond to Jay's directions and taskings 
and report to him constantly. In the event of a major disagreement, or an 
instruction inconsistent with his USAID responsibilities, Mike is to come 
back to us for resolution. Otherwise, respond to Garner and keep us 

informed. ~ 

11-L-0559/0SD14816 
U05660 /03 
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TO: 

,,eout~ 
l&~~ FROM.: 

'°• DATE. 

SUBJECT: 

April 12, 2003 

heads in after this thing is over. 

1:15 PM 

Who else would there be besides Grange, Jacobs, Mclnemey, Allard? There were 

three or four others that stood out. There was a major, Bevellequa, and several 

others. 

Let's talk about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
041203.11 

Please respond by: _______ 4'--+\_J--,1 \_n_:_,; ---------
t ~ 

-

Jaymie Duman 
t..1/t~ 1-L-0559/0SD14817 U05839 /03 



Major Robert S. Bevelacqua (USA, Retired) 
(b )(6) 

Lieutenant General Daniel W. Christman (USA, Retired) 
President and Executive Director 
Kimsey Foundation 
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20006 

General Wayne A. Downing (USA, Retired) 
(b)(6) 

Brigadier General David Grange (USA, Retired) 
Executive Vice President and Chief Executive Officer 
McConnick Tribune Foundation 
435 North Michigan Avenue, Suite Number 770 
Chicago, Illinois 606 11 

(b)(6) 

11-L-0559/0 SD14818 



Colonel Jack Jacobs (USA, Retired) 
(b)(6) 

General William F. "Buck" Kernan (USA, Retired) 
(b )(6) 

Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Maginnis (USA, Retired) 
(b)(6) 

Lieutenant General Thomas Mcinerney (USAF, Retired) 
(b)(6) 

General Montgomery Meigs (USA, Retired) 
Visiting Tom Slick Professor of World Peace 
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs 
University of Texas, Austin 
Post Office Box Y 
Austin, Texas 787 I 3-8925 

11-L-0559/0SD14819 



. . 

General Joseph Ralston (USAF, Retired) 
Principal 
The Cohen Group 
600 131

h Street, 'NVv, Suite Number 400 
Washington, DC 20036 

Major General Donald W. Shepperd (USAF, Retired) 
(b )(6) 

Major General Perry Smith (USAF, Retired) 
(b )(6) 

Retired 

11-L-0559/0SD14820 



f'Efi!'SONNEL ANO 
RtAOINESS 

UNOER SECRETARY OF QE-FiNSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTA~O'N ·. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
l~·J :·,~~ : ·:: :-:: 

INFO I\1EMO 

/.· -:-- I 
.)' -

April 11, 2003, 10:04 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David s.c. Chu, USD (~ .,-.lJ j c;: I / :.z ~:~...,, c-; ·o , _-_-- ·,; JA,t~"'1.- , rL • - ,;ut,- 7 / -

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention-Since Start of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

• SECDEF requested information on the status of recruiting and retention since 
the beginning of the war in Iraq. (Tab B) 

• Active duty recruiting remains strong through March, with all Services 
slightly above accession quantity goals. The quality of new active duty 
recruits is also strong, with all exceeding benchmarks for percent high school 
graduates and percent scoring in the upper half on the Armed Forces 
Qualification Test. (Tab A) 

• Reserve recruiting is experiencing some difficulty, although this challenge is 
not insunnountable. The Reserves rely heavily on prior service recruits, so 
Stop Loss programs adversely affect the ability of the Reserves to meet their 
recruiting goals. Non-prior service recruits also seem more hesitant to join the 
Reserves right now. Army Reserve and Army National Guard account for 
70% of Reserve Component recruiting, and both missed their March accession 
~~- ' 

• Retention remains high. The Services have met or exceeded their goals 
through second quarter of FY03 (and report they are on target to meet FY03 
retention goals). However, part of their success is attributed to current Service 
Stop Loss policies, as well as residual effects from the previous year's 
programs. The Department will have a better understanding of the impact of 
current operations on retention once Stop Loss is lifted by all Services, which 
we expect to happen soon. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) ~ 
Prepared By: Capt Angela Giddings, USAF ___ ...,....... ..... r 1'.,.,. .,,$ 

11-L-o!oso14a21 
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Recruiting 
FY03Throu March 

Anny 

Navy 

Marine Corps 

Air Force 

Active Duty Total 

Army National Guard 

Army Reserve 

Naval Reserve 

Marine Corps Reserve 

Air National Guard 

Air Force Reserve 

Reserve Total 

Quantity 

% of 
Accessions Goal Goal 

34,222 33,960 101% 

16,482 16,334 101% 

13,300 13,196 101% 

18,761 18,006 104% 

82,765 81,496 102% 

17,150 19,809 87% 

13,581 13,749 99% 

4,336 4,157 104% 

3,648 2,995 122% 

2,171 1,903 114% 

2,549 2,298 111% 

43,435 44,911 97% 

HSDG benchmark= 90% 
AFQT benchmark = 60% 

* Air National Guard data through December 2002 

9 
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Quality 

% High 
School % Armed 

Diploma Forces 
Graduate Qualification 
(HSDG) Test (AF T) 

95% 71% 

95% 65% 

97% 70% 

99% 79% 

96% 71% 

85% 62% 

93% 69% 

87% 69% 

97% 76% 

Not available Not available 

92% 71% 

--



Snowflake 

.,., '•, 

• 

April 2, 2003 7:45 AM 

TO: 
~ C.,~0 

~ck _::::::::.:...----~---~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention 

Please check and find out if recruiting is up or down since the beginning of the 

war in Iraq. Also, check and see what has happened to retention. 

I know it is soon, but it would be interesting to know. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
040203-4 

................................••.......••.••......••.••........•••.... , 

Please respond by ____ ...____ ____ _ i i .• YI I! I.)::, 
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Snowflake 

TO: Service Secretaries 
OSD Under Secretaries 
Torie Clarke 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald RumsfeM\Jf'· 

SUBJECT: Writing in Plain English 

April 16, 2003 2: 20 PM 

Attached is a memo from Dov Zakheim on writing in plain English. It is worth 

thinking about. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/11/03 USD(C) memo to SecDef re: Writing Course-Plain English [U054080 03] 

DHR:dh 
0411J03-19 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ___ -______ _ 

U05875 /03 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20301-1 100 

lNFOMEMO 

COMPTROLLI!" April 11, 2003 11 :00 AM 

9.t\ 
.. ~va / OR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
lf.\l'~ DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
7~,I~ 

SECOEF HAS SEEi\i 
,~PR 'i 6 7003 

FROM: Dov S. Zak.heim ~ 

SUBJECT: Writing Course--Plain English 

• The purpose of this memorandum is to tell you about a highly successful 
writing course I organized for my staff. Others in the Pentagon could benefit 
from it. Last year it became evident to me that members of my staff needed a 
refresher course to improve their writing skil1s. This week we concluded the 
last of a very successful series of writing classes that trained the majority of 
our personnel, to include both senior executive and GS level personnel. 

• Some details about the course: 

• The writing course was highly practical. It emphasized writing clearly and 
getting the main point up front. 

• The instructor, Dr. Ed Bailey, is a professor at Marymount University. He 
has written 8 books in the field. More importantly, he understands our 
writing situation and knows how one should write for busy people. 

• Due to our heavy workload and long workdays, we scheduled all classes in 
the Pentagon, during nonnal working hours. The course was efficient. It 
consisted of three 2-hour sessions and one on-line session. The course 
extensively evaluated our actual writing. 

• I made the first course mandatory for our SES personnel. Their initial 
reluctance was followed by very positive endorsements of both the course and 
instructor. Course critiques have been overwhelmingly positive. 

• The results of the course have been evident in an improving quality of work. 
Analysts have provided better papers, and supervisors have taken a greater interest 
in the clarity and brevity of correspondence. 

COORDINATION: NONE 
SR MA CIW>OOCK 

0 
MA 8UCCI 
EXECSEC ~""[t-

uo 54 80 03 
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% r ··: 
c:-· . 
\..- ., .... . . .. 

2."'l") I,- " " ': 
, . JJ j _. I l _.I 

INFO MEMO 
, ~ 1 

USDP('o•fiptow!f/15 

("03/005252 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
APR I 8 2GOa 

FROM: Marshall Billingslea, Principal Deputy Assistant Secre 
Special Operations and Low"Intensity Conflict 

S'J>-
bo 1> d:.t".! .,..,(: SUBJECT: Humanitarian Demining Operations 

c?() ,-,,,,cj h~ ~·..,,~,,;. 

You asked about US involvement in humanitarian demining. The USG is a recognized ~ )"< ,.i,:Af•'"-'' 
world leader in humanitarian demining, but we are not shouldering the entire burden. w~ ,.b "",. I ,·-1r. 'j 

>Mi'•t d t,. ,.~ ... ~~' 

Worldwide Humanitarian Demining l;v f o,.1k-o ·, t
(C,.u r f-., h..,..,..,,._ 

Of~ lPt! r-'I'(>.;,,., 
• US humanitarian demining expenditures (for all agencies) have totaled over $600M J . 1, . 

t-i,,,cl ,•'tfi\ll /) ,,,."'t 'l 
since Fiscal Year 1993. · , . r 

-1. ~,· ' t 
• Norway ($107M) and United Kingdom ($79M) are leading foreign government 

contributors. Denmark, Australia and Canada are also significant contributors. The 
European Union has provided an additional $151 M. 

• Other key actors include the United Nations and Organization of American States, 
NGOs (Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation, HALO Trust, etc.) and commercial 
firms ( e.g., Royal Dutch /Shell Group of Companies recently donated $100,000 to 
provide mine dogs for Thailand). These actors either assist countries in developing an 
indigenous demining capability or clear mines for them. 

The State Department Office of Mine Action Initiatives and Partnerships strengthens 
internal mechanisms for mine action, coordinates the development of public"privat.e 
partnerships and advances promising demining technologies. 

Doll Participation 

• DoD participates in the USG Humanitarian Mine Action program to provide unique 
training, readiness and access benefits for US forces, and to advance the Combatant 
Commanders' security cooperation strategies. 

• DoD participation also deflects criticism of US landmine policy by directly 
supporting efforts to eliminate the risks to civilian populations posed by the 
indiscriminate use of landmines. 

Attached is a paper on plans for humanitarian demining in Iraq. 

Prepared by: COL Richard ThresherJ .... ~b-)(-
6

) _ __,jand Marc CheeJ&tb)~
6
: _u ,,, 

1 
t; 

1
., 
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,
1 
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Iraq Humanitarian Dem.ining Efforts 

The US plans to provide immediate humanitarian demining services and to establish an 
Iraqi-led humanitarian demining program. The pursuit of these parallel efforts will 
demonstrate to the Iraqi people that the new government is concerned about their needs. 

• The Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Affairs is establishing an Emergency 
Mine Action Team to act as a Mine Action Coordination Cell, coordinating 
humanitarian demining efforts until the indigenous Iraqi program is able to take over. 

• DoD humanitarian demining support for Iraq is based on requirements forwarded 
through CENTCOM. 

• Coalition forces are also conducting countermine operations. However, these efforts 
are focused on supporting military operations rnther than humanitarian needs, and the 
forces conducting them are not trained to conduct humanitarian demining missions. 

The Department of State developed a four component mine action plan for Iraq. 

• Provide Mine Risk Education - Develop mine risk education teams to educate Iraqi 
civilians on the hazards from landmines and the explosive remnants of war. 

• Deploy a Quick Reaction Demining Force - Four teams, consisting of ten persons 
plus two dogs each, to provide demining in response to immediate humanitarian 
needs. 

• Expand NGO operations - Support the existing NGO demining capacity in Northern 
Iraq and establish demining teams to enable movement of displaced persons, access 
for humanitarian service providers, and humanitarian infrastructure in Central and 
Southern Iraq. 

• Develop long-term capacity - Using a train-the-trainer technique establish indigenous 
demining infrastructure for the Iraqi government's future program. 

The UN is also providing contributions to support the Iraqi national mine action center. 

Prepared by: COL Richard Thresher~ ... (b-)(_6_) _ .... !and Marc CheekJ .... (b-)(-
5

) __ ...., 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DE~CT.!f~.~ -.:·. ·. 

ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

an 1:::-2 2a PM 3: 38 

3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·3000 

INFO MEMO 

"1'l) '"" "' · · r·· 11 ~ l .. :J 1.::,L- ,,1 ::'.J/ 

Apri1 17, 2003, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE (AT~ -i/, ,/o;> 

SUBJECT: Snowflake - JCS Analysis of Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 

• You asked that I review the Joint Staff's analysis of DCMA and let the Chairman 
and you know if there is any particular action required (attached). 

• There are several OUSD(AT&L) actions identified. My lead, BG Harrington 
(Director, DCMA), is working those to closure with Brig Gen Goldfein (J-8) -
who led the Combat Support Agency Review Team (CS ART) review. 

• The review resulted in DCMA providing Joint Staff daily Situation Reports 
(SITREPs) of weapon systems production in plant and critical readiness spares 
status, including expediting transportation, for DLA and Service buying 
commands. The Joint Staff used SITREPs to resolve weapon system or readiness 
spares problems during Operations Iraqi and Enduring Freedom. 

ACTION: No further action required. 

Prepared by: Col Lyndi Balven, OUSD(AT&L)/DPAP, .... l(b_)(_
5) ___ 

0 
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TO: Pete Aldridge 
Michael Wynne 

CC: Gen. Myers 

~ OU~M: Donald Rumsfeld J/1, 
~ SUBJECT: Defense Contract Management Agency 

,.. ' 
; .: 1 ~ j • ~ ~ • . 

March 18, 2003 5:32 PM 

Here is an analysis of the Defense Contract Management Agency the Joint Staff 

has completed. I have not read it. 

Please review it and let the Chairman and me know if there is any particular action 

required. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/14/03 CJCS Action memo re: 2002 Combat Support Agency Review Team (CSARn 

Assessment of the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) [U03535/03] 

OHR:dh 
031803-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ r __ f /_1_i.....,/_J_3 __ _ 
' 

11-L-0559/0SD14829 U03 5 35A /03 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACTION MEMO CM-838-03 
14 March 2003 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE ,I~ 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ S 

DepSec Action _ _ _ 

SUBJECT: 2002 Combat Support Agency Review Team (CSART) Assessment of the 
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 

• Title 10, United States Code, section 193, requires a biennial assessment of 
the combat support agencies' responsiveness and readiness to support 
operating forces in the event of war or threat to national security. 

• DCMA became a combat support agency on 27 March 2000. This is the 
first ever CSART of DCMA. The CSART determined that DCMA is ready 
to execute its mission to support the operating forces and is responsive to the 
current requirements of our combatant commands with minor shortfalls. 

• I have forwarded the report to the relevant parties for information and have 
already directed the implementation of those report recommendations within 
my authority (TAB B ). Attached for your information is a copy of the 
DCMA executive summary (TAB C ). 

RECOMMENDATION: Request your signature on the enclosed proposed 
memorandum (TAB A) forwarding the summary of findings for implementation. 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC; Director, J-8; ... l<b_)<
5
_) __ ____, 

SPl ASSISl'ANT DV 
SR MA CRADDOCK 
MA BUCCI 

EXECSEC WHITMORE 

/_/ U0:35:3~ /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENS OR ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY~ AND LOGIS S 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE CONT CT MANAGEMENT 
AGENCY 

SUBJECT: 2002 Combat Support Agency Review earn (CS ART) Assessment of the 
Defense Contract Management Agen (DCMA) 

Title 10, United States Code, sectio~93, requires the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to conduct a biennial asse ment of combat support agencies' 
responsiveness and readiness to suppo operating forces in the event of war or threat to 
national security. 

The CSART conducted the CMA assessment in calendar year 2002 that contains 
specific recommendations for i roving DCMA readiness, and has my support for 
implementation. A summary findings and recommendations is enclosed. 

I commend the Dire or, DCMA, for the contingency contract administration 
support during Operation NDURING FREEDOM, which is a combat multiplier, 
releasing military mem ers to perfom1 critical battlefield functions. Addressees should 
provide the Cha,· of the Joint Chiefs of Staff an update on all reconunendations 
within 3 months an a complete status prior to the next scheduled CSART assessment of 
DCMA in June 2 . 

/ 
/ 

I 

I 
/ 

,/' 
/ 

Attachments 
As stated 

0 
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Copy to: 
USD(P&R) 
CJCS 
CSA 
CNO 
CSAF 
CMC 
Commander, USCENTCOM 
Commander, USEUCOM 
Commander, USJFCOM 
Commander, USNORTHCOM 
Commander, USPACOM 
Commander, USSOUTHCOM 
Commander, USSOCOM 
Commander, USSTRA TCOM 
Commander, USTRANSCOM 
Director for Operations, Joint Staff 
Director for Logistics, Joint Staff 
Director for Operational Plans and 

Joint Force Development, Joint 
Staff 

11-L-0559JOSD14833 



ENCWSURE 

DCMA SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

# FINDING RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY LEAD ACTION 
1. Lack of full integration of DCMA functions a. Educate the combatant and the component commands Director, 

at the combatant commands impedes on DCMA's service offering and capabilities for DCMA 
DCMA's ability to execute its combat contingency con tract adm.inistrati on. 
support mission. b. Assign a representative to liaise with each combatant Director, 

command to ensure DCMA is part of all planning and DCMA 
deployments. 
c. Increase liaison officer (LNO) engagement of Director, 
component command staffs to coordinate issues germane DCMA 
to the combatant commander. 
d. Coordinate with Joint Staff, J3, to monitor timely Director, 
receipt of deployment orders. DCMA 
e. Place DCMA as an addressee on all future planning Joint Staff, J3 
orders for coordination or information. 

2. DCMA's fill rate for military manpower is a. Coordinate with the Office of the USD{P&R) and the USD{AT&L) 
75 percent of authorization. Services to assess the number of military authorizations 

necessary to achieve DCMA mission accomplishment 
using the Defense Agency Manpower Review Process. 
This review should include existing Service component 
contingency contracting capability, already committed to 
the combatant commander's OPLAN, to perform the 
Contingency Contract Administrative Support (CCAS) 
mission. 
b. Assess the impact of military fill rate on DCMA's Director, 
ability to perform its CCAS missions and submit as a DCMA 
readiness deficiency, as appropriate. 

3. Insufficient joint doctrine and policy a. In coordination 'Nith Joint Staff, J4, develop joint Joint Staff, J7 
concerning contractor support on the doctrine and procedures for contractor utilization on the 
battlefield hampers the combatant battlefield and contingency contracting support, 
commander's ability to efficiently employ standardizing the terms of reference, definitions of 
and manage contractor assets in the area responsibilities and employment. 
of responsibility. 

L Enclosure 
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# FINDING 

3. Continued 

4. Lack of a process at the combatant 
command level impacts management of 
contractor and associated personnel 
information in the area of responsibility. 

5. DCMA lacks an approved Agency Mission 
Essential Task List (AMETL) and associated 
metrics to objectively assess agency read-
iness to support contingency contracting 
missions and focus a11,;ency training. 

6. DCMA has not identified and trained 
sufficient personnel to meet DCMA's 
anticipated requirement for deployment of 
CCAS Teams. 

RECOMMENDATION SOMMARY 

b. In coordination with Joint Staff, J4, develop joint 
doctrine and procedures that outline the roles and 
responsibilities for joint task force or theater special 
operations command when they are designated the 
operational lead. 
a. In coordination with principal contracting officers for 
the theater executive agent for contracting, predesignate 
the appropriate contract administration agent; DCMA or 
Service component for theater contracts in their OPLANs 
and CONPLA.Ns. 
b. In coordination with the Joint Staff, J4, develop 
guidance for the CCAS teams to advise the joint 
commander within the AOR on contractor issues, 
visibility of contractors, and integration of contractor 
caoability. 
Develop, approve and submit to the Joint Staff, J7, the 
AMETL and the metrics required to validate the missions. 

a. Enforce an emergency essential clause as a condition 
of employment for employees in skills that are necessary 
for initial response team (IRT) and CCAS deployment, 
b. Review manning and equipment requirements for 
future IRT and CCAS missions (to include an assessment 
as to whether some CCAS missions can be accomplished 
using existing Service component contracting assets as a 
mean of mitigating possible manning and equipment 
shortfalls} and prepare to support them or identify the 
shortfall as a Joint Quarterly Readiness Report 
deficiency. 
c. Define unit type codes for the initial response and 
contingency contract administration support teams for 
utilization in the Global Status of Resources and Training 
database. 

2 
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LEAD ACTION 

Joint Staff, J7 

Combatant 
commanders 

Director, 
DCMA 

Director, 
DCMA 

Director, 
DCMA 

Director, 
DCMA 

Director, 
DCMA 

Enclosure 



# :FINDING 

7. DCMA CCAS teams require additional 
training on the Balkan Support Contract 
{BSC) before deployment to the AOR. 

RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY 

a. Review the length of the BSC training program and 
revise it as required to ensure administrative contract 
officers are fully trained on the BSC before deployment. 
b. Develop rotation policy that maximizes productive 
time that continues to be consistent with USEUCOM 
deployment oolicies for the AOR. 

3 
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LEAD ACTION 

Director, 
DCMA 

Director, 
DCMA 

Enclosure 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D"C. 20318-9999 

CM-839-03 
14 March 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Distribution List 

Subject: 2002 Combat Support Agency Review Team (CSART) Assessment of 
the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 

1. Title 10, United States Code, section 193, requires a biennial assessment of 
the combat support agencies' responsiveness and readiness to support 
operating forces in the event of war or threat to national security. The CSART 
recently completed its assessment of DCMA. 

2. DCMA is ready to execute its mission to support the operating forces as 
specified in current operations and concept plans, and is responsive to the 
current requirement of our combatant commands. A summary of the findings 
and the executive summary of the report have been fonvarded to the Secretary 
of Defense. Under CJCS[ 3401.0lC, 1 October 2002, combatant commanders 
should utilize the results of this assessment to support the assessment of 
DCMA1s readiness to support respective commands. 

3. The enclosed specific recommendations to improve DCMA's readiness have 
my full support for implementation. The Joint Staff has initiated actions as a 
result of the assessment. A copy of the final report is enclosed for your 
information; formal tasking from the Office of the Secretary of Defense will be 
provided later. 

Enclosure 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

COMBAT SUPPORT AGENCY REVIEW TEAM (CSART) 
2002 REPORT 

ON THE DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY (DCMA) 

Combat Support Agency Review. The CSART assessed the readiness and 
responsiveness of the DCMA to support the operating forces under the 
authority granted the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff pursuant to Title 
10, United States Code, section 193. DCMA is one of the seven designated 
combat support agencies that can be tasked to directly support a combatant 
commander. In the role of a combat support agency, DCMA provides in
theater contingency contract administration services to several ongoing 
operations. While contractor support on the battlefield allows uniformed 
personnel to concentrate on core military responsibilities, doctrine has not 
been fully developed. Contract administration provides the oversight 
necessary to assure that contractor support is performed to specification, 
and in a timely and agile manner. DCMA is the quality-control link between 
the combatant command and the contractor. One should note that combat 
support constitutes only about 5 percent of DCMA's mission; the agency's 
primary work is in support of the Defense acquisition community, an area of 
study beyond the purview of CSART. 

Combat Readiness. DCMA is ready and responsive to provide 
contingency contracting with minor shortfalls. These inc1ude a Jack of 
knowledge within the combatant commands about the services and 
capabilities offered by DCMA; insufficient doctrine and policy concerning the 
management of contracts and contractors on the battlefield; DCMA liaison; 
and contingency contract administration support (CCAS) team manning, 
equipping and training. 

Combatant commands are generally unaware of DCMA's services and 
capabilities because they delegate contingency contract administration to a 
component command designated as an executive agent within the AOR. 
Additionally, at the component command level, only a small number of staff 
personnel are familiar with the services and support capabilities DMCA 
offers. DCMA needs a comprehensive plan for educating combatant and 
component commands about what support it brings to the battlefield. 1 

Contingency Contract Support. DCMA provides direct support to 
combatant commands by administering external theater support contracts 
like the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (WGCAP), the Air Force 
Contract Augmentation Program (AFCAP), and the Balkan Support Contract 
(BSC). DCMA administers these contracts upon the principal contract 
officer (PCO) delegating authority to DCMA. In coordination with the PCO, 
DCMA deploys tailored CCAS teams to an AOR. These teams rely heavily on 
the use of both military and civilian personnel assigned to other billets at 

1 Defense Contrad Management Agency CSART lntr!rnal Operation Assessment (JOA) Status Briefing, 13 May 
2{){)2. 

ii 
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DCMA. However, the fill rate of military billets at DCMA is 75 percent, and 
the continuing demands of global operations stress the organization. The 
Defense Agency Manpower Review Process should be used to assess the 
level of fill necessary to accomplish the DCMA mission. 

Conclusions. To improve its readiness and responsiveness, DCMA needs 
to improve combatant command knowledge of the services and capabilities 
offered by increasing the liaison between DCMA and the combatant and 
component commands. An aggressive education of customers about what 
contracts DCMA supports, what should be expected when DCMA supports a 
contract, and the development of a metrics system to measure the effect 
DCMA has on theater readiness will improve customer support. DCMA 
should also continue its progress in resolving the employment, manning, 
training, composition and equipping issues surrounding CCAS teams. 
Finally, there is a recognized need for joint doctrine to guide future 
operations. 

111 
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CHAPTER I 

CSART PURPOSE AND ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

PART 1 - CSART Purpose and Authority 

Authority. CSART assessed the readiness 
and responsiveness of the DCMA to support 
the operating forces in accordance with title 
10, United States Code, section 193. This 
law mandates three focus areas: 

a. Combat Readiness. Paragraph I93(a) 
requires that "Periodically (and not less often 
than eve:ry two years) the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff shall submit to the 

CSART Objective: 
Make a determination with 
respect to the responsiveness 
and readiness of each agency 
to support operating forces in 
the event of war or threat to 
national security. 

Secretary of Defense a report on the combat support agencies." Each report 
shall include "a determination with respect to the responsiveness and 
readiness of each agency to support operating forces in the event of war or 
threat to national security;" and "any recommendations that the Chairman 
considers appropriate."l The law requires a review of "the plans of each such 
agency with respect to its support of operating forces in the event of a war or 
threat to national security ... " and grants the Chairman, with the approval of 
the Secretary of Defense, the authority to "take steps to provide for any revision 
of those plans that the Chairman considers appropriate."2 

b. Participation in Joint Exercises. Paragraph l 93(b) requires the 
Chairman to "provide for the participation of the combat support agencies in 
joint training exercises to the extent necessary to ensure that those agencies 
are capable of performing their support missions," and to "assess the 
performance in joint training exercises of each such agency," and to "take steps 
to provide for any change that the Chairman considers appropriate to improve 
that performance."3 

c. Readiness Reporting System. Paragraph 193(c) requires the Chairman to 
"develop ... a uniform system for reporting to the Secretary of Defense, the 
commanders of the unified and specified combatant commands, and the 
Secretaries of the military departments concerning the readiness of each such 
agency to perform with respect to a war or threat to national security."4 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction {CJCSI) 3401.01 C, 1 October 
2002, "Chairman's Readiness System," directs combat support agencies to 
submit a Joint Quarterly Readiness Review (JQRR). 

1 Title 10, United Stales Code, Section 193, (a) (1). 

2Jbid. (a) (2). 

3Jbid. (b} 

4Ibid. (c). 
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PART 2 - Assessment Methodology 

Assessment Methodology. The CSART conducted its assessment in accordance 
with the procedures in CJCSI 3460.01, 14 January 2002, "Combat Support 
Agency Review Team Assessments." Detai1ed findings and recommendations 
are contained in Chapter 3. The CSART visited selected combatant commands 
and the component commands tasked to be the executive agent for contingency 
contracting in the AOR. The combatant commands provided the over-arching 
view of operations in the AOR, while the component commands gave the 
corresponding contract sustainment and logistics perspective. The CSART also 
visited the PMs for the LOGCAP, AFCAP, and the BSC. These three contracts 
are the primary vehicles for logistics, infrastructure and sustainment support 
during contingency operations . 

. Assessment Areas. To arrive at an overall conclusion concerning DCMA 
readiness and responsiveness, the CSART assessed DCMA support of military 
operations of the combatant commanders in the following five assessment 
areas. 

a. Contingency Operations Support. The CSART assessed DCMA support 
to ongoing or recent contingency operations as a primary indicator of the 
readiness of the agency to support similar operations. The CSART assessed 
DCMA support of Kosovo Force (KFOR). Sustainment Force (SFOR) and 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. The CSART also evaluated the direct effect 
DCMA contract management had on the readiness of the combatant 
commands during contingency operations. 

b. Deliberate and Crisis Planning Support. The CSART assessed DCMA 
support to Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP) and combatant command 
planning, supporting plans and internal contingency plans and planning 
capability on the presumption that such an agency capability enhances their 
readiness to execute assigned missions. 

c. Exercise and Training Support. The CSART assessed DCMA 
participation and performance in major exercises as an indicator of DCMA 
.readiness to accomplish its mission in major combat operations. This included 
support and participation in combatant command, CJCS and internal exercises 
and training programs. 

d. Security Cooperation Support. The CSART identified no security 
cooperation issues germane to DCMA 's mission. 

e. Contingency Contracting Support. The CSART assessed the readiness 
and responsiveness of DCMA to support combatant command readiness in 
contingency contracting support, DCMA's primary combat support mission. 
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CHAPTER II 

DCMA PROFILE 

DCMA Background. On 27 March 2000, DCMA was designated a combat 
support agency by the Secretary of Defense in DOD Directive 5105.64, 
27 September 2000, "Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)." Prior to 
that time, DCMA was a subordinate command of the Defense Logistics Agency 
(DLA). I The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. Technology, and 
Logistics (USD (AT&L)) provides oversight, supervision, direction, authority and 
control of DCMA. 

a. The DCMA manages contracts awarded by the military Services, Defense 
agencies, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, other federal 
agencies and foreign governments that are delegated to the agency for 
administration. In its role as a combat support agency, DCMA provides CCAS 
to the combatant commands and their component commands across the full 
continuum of warfare, from humanitarian aid to major combat operations and 
from pre-contract award through the contract execution and closeout phases. 
Although DCMA is a combat support 
agency, roughly 5 percent of its 
mission is in direct support of the 
combatant commanders through 
CCAS and 95 percent of its mission 
support is to the defense acquisition 
community PEO and PMs. The 
agency's purpose is to minimize risks 
to customers associated with both 

DCMA Mission Statement 
"'Provide Customer Focused 
Acquisition Support and Contra~t 
Management Services to Ensure 
Warlighter Reildiness, 2417, 
Worldwide." 

internal and external factors that affect on-time delivery of conforming 
products and services within cost according to contractual requirements. 
DCMA manages over 320,000 prime contracts with current work valued at over 
$850 billion. 2 

b. DCMA was authorized 11,747 civilians full time equivalents (FTEs) and 
625 military positions in Fiscal Year (FY) 2002. DCMA currently employs 
l O ,823 civilians representing 92 percent of its FTE authorization and 4 71 
military members, or 75 percent of its military authorization.3 The DCMA 
budget is approximately 90 percent appropriated funding and 10 percent 
reimbursable funding through foreign mHitary sales (FMS) and other non-DOD 
customer support. The FY 2002 budget appropriation was $927M and the 
FY 2003 budget request is for $983M. Of the FY 2003 budget request, $809M 
(82 percent) is dedicated to personnel funding. The DOD reimbursed DCMA 

1 Under Secretary of Defense memorandum. 1 October 2001, • Fiscal Yew (FY} 2003-2007 Defense Contract Ageru:y 
(DCMA) Program Objeetiues Menwrandum (POMJ and Budget Estimates Submission (BESr 

2Defense Contract Management Agency Transformation Roadmap, undated, pQfJe 2. 

3 Agency In-Brief for DCMA CSART, chart 8 (Manning), dated 11 June 2002. 
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$1.2M to fund Operation ENDURING FREEDOM CCAS requirements during 
FY 2002. In October 2002, DCMA identified FY 2003 funding requirements of 
$4.92M, including $3.3M for CCAS support and $1.6M for counterterrorism. 
The agency laid out the continuing requirement below for FY 2004-2009 due to 
an increase of requirements for deployed CCAS teams to support 
Counterterrorism and Operation ENDURING FREEDOM requirements: 

FY FY 2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 
TOTAL $4.3M $5.7M $7.2M $8.6M $9M $9.4M 

Mission. DCMA ensures that the contract logistics and sustainment support of 
the operating forces are provided through contract administration. Contract 
administration is a mechanism for combatant commanders to leverage the full 
capability of contractor support to assist in comp1eting a major portion of the 
logistical mission of a contingency operation'. Due to military downsizing and 
complex technical military weapon systems, the combatant and component 
commanders rely on contractor support to perform many logistical functions on 
the battlefield. Leveraging contractors allows military personnel to concentrate 
on core military responsibilities. Contract administration provides the 
oversight necessary to assure the contractor support on the battlefield is 
performed to specification, in a timely manner, and provides the agility to 
negotiate supplemental changes to respond to unforeseen situations. DCMA is 
the link between the command and the contractor that ensures contractor 
responsiveness to the needs of the command. In support of the warfighter, 
DCMA 's draft Mission Essential Task list incJudes: 

a. Contract Management Services. DCMA contract management offices 
provide readiness information to buying agencies throughout the life of the 
contract. During the presolicitation phase of an acquisition, DCMA provides 
planning advice to help construct effective solicitations, identify potential risks, 
select capable contractors and write contracts that are easy to manage. After 
contract award, DCMA assesses contractors' systems to ensure they are 
controlling products, costs and schedules in compliance with the contract. 4 

b. Readiness and Delivery. DCMA supports the readiness of the combatant 
forces by using its in-plant presence in industry to assure on-time, accelerated 
and expedited delivery of mission-essential equipment to the warfighter.s 
Through this supply chain linkage, DCMA enables warfighter readiness. 

c. Providing Industrial Analysis. At the direction of the USD(AT&L), DCMA 
can provide the combatant commander information about the industrial base 
capability to support a contingency, planned or in execution. Based upon 
analysis results, logistics and operations can be linked to ensure supportability 
through contract accelerations or constraint imposition. 

4 Defe115e Contrad Management Agro£)' Transfol'IIlilfion Roadm,1p, und,1ted, page2. 
5 Ibid, page 15. 
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d. CCAS. DCMA's mission of administering select contingency contracts for 
logistics and sustainment directly supports the warfighter and constitutes its 
primary combat support mission. The combatant commanders, through 
OPLANs and CONPLANs, assign this mission to DCMA. DCMA executes its 
CCAS mission through review and update of de)iberate plans as a member of 
the Joint Planning and Execution Community (JPEC), and through deployment 
of CCAS teams in response to a crisis. 

(1) DCMA reviews OPLANs, CONPLANs and exercise plans to ensure 
resources (personnel and equipment) are availab)e to meet the mission 
requirement. DCMA uses this information to evaluate training and deployment 
requirements for the personnel selected as CCAS team members. CCAS team 
members must be trained in contract administration as well as Basic 
Contingency Operations Training (BCOT) prior to deployment and they must be 
designated Emergency Essential (EE) DOD employees. 6 The composition of the 
team is tailored to meet the requirements outlined by the combatant or 
component command when it is requested. DCMA has determined that the 
requirement for CCAS team support involves the fielding of teams to meet a 
scenario involving one major combat operation 
(MCO), two lesser regional conflicts, and three 
immediate response teams for two 6-month 
rotations. 7 

(2) Since 1993, DCMA (or the Defense 
Contract Management Command, DCMC, as they 
were designated while under DLA) has deployed 
more than 400 people in support of contingency 
operations. B Currently, DCMA has 31 personnel 
deployed in support of ongoing contingency 
operations. 9 Eighteen DCMA personnel are 
administering contracts worth $442M to sustain 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in this FY alone. 

Currently Deployed 
Country # Deployed 
Bosnia 6 
Kosovo 7 
Kuwait 4 
Qatar l 
Uzbekistan 3 
Philippines 1 
Afghanistan 6 
Republic of Georgia 2 
Djibouti l 
TOTAL 31 
As of 25 October 2002 

(3) DCMA provides combatant and their component commands with 
contingency contracting support only to one of the three elements of 
contingency contracting: External theater support contracts. External theater 
support contracts are those in which the supporting headquarters is outside of 
the mission area (e.g., LOGCAP, AFCAP, emergency construction capabilities 
contract, Civil Reserve Air Fleet, the BSC, and War Reserve contracts).10 

6 Defense Contract M;JnJJgement Agency Directive 1 ([he Oie Boole), Chapter 13.1 (Draft), Readiness Reporting, June 
2002. 

7 Ibid 

8 Agency In Briel, Support to Cantingency Operab'ons, 11 June Z(){J2 

9 Agency provided information, 25 October 2(K}2. 

JO Joint Publication 4.4 Joint Logistics, DI.apter V, ContriidrJITi on the Battlefield, 6 April 20lXJ. 
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DCMA does not provide direct support to combatant commands for theater 
support11 or in-theater systems support contracting.12 

(4) Over the course of the SFOR, KFOR, and Operation ENDURING 
FREEDOM contingencies, DCMA has administered logistics and sustainment 
contracts in support of combatant commands. The chart below provides 
information showing the depth of DCMA support to recent and ongoing 
operations.13 

OCIIIA SUPPORT TO ONGOING CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS 

LOCATION SCOPE OF WORK 

Organization. HQ DCMA is 
comprised of the following 
directorates: Contract 
Management Operations; 
Program Integration, 
Financial and Business 
Operations; Human 
Resources; Information 
Technology; Aircraft 
Operations; and the Special 
Staff. DCMA has three 
contract management 
districts: Defense Contract 
Management District East, 
Defense Contract 
Management District West, 

Conll"IMICY OpemiDn Cormu,1 Conlract 
IDIDI S 

#people 
CCI\St•m (cuslomn) Contractors Nama ol calllnlc:t SW! .... dalB val1.1& s«'l9d Sl.101l<l1Nd oombet..1'11 com......, 

SFCIR Ncw-95 3,124/day 6,127 6 

aau.an S..pp:,tl C(,jinct• 2.58 R,260/day 10,1139 

useucoM 
l(fQA. ttov-&S 5,,1381day 4,812 7 

llalluln S..pp:,tl C(,jinct• . 
USEUCOM 

Oparaaan Endurlfll FJMdom A4)f~2 19M 1,850 205 6 

LOGCAP 

USCENTCOM 
O.,,,radon EMlurlflO Frudcwll Jlll-02 WM -1,300 3111 1 

LOGCAP 

USPACOM 
Ope ...... End ....... Fl'Nllllffl Fab-02 <ll))M 14 1 , 
AFCJ.P 

USCENTCOM 
• Bllbn S\l<IDml Cormi:t ..,....,,,. t,,;,11181>,nlll and KDIIIM> 

and Defense Contract Management District International. Each district office 
is responsible for contracts in their respective area. 

a. The districts oversee 65 subordinate Contract Management Offices 
(CMOs) that are responsible for the work performed at over 900 operating 
locations worldwide. The CMOs manage contracts within specific geographic 
areas and within contractor's plants. Their management duties include daily, 
·on-site surveillance of contractor processes, systems and program specific 
concerns that cannot be viewed by off-site agencies.14 The employees at the 
district offices provide readiness infonnation to military buying agencies during 
the acquisition cycle and throughout the life of the contract. 

11 Theater Support Contracting refers to support given to the combatant comm.ands from sources within the 
mission area or through pre-a1Tanged hosl-natinn support contracts with regional businesses or vendors 
(e.g. trash removal, fresh produce delivery, fuels, utilities, etc.}. 

12 In-Theater Systems Support Contracting refers to contractors that support deployed forces with pre-
. arranged oontracts awarded by Service Program Managers to meet specific system needs (e.g. Abrams 

Tank or Apache Helu::opter oontra.cwr support, communications, or C2 infrastructure, etc.}. In-Theater 
System Support Contracting is usually an arrangement made among a Program Manager, a 
man.ufacturer or maintenano!! provider, and a unit. The relationship is often habitual and DCMA does 
not administer these contracts. 

13 Agency provided information. 

14 Deputy Secretary ol !Jelense memorandum, 12 April 2fXIZ "Defense Agell(.y Perfonn;mc:e Plans" 
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b. CCAS teams are the smallest elements within DCMA that provide a direct 
·service as an entity to the combatant commands. Depending upon the scope of 
the operation, a CCAS team is tailored and may be as large as 33 people or as 
small as a single representative.ls 

15 DCMA Directive 1 (The One Book), Chapter 13.4.1, Re;,diness Reporting, O,art 1, daled June 2fXl2 (Draft) 
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CHAPTER III 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PART 1 - General 

This chapter provides findings and recommendations concerning DCMA's 
readiness and responsiveness to the operating forces. The intent is to 
improve the readiness and responsiveness of DCMA to the warfighter. 
Combatant and/or supporting command contracting staffs and DCMA share 
responsibility to advise combatant commanders on the best means of 
managing all required contractor support in the AOR within their limited 
resources. Findings and recommendations in this assessment are based 
upon the review in each of the key functional areas identified in the 
assessment process. 

PART II - Findings and Recommendations 

The CSART finds that DCMA is ready and responsive to provide contingency 
contracting as required by combatant command OPLANs and CONPLANs 
with minor shortfalls. Chief among these shortfalls are: a lack of knowledge 
within the combatant commands with regard to the services and capabilities 
offered by DCMA; insufficient doctrine and policy concerning contractors on 
the battlefield and contract management; DCMA liaison with combatant 
commands; and CCAS team manning, equipping and training. Although 
these shortfalls do not create significant impediments to the support DCMA 
currently provides to the combatant commands, implementation of the 
recommendations associated with each finding should improve DCMA's level 
of support and visibility to the operating forces. 

CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS 

The CSART evaluated DCMA support to recent and on-going contingencies 
as an indicator of future performance and readiness. Based upon its 
findings, DCMA appears fully capable of supporting similar contingency 
operations. However, none of the recent or ongoing contingencies stressed 
DCMA capabilities as might be expected in the execution of a major combat 
operation based on current OPLANs. DCMA's impact on the readiness of the 
operating forces through its in-plant presence is not evident to combatant or 
component commands. 

Finding Number 1: Lack of full integration of DCMA functions at the 
combatant commands impedes DCMA's ability to execute its combat 
support mission. 
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a. With the exception of a small group of staff officers, combatant and 
component command staffs are generally unaware of DCMA services and 
capabilities. 1 DCMA liaison with the combatant commands may take three 
forms: assignment of a liaison officer (LNO) at the headquarters; visits from 
the headquarters to combatant commands; or communication from the 
combatant command to DCMA headquarters or DCMA field office. At the 
component level, knowledge of DCMA capabiJities resides principally in the 
Principal Assistant Responsible for Contracting (PARC), who holds the 
expertise to address issues related to contractors on the battlefield. 

b. DCMA's rationale about which contracts will be administered is not 
well understood by the combatant or component commands. DCMA's 
combat support agency mission focuses on contingency contract 
administration of external theater contracts within the AOR such as 
LOGCAP, AFCAP and the BSC. Setvice components remain responsible for 
administration of contracts supporting permanent installations and 
construction contracts. Confusion results when a combatant or a 
component command requests DCMA assistance, but is denied because the 
command has requested assistance for something that is outside of DCMA's 
combat support agency mission. The commands do not understand the 
criteria DCMA applies to accepting or rejecting contract management 
taskings. 

c. DCMA is not on routine distribution or invitation as a supporting 
agency on planning orders issued from the Joint Staff, J-3. As a result, 
DCMA representatives are not alerted to participate in and influence 
execution planning. For example, a DCMA representative was not present in 
preparation for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM-PHILIPPINES. USPACOM 
and USARPAC believe this contributed to a 30-day delay in contract 
administration, risking contract cost overrun, quality control problems or 
contract default. The USPACOM order for joint task force (JTF) 510 directed 
the use of a LOGCAP contract for the operation, but the PCO for LOGCAP 
did not delegate the contract to DCMA until the contractor was already 
setting up in the Philippines. Although DCMA had an Initial Response Team 
(IRT) in the AOR when delegation was made, had a DCMA representative 
been present for planning, a faster delegation of contract authority could 
have been accomplished. 

d. DCMA has not achieved efficient employment of LNOs across the Joint 
Staff and combatant commands to meet operational requirements. DCMA 
has established liaison officer positions at four of the five geographic 
combatant commands and at the Joint Staff. USSOUTHCOM currently has 
no LNO authorized, but has recently requested one be established. The 
LNOs do not routinely engage the PARCs, who are critical to DCMA success, 

1 Multiple interviews at geographic combatant and component command headquarters, A ugust.CJdober 2tXJ2. 
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as outlined in DCMA guidance to the LNOs.2 LNOs at the combatant 
command provide their greatest value tot.he PARCs in the close and regular 
coordination of actions across the components. Additionally, USJFCOM has 
requested DCMA participation, in addition to the LNO already assigned 
there, to help shape the future of logistics as USJFCOM plots the course for 
the Defense Department Transformation in concert with Joint Vision 2020. 

e. Recommendations 

(1) Director, DCMA 

(a) Educate the combatant and the component commands on 
DCMA's service offering and capabilities for contingency contract 
administration. 

(b) Assign a representative to liaise with each combatant 
. command to ensure DCMA is part of al) p)anning and deployments. 

(c) Increase LNO engagement of component command staffs to 
coordinate issues germane to the combatant commander. 

(d) Coordinate with Joint Staff, J-3, to monitor timely receipt of 
deployment orders. 

(2) The Joint Staff, J-3, place DCMA as an addressee on all future 
planning orders for coordination or information. 

Finding Number 2: DCMA's fill rate for military manpower is 75 percent of 
authorization. 

a. For combat support agencies 
to be ready and responsive to 
combatant commands, they must be 
provided adequate personnel 
resources. DCMA relies heavily upon 
its military members to take on 
leadership roles in a combatant 
command AOR and to be prepared to 
deploy with little or no notice. In the 

Service 
Army 
Navy 

Fill Rates by Service 
Authorized Assiped % 
126 112 89 
118 86 73 

Marine Corps 
Air force 

15 13 87 
374 258 69 

TOTAL 633 469 75 

event a civilian volunteer is unable to meet deployment timelines, whether 
for medical or professional reasons, military manpower is used to fill the 
gap. DCMA's military fill rate as of 16 J'Wle 2002 was 75 percent.3 

2 DCMA Liaison Officer Guidebook,, undated. 

3 Agency provida:i infonmtion. 
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b. A review of the authorizations in the above table indicates that DCMA 
is authorized 633 military manpower authorizations (Army, 19.91 percent; 
Navy, 18.64 percent; Air Force, 59.08 percent and Marine Corps, 2.37 
percent). Air Force has the largest percentage and fills all DCMA 
commander authorizations at l 00 percent and fills the remainder of the 
DCMA authorizations at the same level as operational major commands. 

c. The Defense Agency Manpower Review Process should be utilized to 
assess the number of military authorizations necessary for DCMA mission 
accomplishment. A marginal increase in Service component capability 
could, in some cases, provide comparable service at less cost and with fewer 
military resources. Services should have the opportunity to participate in 
this process. 

d. Recommendations 

(1) USD(AT&L) coordinate with the Services and the Office of the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to assess the 
number of military authori2ations necessary to achieve DCMA mission 
accomplishment using the Defense Agency Manpower Review Process. This 
review should include existing Service component contingency contracting 
capability, already conunitted to the combatant commander's OPLAN, to 
perform the CCAS mission. 

(2) Director, DCMA, assess the impact of military fiJl rate on DCMA's 
ability to perform its CCAS missions and submit as a readiness deficiency, 
as appropriate. 

DELIBERATE AND CRISIS PLANNING SUPPORT 

Deliberate and crisis planning is a core competency of all combat support 
agencies. DCMA is specifically assigned tasks in USPACOM OPLANs only. 
Some missions from the combatant commands have evolved to DCMA from 
DLA with the reorganization and the OPLANs or CONPLANs are in the 
process of being updated to reflect DCMA appropriately. DCMA does not 
have a comprehensive plan for educating combatant and component 
commands regarding the services and capabilities the agency brings to the 
warfighter. 

While DCMA believes that its industrial base analysis capability is of great 
use to the combatant conunands, the combatant commands do not utilize 
this capability and do not acknowledge its requirement. The industrial base 
analysis capability supports the title 10 responsibilities of the Services and 
the Department of Defense, indirectly supporting the combatant commands. 
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Finding Number 3: Insufficient joint doctrine and policy concerning 
contractor support on the battlefield hinders the combatant commanders' 
ability to efficiently employ and manage contractor assets in the AOR. 

a. Joint Publication 4.0, Doctrine for Logistics Support of Joint 
Operations, Chapter V, "Contractors on the Battlefield," provides the 
combatant commander and the Services with doctrinal materiel relevant to 
contingency contracting, but it does not provide a framework under which 
the combatant commands and Services should model contracting doctrine, 
policies and planning. This inefficiency does not a1low for full 
synchronization of all assets available to the combatant commander within 
the AOR. Furthermore, doctrine is yet to be defined for the role of 
contractors in support of Homeland Defense. 

b. There is insufficient doctrine delineating responsibilities and 
procedures in an AOR when Special Operations Forces are tasked by the 
combatant commander to be the operational lead with one of the Services as 
the executive agent for support. 4 Future operations will increasingly require 
USSOCOM to perform a lead role in the war on terrorism. When operating 
in such a role, USSOCOM requires ready access to LOGCAP and AFCAP 
contract tools. For example, USPACOM recently placed its Special 
Operations component in the lead for the operation, but tasked USARPAC to 
provide support. JTF 510 was operating without support doctrine and 
passed requirements directly to the contractor that had not been vetted by 
USARPAC. Without joint doctrine to lay out responsibilities for support and 
requirement validation, the JTF places requirements on the supporting 
Service component command to resource. 

c. Recommendations. Joint Staff, J-7, in coordination with the Joint 
Staff, J-4: 

(I) Develop joint doctrine and procedures for contractor utilization on 
the battlefield and contingency contracting support, standardizing the terms 
of reference, definitions of responsibilities and employment. 

(2) Develop joint doctrine and procedures that outline the roles and 
responsibilities for JTF or theater special operation command when they are 
designated the operational lead. 

Finding Number 4: Lack of a process at the combatant command level 
impacts management of contractor and associated personnel information in 
the area of responsibility. 

4 Interviews, USPACOM and US Anny Pad.ic, Oc:mber 2WZ 
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a. The lack of overall visibility of contracts or contractors operating in 
the AOR creates force protection and other support risks for the combatant 
commander.s For example, contractors often arrive at military installations 
in the AOR utilizing the support (e.g., dining or medical) facilities without 
prior coordination with the combatant commander. With no visibility of the 
contractors authorized to use these facilities, commanders risk expending 
their resources to serve contractors who may not be authorized support or 
who may be in the AOR without proper authority. Combatant commanders 
assume responsibility for the protection of all US civilians. Such support 
and protection requirements increase mission requirements and ultimately, 
force structure requirements. In addition, casualties to contractor 
personnel can cause political repercussions on mission accomplishment. 
With no means to identify what contractors are in the AOR, commanders 
cannot adequately provide the necessary force protection. 

b. Poor visibility of contracts or contractors at the combatant command 
staff level leads to inefficient use of resources in the AOR. 6 Contractors in 
the AOR bring capabilities and capacities that could be cross-leveled 
between areas of need if these qualities are cataloged. Because the 
combatant command staff does not have centralized visibility of the 
contracts or contractors employed by the Service component commands, 
contractors in the AOR may be providing redundant setvices and 
capabilities, or they could be in competition with each other for limited 
resources. Govemment-fWTiished equipment or equipment procured by the 
contractor at government expense is not visible to the combatant 
commander either. Because there is limited oversight of the equipment, 
finding the excess equipment capabilities in the AOR for redistribution is a 
time-consuming task requiring each component command to make its ovvn 
assessment and provide the information to the combatant command staff. 

c. The lack of combatant or component command PCO decisions to pre
designate either DCMA or an appropriate component contract management 
capability within the AOR, contributes to the lack of command visibility and 
hinders both DCMA and the component's readiness to respond. 

d. Recommendations 

(1) Combatant commanders, in coordination with PCOs for the 
theater executive agent for contracting, pre-designate the appropriate 
contract administration agent; DCMA or Service component for theater 
contracts in their OPLANs and CONPLANs. 

5 Multiple interviews at geographic combatant and romponent romm,and headquarters., August-October 2lXJ2. 

6 Interviews, USEUCOM, 24 September 2002 
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(2) Director, DCMA, in coordination with the Joint Staff, J4, develop 
guidance for the CCAS teams to advise the joint commander within the AOR 
on contractor issues, visibility of contractors, and integration of contractor 
capability. 

EXERCISE AND TRAJNI NG SUPPORT 

DCMA's internal training must fully support its assigned wartime and 
contingency missions. The CSART evaluated DCMA's participation in CJCS 
and combatant command exercises to determine the degree to which the 
agency's participation supports the wartime mission and to gain insights 
into the agency's ability to perform its mission. DCMA participates in these 
exercises by providing advisors to Service contracting officers, responding to 
queries from combatant commands, or by deploying with Service personnel 
to administer contracts. 

Finding Number 5: DCMA lacks an approved Agency Mission Essential Task 
List (AMETL) and associated metrics to objectively assess agency readiness 
to support contingency contracting missions and focus agency training. 

a, DCMA does not have an approved AMETL or metrics to measure its 
ability to perform the combat support mission. CJCSI 3500.0IB, Joint 
Training Policy for the Armed Forces of the United States, requires all 
combat support agencies (CSAs) develop an AMETL and supporting metrics. 
While the AMETL is in draft, DCMA cannot validate its stage of internal 
readiness to respond to combatant command requirements based on 
quantifiable standards for contingency contracting. 

b. Reconunendation. Director, DCMA, develop, approve, and submit to 
the Joint Staff, J-7, the AMETL and metrics required to validate its 
missions. 

SECURITY COOPERATION SUPPORT 

The CSART views the security cooperation support missions assigned in 
concert with the combatant command's regional security cooperation 
strategy as a core assessment area in the agency's combat support mission. 
However, the combatant commands assigned DCMA no missions in their 
theater engagement plans. The CSART did not identify any findings in this 
area. 

CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING SUPPORT 

The CSART assessed the ability of DCMA to administer large and complex 
contracts in support of combatant commander requirements as directed in 
OPLANs and CONPLANs. Because combatant commanders task component 
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commands as executive agents for contract support in an AOR, the CSART 
visited component commands that are responsible for logistics and 
sustainment contract support, in addition to combatant commands. 
DCMA's primary contingency contract support is in the WGCAP, AFCAP 
and BSC administration. DCMA has deployed, on an average, 45-50 
personnel annually since 1993 on CCAS missions. Even at higher rates and 
with appropriate management and training, DCMA should be able to meet 
anticipated requirements within current manpower levels. 

Finding Number 6: DCMA has not identified and trained sufficient personnel 
to meet DCMA's anticipated requirement for deployment of CCAS teams. 

a. While DCMA can meet current and imminent requirements, the 
possibility remains that the continuing demand of world-wide operations 
could exceed the number of qualified personnel available for deployment as 
CCAS team members. More emergency essential clause personnel need to 
be identified and made available in order to ensure adequate support to 
combatant commands in the future. DCMA's re1iance on volunteers to fill 
CCAS teams poses a threat to DCMA's readiness to support combatant 
commands. In accordance with DCMA Directive 1 {"The One Book") policy, 
civilian personnel must sign an Emergency Essential (EE) agreement to be 
members of a CCAS team. 7 DCMA does not enforce this policy, as there are 
no EE personnel currently on the roster. Because of this, at any stage of the 
deployment process, the CCAS volunteers can change their mind and decide 
to pull themselves from the deployment. Fortunately, to date, DCMA has 
not failed to respond to any command mission requirement. However, the 
DCMA estimates that the worst-case deployment scenario will require a pool 
of at least 150 personnel prepared to deploy at any time. B This is 
approximately 1 percent of the DCMA current authorized (FrE) strength. 
DCMA further estimates that it has only 100 volunteers on standby.9 As 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM expands, the number of potential external 
theater support contracts is also expanding to a point where DCMA's 
current pool l 00 of volunteers is likely to be insufficient. If DCMA were 
called upon by the combatant commands to deploy all of the CCAS teams 
that are being proposed for the war on terrorism, the agency would not be 
able to continue manning existing contingencies or respond to new 
contingencies without a concerted effort to solicit and train additional 
personnel from within DCMA manpower. 

b. DCMA lacks the equipment required to sustain CCAS teams when 
deployed, placing the burden on combatant and component commands. 
Current documentation authorizing individual equipment does not exist to 

7 DCMA Directive 1 (The One Book), Chapter 13.5.1, Deployment rh;n>ss, June 2()()2 (Draft) 

8 DCMA Directive 1 (The One BoakJ Chapter 13.1.4, Readiness Reporting Chart 1, June 2002 (Draft) 
9 Agency interview, 16 October 2002. 
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support these teams. DCMA does not maintain a central issue facility to 
outfit deploying uniformed or civilian personnel with individual equipment 
required for deployment to an AOR. DCMA requests equipment through the 
component command responsible for contracting in the AOR, resulting in 
unplanned tasks on subordinate units. DCMA also lacks organic vehicles, 
generators, and unit equipment necessary for deployment and life 
sustainment. 

c. DCMA has not submitted any Unit Type Codes (UTCs) in either the 
Global Status of Resources and Training System (GSORTS) or time-phased 
force deployment data listings for any DCMA elements. This shortfall 
deprives the warfighter of critical readiness and planning information. It is 
incumbent upon DCMA to define the organization, structure, capability, and 
equipment of the CCAS teams beyond that which may be specified in 
OPLANs and CONPLANs and to prepare the appropriate UTCs and desired 
operational capability (DOC) documents for its initial response and CCAS 
teams. 

d. Recommendations. Director, DCMA: 

(1) Enforce an EE clause as a condition of employment for employees 
in skills that are necessary for IRT and CCAS deployment. 

(2) Review manning and equipment requirements for future IRT and 
CCAS missions (to include an assessment as to whether some CCAS 
missions can be accomplished using existing Service component contracting 
assets as a mean of mitigating possible manning and equipment shortfalls) 
and prepare to support them or identify the shortfall as a Joint Quarterly 
Readiness Review (JQRRJ deficiency. 

(3) Define UTCs for the initial response and contingency contract 
administration support teams for utilization in the GSORTs database. 

Finding Number 7: DCMA CCAS teams require additional training on the 
BSC before deployment to the AOR. 

a. The level of training for first-time deploying contract administrators of 
the BSC is insufficient and results in a 2-month on-the-job learning phase. 
The USAREUR philosophy regarding the BSC is to minimize disruption of 
services by maintaining Brown and Root, Inc., and the Army Corps of 
Engineers as the prime contractor and PCO, respectively. The BSC has 
been in place since 1995 and has been modified and expanded to the point 
where it is voluminous and complex. JO 

10 Interview, Anny Corps of Engineers, Tramatlantic Program Cenll?r, Winchesielj Vu;gima. 17 September 2002 
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b. A 2000 GAO study found training of contract administration 
personnel to be insufficient and recommended increased training, 
specifically on the BSC, for deploying units and for Administrative 
Contracting Officers.11 CCAS team member deployment training is 21 days 
long, of which only 4 days are dedicated to the BSC contract.12 The PCO 
and the USAREUR staff find that during the initial phase of the deployment, 
contract oversight is not as stringent as it was when an experienced CCAS 
team is in place because new people lack familiarity with the BSC. 

c. The deployment duration of CCAS teams results in frequent 
replacement of trained team members with first-time deploying contract 
administrators. DCMA CCAS teams are activated for 179-day tours. The 
approximately 21 days of training and deployment processing to in-process 
and out-process the teams from the AOR are counted against the tour 
length, leaving approximately 158 days in theater. Following a 2000 GAO 
study recommendation, DCMA has off set deployment cycles to help stabilize 
the level of support in the Balkans.13 However, the rotations every 2 to 
3 months create noticeable changes in contract administration depending 
on the experience level of the deployed team members.14 At the discretion of 
USEUCOM, an individual deploying to the AOR can be placed in a 
temporarily change of station status for a period of up to 3 years. 

d. Recommendations. Director, DCMA: 

(1) Review the length of the BSC training program and revise it as 
required to ensure administrative contract officers are fully trained on the 
BSC before deployment. 

(2} Develop rotation policy that maximizes productive time that 
continues to be consistent with USEUCOM deployment policies for the AOR. 

11 United States General Aa:ounting Office Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Readiness and 
Management Support Committee on Armed Services, USSenate, Report #GAO/NS1AD~225, 
~Contingency Opemti'on$. Army Should Do More to Control Contract Cost in the Balkans", page 24 dated 
Septem~ 2{J()ll. 

12 Agency interview, 16 Or:tober 2002. 

13 United SfJ1tes General Acr:ounting Offfr:e Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Readiness and 
Management Support, Committee on Armed Services, US Senate, Report #GAO/NS!AlJ.IXJ..225, 
"Contingency Operations, Anny Should Do More to Control Contract Cost in the &lkans", page 24 dated 
September, 2000. 

l4 Interviews at US Anny Corps of Engineers, Transatlantic Program Center, Wmchester, Vziymia, 17September 
2(}()2; and US Army Europe, 25 September 2002 
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TABB 

EXECUT[VE SUMMARY 
COMBAT SUPPORT AGENCY REVIEW TEAM (CSART) 

2002 REPORT 
ON THE DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY (DCMA) 

Combat Support Agency Review. The CSART assessed the readiness and 
responsiveness of the DCMA to support the operating forces under the 
authority granted the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff pursuant to Title 
10, United States Code, section 193. DCMA is one of the seven designated 
combat support agencies that can be tasked to directly support a combatant 
commander. In the role of a combat support agency, DCMA provides in
theater contingency contract administration seivices to several ongoing 
operations. While contractor support on the battlefield allows uniformed 
personnel to concentrate on core military responsibilities, doctrine has not 
been fully developed. Contract administration provides the oversight 
necessary to assure that contractor support is perf onned to specification, 
and in a timely and agile manner. DCMA is the quality-control link between 
the combatant command and the contractor. One should note that combat 
support constitutes only about 5 percent of DCMA's mission; the agency's 
primary work is in support of the Defense acquisition community, an area of 
study beyond the purview of CSART. 

Combat Readiness. DCMA is ready and responsive to provide 
contingency contracting with minor shortfalls. These include a lack of 
knowledge within the combatant commands about the services and 
capabilities offered by DCMA; insufficient doctrine and policy concerning the 
management of contracts and contractors on the battlefield; DCMA liaison; 
and contingency contract administration support (CCAS) team manning, 
equipping and training. 

Combatant commands are generally unaware of DCMA's services and 
capabilities because they delegate contingency contract administration to a 
component command designated as an executive agent within the AOR. 
Additionally, at the component command level, only a small number of staff 
personnel are familiar with the services and support capabilities DMCA 
offers. DCMA needs a comprehensive plan for educating combatant and 
component commands about what support it brings to the battlefield.1 

Contingency Contract Support. DCMA provides direct support to 
combatant commands by administering external theater support contracts 
like the Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (WGCAP), the Air Force 
Contract Augmentation Program (AFCAP), and the Balkan Support Contract 
(BSC). DCMA administers these contracts upon the principal contract 
officer (PCO) delegating authority to DCMA. In coordination with the PCO, 

1 Defense Contract Management Agency CSART intern.II Operation A~ment (IDA) Status Briefing, 13 May 
2002. 
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DCMA deploys tailored CCAS teams to an AOR. These teams rely heavily on 
the use of both military and civilian personnel assigned to other billets at 
DCMA. However, the fill rate of military billets at DCMA is 75 percent, and 
the continuing demands of global operations stress the organization. The 
Defense Agency Manpower Review Process should be used to assess the 
level of fill necessary to accomplish the DCMA mission. 

Conclusions. To improve its readiness and responsiveness, DCMA needs 
to improve combatant command knowledge of the services and capabilities 
offered by increasing the liaison between DCMA and the combatant and 
component commands. An aggressive education of customers about what 
contracts DCMA supports, what should be expected when DCMA supports a 
contract, and the development of a metrics system to measure the effect 
DCMA has on theater readiness will improve customer support. DCMA 
should also continue its progress in resolving the employment, manning, 
training, composition and equipping issues surrounding CCAS teams. 
Finally, there is a recognized need for joint doctrine to guide future 
operations. 

2 TabB 
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TO: 

~9,'(\ 
~e~ FROM: 

/,/;_jf u SUBJECT: 

3:01 PM 

Doug Feith 

(')/. )/l 
Donald Rumsfeld YJ ' 
Recruiting Arabic Speakers 

Have we thought about using Arabic-speaking retired American police officers 

and military for security service in Iraq? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
041103-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -----'t'---1-/ ..... 1'--'~---1/'-u_'> ___ _ 
I I 
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\~ THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 
\ ·. 

\ 

The Honorable Jaroslav Tvrdik 
Minister of Defence 
Czech Republic 

Dear Minister Tvrdik: 

APR 30 m 

I received your letter of March 21. I want to thank 
you for your leadership, and tell you that we appreciate 
the strong support of the Czech Republic and your troops 
in the Middle East. 

Paul Wolfowitz recently met with Foreign Minister 
Svoboda. They have some good ideas on how we might 
work together for the reconstitution of Iraq. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

U065Z3 /03 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

DTG: 3008092 APR 03 PAGE 01 of 02 

Drafter's Name DORIS M. JACKSON, ADMIN ASST 
Office/Phone EUR/POL/, 697-6538 

Releaser's Info DONALD H. RUMS,SECDE,OSD,-7100 

Action Pree ROUTINE 
Info Pree ROUTINE 

Specat 

From: SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
To: USDAO PRAGUE// 

Info: USCINCEUR VAIHINGEN GE// 
SECSTATE WASHINGTON DC// 
USDAO PRAGUE// 
SECDEF WASHINGTON//USDP//ADMIN// 
SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//EUR/ISP// 

TEXT FOLLOWS 

UNCLASSIFIED 

SUBJECT: SECDEF LETTER TO MINISTER OF DEFENSE TVRDIK. REQUEST THAT 
USDAO FORWARD TEXT OF LETTER TO THE HONORABLE JAROSLAV TVRDIK. 
ORIGINAL SIGNED LETTER TO FOLLOW. 

2. BEGIN TEXT: 

THE HONORABLE JAROSLAV TVRDIK 
MINISTER OF DEFENCE OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

DEAR MINISTER TVRDIK: 

(PARA) I RECEIVED YOUR LETTER OF MARCH 21. I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR LEADERSHIP, AND TELL YOU THAT WE APPRECIATE THE STRONG SUPPORT 
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC AND YOUR TROOPS IN THE MIDDLE EAST. 

(PARA) PAUL WOLFOWITZ RECENTLY MET WITH FOREIGN MINISTER SVOBODA. 
THEY HAVE SOME GOOD IDEAS ON HOW WE MIGHT WORK TOGETHER FOR THE 
RECONSTITUTION OF IRAQ, 

(PARA) WITH BEST WISHES, 

SINCERELY, 
(SIGNED) DONALD H. RUMSFELO 

3. END TEXT 

4. POC FOR THIS CABLE IS STEPHEN WENTWORTH EUR POLICY/ISP, COMM: 703 
697-9258, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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SnawHake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jaymie Durnan 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

Letter to Czech MoD 

April 16, 2003 6:42 AM 

Please look at this letter. ft is poorly positioned on the page. It is not terribly 

elegant, and I don't have the vaguest idea what ''lustrating" means, nor do I think 

"democratizing post-Saddam [raq" is the way to phrase it. 

Why don't we rewrite it and properly position it on the paper. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/28/03 ASD(ISP) memo to SecDefre: Letter of Support from Czech MoD Tvrdik 

OHR dh 
041603-2 

-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 1/ /ts-/ o3 
-----+1 --+--, -----
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THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASH! NGTON. DC 20301 · t 000 

The Honorable Jaroslav Tvrdik 
Minister of Defence of the Czech Republic 

Dear Minister Tvrdik: 

Thank you for your letter. The political and military support of the Czech 
Republic has been helpful as we undertake operations to disarm Saddam and liberate 
Iraq. 

Paul Wolf · n with Foreign Minister Svoboda recently 
egarding lustrating and democratizing post-Saddam Ira I I hope you'll give some 

t e Czech Republic mig t e p w1 t is. 

Sincerely, 

0 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 2;1)3 ['.;' -5 ·1• ?: 1;3 

WASHINGTON, O.C . 20301 ·4000 

INFO MEMO 
PERSONNEL ANO 

READINESS April 29, 2003, 8:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec ___ _ 

FROM: David S. C. Chu,~ Ud . ecretary ~f Defense .(P&R) • 
\ I ~d11, t1 ( t!..~ ~ -1/.tt.J /) :2' 

SUBJECT: Snowflake - Hinng raqi Translators 1
../ 

• You asked that we provide a copy of the letter that the Director of OPM 
signed providing instructions on what actions must be completed before we 
could hire Iraqi translators. A copy of the OPM letter is attached at Tab A. 
Your snowflake is at Tab B. 

• You asked that we confirm that it took OPM two-weeks to respond to our 
request. We have verified that OPM was initially contacted for assistance on 
February 12. The OPM Director signed the response back to the Department 
on February 25. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. This is for infonnation only. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Ginger Groeber, DUSD(CPP)j._(b-)(_5) ___ __, 

0 U06691-03 
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02,. 2s 1r1:i oa: 12 

UNITED STATES 
OFFICE i)f rE'R.601\'NEL MANAGEMENT 

WASHINGTON, DC 20,l'-lOOo 

omu Of 'l'Hl! PWCTOR 

The Honorable David S. C. Chu 
Under Secretary of Defense 
For Personnel and Readiness 

4000 Defonst: Pt:ntagon 
Washington, DC 20301-4000 

Dear Dr. Chu: 

FEB 2 5 2Ull3 

The employment ofnon-citi2el'. sis an important policy issue for the '.\b.tinn. Jn recognition 
or 1hc: related 11ational defense issues, I am approving a. request subm1ttcd by your Deputy 
Under Secretary for Ci\lili:w Pf:n,onnel Policy. This .approval will allow you tu .ippoint non
citizen, A..rabic linguists when tlualified U.S. citizens art not available. 

This lt:ttcr amc.:nd~ your fmer.agency Delegared Examining agn:t!mcr1t and provides the 
authority for the Deparlmenr or De tense ( !Joi)) to approve the hiring of non.citizens tuHkr 
Schedule A 213.3102(bb ). Thi~ authority can assist DoD m its efforts to recru1t Ara hit
speaking 1m:lividuals needed fo1· linguistic support 

ln order to use the Schedule A 213 .3102(bb) a.uthority, you must first use competirive 
v..-amining procedures (includ.i11g public notii:;e). If you find r10 qualified citizens ;:i.vuilo.ble to 
fill 1he competitive service pos,t1on, and if the individual meels 1h~ ri::quiri.;io~nts or 
Immigration Law (i.e., authori:red to Jive a.nd work ln the United States), you mc1y hire the 
non-citizen under 5 Cl.'R 213.3102 (bb). Wh..::n filling a position in this manner, you must 
withdraw it from the competiti·1c service for 1he periorJ il 1s fillecl by the non-citiun. The 
excepted appointment docs not give the employee eligibility for any other job. He or she 
may not be promoted or rea~sipled to a position in the competitive service, except in 
situations where a qualified citizen is not availt1ble ,mu ,mother Scherlule A appoi11tmem is 
used. In these snuations, you nust ilpply competitive proccdure-s again. 

When granting approval under 1he Scht::dult: A 21 ~.J102(hh) autho1iry, you musl rnsun:: Lhal 

the search oh.11 likelyrecruitrr.mt sources for qualified U.S. citi7:ens ,vas both dihgcnt and 
lhorough. In practical tenns. tliis means loolcing beyond just the vacancy rumouncement and 
length of time it was posle<l. Y"Ju ~hould also give consideration to whether the ager:cy or 
component conducted any targ3ted recruitment e lfons (e.g., in trade journals, among tht:: 
fat.'.ulty of colkges and univer::Aies, in commwutics, etc,). 
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Dr. Davjd S.C. Chu 

In addition to the Schedule A 21 3.3102(bb) authority, you have several oplions for hiring 
individuals with Arab language and culture skills. Options for hiring U.S. citizens with 
these skills include: 

1. Competitive ex;i.min ing; 
2. The Federal Career Jntcrn Program; 
3. The Student Career Experit:nt.:e J>rug.r.tm; 

2 

4. 2133 l02(r), which :illows you to rurt individuals in fdkiv.,ship and intern 
programs such as th1; Nntional Security £duclrion Program (NSEP). This 
program awards fdlowships to ~raduatc srud~nts to study less commonly studied 
foreign areas, langu,1ges, and other in1em.i1iomtl !idtl!; cril.ic,:111.0 U.S national 
security. NSEP fell,1ws a.re required to work for the Federal government or in !he 
fiel<l ofhightr educ.1:tion--in an area related to the study funded byKSEP; or 

5. Contracting with pri .-ate firms for these servitcs 

Ir1 your search for individuals v. itl1 the required language skills, I strongly encourage you to 
first consider all '1V,1ilable sour(t::s of Arabic-!:peaking 11.S citizens. b1 the event you do not 
find any A.rabic-speru.:ing U.S citizens, additional options for hiring Mn-citi,~M with 
lru1guagi:- skills i11clude: 

I. 213 .3102(0), which allows you to appoint bona fide faculty members for up to 
130 working days p<:r year to scientific, professional, or annl 7iica! po:;itions; 

2. Hiring these mdividna\s as expens under 5 CrR 304; or 
3. 213.3102(i)(2), which allows you 10 make ~Oday appointments when a critical 

O!!!!d i:!Xists, pending completion of competitive examining, clearill1ces, etc. 
Agencies may ~xtend these appointmenrs for an alhlilionttl 30 days. 

The Offic1:; of Personnel Management is pleased to ossi5t DoD in its efforts to partner with 
the Arab-American commwuly a~ a way lo combat tcrrotism. If you have .iny question~. 
plea..c:;e have your staff contact ti fs. Ellen E. Turut.ill .it 202-606-8097. 

Sincerely, 

-=-~-> ~ 
Kily~J:mies 
Dir~ctr,r 
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(J2,' 26 /03 08: 12 

To: 

U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
0FflCF. OF 11IE DIRECTOR 

l. 900 E STREET, ROOM 5A09 
WASHINGTON, DC 20415 

Tet FPHONf ' (202) 606· )0r0 
µb)(6) _ 

DAT£: .)-l~ -03 

l
(b )(6) I 

FAX#: '-· ---------'f .'.l/ J._~AGES: l. lNCLUOING THIS C()VER SHEET, 

FROM: 

COMJ\.ffiNTS: 

rvt5ir~clor Kc1y Coles James 

n Jackie C.unningh:.m. Secretury 

U ).)awn Hively, Deputy Chief of Staff 

0 Jan<-t Schmautz, Schedul~ 

O Robe11 Beals. s~~, lf Assist-,1l 

-- ·---------------

------------·-- - -----------------
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SnowHake 

April 4, 2003 3:57 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Programmatic Differences 

Please make sure you get a copy of that letter and tell me for sure if it was two 

weeks and a two-page letter, as this memo says. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/3/03 "Examples of Programmatic Differences Between DoD and OPM1 

DHR:dh 
040403-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1.1/,1---Please respond by ___ !_,_/_!_. ·, ..... '--_i_..,,, ___ _ 

U06700-03 
11-L-0559/0SD14879 



Examples of Programmatic ifferences Between DoD and OPM 

Additional One Percent Pay Increase to 2003 Civilian Pay. The 2003 Treasury 
Appropriations Act contained an additional one percent pay increase for civilian 
employees tbat the Administration did not request. DoD believed that the 
additional pay increase should be in the form of base pay rather than locality pay 
to increase the amount we can pay local national employees in foreign areas where 
DoD is prohibited by the Defense Appropriations Act from paying them more than 
US employees receive. This is an issue that is a substantial irritant in relations 
with Portugal and Spain. OPM and 0MB decided to put the increase in the fonn 
oflocality pay reflecting the preferences of other agencies. (Additionally, OPM 
used the dollar value of the entire civilian employee population for the increase, 
(i.e. including those overseas) so employees in civilian agencies received well 
over one percent in many locality areas!) 

OCONUS Locality Pay. The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) told the 
Department in 200 I, that it was going to support changes to overseas pay that 
would require payment ofJocality pay to employees overseas. This was brought 
on by State Department (DOS) indications that it could not recruit senior DOS 
employees to serve overseas due to the cut in pay they would take by not having 
locality pay. Implementation oflocality pay overseas would increase payroll cost 
for DoD by about $50M per year. DoD did not need this change, but OPM 
nonetheles's indicated its intent to proceed. 

April 3, 2003 

11-L-0559/0SD14880 



Snowflake 

... 
April 4, 2003 3:57 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Programmatic Differences 

Please make sure you get a copy of that letter and tell me for sure if it was two 

weeks and a two-page letter) as this memo says. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/3/03 "Examples of Programmatic Differences Between DoD and OPM1 

DHR:dh 
040403-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond b_v __ lf~,,__/_;,_\ ~/_)_-_:. ___ _ 

U06700-03 
11-L-0559/0SD14881 



Examples of Programmatic Differences Betwe;n DoD and OPM 

Additional One Percent Pay Increase to 2003 Civilian Pay. The 2003 Treasury 
Appropriations Act contained an additional one percent pay increase for civilian 
employees that the Administration did not request. DoD believed that the 
additional pay increase should be in the fonn of base pay rather than locality pay 
to increase the amount we can pay local national employees in foreign areas where 
DoD is prohibited by the Defense Appropriations Act from paying them more than 
US employees receive. This is an issue that is a substantial irritant in relations 
with Portugal and Spain. OPM and 0MB decided to put the increase in the form 
of locality pay reflecting the preferences of other agencies. (Additionally, OPM 
used the dollar value of the entire civilian employee population for the increase, 
(i.e. including those overseas) so employees in civilian agencies received well 
over one percent in many locality areas!) 

OCONUS Locality Pay. The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) told the 
Department in 2001, that it was going to support changes to overseas pay that 
would require payment of locality pay to employees overseas. This was brought 
on by State Department (DOS) indications that it could not recruit senior DOS 
employees to serve overseas due to the cut in pay they would take by not having 
locality pay. Implementation of locality pay overseas would increase payroll cost 
for DoD by about $SOM per year. DoD did not need this change, but OPM 
nonetheless indicated its intent to proceed. 

April], 200) 

11-L-0559/0 SD 14882 



Snowflake 

April 21, 2003 9:00 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Patriot Missile Batteries 

Should we be leaving some of the Patriot missile batteries in the Middle East as 

pre-positioned rather than pulling them a11 out? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042103-14 

..................•..................................................... , 

Please respond by __ tf-+(_2---"~-'/_:;_3 ___ _ 

11-L-0559/©S014883 -
U06725 /03 
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Snowflake 

TABA 

April 15, 2003 12:27 PM 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen.Myers 

Doug Feith 
Andy Hoehn 

Donald Rumsfeld m 
SUBJECT: CENTCOM AOR 

Let's think about adding to CENTCOM the following countries: Syria, Israel, 

Lebanon, India, Georgia, Armeni~ and Azerbaijan. 

Let's talk about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
041SOJ.J8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 

Please respond by __ lf__,_/ 1_5' ..... /..;...J ..;..) __ _ 

TabA 

.. 

11-L-Q559/0SD14884 U06738 /03 
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Snowflake 

May 1, 2003 3:37 PM 

TO: ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Ideas 

What do we do to fix the National Training Center? It is so Europe-oriented. 

What do we do to fix the schools in the Army, Navy and Air Force so they get 

joint at an earlier stage? 

Any thoughts? 

lf you want some ideas, you might want to talk to Jay Garner. He is a fountain of 

ideas. 

Thanks 

DHR di, 
u,0103-27 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 

--.... 

J 
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SnawHake 

.. 

TO: 

FROM: 

ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfcld~ 

May 1, 2003 3:37 PM 

SUBJECT: Ideas 

What do we do to fbr. the National Training Center? It is s.o EU.rope-oriented. 

What do we do to fix the schools in the Army, Navy and Ai:r Force so they get 

joint at an earlier stage? 

' Any thoughts? 

If you want somo ideas, you might want to talk to Jay Garner. He is a fountain of 

ideas. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDER 

p.4 

U.S. JOJNT FORCES COMMAND 
1~62 MITSCHER AVENUE SUITE 200 

NORFOLK, VA 23551-24$8 IN REPLY REFER TO: 

6 August 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Ideas 

l. The fix for the National Training Center (NTC) is to embed it in the Joint National Training 
Capability, which we are doing as quickly as we can. Tb.is wil1 allow it to transcend its European 
Air-Land Battle heritage as we combine it with virtual, simulated and life training venues and 
audiences to tackle the new warfighting challenges we face. Joint Forces Command, parm.ering 
with the Services and David Chu and Paul Mayberry arc all over this. We originally bad our first 
event at the National Training Center scheduled for May. but have rescheduled it for later this 
year due to ongoing operations in Operation Iraqi Freedom and lack of forces. 

2. As for getting more jointness earlier in Service schools, a possible solution is to embed Phase 
II Joint Professional Military Education in all of the junior and senior Service school curricula. 
The Chairman and I have talked about just such a possibility. I am pursuing options with him. 

3. I'm scheduled to see Jay Gamer and Wayne Downing on 18 August. 

Admiral, U.S. Navy 

~ -
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

May 19, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSIST ANTS TO THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Reducing Preventable Accidents 

World-class organizations do not tolerate preventable accidents. Our accident rates 
have increased recently, and we need to tum this situation around. I challenge all of you 
to reduce the number of mishaps and accident rates by at least 50% in the next two years. 
These goals are achievable, and will directly increase our operational readiness. We owe 
no less to the men and women who defend our Nation. 

I have asked the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to lead a 
department-wide effort to focus our accident reduction effort. I intend to be updated on 
our progress routinely. The USD(P&R) will provide detailed instructions in separate 
correspondence. 

0 U06916-03 
11-L-0559/0SD14887 



UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 OEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O .C . 20301-4000 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dr. David S.C. e~ USD(P&R) 
,.-I):'~ :tdJ .:./. t ·4: r. - ~ -/'/,:,,, L-:. ·~ 

SUBJECT: Aviation Accident Rate-SNOWFLAKE (TAB BY 

• We met with Paul O'Neill on accident metrics. He recommended we 
refocus our proposals. Metrics should focus on injuries and Joss of life vice 
the current practice that focuses on value of damages. The goal should be 
a zero loss culture. 

• Mr. O'Neill also recommended a "top-down'' push. To address this issue, 
we intend to use our Defense Safety Oversight Council as the senior-level 
safety forum. Could you kick-off our first meeting? Mr. O'Neill agreed 
to address a session. 

• You ask for instances where aircraft safety systems have been cut. A recent 
example is the elimination of the Auto Ground Collision Avoidance System 
in the F-22 ($64 million). Pete Aldridge has agreed to retook at this. 
Likewise. we did not fund a modern commercial safety system, Flight 
Operational Quality Assurance. for high accident aircraft types. The 
system captures aircraft flight instrument data to improve aircrew training, 
maintenance, and reduce human error($14.7M). 

• The memorandum at Tab A sets reduction goals for the Department and 
adds your personal support for these initiatives. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the memorandum at TAB A. 

COORDJNATION: USD (C), DUSD (I&E) at Tab C. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Joseph J. Angello, Jr.J .... (b_)(_6) _ ____. 

ft 

11-L-oss~tso14888 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 2D301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARJES OF DEFENSE 
DrRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSIST ANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSIST ANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
D[RECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
D[RECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
D[RECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
D[RECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DQD HELD ACTlVITIES 

SUBJECT: Reducing Preventable Accidents 

World-class organizations do not tolerate preventable accidents. Our accident rates 
have increased recently, and we need to tum this situation around. I challenge all of you 
to reduce the number of mishaps and accident rates by at least 50% in the next two years. 
These goals are achievable, and will directly increase our operational readiness. We owe 
no less to the men and women who defend our Nation. 

I have asked the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to lead a 
department-wide effort to focus our accident reduction effort. I intend to be updated on 
our progress routinely. The USD(P&R) will provide detailed instructions in separate 
correspondence. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD14889 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSIST ANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EV ALDA TION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Reducing Preventable Accidents 

World-class organizations do not tolerate preventable accidents. Our accident rates 
have increased recently, and we need to tum this situation around. I challenge all of you to 
reduce the number of mishaps and accident rates by at least 50% in the next two years. 
These goals are achievable, and will directly increase our operational readiness. We owe no 
less to the men and women who defend our Nation. 

ave"as'k:.ed ihe··Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to lead a 
, artment-'\.v~· de effort to 'focus our accident reduction effort. I intend to be updated on our 

r'Qgress routinely. Th SD(P&R) will provide detailed instructions in separate 
corre'SpOO.den 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD14890 



UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

~N£LAND 
IIIISADINEU 

ACTIONMEMO 

February 25, 2003 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action. _ __ _ 

FROM: Dr. David S.C. Chu, USD(P&R) 

SUBJECT: Aviation Accident Rate-SNOWFLAKE (TAB B) 

• I had a good session with Paul O'Neill on accident metrics and our proposals to reduce 
accidents in the Department. Paul suggested that we must change the culture to significantly 
reduce accidents, for example, accidents should not be considered as a "cost of doing 
business'' and that world-class organizations do not tolerate accidents. 

• We intend to use our Defense Safety Oversight Council to provide the "top-down" push 
and focus our coq,orate efforts. We would be most pleased if you would kick-off our first 
meeting. Paul O'Neill also offered to address the Council. 

• In terms of meaics, we plan to recast our accident measures to focus on personnel, vice 
equipment losses, and provide actionable and real-time accident data to effect change. 

• Paul OtNeil1 stated that he reduced lost time due to injuries by 50% during his tenure at 
Treasury. We need to press for these reductions for DoD. This will not be easy, but we need 
to set unambiguous and challenging goals to stimulate needed changes. 

• Finally, you ask for instances where aircraft safety systems have been cut or re-prioritized 
in our acquisition process. A recent example is the elimination of the Auto Growtd Collision 
Avoidance System in the F-22. By removing this system, some estimate the Air Force is 
now accepting the risk of losing two or more aircraft per year. Likewise, our request for a 
modest effort to equip high accident aircraft types with a modem, commercial safety system 
called the Flight Operational Quality Assurance, or "FOQA" was not funded. These systems 
capture aircraft flight instrument data to improve aircrew training, maintenance, and reduce 
human error. We submitted a request to pilot test the FOQA on F· 16s, selected helicopters, 
and the primary aircraft trainer for supplemental funding, but were "cut" from the DoD 
supplemental list. We believe both of these decisions should be revisited. 

, The memorandum at Tab A sets reduction goals for the Department, and adds your 
personal support for these initiatives. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the memorandum at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: USD(C) ~~ 3 
a'XJ3DUSD(l&E) ___ _ 

Attachments: As stated Dov S. ~eim 

Prepared by: Joseph J. Angello, Jr.~ 

11-~SD14891 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C . 20301-4CX>O 

PERSONNEL AND 
IIEADINE:SS 

ACTION MEMO 

February 25. 2003 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dr. David S.C. Chu, USD(P&R) 

DepSec Action. ___ _ 

SUBJECT: Aviation Accident Rate-SNOWR..AKE (TAB B) 

• I had a good session with Paul O'Neill on accident metrics and our proposals to reduce 
accidents in the Department. Paul suggested that we must change the culture to significantly 
reduce accidents; for example, accidents should not be considered as a "cost of doing 
business" and that world-class organizations do not tolerate accidents. 

1 We intend to use our Defense Safety Oversight Council to provide the "top-down" push 
and focus our corporate efforts. We would be most pleased if you would kick-off our first 
meeting. Paul O'Neill also offered to address the Council. 

• In tenns of metrics, we plan to recast our accident measures to focus on personnel, vice 
equipment losses, and provide actionable and real-time accident data to effect change. 

• Paul O'Neill stated that he reduced lost time due to injuries by 50% during his tenure at 
Treasury. We need to press for these reductions for DoD. lbis will not be easy, but we need 
to set unambiguous and challenging goals to stimulate needed changes. 

• Finally, you ask for instances where aircraft safety systems have been cut or re-prioritized 
in our acquisition process. A recent example is the elimination of the Auto Ground Collision 
Avoidance System in the F-22. By removing this system, some estimate the Air Force is 
now accepting the risk of losing two or more aircraft per year. Likewise, our request for a 
modest effort to equip high accident aircraft types with a modem, commercial safety system 
called the Flight Operational Quality Assurance, or "FOQA" was not funded. These systems 
capture aircraft flight instrument data to improve aircrew training, maintenance, and reduce 
human error. We submitted a request to pilot test the FOQA on F-16s, selected helicopters, 
and the primary aircraft trainer for supplemental funding, but were "cut" from the DoD 
supplemental list. We believe both of these decisions should be revisited. 

• The memorandum at Tab A sets reduction goals for the Department, and adds your 
personal support for these initiatives. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the memorandum at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: USD(C) DUSD(I&E)~ 
2.zil,01 

Attachments: As stated 

Prepared by: Joseph J. Angello, Jr.,~ 
11-~S014892 



SnawHake 

November 23, 2002 3:33 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld U,A 
SUBJECT: Aviation Accident Rate 

I read your response to my snov,1flake on the aviation accident rate. I have these 

thoughts on what I would like you to do: 

1. Revise your proposal so it includes metrics. In my view, metrics and 

tracking change behavior. I suggest you see that they are the right ones and 

are sufficiently simple and obvious that they are embarrassing and notable 

for those who don't do well. I need to see them when you have them 

fashioned. 

2. Tell me what flight safety systems were downgraded or eliminated by 

whom and when, and to save what amount of money. That sounds crazy. 

3. Run your proposal by Paul O'Neill for me and see what he thinks of it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/05/02 USD(P&R) memo to Sec Def re: Aviation Accident Rate 

DHR-dh 
J 12302-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ ) _., __ i_~_,,.., ___ l_)_t..--______ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

'Ch 
SENSITIVE 

Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld "y(L. 
SUBJECT: Policy Guidelines-Iraq 

May 8, 2003 10:17 AM 

Attached is a draft of the policy guiddines for lraq lam preparing to work through 

the Principals. I will give you a final draft after 1 work it through the NSC or PC, 

so you can do an implementation plan. If you have suggestions or omissions, let 

me know. 

A related classified ( code word) paper is being sent to you under separate cover. 

Thanks. 

Attac:h. 
5/8/03 "Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines" 

DHR:dh 
050803-3 

U069BO /03 



SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFf WORKING PAPER 

DRAFT#8 

May 8, 2003 11:59 AM 

Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines 

1. Global sie;nificance. The importance of Coalition success in Iraq cannot be 
overstated. If Iraq, with its size, capabilities and resources, is able to get on a 
path toward representative democracy, the impact in the region and the world 
could be historic-with effects on Iran, Syria, the Palestinians, and elsewhere. 
Iraq could become a model-an example that a moderate Muslim state can 
succeed in the battle against extremists that is taking place in the Muslim 
world. 

2. Supporting President Bush's \'ision for a free ]rag. Iraqis desiring to 
participate in the future of Iraq will be sought out, encouraged and empowered 
to the extent they are supportive of President Bush's vision of a free Iraq. 
Those who are not supportive will be opposed. Iraq wiJJ: 

- Be a single country; 

- Not have weapons of mass destruction; 

- Not be a terrorist state and wil1 not harbor terrorists; 

- Not be a threat to its neighbors or to diverse elements within the country; 

- Have a market economy and an independent judiciary; and 

- Have respect for the rule of law, for ethnic and re1igious minorities, for the 
rights of women, and will be on a path to representative democratic 
government. 

3. Assert authority, provide security. The Coalition Provisional Authority will 
assert authority over the country-a country that has been a dictatorship for 
decades. It will not accept being defied-it wil1 tolerate no self-appointed 
Mayors of Baghdad. It will work to ensure the security of the Iraqi people. 
The Coalition wiU be ready and willing to use force to impose order as 
required. Without security for the Iraqi people, none of our other goals for the 
Iraqi people will be achievable. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 

11-L-0559/0SD14895 



SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPER 

4. Commitment to stay; commitment to leave. The Coalition will maintain as 
many security forces in Iraq as necessary, for as long as necessary, to 
accomplish our goals, and no longer. 

5. Unity of leadership. There will be clarity that the Coalition is in charge, with 
no conflicting signals to the Iraqi people, Coalition partners or neighbors. The 
Coalition will have unambiguous unity of leadership and effort. 

6. Iraqi foreit:m missions. The Coalition will gain control over Iraqi foreign 
embassies and, to the extent possible, Iraqi seats in international fora. 

7. Improve conditions; involve Iraqis. The Coalition wilJ contribute to the 
improvement of the circumstances of the Iraqi people, month-to-month. It 
will work to achieve visible accomplishments in vital public services, and 
create an environment that encourages the involvement of the Iraqi people, 
since it will be their responsibility to improve their country. 

8. Promote Iraqis who share coalition'!i: e,oals. In staffing ministries and 
positioning Iraqis in ways that will increase their influence, the Coalition will 
work to have acceptable Iraqis involved as early as possible, so Iraqi faces can 
explain the Coalition's goals and direction to the Iraqi people. Only iflraqis 
are seen as being engaged in, responsible for, and explaining and leading their 
fellow citizens will the broad public support be achieved that is essential for 
security. We accept the reality that, regardless of what the Coalition does, jt 
will be assumed that the Coalition set up the Iraqi Interim Authority. Its 
fingerprints will be on it. Therefore, we shou]d accept that fact, not worry 
about that, and get on with the task and make sure it succeeds. 

9. Hands-on political reconstruction. As the political process proceeds, the 
Coa1ition will consistently steer the process in ways that achieve stated U.S. 
objectives. The Coalition will not "let a thousand flowers bloom." 

10. De-Baathification. The Coalition wil1 work with forward-looking Iraqis and 
will actively oppose Saddam Hussein's old enforcers-the Baath Party, 
Fedayeen Saddam, etc. We will make c1ear that the Coalition will eliminate 
the remnants of Saddam's regime. 

11. Justice for bad actors. Those who committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity on behalf of the regime will be tracked down and brought to justice. 
Mechanisms will be established to detain and screen out members of 
organizations that carried out Saddam Hussein's repression and to bring them 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
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SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPER 

to justice. De-Baathification may cause inefficiencies, but that is acceptable 
and indeed necessary to remove pervasive fear from Iraqi society. 

12. Repairing social fabric. Iraq will need to find ways to heal the wounds that 
the Baathists inflicted on the society. The experiences of Eastern Europe, 
South Africa and elsewhere could inform that process. 

13. Property claims. Mechanisms will be established to adjudicate property 
claims peacefully. 

14. Favor market economy. Economic decisions wil1 favor market systems, not 
Stalinist command systems, and activities that will diversify the Iraqi 
economy beyond oil. We will move as quickly as possible to privatize the 
economy. 

15. Pay smart. We must avoid allowing the Coalition or the international 
community to distort the economy with floods of highly paid workers. 

16. Oil. Iraqi oil will be used for the Iraqi people. The Coalition Provisional 
Authority, based on a study of best practices around the world, will develop a 
plan for the Iraqi oil industry that is based on transparency and private 

. ownership. The plan should be designed to benefit the Iraqi people. 

L 7. Contracts-promoting Iraq's recovery. Contracts for work in Iraq will go 
first to those who utilize Iraqi workers, and to countries that were supportive 
in liberating the Iraqi people, especia1ly key neighbors such as Jordan and the 
Gulf states, because it will contribute to greater regional economic activity and 
accelerate Iraq's economic recovery. 

18. Third-states and international ore,anizations. Other countries and 
international organizations, including the UN, will be encouraged to assist in 
Iraq, but not if their presence is designed to further complicate an already 
difficult task. 

19. Outsiders-assistance, but not interference. Assistance from neighbors 
wi11 be we1comed. Conversely, interference in Iraq by its neighbors or others 
in the international community will not be accepted. Iraqis who are complicit 
or, for example, serve as agents of Iranian or Syrian influence will be dealt 
with. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
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SENSITIVE-PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPER 

20. Monitoring NGOs. We we1come NGO assistance, but activities ofNGOs 
wilJ be close]y monitored and regu1ated. Those with extremist ties will be 
excluded. 

21. Priority sources of funds. The U.S. wilJ be the funder oflast resort, not first. 
In order of preferred expenditure: Iraqi funds located in Iraq, Iraqi funds at 
the UN, seized frozen Iraqi assets in the U.S. and in other countries, donors 
from other nations, and finaJly U.S. appropriated funds. Once the U.S. starts 
funding an activity, it will be difficu1t to get others to take over that 
responsibility. It is best for the U.S. not to start funding in the first p]ace, and 
instead to use the urgency of the problem to serve as leverage to get access to 
Iraqi funds or to raise money from others. 

22. Trial and error. Democracies in transition are inherently untidy. Trial and 
error and experimentation will be part of the process. Perfection will not. 
Course corrections wilJ be necessary. 

23. New matters. Additional issues wi11 be addressed as they surface (the ro]e of 
the UN, debt relief, etc.). 

24. Patience and respect for Iraq's singular character. The transition from 
despotism to a democracy will not happen fast or easily. It ca1U1ot be rushed. 
It will evolve over years. Rushing elections could lead to tyranny of the 
majority. Further, the ultimate outcome must be for Iraq and be decided by 
Iraqis, within the broad princip]es laid out by President Bush. One ought not 
expect the Iraqi outcome to replicate any other system. For example, there 
may well be a Jarger ro]e for religion than in many other countries, and that is 
acceptable. Elections will likely best be held only after the mechanisms of a 
civil society are in place. 

DHR:dh 
IraqlPrinciplcs for Iraq 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
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PTTUZYUW RUMIAAA7229 1281359-UUUU--RUEKNM.A. 
ZNR UUUUU 
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FM CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL 
TO SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
INFO DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC 
DIR ONDCP WASHINGTON DC 
SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//DEPlITY/DASD-CN// 
CJCS WASHINGTON DC 
VCJCS WASHINGTON DC 
CDR USNORTHCOM 
CSA WASHINGTON DC 
CNO WASHINGTON DC 
COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN HQ WASHINGTON DC 
CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//SCCC// 
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SUBJ:JIATF-S A.ND JSSROC MERGER 
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GENERAL JAMES T. HILL, COMMANDER, USSOUTHCOM, SENDS PERSONAL FOR 
HONORABLE DONALD RUMSFELD, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; INFO HONORABLE TOM 
RIDGE, SECHLS; HONORABLE JOHN WALTERS, DIR ONDCP; HONORABLE PAUL 
WOLFOWITZ, DEPSECDEF; MR. ANDRE HOLLIS, DASD-CN; GENERAL MYERS, CJCS; 
GENERAL PACE, VCJCS; GENERAL EBERHART, CDR USNORTHCOM; GENERAL 
SHINSEKI, CSA; ADMIRAL CLARK, CNO; ADMIRAL COLLINS, CMDT COGARD; MR. 
WILLIAM SIMPKINS, ACTING DEA ADMINISTRATOR 
RMKS/1. MR. SECRETARY, I BELIEVE WE SHOULD MERGE THE JOINT SOUTHERN 
SURVEILLANCE RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS CENTER (JSSROC) INTO JOINT 
INTER.AGENCY TASK FORCE SOUTH (JIATF-S) TO INCREASE THE EFF'JCI ENCY AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COUNTER NARCO-TERRORISM (CNT) AND COUNTER-ILLICIT 
TRAFFICKING OPERATIONS (CITO) IN MY AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY {AOR). 
2. CURRENTLY, JSSROC DEVELOPS OUR COMMON OPERATING PJCTURE (COP) AND 
CONDUCTS DETECTION AND MONITORING (D&M) AND COMMAND AND CONTROL (C2) 
IN SUPPORT OF CNT, CITO, INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE AND 
RECONNAISSANCE, AND CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS. JIATF-S CONDUCTS D&M AND 
INTERDICTION OPERATIONS USING THE COP DEVELOPED FROM SOURCES ACROSS 
THE AOR. APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF JSSROC'S MISSION DIRECTLY 
SUPPORTS JIATF-S. THE OTHER 30 PERCENT SUPPORTS PURE DOD MISSIONS, 
INCLUDING AIR DEFENSE OF GUANTANAMO, TACTICAL CONTROL OF SPECIAL 
RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS, AND PASSING AIR TRACKS OF INTEREST TO THE 
SOUTH-EAST AIR DEFENSE SECTOR IN RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. ALL OF THESE 
MISSIONS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A CONSOLIDATED ORGANIZATION. 
3. AS THE LEAD AGENCY IN THE PROGRAM TD RESTART AIR BRIDGE DENIAL 
(ABO) IN COLOMBIA AND EVENTUALLY PERU, THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
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This Message Has Been Altered ***** 
Page 2 of 2 

REQUIRES A MORE ROBUST C2 STRUCTURE AT JIATF-S. NEAR-TERM 
EFFICIENCIES IN COMBINED MANPOWER WILL BE APPLIED TO JIATF-S 
EXECUTION OF ABD. I HAVE ALREADY TAKEN INITIAL STEPS TO TRANSFER 
PERSONNEL FROM JSSROC FOR PROGRAM START-UP. ADDITIONAL MANPOWER 
EFFICIENCIES ARE EXPECTED, BUT I INTEND TO RUN THE CONSOLIDATED 
MISSION FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE YEAR BEFORE DIRECTING A U.S. ARMY 
MANPOWER ANALYSIS AGENCY (USAMAA) STUDY TO DOCUMENT THOSE 
EFFICIENCIES. 
~. EXISTING RESOURCES FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
COUNTER-NARCOTICS (DASD-CN) AND THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY WILL 
SUPPORT THE COST OF THIS MERGER. OUT-YEAR DASD-CN FUNDING SAVINGS 
MAY ALSO BE REALIZED. 
5. WE WILL DOC"JMENT THIS MERGER AND THE RESULTING COMMAND A.ND 
CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS IN OUR INPUTS TO THE DRAFT UPDATE TO THE 
NATIONAL INTERDICTION COMMAND AND CONTROL PLAN. 
6. VERY RESPECTFULLY, TOM HILL.// 
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TAB 

May 13, 2003 11:02 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: SOUTHCOM Cable 

What do you think about this cable from Hill? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL Cable PR 0813182 MAY 03 

DHll.dh 
05\JOJ-() 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ :. __ ~ ___ .:., __ _ 

Tab 
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SUBJ:JlATP-S AND JSSROC MERGBR 
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GENERAL JAMgS T, HILL, COMMNlDBR, USSOUTHC'OM. SENDS PBRSONAL FOR 
HONORABLE DONALD R.UMSFBLD, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; INPO HONORABLE TOM 
RIDGE, SBCHLS; HONORABLE JOHN WALTERS, DIR ONDCP; HOBORABLE PAUL 
WOLPOWIT2, OEPSECDEP; HR. ANDRE HOU.IS, DASD-OI; GKNBRAL MYBRS, CJCS; 
GENERAL PACE, VCJCS; GENERAL EBERHART, CDR USNORTHOOM; GENERAL 
SHINSEKI, CSA; ADMIRAL CLARK, CNO; ADMIRAL COLLINS, CMDT COGAAD; HR. 
WILLIAM SIMPKINS, ACTING DEA ADMINISTRATOR . 
RJllKS/1 . MR. SBCRBTARY, I BELHMI WE SHOULD MER.GS THE JOINT SOUTHERN 
SURVEIJ..1.,ANCE RBCONNA.IS6ANCE OPERATIONS CENTBR (JSSROC) INTO JOINT 
IN'Ti:RAGUCY TASK FORCE SOUTH {JIATF-S) TO INCREASE THE EFFIC'llNCY' AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COONTER NARCO-TBIUtORISM (Off) AND COUNTER-ILLICIT 
TRAP'FICICING OPERATrclNS (CITO) IN Kl( AREA OP RESPONSIBILITY (AORI, 
2. CURRENTLY, JSSROC DBVBLOPS OCR COMMON OPERATING PIC'I'URE !COP) AND 
CONDUCTS DETECTION AND MONITORING ID'11) AND caolAND AND CONTROL (C2) 
IN SUPPORT OP On', CITO, INTELLIGENCE SUltVElLLANCB AND 
R.BCONNAISSANCB, AND CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS. JIATF-S CONDUCTS D&N AND 
INTERDICTION OPERATIONS USING nlE COP OEVEI,OPEO PROM SOURCES ACROSS 
THB AOR. APPROXIHATBLY 70 PERCENT OF JSSROC'S MISSION DIRECTLY 
SUPPORTS JlATF-S. TJm <mlER 30 PER.C'ENT S1JPP0RTS PU'ltE DOD MISSIONS, 
INCI.tJDING AIR DEFENSE OF CUANTANAHO, TACTICAL CONTROL OP SPECIAL 
UCONNAISSANCB OPERATIONS, AND PASSING AIR TRACXS OF Im'EREST TO THE 
SOOTH-EAST AIR DEPEHSE SECTOR IN RIVBRSIDB, C11LIFORNIA. Al,L OF THESE 
MISSIONS CAN BB ACCOMPLISHED IN A CONSOLIDATED OR~IZATION. 
3. AS THE LEM> AGENCY IN THE PJ!.OGRAK TO RESTART AIR !!JUDGE DENIAL 
(.uD) IN COLOMBIA AND EVBN'IVALI.Y PERU, TH£ OEPAR'l'MPT OF STATB 
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••• UNCLASSIFIED ••• ........ This Message Has Baen Altered••••• 
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R.EQL'IRES A MORE ROBUST C2 STRUCTURE AT JIATF-S. NEAR-TERM 
EFFICIENCIES IN COMBINED l'l,P,NPOWER WILL BE APPLIED TO JIATF-S 
EXECUTION OF JI.BO. I HAVE ALREADY TAXEN INITIAL STEPS TO TRANSFER 
?ERSONNEL FROM JSSROC FOR PROGRAM START-UP. ADD1?IONAL HANPOWBR 
~FFICIENC!ES ARE EXPECTED, BUT I INTEND TO RUN THE CONSOLIDATED 
MISSION FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE YEAR BEFORE DIRECTING A U.S. ARMY 
MANPOWER ANALYSIS AGENCY C!JSAMAA} STODY TO DOCUMENT THOSE 
E:FFICIENCIES. 
4. EXISTING RESOURCES FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
:OUNTER-?,TAR.COTICS lDASD-CN) AND THE DEPARTMENT OF THI ARMY WILL 
SU?PORT THE COST OF THIS MERGER. OUT-YEAR DASO-CN FUNDING SAVINGS 
MAY ALSO BE REALIZED. 
S , WE WlLL DOCUMENT THIS MERGER AND THE RESULTING COMMAND AND 
CONTROL RBLATroNSHIPS IN OUR INPUTS TO THE DRAFT UPDATE TO THE 
NATICNAL INTERDICTION COHMAND AND CONTROL PLAN. 
6. VER¥ RESPECTFULLY, TOH H!LL.// 
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CH.AIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D,C. 2031M999 

INFO MEMO CK-974-03 
3 June 2003 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE . l 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJc4Jl/1 '1t,. 
SUBJECT: Joint Interageocy Task Force South (JIATF-S) and Joint Southern 

Surveillance Reconnaissance Operations Center (JSSROC) Merger 

• In response to your inquiry (TAB), I support the proposal to merge JIATF-S and 
JSSROC. 

• The merger will require disestablishing the JSSROC, a USSOUTHCOM 
component, and moving the personnel and systems to JIA TF .s, an interagency 
organization under USSOUTHCOM's OPCON. This will improve mission 
effectiveness and efficiency, as well as supporting air bridge denial efforts. 

• PDASD(SOLIC) requested the Director, Joint Staff, concurrence in the 
Department's proposed response. The reply, which endorses this initiative, has 
been forwarded via separate correspondence. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Copy to: 
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PERSONNEL AND 
REI\OIHESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

c=·- ---...._;;_·.._. 

May 7, 2003, 4:10PM 

FOR: Secretary of Defense DepSecDef Action __ _ 

FROM: Dr. D~?id S. C. Chu, USD (P~el and Rea~iness), _ 
~-;-p(f:/c t. d/kv- f 11& d13 

SUBJECT: Citizenship for Military Personnel 

• You asked for background on how military personnel become U.S. citizens. 

, Current policy is contained in a DoD Directive that implements Federal law. 

1 Requires three years of military service to apply; service under honorable 
conditions; induction, enlistment or re-enlistment in the United States or its 
possessions; and must be in the United States for required interviews, oaths, and 
ceremonies. 

• DoD has worked with the Immigration and Naturalization Service {INS) to expedite 
the processing of requests of active duty Service members based on the requirements 
of the law. 

• Through a Memorandum of Understanding signed in 2000. DoD and INS have 
reduced processing time for requests (after application) from 2 years to 6 months. 

, During periods of military conflict, the President has the authority, by Executive 
Order, to exempt active duty Service members from needing three years of service to 
apply. 

• On July 3, 2002, President Bush signed an Executive Order exempting active duty 
Service members from the usual requirement for naturalization (outlined above), 
retroactive to September 11, 2001, during the period of the war on terrorism. 

, There have been nine bills introduced in the House and Senate which seek to make 
the process easier for Service members, as well as for their families for posthumous 
requests, to apply for naturalization (Tab 1 ). 

• The Department of Homeland Security heads an interagency group exploring all 
options. Thus far, we have been supportive of every effort to ease citizenship. 

() --

·-'. ! 
.. ..; 

\_,../ 

,. ,..,, U07094 / 03 
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RECOMMENDATION: None. For Information only. 

COORDINATION: NIA 

ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 

.J-... 

PREPARED BY: Colonel Marci Beauregard, MWR Policy, ODUSD(MC&FP), ),,,.~ 
!(b)(6) _ U S/~/o?, 
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COORDINATION 

PDUSD(P&R) Charles S. Abell 
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Legislation Being Considered in the House and Senate for Naturalization of Service Members 

Provisions: H.R. H.R. H.R. H.R. S.789 S.897 H.K H.R. S.783 
1275 1714 1806 1814/ 1685 1799 

S.922 
Reduce active duty service to 2 years. X X X .x 
Reduce active duty service to 1 year. X 

I 

Allow any individual who serves in the military (who is X 
otherwise eligible except for time in service). 
Prohibit fees (except State fees). X X X X X X 
Provide naturalization services overseas. X X X X X 
Revocation of citizenship based solely on separation from the X 
military service under other than honorable conditions. 
Require DHS and DoD to expedite verification of application. X 
Requires DoD to prescribe a policy that facilitates the 

X opportunity for members to finalize naturalization. 
Add members of the Selected Reserve to the list of military 

X who are eligible through active duty service. 
Allow up to 2 years for a spouse, children and parents of 
citizen or permanent resident who dies during honorable X 
service to apply for an adjustment of status after death. 
Allow spouse and children of active duty member granted 
posthumous citizenship during period of military hostilities to X 
be eligible for immigration status. 
Eliminate any need for an affidavit to allow the spouse and 
children a service member granted posthumous citizenship to X 
self-petition for benefits based on their relationship. 
Eliminate 2 year marriage requirement to allow an individual 
who has been married "for any period" to a citizen who dies X 
to be eligible for naturalization. 
Authorize SecDef or DHS designee to request posthumous 

X citizenship during periods of military hostilities. 
Make posthumous provisions retroactive to 9/11/2001 X X X 

11-L-0559/0SD14909 
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Snowflake 

TO: 
cc. -
FROM: 

Jim HaJ?)FS 1 .b {M}-t cV C l,,\..J.A

Donald Rumsfeld \)\ 

.. 
SUBJECT: Citizenship 

... 
h• 

May 5, 2003 11:22 AM 

What is the rule on giving citizenship to illegal immigrants who serve honorably 

in the military? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050503-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 5__,_lj_y,-_;.../_u_~_~_ 

?&(MR_~ ~Q_ 
//07UIJ~ vh sf s~ 

J/p_ 

er 
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Snowflake 

TO: 
cc·. 
FROM: 

JimHa~s 1 
.b t1A.H-~ C ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld \)\ 

.. 
SUBJECT: Citizenship 

May 5, 2003 11:22 AM 

What is the rule on giving citizenship to illegal immigrants who serve honorably 

in the military? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050503-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ q-..._ft_y.,.__,./_0 _~--- '--.J { r--1 • 
" 

ft~~~~ 
//O"TMIJ~ 0" r-; 5-. 

J/1< 

er 

U07 099 / 03 
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May 9, 2003 8:00 AM 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -~f\ 
SUBJECT: UK Envoy to Iraq 

Geoff Hoon, the MoD of the UK, tells me that Prime Minister B]air has dispatched 

an envoy to Iraq named John Sawyers, who speaks fluent Arabic. It sounds to me 

like he could be a help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
05090J-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____________ _ 
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DISTIUBUTION 
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S[CDEF RUMSFELD NOTE: 
"Jim R 

Maybeyou should brief Duncan Hunter." 

May 13, 2003 

U07168 I 03 
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Snowflake 

• 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Pete Aldridge 
Jim Roche 

Dov Zakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Cruise Missiles 

March 25, 2003 4:46 PM 

Attached is some material from Duncan Hunter. He says the following: 

1. This cheap cruise missile is all off the shelf and would just be a fabulous 

thing. He says we could get it going for $50 million. 

2. We did not put enough purchases for Tomahawks in the Supplemental-we 

are going to run out. 

Please take a look at both points and get back to me 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Inside the Navy, February 3, 2003, p. 1. 
Draft RADM Jay Cohen ltr to Duncan Hunter 
.. Titan Corporation Affordable Weapon Overview" March 2003 (Company Proprietary 

Information) 

DHR:dh 
032503-11 

.....•..•...•.....••••...••••........•••••••.••...••••........•.......•.. sl1~ 
Please respond by Lf /;;;. s-J o :.i ?oe..,4E. ~e":iOIJ"5G 

J • 
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Affordable Weapon Concept 

MAY 6 2,~C3 

1. [ have reviewed the information you sent me on the Affordable Weapon (AW) concept and, 
based on the multiple roles of AW, loiter time, and cost, am directing our operators to review 
capability shortfalls for which AW might be a solution. 

2. There are a few concerns with this potential capability if it is to be used as a cruise missile 
(CM) supplement or replacement. The primary mission of CMs is to strike targets at long, 
standoff distances, mainly because enemy threats keep US air assets at a distance. A W's 
survivability (no stealth), speed (150-180 knots), and lethality (200 lb warhead) may not be 
adequate, if the true purpose of CMs is to be achieved. 

3. While AW may not be a viable cruise missile replacement or supplement for the Air Force, I 
see the potential capabilities as worth exploring. Most appealing is the multiple role feature of 
AW, coupled with its ability to stay airborne for long periods of time. AW has the potential to 
be a technical solution to the AF's capability shortfall for future standoff/loiter munitions and 
could be considered as an option. 

4. The AW is an interesting and appealing concept, which I feel is worth further consideration. 
Thank you for taking the time to bring this important capability to my attention. 

~(~ ~), ~ (~.;11,,.,,..\ ,,.J ~/;.,,,,-&)cf ..... 13-/ 
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Don, 
We are concentrating on the JASSM (about $500K or less) for its stealth~ good), range 
(about 275 nmi) and payload (~ OOOJbs) for our B-1 fleet (will carry 24). The AW sounds 
interesting, but unlike a surface shot, we would have to see what it would cost to be compatible 
with bomb bays, and whether COTS electronics could handle the vibration and temperature of 
captive flight. I have been to this "picture show" before with a cheap missile that had nothing but 
problems when we tried to integrate it. v/r Jim 
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Inside The Navy February 3' 2003 Pg. I ~ ( 1 e 
Navy's New 'Affordable Weapon' Seen As Potentia 'Tomahawk-Lite' As 
questions mount about the affordability of the Tactical Tomahawk missile, 
the Office of Naval Research is ready to begin prototype production of a 
"cruise-like" missile that could pack a significant punch for 10 times less 
the price. The new missile, aptly called the Affordable Weapon, is not 
considered a possible replacement to the Tactical Tomahawk, but it could be 
used as an economical alternative in missions that do not require as great a 
range or striking power, according to ONR. 
The Navy will have 100 of the new missiles in its arsenal by September, as 
well as 80 warheads, and their shipping containers. 
The object of the Affordable Weapon program is to give the Navy "a tool to 
lower our cost when prosecuting war," according to Capt. Steve Hancock, the 
director of the Naval Expeditio~ary Warfare Science and Technology 
Department. While Tactical Tomahawks cost at least $569,000 apiece~- with 
some estimates reaching over $1 million per copy -- the Affordable Weapon is 
expected to cost about $40,000, said Hancock. 
Raytheon makes Tactical Tomahawk, or Block IV, which is due to reach the 
fleet in 2004. Though its name is familiar, Tactical Tomahawk is based on a 
new design. 
The Affordable Weapon is not a Tomahawk variant, but it.has some similar 
capabilities. "Somebody asked me one time if this is another Tomahawk 
missile, and my answer was 'It's kind of like a Tomahawk-lite, 111 Hancock 
told Inside the Navy during a Jan. 23 interview. 
The Affordable Weapon earned its name by employing less-expensive commercial 
off-the-shelf technology. Although it works like a Tomahawk, it is not 
intended to have equivalent range, speed or payload capacity, Hancock 
emphasized. For example, the Affordable Weapon, which is launched from its 
shipping container by a small rocket booster and powered by a small turbojet 
engine, is designed to carry a warhead to a target several hundred miles 
away. Tomahawk missiles, on the other hand, can travel about 1,000 miles 
bearing a heavier payload. 
An easy way to understand the role of the Affordable Weapon, said Hancock, 
is to imagine ONR building a VW Bug as opposed to a Corvette. Both will get 
you from point A to point B -- and while the Corvette may get you there 
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faster, the vw Bug will cost a lot less. 
He later added, "Does everything you go after require truly a fully milspec, 
ultra precise, ultra perfection solution? And the answer is not everything 
does. So does it make sense to spend millions of dollars when you don't need 
to spend millions of dollars? You can spend thousands of dollars for the 
solution." 
Like the Tactical Tomahawk, the Affordable Weapon can fly directly to its 
target guided by the Global Positioning system, or it can fly to an area and 
loiter until a forward observer directs it to a target. Or the wcruise-like• 
missile can be retargeted in flight -- an observer can direct it to switch 
to a target different from the one the weapon was originally sent to attack. 
Modification to the prototype's airframe will allow it to carry a larger 
payload, such as an existing warhead. The planned modifications will also 
add about 200 miles to the Affordable Weapon's range. Titan, a military 
contractor in San Diego, is developing the prototypes with ONR. 
Hancock specified the Affordable Weapon should not be considered a 
replacement to the Tactical Tomahawk, but rather a complement to it. He 
pointed out that for missions where a missile with a shorter range and 
smaller warhead could effectively neutralize a target then "why spend one 
point whatever million dollars on a Tomahawk missile if you can do it for 
$40,000?· 
With the prospect of multiple wars on the horizon and an ailing economy at 
home, Navy observers have said the service needs to look more closely at 
whether it can afford to fill its stockpile with Tactical Tomahawks. Ron 
O'Rourke, a naval analyst with the nonpartisan Congressional Research 
Service, discussed the importance of a more affordable alternative to the 
Tactical Tomahawk Jan. 15 before an audience at a Surface Navy Association 
conference in Arlington, VA. 
HTactical Tomahawk is only going to be about half as expensive as the 
original version -- that's certainly a big improvement -- but Tactical 
Tomahawk at $500,000 a copy is still 25 times expensive as [Joint Direct 
Attack Munitions]." he said. "As long as you have a ratio between the cost 
between the weapons like that, I think it's going to put an upper bounds on 
the ability of Navy and [Office of secretary of Defense) policy makers to 
think about just how expansive the role of the surface cormrunity can be in 
the overall (Defense Department] effort." 
Although he never referred to ONR's effort specifically, O'Rourke tasked the 
Navy with finding "some way to get that cost ratio down by developing a new 
... affordable weapon." And while he never named an optimum price, he 
said, "right now you have a 25-to-l ratio. If you can get that down to a 
10-to-l or a 5-to-l, then I think you could have significant impact on how 
people might view the surface co1t1t1unity's future contribution to national 
security and therefore the role of the surface community in the Navy and DOD 
as a whole." 
Retired Rear Adm. Eugene Carroll, vice president emeritus of the Center for 
Defense Information, was more direct, calling the price of the Tactical 
Tomahawk "prohibitive" during an interview with ITN. Simply put, he said the 
Navy could not afford the number of Tactical Tomahawks needed to be 
definitive in warfare. That does not rule out selective application of the 
missiles, but in general, the Tactical Tomahawk's high expense prevents it 
from being stockpiled in adequate numbers, he said. 
But during an interview with ITN, a Navy official argued against comparing 
the Affordable Weapon to the Tactical Tomahawk at all. He said comparing the 
Tactical Tomahawk and the Affordable Weapon is like comparing "apples and 
oranges" or a "155 mm Howitzer to a hand grenade." For that reason, a 
dollar-to-dollar comparison is misleading given that the two weapons have 
very different capabilities and because this is not an •either/or" situation 
where the Navy needs to select only one weapon for its arsenal, he said. 
Rising Costs 
The actual cost of the Tactical Tomahawk has been the subject of much 
debate. Under the initial agreement with Raytheon signed in 1999, the Navy 
would pay $569,000 per missile for the production of 1,353 missiles. But the 
program has since experienced cost overruns during its development stage, 
leading many industry and Navy observers to speculate the unit cost has 
spiked. Some industry sources pin the current price of the Tactical Tomahawk 
over $1 million. 
The selected acquisition reports the Pentagon released in November cite the 

] 
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cost of the Tactical Tomahawk program at $2 billion in base-year fiscal year 
1999 dollars and $2.2 billion in then-year dollars for 1,725 missiles. 
The major cost driver was the change in engine manufacturers from Teledyne 
to Williams International, Raytheon spokeswoman Jennifer Allen told ITN in 
December. Raytheon ordered Teledyne Continental Motors to halt development 
of its J402-CA-402 engine planned for use in Tactical Tomahawk in December 
1999 because the engine failed to meet performance specifications, officials 
said at the time. 
Another factor, according to Allen, was the Mupgrading of the Inertial 
Measurement Unit to meet navigation accuracy in a jamming environment and 
address anomalies discovered during system level qualification testing.n An 
industry source indicated that the Global Positioning System anti-ja11111ing 
specification arose in the middle of Tactical Tomahawk's development, adding 
unexpected cost to the program. 
A combination of both the engine troubles and the IMU upgrade slid the 
schedule to the right and added cost, the source added. 
A price hike would also account for inflation since 1999. Additionally, 
Tactical Tomahawk Program Manager Capt. Bob Novak noted during an interview 
in December the Navy has upped its order by over 300 missiles. However, 
Novak would not co1T1T1ent on the price of the weapon, saying that any 
discussion of cost was premature since the Navy has not yet signed a 
production contract with Raytheon. 
"We are on a strong path to push forward,• Novak told ITN. According to his 
schedule, the program will start technical evaluation of the missile this 
spring, followed by an operational evaluation to be completed by November 
2003. He expects to reach initial operational capability in spring of 2004 
and then sign a contract for full-rate multiyear production that June. 
Last week, Raytheon announced that it had won a $224.5 million modification 
ta a previously awarded low-rate initial production contract with the Navy 
for the Tactical Tomahawks. Work is scheduled to be complete by August 2005, 
according to a company statement. 

3 
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The Honorable Duncan Hunter DRAFT 
Chairman House Anned Services Committee 
The U.S. Congress 
Washington DC 

Dear Mr. Hunter, 

As you requested, I am providing you the status of 1he Office Nava] Research (ONR) 
Affordable Weapon (AW) Initiative. As you are aware we are developing a 600 mile 
range,150-180-knots, "loitering," missile that carries a 200 pound payload using 
Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technology. The missile has both line of sight and 
sateJlite data Jinks for interaction with ground st al ions and forward observers. AW is 
reprogrammable in flight with unlimited way points. This initiative has demonstrated 
that the COTS approach can reduce costs by an order of magnitude from traditional 
cruise missiles. The current missile cost in produc1ion is estimated to be $45,000. The 
payload will be additional. The current MKl 25 warhead is estimated to be about 
$15,000. 

The AW initiative started in FY99 and has continuing developmenl. There have been ten 
consecutive successful flights o( the missile in the last 15 months. Much has been 
learned about COTS to advance military applications. 

In view of the rapid progress that AW has demonstrated and current world events ONR 
has funded five missiles which are being readied for possible deployment overseas as air 
sensor vehicles and the manufacturing line is being readied for production. One is ready 
for shipment now. We expect to build two per week at the start and increase the rate as 
money is available. Our current limitation is funding. 
This missile can be a weapon, but it can also be used as a surveillance platform, a 
communications relay, a SIGfNT platform or any other use that has a payload less than 
200 pounds. 

The payoff of this development is a low cost reliable air pl atfonn that can perform many 
missions at about one tenth the cost of existing systems. In addition it offers the feature 
of loitering to defeat moving targets. The missile is planned to be launched from CONEX 
type containers holding between six and twenly missiles. These boxes can be carried on 
land, sea or air platforms. 

Respectfully 

RADM Jay Cohen 
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Titan Corporation 
Affordable Weapon 

Overview 

March 2003 
Company Proprietary Information 
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Air-Air Refueling Provides "Unlimited Endurance" 

NIR Beacon 
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Quadrant NIR Detector 
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Bianco, Pat, TSgt, WHS/CCD 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Stanback, Roddy, Ctr., HAF/ES 
Wednesday, May 14, 2003 07:47 
Bianco, Pal, TSgl, WHS/CCO 

Subject: FW: HOT TASK, U07168-03: MAYBE YOU SHOULD BRIEF DUNCAN HUNTER ON CRUISE 
MISSILES: Suspense Date: 5/20/2003 - SAF 

Importance: Low 

Pat, 

See email traffic below. The Air Force will treat this suspense as a snowflake from SECDEF and ariswer dlre.ctly. Can we 
just close--Lt Cox, Exec Sec is aware. · 

v/r 
CJW[YD'Y L. S<J)tNl}Jft.CK 

....,..___....._l~n ormation 'Wo~ !Management 

···--Orig! nal Message-···-
From: Wells, Suzanne, LtCol, SAF/OS 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2003 l :OS PM 
To: HAF/ES Workflow 
Cc: Stanback, Roddy, Ctr., HAF/ES 
Subject: FW: HOT TASK, U07168-03: MAYBE YOU SHOULD BRIEF DUNCAN HUNTER ON CRUISE MISSILES: Suspense Date: 5/20/2003 • 

SAF 

Please see Lt Col Cox's response below ... and close the loop as appropriate with OSD lo close this !asker from their 
system. 

Thank you, 

Lt Col Suzie Wells 
Mil Asst to Secretfiry of Air Force 

!(b)(6) _m 4E674 

·····Origin al Message----
From: Cox, Sam, LtCol, OSD 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2003 12:52 PM 
To: Wells, Suzanne, LtCol, SAF/OS 
Subject: RE: HOT TASK, U07168·03: MAYBE YOU SHOUlD BRIEF DUNCAN HUNTER ON CRUISE MISSILES: Suspense Date: 5/20/2003 · 

SAF 

Suzie, 

You have It right. I think Secretary Roche can interpret the note as he sees fit (my guess Is he will get with Congressman 
Hunter) ..... obviously, lhal is his call. 

Sam 

·····Original Message-···· 
From: Wells, Suzanne, LtCol, SAF/05 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2003 11:49 AM 
To: HAF/ES Worknow 
Cc: Stanback, Roddy, Ctr., HAF/ ES; Cox, Sam, LtCol, OSD 
SUbJect: RE: HOT TASK, U07168-03: MAYBE YOU SHOULO BRIEF DUNCAN HUNTER ON CRUISE MISSILES: Suspense Date: 5/20/2003 -

SAF 

J have a call in to Lt Col Sam Cox about this one. I don't think lhis should have been sent electronically because ii 
contains SECDEF snowflake information. Earlier this morning LI Col Cox hand-delivered the original to me and said 

1 
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-t 

TO: Gen. Franks 
Jerry Bremer 

CC: Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

bT~addock 

Donald Rumsfeld )) L 
SUBJECT: Shia Holy Sites 

FROM: 

May 12, 2003 2:02 PM 

You both heard the President today in the NSC meeting discuss the importance of 

the Shia holy sites and the dynamics of what may be taking place in Iran. I think 

we should get more information. 

We should see what we think, and then develop a plan. 

Doug, you should have a group of people start working this problem. You heard 

what the President said. 

J)'0°'.1--~ F~H\ ~ fl p \_; ti i .l'\ V l.. · /~,I; 
DHR:dh {£0,.4.Q (). ',,f,J~ 

050903-26 /' , s .I. I _.. _ _ _ • & 
'-·A/\ fU C ~--..., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• • 

Thanks. 

----.. ,....,7,•-,•·--

s / '?J'D / o 3 _.. Please respond by 

U07198 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD14927 



SnonHake 

TO: 

FROM: 

ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)1'. 

SUBJECT: Unified Quest 2003 

May 12, 2003 2:20 PM 

Your May 7 memo on Unified Quest 2003 sounds terrific. Pour it on! 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
05!203•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ ~ 

U07199 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

MAY 1 4 2}23 

The Honorable John Stenbit 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, 

Control, Communications and Intelligence 
6000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-6000 

Dear John, 

I received your letter. 
you should leave, and if you insfst, you sh uld leave as late as 
possible. · 

We need your help, my friend. 

Regards, 

( 

U07265 /03 
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01; 0 Snawflake 

11.J I . 

TO: 

~ 
<,UBJECT: 

Ja)'1llie Durnan 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)\ 

John Stenbit 

' May 7, 2003 5:04 PM 

" -----~ 
Please ask Bill Schneider if it makes sens,.e to put John Stenbit o,n,1the Defense 

Science Board. I would like to do that. b:.· ,,_ '\ 
i' ~ I ( ) 

..... t· l. 
Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
0507UJ-13 

t L l C' u,...t t. '. , . . ... ~ 
• i ,. 

\ --~ l '• , 
r 
• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ,:---t,f_;y_1 _·.>--1/~u_:i_· __ _ 
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COMMAND, CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS, AND 

INTELLIGENCE 
3-10.-03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

__ -.....______ -

The Honorable John Stenbit 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, 

Control, Communications and Intelligence 
6000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-6000 

Dear John, / 
/// 

,. 
/ 

. _,.~ .... · 

/ 
I" 

I received your note anrµ{uncing your resignation. I 
am disappointed. You hav~ne a terrific job for the 
country, and we will miss/you a great deal. 

,, 
/ 

I hope we can %f~y in touch. One way to do that might 
be for you to join th9''Defense Science Board. If that makes 
sense for you, do let me know, as I would very much enjoy 
having your fine.thinking machine contribute in the weeks, 
months and ye,fs ahead. 

You are a star, my friend! 

1 ~ )~ l1v,I' ' 

t'l"J; 
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THE SECR 

w. 

The Honorable John Stenbit 
Assistant Secretary of Def e1 

Control. Communication! 
6000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-6000 

Dear John. // 

/ 
·" 

. ..,..~ 
~/ 

./ 

[ got your note announcin~r resignation. You 
have done tenific work, and wywfo miss you t61'1'fflty. I 
will certainly be in touch w.911' you. · 

,/ 
You are a star, rµy friend. 

/ 
/ 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 
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... ... 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEt-lSE 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301•4000 

INFO MEMO 
",ri , .. \' 1 o r:1 2: 1 3 l - . .J ' ' ' . - -

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

April 23, 2003, 2:05 PM 

DEPSEC Action ------
FROM: Dr. David S. C. Chu, Un~tary op~efense ~ersonnel & Readiness) 

.. • ~(f~tJA:,- /~4?4'ff~ 
SUBJECT: In-State Tuition for Service Members and their Families V 

• I asked the Anny to take the lead some months ago. Since February 28th, the Anny 
has worked with the states to shape tuition-related benefits for soldiers and family 
members so that they off er: 

• In-state tuition within the state of legal residence, 

• In-state tuition for soldiers and family members in state of assignment, 

• Continuity of in-state tuition once established. 

• Presently 44 states meet two of these targets; 15 meet all three (Tab I). 

• I asked the other Services to appoint a senior level representative to work with the 
Army. 

• We wiJl be writing each Governor of the 35 states who do not meet all three criteria. 
Based on their responses, I will recommend those with whom you or the Deputy 
might speak when the occasion permits, noting that this is a contributor to our Quality 
of Life assessment in the BRAC process. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information only. 

COORDINATION: None. 

ATTACHMENT(S): 
As stated 

PREPARED BY: John Molino, DUSD(MC&FP), ..... l(b-)(
5
_) ___ ff 11\'?\o~ 

)-' 
w 
d 

"1>,- •• l 
( ·~ 

r\ ~-
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PDUSD(P&R) 

COORDINATION 

.... ,.,_ 

In-State Tuition for Service Members and their Families 

Charles Abell 
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State 

Alabama 

Alaska 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Dlstr of Columbia 

Florida 

Georgia 

Hawaii 

Idaho 

11/inols 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Kansas 

KentuckY 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachussells 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

In-State Tuition 
Status of Coverage by State 

..... ,_. ,_ 

retention of benefit 
available in state of available in stale of upon reassignment 

legal residence assignment of member 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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State 

Missouri 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Nevada 
. 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

New York 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oreaon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Texas 

Utah 

Vermont 

Virginia 

Washln11ton 

West Vir11inia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 

In-State Tuition 
Status of Coverage by State 

retention of benefit 
available In state of available in state of upon reassignment 

legal residence assignment of member 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X x 

X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

X X ? 

X X 

X X '{ 
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Snowflake 

April 7, 2003 8:31 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \j\ 

SUBJECT:· In-State Tuition 
/ 

Please take a look at this article, "War Renews Focus on States' Tuition Rules for 

Military." I think we ought to get going on that, get John Warner working and get 

people around the country working, That is terrible. 

Please get back to me with a report. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Mathews, Jay. "War Renews Focus on States' Tuition Rules for Military," Washington Posl, 

page BOI, April 5, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
040703-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ~-5__,__/_q_/_r_, ...,_·; __ _ 
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.. . . :, washingtonposlcom: War Renews Focus on States' Tuition Rules for Military 
... ~-

Page I of3 

( washlngtonpost.com 

War Renews Focus on States' Tuition Rules for Military 

By Jay Mathews 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Saturday, April 5, 2003; Page BOI 

When Anny Capt. Terry Crank was transferred to Fort Monroe in Hampton, Va., in 2001, his 
wife, Melissa, decided to get her elementary school teaching credential at nearby Christopher 
Newport Universily. 

She filed for in-state tuition status after living in Virginia for a year, assuming she could cut her 
fees in half. Instead, she got an unpleasant swprise. 

Despite her Virginia-registered car, her Virginia driver's license, her Virginia property tax bill 
and many other emblems of her residence status, the university said no. Because she was 
studying full time and raising two small children, she had no time to work and lacked the 
required $10,300 of taxable income. Her husband's income did not count because his official 
residence was in Texas, ~hich does not have a state income tax. 

"It is not our doing that we are living in Virginia," Melissa Crank said. That is where the Anny 
sent them, but as happens with many military dependents, such rules make it difficult to ever feel 
totally at home. 

In-state tuition rules in many states stymie military dependents who want to pursue their 
educations. For a long time, politicians and military leaders shrugged it off, but with the country 
depending on volunteer forces to win a war, they say it has become vital to keep morale high and 
persuade the most experienced troops to stay in the service. That has led the Army to launch a 
campaign for a better quality oflife for dependents, including the nettlesome issue of tuition 
fees. 

Educational opportunity is particularly important to the spouses and children of active-duty 
soldiers, said Patty Shinseki, wife of Gen. Eric K. Shinseki, the Anny's chief of staff. More 
generous in-state tuition policies, she said, "will really level the playing field for those who 
would otheiwise not be able to afford this." 

For the state officials who manage university budgets, the effort on behalf of military dependents 
could not come at a worse time. Many states, including Maryland and Virginia, face budget 
deficits, and easing in-state tuition rules will only make the financial picture worse. 

According to a September 2002 survey, military personnel based in the United States have 
548,385 dependents who are spouses or college-age children. In Maryland there are 15,962 such 
dependents, the survey found, while in the District there are 9,402. Those numbers don't come 
close to Virginia's 80,487. 

The large military presence makes for a political and social culture in Virginia that is very 
friendly toward people in unifom1, but it also means any easing of the in-state tuition rules will 

http://www. washin gtonpost.corn/ac2/wp-dyn/ A3 J l 90-2003A;1r4 ?la,~uage=printcr . 4/712003 
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be particularly hard on the state's budget. "The General Assembly has had several opportunities 
to change the rules, but the cost would be prohibitive, about $10 million," said Belle S. Wheelan, 
Virginia's secretary of education. 

"We want to say yes, but we are constrained by state law and the limits of state funding,'' said 
Christopher Newport University President Paul. S. Trible Jr., a former U.S. senator. 

Members of the military and their dependents say it's only fair that the state absorb this cost, 
given what they sacrifice for their communities. They say the rules are also inconsistent. In 
Crank's case, for. example, Thomas Nelson Community College in Hampton charged her the in
state rate for some courses. 

Maryland has resolved many of the issues that frustrate military personnel stationed in Virginia. 
Several years ago, for instance, the University of Maryland changed its policy, and active-duty 
troops must show only that they have been stationed to live and work in the state and they will 
receive in-state tuition rates. 

On Thursday, delegates passed an amendment that would extend the in-state tuition privileges to 
active-duty members and honorably discharged veterans and their families. The Senate passed a 
narrower provision. The ,amendments were tacked on to a highly charged bill to extend in-state 
tuition to undocumented immigrants. The military measures, which some lawmakers decry as 
attempts to gut the immigrant bill, are scheduled for a final vote this weekend. 

Since Shinselci became the Anny's top general in 1999, he and his wife have made military 
family life a p~ority. Patty Shinseki said the couple remembers the difficulty of moving from 
Germany to Virginia in the middle of their daughter Loris's senior year of high school. They 
have tried to ease that pain for other families, sponsoring conferences and studies to improve 
communication and reduce the hann of moves that affect education. The campaign for better 
tuition rules is another stage in that effort, Army officials say. 

Marian Bogen Ledford, whose husband, an Army major, is based at the Pentagon, temporarily 
moved back to her home state Mississippi to finish college because, she said, she could not 
afford Virginia's out-of-state tuition. But the University of Mississippi at first "would not give 
me in-state tuition because my husband is not assigned to a duty station [in that state]," she said. 

Patsy Brumfield, associate director of media and public relations for the University of 
Mississippi, said what university officials in most states say: They are bound by rules set by the 
state legislature. 

Anny Command Sgt. Maj. William Hoffer, based at Fort Belvoir, said he could not even get in
state tuition at Northern Virginia Community College for his son, who recently graduated from 
Mount Vernon High School in Fairfax County. Like many active-duty service personnel, Hoffer 
long ago established a permanent legal state of residence - in his case, Pennsylvania. 

Some states, however, do very well by dependents. Anny Col. Fred Pickens said his two children 
had no trouble getting in-state tuition at Louisiana State University while he was stationed in 
Louisiana from 1995 to 2001. The state had clear rules offering the cheaper rate to the child of 
any active-duty personnel stationed there. "This was a superb policy for us," he said. "Otherwise 
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we were faced with sending them to live with grandparents and go to college in Tennessee .... 
Paying the out-of-state tuition would have doubled our college expense." 

Staff writer Brigid Schulte contributed to this report. 

© 2003 The Washington Post Company 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE A 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ l\ \'\_ 
SUBJECT: Vaught Letter 

r :· .. . : . : 
'· 

St:Cf:::: i·. · , , 

• In response to your inquiry (TAB), the following information is provided. 

• While Lieutenant General (Ret) Vaught's wealth of experience has allowed him to 
provide many thought-provoking ideas, his lack of involvement with the planning 
for the transformation of the forces in Korea leaves him unaware of the broader 
spectrum of missions envisioned for those transformed forces. Consequently, he 
misses the mark on some key points. 

• The Future of the Alliance initiative is a phased effort, in part because of the 
assessment that the South Korean military is not currently able to defend the 
peninsula on its own. I therefore disagree with General Vaught's bottom line that 
US Forces should immediately draw down to a 7,000-person force, large enough 
only to assist South Korea in case North Korea launches an attack. He does not 
consider the strategic advantage of the proposed hub structure, which will provide 
peninsular and regional defense capability. 

• The United States must have an active role in resolving the North Korean issues -
any push, as General Vaught suggests, to have only "resident Asian powers" solve 
the issues without US involvement misses the point that this is a global, 
international issue. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5~ ..... <b_><_
5

> _ ___, 
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TAB 

TO: Gen. Myers 

CC: L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld '\)i\ 
SUBJECT: Vaught Letter 

What do you think of this letter from Genera] Vaught? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/5/03 Vaught ltr to Cody 

DHR.dh 
04260)-)0 

/IIA-rf ~ t U°3 3 
April u;, 2003 4:52 PM 

{ ~ ,.,.. .f.r,f) 
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Please respond by ________ _ 

Tab 
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LT. GENERAL JAMES B. VAUGHT 
(U.S. ARMY RETIRED) 

January 5,2003 

FAX LETTER for L TG ''Dick" Cody 
G-3, U.S. Army 

Dear Dick, 

Happy New Year! This year can be the best or the worst, for the world, since the end of WWII. 

Referring to the Korea paper left with you on December 91ti, 2002, what follows may be usefi.ll to 

you while the Korea issue is now on one of the two front burners. Listed below are some 

additional thoughts for your consideration. 

1. Please see enclosed Jetter to Dr. Kim who has a very influential conduit to China. 

2. Smee we owe China nearly $100 billion in trade deficit, China is unlikely to run the risk 

of aggravating its U.S. trade relationship by backing a loser called North Korea. 

3. China has a larger, growing and more beneficial trade relationship with South Korea than 

it does with North Korea. 

4. Russia badly needs our economic help and access to our oil market. The last thlng :Mr. 

Putin needs is a lessened economic and political relationship with the U.S. 

5. Japan will stand back in fear of North Korea and wait things out. Many Koreans North 

and South still do not trust Japan who occupied. enslaved, and exploited all Korea from 

1910 to 1945. 

· ·· · · 1·1-L-0559/0SD14946 
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6. The resident Asian powers - China Japan, and Russia should resolve this issue. As a first 

step, they and we should demand that the president of North Korea come to the UN and 

explain why his country is violating its ple.dge to conform to the UN charter. 

7. The UN command in South Korea should request all eighteen countries that fought there 

during the Korean War 1950-53 to send liaison teams back to Seoul to display Upl 

solidarity again.st any invasion or attack by North Korea. 

8. The modem South Korean Joint Armed Force are fuHy capable of defending South Korea 

against any evasion by the larger obsolete mass ground forces ofNorth Korea. (Have the 

intel community do a net capability analysis of North and South Korea) 

9. Some self appointed "Korea experts" are making some bad suggestions which are 

alarming the public around the world. It may be time for a reality check in the fonn of a 

''white facts paper". 

G)n example of a bad idea is the suggestion that the zn.i r D be repositioned south of 

Seoul. Were this foolish idea impkmented millions of South Koreans who now live 

north of the Han River would quickly conclude that the U.S. is not telling them that the 

north is about to attack. Residents north of the Han would pack up quickly and head 

south. 

~iDally - yes, we should withdraw our combat ground forcts from Korea for two reason, 

J, They are not needed. 2. Our withdrawal will stop all claims th.at we intend to invade 

North Korea. Withdraw one Brigade equivalent NLT than the end of February and 

remainder NLT 30 June 2003. Withdraw troops only by air through Inchon. the world's 

most modem International ahport. Between now and June 30th,tailor and position, 

primarily at Osan, a 7000 personjoint strategic stay behind force to assist South Korea in 

case the North launches an attack. 

11-L-0559/0SD14947 - -
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12. Remember- all three resident Asian powers ma.y not really want Korea ta bec.ome one 

nation, which could quickly becorne,strong competition. 

Please pass any and all of the above co others that you believe may find it useful 

Warm Regards, , 

11-L-0559/0SD1-494-S 

P.04 

@ 
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LT. GENERAL JAMES B. VAUGHT 
T TES ARMY RETIRED 

(b)(6) 

COVER SHEET: November, 2002 

The enclosed paper was prepared a few days after the author returned from a trip around the 

world during the period September 28 to October 26, 2002. Major cities visited were: Helsinki, St. 

Petersburg, Moscow, an eight day stint on the Trans-Siberian Railroad, to Vladivostok, Seoul and 

Seattle. 

The author has served three military tours in Korea since June 1950, and visited Korea 

dozens of times since his retirement from the Anny in 1983. He is a founding Member of the 

Council on U.S. Korean Security Studies which completed its 171b. annual meeting on October 151b 

2002, in Seoul. CAUTION: Readers should anticipate thatamajority of the conventional minded 

Admirals, Ambassadors and Generals who claim to be experts on Korea will quickly say the 

proposal is rjdiculous. These aie the .same kL1d of conventional last war thinkers who said Jim 

Vaught v.,ras crazy when he led the Iran Hostlge Rescue Attempt in 1980, and then insisted that the 

Joint Special Operation Command (JSOC) be organized, prepared, and made available to National 

Command Authorities as our nations first response to terrorism. He was also the p~rson who 

organized and trained the Strategic 751n Rangers and the 160°1 Special Oper:ation Aviation 

Regime11t,"Night Stalkers" in 1979-80. After his retirement from the Anny in 1983, as Commander 

of the ROK-US combined Field Anny in Korea, he continued to work at all levels of the Armed 

Forces to crea-te the ooified Special Operation Conunand now known as SOCOM and its three 

service components: AF SOC, ARSOC and NA VSOC. 

11-L~0559/0SD14949 · 
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Since most of the 4 7 million persons now living in South Korea were less than IO year old 

or born since the truce was signed and the DMZ was established in mid 1953, it is understandable 

that they believe their 22 million North Korean relatives v.r:ill not initiate a war against their 

modernized peace loving country. For fifty years South Koreans have relied upon and still expect 

the United States to defend them, It's ti.me to ask them to defend themselves. The best way to send 

that message is to withdraw 301000 of the 3 7, 000 Americans now stationed in South Korea. 
Fl' , 

·'" 
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LT.OENERALJAMESB.VAUGHT 

(b )(6) 

12 November 2002 
e:;:aae ...,... r 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

Director of The National Security Council 
Secretary of State 
Secretary ofDefense 
The Chairman of The J oLnt Chiefs of Staff 

84:5 S47 251S 

CONCEPTIJAL STRATEGY FOR FUTURE U.S. SUPPORT OF SOUTH KOREA 

I. FACTS: 

··&)· 

A. North Korea (NK) has admitted that it has violated the 1994 nuclear accords and 

now possesses weapons grade plutonium. 

B. Unchecked NK can blackmail its neighbor South Korea. (SK) into another period of 

prolonged negotiations while it perfects and produces biological, chemical and 

nuclear and weapons of mass destruction (WMD's) along with State of tbe Art 

delivery systems which will erti:i.ble it to continue to threaten South Korea, China. 

Japan, Russian and US interest in the Region 

C. Certain SK political elements are still trying to justify and sustain the "Sunshine 

Policy"(appeasement by another name) which is the very policy that provided cover 

and enabled the NK' s to violate the 1994 agreement. 

D. While the SK economy is cunently functioning below capacity. It is nonetheless at 

Page 1 of 7 
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least 10 or more times stronger than the net capability of NK. It has strong and 

growing ties with China. Japan, Russia and several other East .A.si11.n Economic 

partners. 

E. North Korea with a population of 22 million has an active military force of more 

than 1.2 million with an equal or greater number of quick depltble reserves. 

South Korea with a population of 47 million has an active anned force of 620 

Thousand plus 400,000 ready reserves. In sum there are nearly 4 million persons iu 

the combined anned forces of NK and SK. Clearly the assets used to support these 

Iaxge single pmpose forces could better be used to build a unified Korean nation at 

peace. 

F. The US, as the continuing UN agent in SK,maintains a 37,000 person force in Korea 

with other fo1ces ready to reinforce if the 50 year old true~ is violated. US forces in 

the event of renewed combat would fight along with SK as part of the SK lead 

Combined Forces Command (CFC). 

G. I was in SK during October, 2002, when the announcement was made that NK had 

admitted it had violated the 1994 accords. Immediately, well placed influential SK's 

began asking me how will the US defend us now. They never suggested they should 

def end themselves. 

II. ASSUMPTIONS: 

A. An all out attack by }·lK. from the vicinity of the so called DMZ which is in fact a 

heaviJy militarized zone (HMZ) would result in heavy damaged to the greater Seoul 

area which now has a population of more than 18 million. 

Page 2 of 7 
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B. Properly led the SK combined forces command could begin a Conventional 

Counterattack within 10 days or less with an objective of moving north and 

destroying the 1'.'K armed forces. 

C. Scenarios A and B above would result in 3-5 million civilian casualties and 200-

300 thousand military casualties and several billion dollars worth of lost or 

damaged infrastructure. 

D. The NK's are using the oil, food and other assets provided by the US per the 1994 

ac.cords to sustain approximately 3 million persons, primarily government workers, 

and their nearly 2 million person anned forces. The remaining 17 million NK's are 

virtually starving. While the US and several smaller outsiders provided food 

programs have helped the people in the countryside to survive conditions get worse 

-..vith each passing day. There are now an estimated one-half million undernourished 

mothers with dry breast trying to give milk to the.ir newly born babies. Well intended 

US policy has enabled these terrible circumstances. 

E. Unless the US adopts a drastically revised strategy the SK's will continue to rely on 

the US to defend them while they try to talk the NK's into some new worthless 

agreement to buy more time and put off doing what is necessary IE: (devising a 

political economic and military policy they can execute with United Nations backing 

that wiJI force an end to the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK) and 

enable the beneficial use of the several billion dollars of assets which are now beiug 

wasted each year on the maintenance of the 4 plus million persons anned forces now 

resident on the Korean peninsula. 

Page 3 of 7 
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F. China, Japan and Russia may see a unified Korea as W1 unwelcome competitor. 

Hence, a request that they join or support this initiative may receive a lukewarm or 

negative reply .. 

III. V..'HA T NEEDS TO BE DONE: 

A. Announce that the US intends to withdraw approximately 30)000 of its forces from 

SK during the next six months ( approximately 7,000 persons would be left in SK to 

support the combined forces command). Most of the stay~nd force would be 
r--, c; 'a rJ . 

stationed at~- 1 

B. The US would continue to provide C4-I and other critical unique US enabling 

power to the CFC 

C. Most of the US equipment and supplies now in SK would be turned over to the CFC 

(Note: A few items which are badly needed elsewhere in the US Anned Forees 

would be withdra\llD.) 

D. The SK armed forces should be asked to provide a 10,000 person cadre and fillers to 

add to the existing 5,000 KATUSA's, who are already serving in US units and are 

familiar with US equipment, to form another SK division to reinforce the CFC 

Counterattack Force. 

E. Encourage the CFC to withdraw its forv;ard deployed divisions which are stationed 

along the HMZ to positions out of range of the DPRK's fixed bunked artillery now 

deployed along the H}.12. This action would enable several beneficial advantages 

to the CFC such as: 

l. Preclude more than Y: of SK's best front line divisions from being 

Page 4 of 7 
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devastated by theDRP's dug in foMard deployed a.rtiUecy in an initial 

attack. 

2. Provide a l O thousand meter wide killing zone where an attacking 

NK grolUld force could be devastated by CFC's combined air 

and Ground counter-fires. 

3. Enable a largely intact CFC counterattack.force to move against the 

attacking DPRK. force on familiar ground while being supported by 

heavy volumes of CFC air and ground firepower. 

4. Enable the CFC to take the fight to the enemy and move into NK 

territory in less than 10 days after any NK attack. 

5. The CFC could use superior US C4-I to preclude theDPRK's surprise 

use of weapons of mass destruction (NOTE: the US should provide 

an early warning to the DPRK that in effect says, "Should you the 

DPRK. prepare to use or actually use any weapon of mass destruction, 

Biological, Chemical or Nuclear, the US will attack and destroy RH 

such weapons Vlithout further warning." (China, Japan and Russia 

would be made aware of this reality). 

6. The DPRK would be informed of our ability to implement the above 

policy and encouraged to withdraw its armed forces from the HMZ 

and immediately begin demobilizing. They could be told that their 

demobilization would be monitored by UN observers and that SK1 s 

CFC would also demobilize on a quid pro quo basis until bothanned 

Page 5 of 7 
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forces are reduced to belowacombi.ned total ofnomore than 100,000. 

The resources saved by the above actions would enable the emergence 

of a new unified Korean Nation which would become a political 

economic and mihtazy democracy at peace and in full compliance with 

and in support of the tTN" charter. 

7. The withdrawn 30,000 US Troops could be used to reinforce Special 

operations structure (For example: activate 4 new Ranger battalions, 

2 more Special Forces Groups and reinforce Other Special 

Operations elements). Other spaces would be used to speed up 

transformation. 

IV RECOMMENDATIONS: 

A. Fonn an Economic6 Political~Military study group to examine the above concept and 

provide a preliminary report .vithin 30 days or less. 

B. Devise a phased implementation plan to be announced as soon as we know the Iraq 

issue is resolved. 

C. Revise the (ROK-US) bilateral treaty as needed 

D. Since the US bas been the UN's agent in Korea since 1950 timely and appropriately 

notification needs to be made to that body. 

E. Use the removed 30,000 US Military manpower and recouped funds to: 

1. Strengthen Special Operations forces 

2. Facilitate transformation and modernization 

3. Improve the overall US capability to conduct broad spectrum 21th 

Page 6 of 7 
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Century Military Operations 

F. Use the funds saved and recouped for higher priority missions and to reduce the 

national debt. 

V. COMJvlENT: 

In Sw~ the above Concept would enable Kore~ to resolve the expensive 50 year old 

wasteful ''.jostling,, contest and liberate 15 million+ oppressed starving North Koreans from the yoke 

of an un1rustworthy rogue dictatorship, namely Kirn il Sung and his 5 million plus fellow travelers. 

A unified Korean Democracy would put a smile on the face of God. 

Page 7 of 7 
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• Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Larry Welch 

Donald Rumsfe~ 

May 19, 2003 

SUBJECT: FCS Briefing 

8:07 AM 

Thank you so much for coming in Saturday to provide the briefing on your team's ~ 

work on the Future Combat System. I appreciate it a great deal. ~ 

Please extend my thanks to the members of the team. It is clear they put in a lot of 

time and did an excellent job, and we do appreciate it over here. 

Thanks so much. 

DHR/azn 
051703.07 

U07502 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD 14958 



SnawHake 

May 5, 2003 1 :37 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld i)t 

SUBJECT: Thank the Aussies 

Your shop ought to draft a thank you note from me to the Aussies for their help in 

Iraq, since they are now taking their SOF out I believe. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050503-40 

9r-
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JO.NT CHIEFS OF STAFF WB W. Y 2:; .... 
WAstflNGTON, D.,C. 2031~9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, ac(N'f b In 

CM-943-03 
20 May 2003 

SUBJECT: Seeking Brevity in Secretary of Defense Approved Orders 

I. :1 -, 
I j; .. > 

• The following is provided in response to your inquiry (TAB) concerning the 
thoughts of Mr. Jim Haynes, the Department of Defense General Counsel, who 
expressed concerns with the "turgid, overly detailed" orders forwarded to you for 
approval. 

• Mr. Haynes's concerns are valid. Many of our orders incJude pages of detailed 
"boiler plate" Janguage that do not require SecDef approval. My staff is reviewing 
the orders process to detennine what changes are required. Results of that review 
and recommended changes will be provided for your approval. 

~~~~-
~;-~"' ~fir#-6{ 
~ ~ p,4 /,A-,;//. ~ 

Prepared By: Lt Gen N. A. Schwartz, USAF; Director, J-3;!(b)(5) I 04 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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March 19, 2003 7:25 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

7 ·," 

Attached is an interesting paper on execute orders. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/12/02 GC memo to SecDefre: Execute Orders [Ul3307/02] 

DHR:dh 
03!803-17 
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Please respond by ___ -_ ... _ ... _____ _ 

... , 
11-L-0559/QSD14961 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF D~~°e,~ iHE 
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 ·· - -· ' - - . - ~-'·"-

ACTION MEMO 
GENERAL COUNaEL 

SEP 3 0 2002 

August 12, 2002, 7:30 a.m. 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

• Compare the orders you routinely sign to the attached: 

a February 12, 1944 order to Eisenhower in anticipation ofD-Day. (Two 
pages, including organization chart.) 

o September 9, 1862 orders from Robert E. Lee to his principal subordinates 
regarding his first invasion of Maryland. This one to two page order is one 
of Lee's most complicated orders. It is the one found by McClellan's anny, 
resulting in the battle at Antietam. 

• Problem-Our system produces vecy turgid, overly detailed orders for you to 
issue. To be sure, this war on terrorism is extraordinary, presenting many unique 
issues. Nevertheless, there must be a way to write clearer, shorter orders faster. 

• Objective - That we should be able to get closer to the old style of orders. 

o Perhaps we can rely more on training and general guidance to the 
combatant commanders, rather than regurgitating detaiJed ROE. 

• Recommend you suggest General Myers retrieve sample SECDEF orders from 
previous conflicts in, say, the last twenty or thirty years. Then, using those 
samples, a small multi-disciplinary team can track the changes, identify the 
reasons, and provide you a reasoned proposal to improve the system. I would 
expect this exercise could yield savings in time and resources. 

DECISION: Yes No See me ---
~PL ASSISTANT DI RITA 

Tab 

A IT ACHMENTS: As stated 

CC: CJCS, USD(P) 

---? f'~~!±!;_§:.:.:·IA...:;.M;.;.;:8;:,.A.;.;;S;.;.T.;.;.IAN.;;;.;.;.l --1~'-!-1-.,--t 
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DIRECTIVE 

TO SUPREME COMMANDER 
ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 

(I.r.ru,d 12 F,bruary 1944) 

1. You are hereby designated as Supreme Allied Commander of the forces placed 
under your orders for operations for liberation of Europe from Germans. Your title 
wiH be Supreme Commander Allied Expeditionary Force. 

2. Task- You will enter the continent of Europe and, in conjunction with the 
other United Nations, undertake operations aimed at the heart of Germany and 
the destruction of her armed forces. The date for entering the Continent is the 
month of May, 1944. After adequate Channel ports have been secured, exploitation 
will be directed towards securing an area that will facilitate both ground and air 
operations against the enemy. 

3. Notwithstanding the target date above you will be prepared at any time to 
take immediate advantage of favorable circumstances, such as withdrawal by the 
enemy on your front, to effect a reentry into the Continent with such forces as you 
have available at the time; a general plan for th.is operation when approved will 
be furnished for your assistance. 

4. Command. You are responsible to the Combined Chiefs of Staff and will 
exercise command generally in accordance with the diagram at Appendix ( repro
duced on opposite page]. Direct communication with the United States and British 
Chiefs of Staff is authorized in the interest of facilitating your operations and for 
arranging necessary log1stic support. 

5. Logistics. In the United Kingdom the responsibility for logistics organiza
tion, concentration, movement, and supply of forces to meet the requirements of 
your p1an will rest with British Service Ministries so far as British Forces are con
cerned. So far as United States Forces are concerned, this responsibility will rest 
with the United States War and Navy Departments. You will be responsible for the 
coordination of logistical arrangements on the continent. You will also be respon
sible for coordinating the requirements of British and United States forces under 
your command. 

6. Coordination of operations of other Forces and Agencies. In preparation 
for your assault on enemy occupied Europe, Sea and Air Forces, agencies of sabo
tage, subversion, and propaganda, acting under a variety of authorities, are now in 
action. You may recommend any variation in these activities which may seem to 
vou desirable. 11-L-0559/0SD14963 Tab 



7. Relations/zip to United NationJ Forces in other areas. Responsibility will 
rest with the Combined Chiefs of Staff for supplying information relating to opera
tions of the Forces of the U. S. S. R. for your guidance in timing your operations. 
It is understood that the Soviet Forces will launch an offensive at about the same 
time as OVERLORD with the object of preventing the German forces from trans
ferring from the Eastern to the Western front. The Allied Commander in Chief, 
Mediterranean Theater, will conduct operations designed to assist your operation, 
including the launching of an attack against the south of France at about the same 
time as OVERLORD. The scope and riming of his operations will be decided by 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff. You will establish contact with him and submit to 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff your views and recommendations regarding opera
tions from the Mediterranean in support of your auack from the United Kingdom. 
The Combined Chiefs of Staff will place under your command the forces operating 
in Southern France as soon as you are in a position to assume such command. 
You will submit timely recommendations compatible with this regard. 

8. Relationship with Allied Governments-the re-establishment of Civil Govern
ments and Liberaud Allied Territories and the administration of enemy Urritoriei. 
Further instructions will be issued to you on these subjects at a later date. 

CHAIN OF COMMAND 

U.S. CHIEFS 
OF STAFF 

' I 
L ... _.._.._,...,_..__. ...... 

COM91NED CHIEFS. 
OF STAFF 

S"p111- (C'IIIIIIDndlJ 
Allied bp,diJioni,ry fore. 

·coMBINED STAFF 

BRITISH CHIEFS 
OF S.TAfF 

I 
I 

~----------J 

ComrnDndtr•in.C:hi•I 
AUi1d Naval FD1Ca 

U.S. Afflly 
Group (ommandtf 

Britilh Anny 
Groll? Comrnondtr 

Commondar-ln-Chitl 
Alli•d Expeditionary 

Air Forces 

U.S. Novol 
FD!Cet 

British 
Naval Forcei 
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Chu.r. nxLJ coaRESPONDENCE, ETC.-OONFEDERATE. 603 

While I shduld feel the greatest satisfaction in having a.n interview 
with yon, and consulting upon all subjects of interest, I cannot but feel 
great_ uneasiness for your safety should yon undertake to reach me. 
You will uot only encounter the hardships and fatigues of a very dis
agreeable jonroey, bot also run the risk of capture by the enemy. I 
send my aide-de-ca.mp, Major [W. H.] Taylor, back to explain to you the 
difficulties and dangers of the journey, which I cannot recomruen<l yon 
to undertake. . . 
. I am endeavoring to break up. the line through Leesburg, which is 

uo longer safe, and turn everything otT from Culpeper Coort-Houee to
ward Winchester. - I shall move in the direction I originally int;eoded, 
toward Hagerstown antl Ohambersburg, for the purpose of openmg our 
line of communication tbroogh the valley, in order to proonre sufficient 
supplies of flour. I sball not move nntil to-morrow, or, perhaps, next 
day, bot -when I do move tl1e line of communication in t.bis direction 
will be entirely broken up. I most, therefore, a.dvise that _yon do not 
make a.n attempt 'that I cannot bot regaTd·a.s hazardous. 

-. I have the honor t.o be, with high res1,ect, your obe<lient servant, 
R. E. LEE, 

General. 

S~>ECJA.L ORDERS,} HDQRS. AIDIT OF NORTHERN VIRGINU, 
No. 191. Beptsmber o, 1862. 

I. Tht'\ citizens of Fredericktown being unwilling, while overr11n by 
members of this army, to open their stores, in order to give them confi
dence, and 1:o secure to officers And men pnrcbnsing supplies for benetlt 
of this command, all officers and men of this army are strictly prohibited 
from visiting Fredericktown except on business, in which ease they will 
bear evidence of this in writing from division commanders. The pro
vost-marshal in Fredericktown will see that his guard rigidly enforces 
this order. 

II. Major Taylor will proceetl to Leesburg, Vn.., and arrange for trans
:portat1on of the sick and those unable to walk t,o Winchester, soooriug 
the transportation of the country for this purpose. The route between 
this and Culpeper Court-House east of-the mountains being unsafe will 
no ]onger b~ traveled. Those on the way to thiN army already across 
ti.le river will move np promptly; an others will proceed to WinchestAr 
collectively and under command of officers, at which point, being the 
general depot of this army, its movements will be known and instruc
tions given by commanding officer regulating fnrther movements. 

III. -The army will resume its march t.o-morrow, ta.king the Hagers
town road. General Jackson's command will form the advance, and, 
after passing Micldletowu, with such poTtion aa he may select, ta.ke the 
route toward Sharpsburg, cross the Potomac at the most convenient 
point, and by Friday morning take possession of the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad, capture such of them as may be at Martinsburg, and 
intercept such ae ma.y attempt to escape from Harper's Ferry. 

IV. Genera.I Longstreet's command will puraue the main road as far 
as Booosboroagh, wher~ it will halt, with reserve, supply, and baggage 
trains of the army. 

V. General McLaws, with liis own division and that of General R. B. 
Anderson, will follow General Longstreet. On reaching Middletown 
will take the route to Harper's Ferry, aud by Friday morning possess 
himself of the Maryland Heights ancl endeavor to capture the enemy 
at Harper's Ferry an<l vicinity. 

11-L-0559/0SD14965 
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VI. General Walker, with·bis division, after accomplishing the object 
which he is now engaged, will cross the Potomac at Cheek's Ford, a&· 

\nd its right bank to LoYettsville, take possession of Loudoun Heights, 
practicable, by Friday morning, Keys' F(lrd on bis left, and the road 

3tween the end of the mountain and the Pot.oma.c on his right. Be 
ill, 1111 far as practicable, CO·operate ,vith Generals McLaws and Jack· 
m, and intercept retreat of tl1A enemy. 
Vil. General D. H. Hill's division will form the rear guard of the 

rmy, pursuing the road taken by the main body. The rese"e a.rtil· 
1ry, ordnance, and supply trains, &c., will precede General Rill 
VIII. General Stuart will detach a squadron of cavalry t.o a.ccompany 

1e commands of Generals Longstreet, Jackson, and McLaws, and, with 
.1e maiu body of the cavalry, will ooverthe route of the army, bringing 
p a.Jl stragglers that may have been left behind. 
IX. The commands of Generals Jackson, McLaws, and Walker, after 

ccompliebiog the objects for which they have been detached, will join 
10 main body of the army at Boonsborough or Bagent.own. · 
X. Each regiment on the march will habitually carry its axes in the 

~gimenta.l ordnance wagons, for use of the men a.t their encampment.a, 
> procure woo<l, &c. . 
By command of General R. E. Lee: 

R. H. CHILTON, 
.Aamta.tr.t Adjutant-General. 

HEADQUARTERS VALLEY DISTRICT, 
&pt,e,,aber 10, 1862. 

~rigadier-General BRANCH, 
Oo-mmaadin.g Dii,uion : 

GENEKAL: The ma.jor-general commanding directs me to say that, 
11stead of moving at dawn, as hitherto ordered, yeu will follow General 
~awton when he comes up, he being ordered to moTe at dawn. 

Very respectfolly, yoor obedient servant, 

}eneral BRANCH: 

E. F. PAXTON, 
Acting Auiltatr.t Adj-_tant.GexwaL 

HEADQUARTERS VALLEY DIBTRIO'I, 
September 11, 1862. 

The major-general commanding directs mt' to say that Major-General 
a:m, having been released from arrest, will assume command of his 
lh-ision, and you will turn over to him all instrnctions received rela
;;iT'e to it. 

Respectfully, 
E. F. PAXTON; 

Acting As,uta,at Adjutant-General 

HEADQUARTERS ABMY OF _NORTHERN VIBGINll, 
Hagerstown., Md., Ssptember 12, 1862. 

Bia Excellency President DA VIS: 

Mr. PRESIDENT: Before crossing the Potomac I considered the ad
vantages of entering Maryland east or "1~..ofi§9f0&D44~ther 
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March 19, 2003 7:25 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7 ( 
SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

Attached is an interesting paper on execute orders. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/12/02 GC memo to SecDefre: Execute Orders [U13307/02] 

DHR:dh 
031803-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ --_-·_--____ _ 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF D~~~~ Tt~E 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON "; ":.''. : ': ·. · ·· :-,:- i:;-;;s~-

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301-1600 - . -· . . . . - - . 

ACTION MEMO 
GENE1'AL C::OUl'ell'.L 

SEP 3 0 2002 

August 12, 2002, 7:30 a.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

• Compare the orders you routinely sign to the attached: 

o February 12, 1944 order to Eisenhower in anticipation of o.oay. (Two 
pages, including organization chart.) 

o September 9, 1862 orders from Robert E. Lee to his principal subordinates 
regarding his first invasion of Maryland. This one to two page order is one 
of Lee's most complicated orders. It is the one found by McClellan's army, 
resulting in the battle at Antietam. 

• Problem - Our system produces very turgid, overly detailed orders for you to 
issue. To be sure, this war on terrorism is extraordinary, presenting many unique 
issues. Nevertheless, there must be a way to write clearer, shorter orders faster. 

• Objective - That we should be able to get closer to the old style of orders. 

o Perhaps we can rely more on training and general guidance to the 
combatant commanders, rather than regurgitating detailed ROE. 

• Recommend you suggest General Myers retrieve sample SECDEF orders from 
previous conflicts in, say, the last twenty or thirty years. Then, using those 
samples, a small multi-disciplinary team can track the changes, identify the 
reasons, and provide you a reasoned proposal to improve the system. I would 
expect this exercise could yield savings in time and resources. 

DECISION: Yes No 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

CC: CJCS, USD(P) 

---See me 

~PL ASSISTANT DI RITA 

EXECSEC WHITMORE 

11-L-0559QD14968 ··U 13-3 
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Snowflake 

. . 
C'"-

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Pace 

L TG Craddock 

'\h 

TAB 

Donald Rumsfeld -, f-
SUBJECT: Bagram 

May 2, 2003 8:13 AM 

Please check and see what base security is like at Bagram and how the aircraft are 

placed. Do they have revetments, or are they just lined up looking for a problem? 

A1so, please check where base hospital is and how close it is to where they ann the 

aircraft. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
0~0103-69 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by . 

Tab 
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f Snowflake 

May 19, 2003 11:46 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald RumsfeldU.,,,....._--"- fL---;I{ 
SUBJECT: Europe 

You might want to think of having the President give a speech in Europe at some 

early date. 

It seems to me it is not a good thing to allow the movement towards a set of rival 

political or strategic partnerships evolve in Europe. In my view, the proper set of 

issues is counter-proliferation and trade. They are both in our interests, 

economically and from a security standpoint. 

We have some common values in the rule of Jaw and democracy that ought to help 

prevent the split. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051903-25 

\ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ·y~ 

SUBJECT: Foreign Forces 

May 19, 2003 3:17 PM 

I agree. We have to have a full court State and Defense press on getting additional 

forces into the country from other countries, with or without the UN resolution. 

They should be cocked and ready to go. 

Are you putting enough pressure on that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051903-47 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 5__,/,__2"---"-3__,/_o_3 __ _ 

U07696 / 03 
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May 9, 2003 1 :42 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

David Chu h 
Donald Rumsfeld ~/ L ., 

SUBJECT: Hill Relations 

I have heard a lot of good reports on your work on these personnel matters with 

the Hill. Thanks so much. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0.50903·28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------

11-L-0559/0SD14973 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

INFO MEMO 

i:r,· 
!,,...,_•_.:' .•. 

' ,.- -
··' . ' ., , ... -

' t "· ...... -. 
I I !.· _;_ _, 

May 23, 2003, 11:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ,\.j 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

• In response to your request regarding the annual costs to maintain U.S. forces in 

Iceland, the Department spends about $225 million annually ($59 million by the Air 

Force and $166 million by the Navy) for Iceland support: $121 million for base 

support, facility maintenance, and radar operation; $12 million for family housing; 

and $92 million for military personnel costs. 

• The Department maintains 2,464 military and civilian personnel (642 Air Force and 

1,822 Navy personnel) at the Naval Air Station Keflavia in Jceland, along with 

HH-60G search and rescue helicopters, a detachment of 4 deployed P-3s (rorating 

every 6 months), and an Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance operation. 

• The Navy P-3s are a rotational detachment from a deployed squadron, split 

between U.S. Southern Command and U.S. European Command. 1l1e P-3 

deployment cycle maintains a rotation base of three squadrons (one deployed, two 

in interdeployment training cycle). 

• Under the Aerospace Expeditionary Force construct, the Air Force rotates four 

F-15s, one KC-135, and one HC-130 and crews to Iceland every 3 months. 

• The mission of Naval Air Station Keflavik is to maintain and operate faci1ities, and 

provide services and materials to support aviation activities and Navy's operating 

forces. Iceland also provides the primary divert airfield for the North Atlantic. 

• The Air Force uses the Navy's facilities and reimburses the Navy for the support 

provided. The Air Force operates the radars ($17 million) for air control and defense. 

The radars feed the Icelandic air traffic control system. 

11-L-0559/0SD14974 U07840 /03 
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• Beginning in FY 2004, the annual cost for forces deployed to Iceland declines to 

$160 million per year because the Air Force has not budgeted for Iceland support after 

FY 2003. The Air Force wanted to remove its forces from Iceland starting in 

FY 2002 but was directed to continue funding Icelandic support through FY 2003. 

The Navy has budgeted about $160 million each year from FY 2004 and beyond for 

Icelandic operations. 

• The Air Force believes that it can provide for Icelandic defense through force 

projection. Ending Icelandic support would save $27 million annually (base support 

and radar costs) and would relieve pressure on the low density/high demand search 

and rescue crews and aircraft. 

COORDINATION: None 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: John M. Evans .... ____ ___. 

11-L-0559/0SD14975 



Snowflake 

May 6, 2003 7:49 AM 

TO: Dov zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <J~ 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

Please find out what it costs us per year to maintain U.S. forces in Iceland-the 

Fl5s and the search and rescue, etc. 

If we have to maintain them over there, that means we have to maintain a rotation 

base for them of two, three or four times as many, I assume. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050603-6 

... 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by 5"/ 2-3 /o 3 
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Snowflake 

May 6, 2003 7:49 AM 

TO: Dov zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <J~ 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

Please find out what it costs us per year to maintain U.S. forces in Iceland-the 

Fl5s and the search and rescue, etc. 

lfwe have to maintain them over there, that means we have to maintain a rotation 

base for them of two, three or four times as many, I assume. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050603-6 

-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 5/ 2.-3 / a 3 

U07841 /03 
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Snawflake 

TABA 

May 1, 2003 1 :56 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

CC: L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y{l, 
SUBJECT: Baseline Force Presence and Changes 

I would like to see a paper showing what forces we had deployed around the world 

when the President arrived on January 20, 2001, and then what the pluses and 

minuses, the puts and takes, have been since then by country, by AOR and then 

the total. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
050!03-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ '5_......b_.lL.o::;_ ____ _ 

Tab A 
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TO: 

CC: 

Jerry Bremer 

Jay Gamer 
Larry Di Rita 
PauJ Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

May 22~ 2003 7 :28 AM 

Attached is a memo I dictated after a visit with Alan Greenspan. I think you will 

find it interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/21/03 SecDef memo to USD(P) re: Oil and Democracy [052003-19] 

DHR:dh 
052203·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by---------

uoaoo; , 03 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld oil 
SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

May 21, 2003 9:45 AM 

Alan Greenspan came by to see me. The subject was oil and democracy. 

Our discussion was along these lines: 

We must keep the revenues from oil away from government. Throughout the 
world, underdeveloped countries with oil have wasted the revenues. They have 
been stolen, misused and used to suppress the population. 

In the old days, the people of a country could swarm over a small minority that 
was robbing them or repressing them. Not so today. Small minorities-bullies
can use technology to successfully repress majorities. Repression works because 
of modern technologies. 

The goal in Iraq from the outset should be to get the oil revenues into the hands of 
the Iraqi people. One approach might be to establish four or five mutual funds and 
put the revenues from oil and gas into them. They would be owned by the Iraqi 
people. The plan would be to take a small portion of the revenues of the funds, 
and pay them to the owners of the funds, all adult Iraqi citizens. There are issues 
as the definition of an Iraqi citizen (for example, are the people who just returned 
Iraqi citizens) but those issues could be dealt with. 

Fortunately, the average income in the country is so low that it could make a 
significant difference and substantially affect the annual income of the Iraqi 
people by giving them a relatively small amount of money. Each of the funds 
would pay exactly the same monthly dividends, regardless of their varying 
successes. 

The rest of the funds' income could be for: 

1. Strengthening the oil infrastructure, improving liftings, building 
pipelines, and finding more efficient ways to do things. 

11-L-0559/0SD14980 



2. Other infrastructure in the country that will benefit the Iraqi people and 
contribute towards increasing private sector economic activity and the 
economic well-being of the country. 

3. Loans for small businesses. If the fund made Joans for small businesses, 
it could help to develop a middle class, an entrepreneurial class, people 
who wou]d develop material values, which could then begin to create in 
the Iraqi people a sense of progress. This couJd weaken the pull of 
Islamic fundamentalism. 

Democracy 

Democracy is linked to this idea. Democracy can be dangerous in the sense that 
if you have a group of people who have spiritual values but not material values 
and have not practiced the art of compromise, if they go too fast to an election by 
majority rule, it could end up with a permanent mistake-one vote, one time-and 
another Iran-like theocracy. 

In short, we need to lay a foundation for self-government. The way to get a non
theocratic system is to go slowly. People have to begin to see what is in it for 
them. 

That suggests we should not rush to have elections. We can have votes on things 
like city councils with a limited mandate-to help get sewers fixed, help get the 
garbage picked up, help get policemen out. Otherwise, the fundamentalists will 
very likely sweep, in a way that is disadvantageous to the people in terms of their 
long-term future and benefit. 

Democracy involves choosing between things. If the people don't have things to 
choose between and there are strong, dominant theocratic forces, the outcome may 
be an unhappy one. 

In short, the management of the oil revenues could conceivably help to begin to 
lay the foundation for movement towards democracy. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052003-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 
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SENSITIVE 

TO: Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld YfL . 
SUBJECT: Policy Guidelines-Iraq 

May 8, 2003 10:17 AM 

Attached is a draft of the policy guidelines for Iraq I am preparing to work through 

the Principals. I wi ll give you a final draft after I work it through the NSC or PC, 

so you can do an implementation plan. ff you have suggestions or omissions, let 

me know. 

A related classified (code word) paper is being sent to you under separate cover. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/8/03 "Principles for Iraq- Policy Guidelines'' 

DIIR:dh 
05080)-J 
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SENSITIVE PRE-DECISIO~AL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPEJK 

i 

DRAFT#8 

~ay 8, 2003 11:59 AM 
i 
I 

Principles for Iraq-Policy G1idelines 

! 
I 

1. Global significance. The importance of Coalition ~uccess in Iraq cannot be 
overstated. If Iraq, with its size, capabilities and re~ources, is able to get on a 
path toward representative democracy, the impact j~ the region and the worJd 
could be historic-with effects on Iran, Syria, the P~lestinians, and elsewhere. 
Iraq could become a model- an example that a mo~erate Muslim state can 
succeed in the battle against extremists that is takin$ place in the Muslim 
world. : 

2. Su ortin President Bush's vision for a free Ir · . Iraqis desiring to 
participate in the future of Iraq wi11 be sought out, e couraged and empowered 
to the extent they are supportive of President Bush'~ vision of a free Iraq. 
Those who are not supportive wi11 be opposed. Ira9 wilJ: 

' 
Be a single country~ 

Not have weapons of mass destruction; ' 
I 

- Not be a terrorist state and wil1 not harbor terrori~ts; 
I 

- Not be a threat to its neighbors or to diverse e1e1ents within the country; 
i 

- Have a market economy and an independent jud;ciary; and 

- Have respect for the rule of law, for ethnic and r~ligious minorities, for the 
rights of women, and will be on a path to repres~ntative democratic 
government. · 

3. Assert authority, provide security. The Coalitiotj Provisional Authority will 
assert authority over the country- a country that hf.been a dictatorship for 
decades. It wiJI not accept being defied- it will to] rate no self-appointed 
Mayors of Baghdad. It will work to ensure the sec ity of the Iraqi people. 
The Coalition will be ready and willing to use fore to impose order as 
required. Without security for the Iraqi people, noqe of our other goals for the 
Iraqi people will be achievable. · 

DRAFT WORKING PAPtR 
-SEN-8¥f1Vr-PRE-DEC1SiqNAL 
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4. Commitment to stay; commitment to leave. The Coalition will maintain as 
many security forces in lraq as necessary, for as long as necessary, to 
accomplish our goals, and no longer. 

5. Unity of leadership. There will be clarity that the Coalition is in charge, with 
no conflicting signals to the Iraqi people, Coalition partners or neighbors. The 
Coalition will have unambiguous unity of leadership and effort. 

6. Iraqi foreign missions. The Coalition will gain control over Iraqi foreign 
embassies and, to the extent possible, Iraqi seats in international fora. 

7. Improve conditions; involve Iraqis. The Coalition will contribute to the 
improvement of the circumstances of the Iraqi people, month-to-month. It 
will work to achieve visible accomplishments in vital public services, and 
create an environment that encourages the involvement of the Iraqi people, 
since it will be their responsibility to improve their country. 

8. Promote Iraqis who share coalition's goals. In staffing ministries and 
positioning Iraqis in ways that will increase their influence, the Coalition will 
work to have acceptable Iraqis involved as early as possible, so Iraqi faces can 
explain the Coalition's goals and direction to the Iraqi people. Only iflraqis 
are seen as being engaged in, responsible for, and explaining and leading their 
fellow citizens will the broad public support be achieved that is essential for 
security. We accept the reality that, regardless of what the Coalition does, it 
will be assumed that the Coalition set up the Iraqi Interim Authority. Its 
fingerprints will be on it. Therefore, we should accept that fact, not worry 
about that, and get on with the task and make sure it succeeds. 

9. Hands-on _political reconstruction. As the political process proceeds, the 
Coalition will consistently steer the process in ways that achieve stated U.S. 
objectives. The Coalition will not "let a thousand flowers bloom." 

10. De-Baathiflcatlon. The Coalition will work with forward-looking Iraqis and 
will actively oppose Saddam Hussein's old enforcers-the Baath Party, 
Fedayeen Saddam, etc. We will make clear that the Coalition will eliminate 
the remnants of Saddam's regime. 

11. Justice for bad actors. Those who committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity on behalf of the regime will be tracked down and brought to justice. 
Mechanisms will be established to detain and screen out members of 
organizations that carried out Saddam Hussein's repression and to bring them 

DRAFT WORKJNG PAPER 
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to justice. De-Baathification may cause inefficiencies, but that is acceptable 
and indeed necessary to remove pervasive fear from Iraqi society. 

12. Repairin2 social fabric. Iraq will need to find ways to heal the wounds that 
the Baathists inflicted on the society. The experiences of Eastern Europe, 
South Africa and elsewhere could inform that process. 

13. Property claims. Mechanisms will be established to adjudicate property 
claims peacefully. 

14. Favor market economy. Economic decisions will favor market systems, not 
Stalinist command systems, and activities that will diversify the Iraqi 
economy beyond oil. We will move as quickly as possible to privatize the 
economy. 

15. Pay smart. We must avoid allowing the Coalition or the international 
community to distort the economy with floods of highly paid workers. 

16. Oil. Iraqi oil will be used for the Iraqi people. The Coalition Provisional 
Authority, based on a study of best practices around the world, will develop a 
plan for the Iraqi oil industry that is based on transparency and private 
ownership. The plan should be designed to benefit the Iraqi people. 

17. Contracts-promoting Iraq's recovery. Contracts for work in Iraq will go 
first to those who utilize Iraqi workers, and to countries that were supportive 
in liberating the Iraqi people, especially key neighbors such as Jordan and the 
Gulf states, because it will contribute to greater regional economic activity and 
accelerate Iraq's economic recovery. 

18. Third-states and international organizations. Other countries and 
international organizations, including the UN, will be encouraged to assist in 
Iraq, but not if their presence is designed to further complicate an already 
difficult task. 

19. Outsiders-assistance, but not interference. Assistance from neighbors 
will be welcomed. Conversely, interference in Iraq by its neighbors or others 
in the international community will not be accepted. Iraqis who are complicit 
or, for example, serve as agents of Iranian or Syrian influence will be dealt 
with. 

~~-WORKING PAPER 
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20. Monitorine NGOs. We welcome NGO assistance, but activities ofNGOs 
will be closely monitored and regulated. Those with extremist ties will be 
excluded. 

21. Priority sources of funds. The U.S. will be the funder of last resort, not first. 
In order of preferred expenditure: Iraqi funds located in Iraq, Iraqi funds at 
the UN, seized frozen Iraqi assets in the U.S. and in other countries, donors 
from other nations, and finally U.S. appropriated funds. Once the U.S. starts 
funding an activity, it will be difficult to get others to take over that 
responsibility. lt is best for the U.S. not to start funding in the first place, and 
instead to use the urgency of the problem to serve as leverage to get access to 
Iraqi funds or to raise money from others. 

22. Trial and error. Democracies in transition are inherently untidy. Trial and 
error and experimentation will be part of the process. Perfection will not. 
Course corrections will be necessary. 

23. New matters. Additional issues will be addressed as they surface (the role of 
the UN, debt relief, etc.). 

24. Patience and respect for (rag's sinuular charactttr. The transition from 
despotism to a democracy will not happen fast or easily. It cannot be rushed. 
It will evolve over years. Rushing elections could lead to tyranny of the 
majority. Further, the ultimate outcome must be for Iraq and be decided by 
Iraqis, within the broad principles laid out by President Bush. One ought not 
expect the Iraqi outcome to replicate any other system. For example, there 
may well be a larger role for religion than in many other countries, and that is 
acceptable. Elections will likely best be held only after the mechanisms of a 
civil society are in place. 

DHR:dh 
lraqfPrinciples for Iraq 
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TO: Gen. Franks 
Jerry Bremer 

CC: Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

i>Tc£. gaddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·p (. 
SUBJECT: Shia Holy Sites 

May 12, 2003 2:02 PM 

You both heard the President today in the NSC meetin$ discuss the importance of 

the Shia holy sites and the dynamics of what may be taking place in Iran. I think 

we should get more infonnation. 

We should see what we think, and then develop a plan.I 

Doug, you should have a group of people start working this problem. You heard 

what the President said. 

. ~ Fo'flt ~ /_ rd JJ~V.. () 
DHR:,lh lfl0,..,a._Q_ ~.:.,,/ 
050903 -26 • . ,c::::-· • J . .1 .... _ _ _ • • 

c::...·¥, ..,;;,,t..-c ~ 
················································~··················· ... , . 

Thanks. 

Please respond by __ '.J_,-{,_:tn_ ..... /_.J_3 ___ _ 
~ .... ~ 

,...,....,.,,.,,,,.,..,.--·r'r1,,..... , ,,.,, 

11-L-0559/0SD1498~ 
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May 9, 2003 8:00 AM 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1Jf' 
SUBJECT: UK Envoy to Iraq 

I 

Geoff Hoon, the MoD of the UK, tells me that Prime ~inister Blair has dispatched 

an envoy to Iraq named John Sawyers, who speaks tlu~nt Arabic. It sounds to me 

like he could be a help. 

Thanks. 

DHR,lh 
050'103-9 

················································~························ 
I 

Please respond by -----------

11-L-0559/0SD1498~ 
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Snowflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Thanks 

May 14, 2003 2:35 PM 

Thanks so much for your update. I appreciate it. It is helpful and encouraging. 

am sure you are doing a great job. Best to all. 

DHR·dh 
051403,13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ~ _____ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jerry-

Amb. Bremer 

Donald Rumsfeld;)t_ 

Guidelines 

May 12, 2003 4:57 PM 

I received your edits on the policy guidelines and incorporated them. Thanks. 

I hope things are going well. 

DHR:dh 
051203-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --Please respond by ________ _ 

uoeo 14 , 03 
11-L-0559/0SD14990 
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SECRETARY OF DEFE SE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1 

MEMORANDUM FOR PRESIDENTIAL ENVOY TO I 

MAY 1 3 2003 

SUBJECT: Designation as Administrator of the Coalition ovisional Authority 

Pursuant to the President's letter of May 9, 2003, a ointing you as Presidential 
Envoy to Iraq, and my authority under applicable law, I he eby designate you as the head 
of the Coalition Provisional Authority, with the title of Ad 'nistrator. You shall be 
responsible for the temporary governance of Iraq, and shal oversee, direct and coordinate 
all executive, legislative and judicial functions necessary t carry out this responsibility, 
including humanitarian relief and reconstruction and assis ng in the fonnation of an Iraqi 
interim authority. 

As the Commander of Coalition Forces, the Comm oder of U.S. Central 
Command shall directly support the Coalition Provisional uthority by deterring 
hostilities; maintaining Iraq's territorial integrity and sec ty; searching for, securing and 
destroying weapons of mass destruction; and assisting inc ying out U.S. policy 
generally. 

cc: 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Commander of U.S. Central Command 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD14991 



May 13, 2003 7:53 AM 

TO: The Rt. Honourable Geoff Hoon 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldp .fL___.µ; 
SUBJECT: Precedent 

I have thought about our phone conversation a good deal. I wonder if it is really a 

good idea to have a practice that a person should not serve as a Secretary General 

of NATO unless they come from an EU nation. If you think about it, from Ismay 

through Spaak, Stikker, Brosio, Luns, Carrington, Womer, Claes, Solana and 

Robertson, it is a clean sweep. 

I suspect that that precedent will not prove to be helpful to the alliance or the 

trans-Atlantic relationship. 

Why don't you think a bit about that. 

Thanks. 

DHfhlh 
051203-11 

11-L-0559/0SD14992 
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May 12, 2003 5:16 PM 

TO: The Rt. Honourable Geoff Hoon 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Guidelines 

Thanks so much for your notes on the policy guidelines for Iraq. Vlhen the final 

draft of this policy paper comes out, I think you wi11 find that I tweaked paragraph 

7 (now paragraph 8) to incorporate your points on "rapid and visible benefits for 

ordinary Iraqis," and we tweaked paragraph 18 (now paragraph 19) on 

"encouraging non-governmental organizations." 

Once we get closure on this, I will see that you get a copy. 

Thanks so much. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
051203-14 

11-L-0559/0SD14993 
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Snowflake 

'May 12~ 2003 2:20 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)1'. 

SUBJECT: Unified Quest 2003 

Your May 7 memo on Unified Quest 2003 sounds terrific. Pour it on! 

Regards, 

DHK:dh 
u512m-7 

················································~························ 
Please respond by ________ _ 

I 

: 

i 
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May 22, 2003 10:39 AM 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld m. 
SUBJECT: Crime Statistics 

Attached are some crime statistics we pulled together and then adjusted for the 
I 

population of Baghdad. Do you have any idea what thp average number per 

month is of murders in Baghdad or the number of rob~eries, larcenies and thefts? 

In any event, it strikes me that this puts the thing in a l~ttle context that might be 

useful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5122103 "2002 Crime Statislics" 

DHR:dh 
052203-28 

...............................................•........................ , 
I 

Please respond by __ &_,./_.J_:J,_/,___J_3 ___ _ 
f ' 

11-L-0559/0 SD 14995 
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2002 CRIME STATISTICS 

AVERAGE# OF 
AVERAGE# ROBBERY/ 

OF MURDERS LARCENY/ THEFT 
CITY POPULATION PER MONTH PER MONTH 

Baghdad, Iraq 5,600,000 
Albuquerque, N.M 448,607 4 2,680 
Los Angeles, CA 3,694,820 54 12,995 
New York, NY 8,008,278 49 10,863 
Washington, DC 572,000 22 3,247 
Paris, France 2,110,000 35 13,620 
Moscow, Russia 9,000,000 106 5,027 

*These numbers project a local crime rate to adjust for a population size 
to match Baghdad (5,600,000) 

City 
Albuquerque, N .M. 
Los Angeles, CA 
New York, N.Y. 
Washington, D.C. 
Paris, France 
Moscow, Russia 

Crime Statistic Source 
Albuquerque Police Dept 
Los Angeles Police Dept 
New York City Police Dept 
Washington D.C. Metro Police 
Vocal, U.S. Embassy, Paris. 
U.S. Embassy Moscow, Russia 

Prepared 5/22/2003 8:49 AM 

11-L-0559/0 SD 14996 

# OF MURDERS # OF R/UT PER 
PER MONTH MONTH 

(ADJUSTED TO (ADJUSTED TO 
POPULATION POPULATION 

OF BAGHDAD)* OF BAGHDAD)* 

50 33,455 
82 19,696 
34 7,596 

215 31,793 
93 36,148 
66 3,128 



May 22, 2003 8:51 AM 

TO: LTG Abizaid 
Jerry Bremer 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <;){l 
SUBJECT: Post-Saddam 

Attached is an interesting article that is wonh thinking about. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
Anderson, Gary. "Saddam's Greater Game," Washington Po.sr, April 2, 2003, p. Al 7. 

OHR:dh 
052203-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _____________ _ 
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r 
The Washington Post, April 02, 2003 

Copyright 2003 The Washington Post 

t!tbe. t\lasfJ!~J?!~ 
washingtonpost.com 

The Washington Post 

April 02, 2003, Wednesday, Final Edition 

SECTION: EDITORIAL; Pg. A17 

LENGTH: 879 words 

HEADLINE: Saddam's Greater Game 

BYLINE: Gary Anderson 

BODY: 

Page 1 of 3 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAY 2 2 2003 

Many observers of the war with Iraq are focused on the looming battle for Baghdad in 
anticipation that it will- be the culminating event of the conflict, and it may in the end be so 
from an American perspective. But in the view of the Iraqi leadership, it may be only the end 
of a first stage In a greater Iraqi plan. 

George Patton said that the only way to truly get to know an enemy is to fight him. We have 
been fighting for nearly two weeks now, and some patterns have been emerging that indicate 
the Iraqi game plan may differ from the American worldview. A conflict with Iraq has been 
war-gamed countless time, in many venues in the past 12 years. The potential Iraqi use of 
asymmetric "dirty tricks" has been a feature of virtually every game I have been associated 
with. These tactical actions should have come as no surprise to anyone. The question ls how 
to turn asymmetric tactics into a coherent strategy. The assumption that Saddam Hussein is 
looking at the Battle of Baghdad as a glorious last stand is totally inconsistent with his 
character. There is likely a greater game afoot, and it is becoming clearer. 

Let's look at what we know. Hussein is an admirer of Ho Chi Minh. He has also studied the 
American debacles in Lebanon and somalia. He and his staff have had 12 years to think 
about how to fight. What follows is how I think he has thought about it. 

Begin with a desired strategic end state. 1 believe that he views the war as an opportunity 
not only to defeat the Americans but also to hijack leadershlp of the anti-Western wing of the 
Arab and Muslim world from Islamic fundamentalists such as Osama bin Laden. To do that 
against overwhelming American and British conventional military superiority, Hussein must 
develop a three-pronged strategic approach. 

Phase I assumes eventual defeat in a conventional war. If defeat is inevitable, he must make 
the most of it. Anwar Sadat of Egypt reclaimed a measure of Arab pride in 1973 in a war 
that, while lost tactically and operationally, was fought with enough skill to regain an Arab 
sense of honor and pride lost in 1967. The next precept is to make the conventional phase 
last as long as possible and be as bloody as possible for the American-British coalition. The 

11-L-0559/0SD14998 
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final sub-phase will be to attempt to turn Baghdad into an Arab~Alamo and make "Remember 
Baghdad" a battle cry, not just for future generations but also f r the rest of this war. At this 
point Hussein would go into hiding or exile, portraying himself shaving led a glorious · 
struggle against Imperialism and vowing to continue; If he uses chemical weapons, I am 
wrong. There will be no sanctuary. 

The second phase would be a protracted guerrilla war against le "occupation," which the 
American-British coalition bills as liberation. It is now obvious t at the Baath Party has 
seeded the urban and semi-urban population centers of the co ntry with cadres designed to 
lead such a guerrilla movement; this is not a last-minute act o desperation or an 
afterthought. Americans have overrun facilities that have been In place for some time. The 
war would be waged as an attritlonal struggle against the occu~ying forces and any Iraqi 
interim government. Attempts at free elections would be subv rted and portrayed as a sham. 
The strategic objective of this phase would be to have the Ame icans and British tire of the 
effort and turn It over to the United Nations. ' 

Phase III would then be to amass enough semi-conventional p wer to overwhelm the U.N. 
and interim government mechanisms. In other words, the con ept would be to stage a 
combination of .. Black Hawk Down" and the 1975 North Vietna ese offensive that crushed 
South Vietnam. A success here would transform Hussein from regional pariah into a darling 
of the Arab world. This is a high-risk strategy, but Saddam Hu sein Is a high-risk kind of guy. 

I 

My reason for writing this is not to postulate a gloom-and-doo~ scenario but to suggest that 
we be prepared to react to an enemy game plan that may be ~fferent from our own. This 
plan Is not devoid of significant dangers from an Iraqi perspec ive. First, it would be hard for 
Baath Party operatives to make the transition from the role of herlff of Nottingham to that 
of Robin Hood. But It would not be Impossible. ! 

such a transition is not unprecedented. Vlad the Impaler, anted tyrant, became a 
Romanian folk hero in the face of a Turkish invasion. If Dracul could make the transition, It's 
not inconceivable that Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party le dershlp could do the same. 
But that transition Is not yet complete. The Baath cadres can e rooted out and hunted down 
early if we make doing so a priority. We know how to fight a *errilla war, but we need to act 
quickly before these cadres become Indigenous to the local te aln. We need to ship copies of 
the old Marine Corps Small Wars Manual to the battlefront if e have not already done so. 

I 

In Iraq we are fighting an adaptive and asymmetric foe. To pa~aphrase actor George 
Hamilton in one of his most memorable roles (In "Zorro, the G y Blade"), "There is no shame 
in fighting an asymmetric war; the only shame is fighting one badly." 

The writer is a retired Marine Corps colonel who served in So~alla and Lebanon. 
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TO: 

CC: 

Gen. Myers 
'J>A\/1D ~ 
L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1 f'--
SUBJECT: Guard and Reserve 

I\1ay 9, 2003 U:11 Al\t 

As we discussed and the President requested1 I ne d to see a proposal as to how 

we can ease up the pressure on the Guard and the eserve. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
0~090l·H 

I"' ' . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Pl db c, 11 I'" /.;3 ease respon '.Y ---_,,,__If_,_ _____ _ 

U08068 / 03 
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Snowflake 

May 28, 2003 8:03 AM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell ( deliver by h$d) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J /l 
SUBJECT: Australian, Russian Ministerials, etc. 

For those meetings where both you and I are supposed to meet with both 

ministers, why don't we make a proposal to change thef, so that one of us travels 

when it is out of the U.S. on alternate years and meets 'fith both their foreign and 

defense ministers, and vice versa, so just one of them 1ould have to come to the 

U.S. to meet with both of us. 1 

I think it is crazy for us to be doing this with Russia, A11,stralia and other countries. 
I 

It is overkill. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052703-33 

11-L-0559/0SD15001 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

May 21, 2003 9:45 AM 

Alan Greenspan came by to see me. The subject was il and democracy. 

Our discussion was along these lines: 

We must keep the revenues from oil away from gover ment. Throughout the 
world, underdeveloped countries with oil have wasted the revenues. They have 
been stolen, misused and used to suppress the populati n. 

In the old days, the people of a country could swarm o er a small minority that 
was robbing them or repressing them. Not so today. mall minorities-buHies
can use technology to successfully repress majorities. Repression works because 
of modern technologies. 

The goal in Iraq from the outset should be to get the 0·1 revenues into the hands of 
the Iraqi people. One approach might be to establish ur or five mutual funds ani ... r=··=-f<4f•·.-,;,;;'9t'"'"-!i'ii;a;.i~fl 

put the revenues from oil and gas into them. They wo Id be owned by the Iraqi 
people. The plan would be to take a small portion oft e revenues of the funds, 
and pay them to the owners of the funds, aJI adult Iraq citizens. There are issues 
as the definition of an Iraqi citizen (for example, are t e people who just returned 
Iraqi citizens) but those issues could be dealt with. 

Fortunately, the average income in the country is so I that it could make a 
significant difference and substantially affect the annu I income of the Iraqi 
people by giving them a relatively small amount of m ney. Each of the funds 
would pay exactly the same monthly dividends, regar less of their varying 
successes. 

The rest of the funds' income could be for: 

I. Strengthening the oil infrastructure. improv ng liftings, building 
pipelines, and finding more efficient ways t do things. 
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2. Other infrastructure in the country that will benefit the Iraqi people and 
contribute towards increasing private sector)economic activity and the 
economic well-being of the country. 1 

3. Loans for small businesses. If the fund mat
1

e loans for small businesses, 
it could help to develop a middle class, an e trepreneurial class, people 
who would develop material values, which ould then begin to create in 
the Iraqi people a sense of progress. This c~uld weaken the pull of 
Islamic fundamentalism. I 

Democracy 

Democracy is linked to this idea. Democracy can be ~angerous in the sense that 
if you have a group of people who have spiritual valu~s but not material values 
and have not practiced the art of compromise, if they ~o too fast to an election by 
majority rule, it could end up with a permanent mistaJt-one vote, one time-and 
another Iran-like theocracy. 

In short, we need to lay a foundation for self-governm~nt. The way to get a non
theocratic system is to go slowly. People have to begiµ to see what is in it for 
fuem. I 

That suggests we should not rush to have elections. e can have votes on things 
like city councils with a limited mandate-to help get ewers fixed, help get the 
garbage picked up, help get policemen out. Otherwis , the fundamentalists will 
very likely sweep, in a way that is disadvantageous to he people in terms of their 
long-term future and benefit. 

i 
Democracy involves choosing between things. If the people don't have things to 
choose between and there are strong, dominant theocr~tic forces, the outcome may 
be an unhappy one. ! 

' 

In short, the management of the oil revenues could coiceivably help to begin to 
lay the foundation for movement towards democracy. I 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OS2003-I9 

···············································~························· 
Please respond by-------~--

I 
I 

I 
i 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

May 22, 2003 7:32 AM 

Attached is a memo [ dictated after a visit with Alan Jreenspan that you might 
I 

find of interest. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
'5/21/03 Sec Der memo co USD(P) re: Oil and Democracy I 05 003· l 91 

DHR:dh 
052203·3 
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May 22, 2003 7:28 AM 

TO: J.erry Bremer 

CC: Jay Gamer 
Larry Di Rita 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

Attached is a memo I dictated after a visit with Alan Gteenspan. I think you will 

find it interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. ~ 
5/21/03 SecDef memo to USD(P) re: Oil and Democracy [05!3-19] 

i 
DHR:dh 
052203-2 

···············································~························· 
Please respond by----------
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TO: 

Cc
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Franks 6 ... u 
..5 ~>-e. C V,.,r(\. "' V"'"'C_ 

Donald Rumsf eld V 1' 
May 24, 2003 

9:51 AM 

Someone ought to take a look at the Iraqi military equipment that the Kurds have 

grabbed. There's a lot of intel on it. It looks worrisome to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052403.08 

Please respond by: ______ eo_lL-lo__,_I 0_' 3-~----~---
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TO: 
~-

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Jerry Bremer 
~s__o ~ 
Donald Rumsfe1/D-

SUBJECT: Constitutional Democracy 

I 

Attached is some material from a very thoughtful con sf itutional scholar, Dr. 

Robert Goldwin. I think it will be helpful in the proce~s we are embarked on. 
I 
I 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/29/03 Goldwin !tr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
052703-17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
._--

Please respond by ________ _ 

I 
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To: 
From: 

Subject: 

: l(b )(6) 
FAX t-0. . 

Secretary Rumsfeld Lt 
Bob Ooldwin (/'~~ 

A Chtdlist of Questions for Cons1hut.ion Wri~ 

Apr. 29 20a3 12:36PM Pl 

-1 
I 

l'b)(6) 

: I 

pril 29,2003 

A tcw decades ago you .9ave me a med.al for the usefulness of ly question»; the attached article 
coutal.ci a supctrabundance of my quescioos, which l trust you will also 1nd useftll. 

I wrote thls article thirteen years aao flbc American Entcrpri Vol. l, No. 3, May/June 1990) as 
advice to the constiMion writers theo gelling to work in :sevirral of1he n wly libt.nted Soviet republics. 
Rcrc:3dinJ It now for its relevance to Iraq, I don't think an)'tlting would ave to be revised. 

The checklist of questions, IK.,giunin; on paee 3, should be the ost useful part of it for you, 
Ocntral Gamer, and the Iraqis who will be engqed in making the new i constinu.ion. These questions 
were compiled in the course of my work in editinJ two volumei of essa by over thiny living authon of 
the constitutions oftbeir own country from more than a do:un different uncncs. 

I 
I offer one additional unasked-for bit of advice. if I may. The etorica.1 emphasis should be cm 

.. constitutional dcm°'ra')'/' not just .. democracy" alone. Democ~y al ne is unstructured and there are no 
clear steps to take to e~tabli,h it. Wheii you advocate democracy alone ou act stupid questions like, 
wWbat lfchey vut, democratically fM an Iranian-style theocracy or an « dictator like Saddam Hussein?". 
Rut con.stlllllin,,al democracy impliu clear assianmc:nu of power and · its on tbose powers, barriers to 
dictatorial rule, rule by laws not men, and-most importaot-eXplicit pr ·on of the fundamental riahta 
of individuals. And addi.ag a constitution to 1bc process makes it cleir the first 1U1d subcequent steps 
must be, right to the md result 

I 

I 

I 
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WE THE PEOPLES: I 
A CHECKLIST FOR NEW CONSTITL'TION WRITERS \ 

BY ROBERT A. GOLDWlN i 

Apr. 29 2003 12: 37PM P2 

Robert A. Goldwin is a resident scholar at the American J.terprise Institute. He wa• dit9ctor of AEI 
Constitution Proj11ct. This article draws on t~ introduct~ of two of his boOlc.s: Constitution Ma ken 
on Constitution Making and Forging Unity Out of Diversity, 

I 

Americans are accustomed to thinking of conatitutic)n writing aa something done hundreds ot 
years ago by bewigged gentlemen weari~ frock coats. ki breeches. and whife stockin_gs, but for 
ihe rest of tne worfcf, constitution writjng is very much an ·vi~ of the present day. The constitutio, 
of the United States is now more than 200 years old, but majority of the other constitution, In the 
world are less than 15 years old. That is, or the 160 or 10 itten national con1tit\Jtion1, more than 
80 have been adopted since 1975. Thia means that in the last f-ew decades. on average, more than 
five new national constitutions have come into effect ev~ year. 

So~ of these new constitutions are, of course, for new~· ions. but the SWP.rising fact is that most 
were wr4ten for very old nations, such as SP.ain. Portugal, Turk , and Greece. Ano. now, in the old nations o1 
Ea.stem Europe and por.sibly also in the Soviet Union or newly· ependent parts ofit, new constitutions are 
about to be written to replace outdaled, one- party con.qitutions. , 

Those who arc responsible fur 'Writing these new canstit~·tiom know they need assistance. A~ J>rof.esso 
Albert Blaustein of Rut~ers University Law School recently re rtcd, man)' East Europw1 leaal er.s 
"haven't seen a const.itu.t10nal law book for 45 years." Tbcf ocid.not proceed wnhout advice. thou be,. cau5' 
then~ are so many still-active. experienced constitution wnter, ~-scores of nations around the wor that have 
recently adopted new constitutjans. There are also expens in int iocal constitutional law in the United 
States and in many other nations who would be only too glad \o , ffcr their services. 

Nooetheles.-,, except per~ for narrow technical ma outsiders, howe~r expert, are limited in the 
help they can provide. A successful constitution must be deeply ooted in tbe b.iatory and traditions of the 
nauon and its ~pie. and iu writers oeed a clear sense of wnat · central TD the way the nation is constituted. 
For millennia, East European nations have been bettleifounds innumerable invasions, COQQueftS. and 
consequent ~ tions. As a result. ~ is a great mix~ of pies who cannot be sorted our even by 
computer- gu· drawing of borders. These peoples, who have choice but to live side by s.ide. are not 
necessarily able to love tticir neighbors. It liCCms as thou~ eve ne's ~raodfather was muri:1cffi1 by someone 

host1htaes. The const1tut10oal task to make "one people"~to a sense of national unity by 
else'~ jra,idfather. A~ a ~esult, most of these nations have dj~cne puJations characterized by passionate 

COrb1itutional provisions-is 1t much greater concern fqr ~ nat ns. 

Destructiv• Dlveraity 

' 
. That all human being~ ~e ~amentally equ11l is a cen~ tenet of modem constitutionalism that is 

essenuat to au ~stcc:ns of poh11ca& libeny. To assert that \\'e aro_ ~ equal me~ necessarily that we arc all 
~~ally hu~n, sharine one and 1he same human nature. This view is widely held and ad~ sotnetimcs as 
uu.., sometune~ as aspll'atiol"., and dc:n.icd or disputed for the roo1tl part by 1tiose who arc tb::>upl to be 
ben1Ghted, or bisot~ M both. The lmiversality ofbuman nature, fbc oneness of humankind, ts a vital element 
of modem democratJc thougtn. 

1 

i 
I 
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And yeL. wherever we look in the world, we sec mankind divided into tightly_ bound groups, set apart 
hy racial, religious, language, m national differenc~s. The bonds f loyalty these differences engender often 
override all other consiattations, including even the obligations f national citiunship. Whether or not we are 
"all brothers and sist<:rs under tbe skin,'' two indisputable, and in isputably link.cd, facts are evident 
everywhere: first, there is a TUltura\, powerful fraternal bond amo persons who ~hare the same reli&ion. or 
race, or lan11-uage, or nationality; second. the same inclUJive bo commonly has the effect of excluding those 
who an: different, engendering hostility toward 0 outsiders." 

In aJmoSl all countries with diverse ?.)pulations•a.nd almo t all count:rici around the world do have 
~_gnificant diversitY.·We see, not the "domestic tranquijity" spo of in the P.reamblc to the Con.stitution of the 
United States, but oomestic hostility between fellow eitmns of samt nation-states: ProtcSlanb Ind 
Catholic! in No11hem Ireland, Muslims and Cbristiam in Lebano Jews ond Muslims in Israel, blecks and 
whites in the linitcd States, Flemish and French s~ers in Bc12 um. Armenims and Azcrbaijanis in me 
Sovier Union. Serbs and Albanians in Yugoslavi~ Greeks and Ti ks in C~ Hsusas end lbos in Nigeria
and this list does not come close to heµ1g exhausuve. Given hist · animosities in many countries of Eaitcm 
Europe, diversity presents a problem for their constitution maker 

Citizens who are members of irou_ps si&nificantly diffcrc · from others of t.he populalion can . 
reasonably have ~ve concerns: fear Tor their safetY., concern tha ~Y. will not he allowed to ~jcipate m the 
P'.(llitlcal. 509ial, and; t:con~mic life of!}le nation,. ana fear that will be ~ri9tcd in the p~, ~~ arc 
characteristic ofthetr special ·way of hfe. To addresll these fears, 'I constJtunoos have ~ial proV1:uons, 
usuall)' addreiled directJy to groupi by name, a1suring them of ic1pation in &he nationa{ life and 
guarantee~ freedom of religion or use of language, or F,Omisin preferences in education or e~loy~nl on 
th: basis of nationality or race. The dilemma sucfi provISioM po I however. is that they raise the differences 
within the ~pulation to a comtitutioual status and tend thereby identify. c~hasize and pe~ate the 
divisions within society. Our own comtitution is silent in this reg d. aimmg for unity by assimdation. 

No Universal Formula 
Years of study of conatitulions confirm what common se would sugaest: that there is 

no universal formula for 3 successful coNtitution. A sound consf ion for any nation has to be somethin& of 
a reflection, althou__gh more than that, of the essence of a panitul nation, and this is inescapably influenced 
by the character of each nation's people, or peoples. and their hist ry. 

· Constitution wrjten may w;sh to make a break with their to make a completely fresh stan bur 
they never have the llnwry of a clean tlate. Thev start with 1. pop tion having CertlWl chai'actcrist1's (for 
example, homogeneous or diverse). an economy tied to its geo hie characteristics (a maritime nation or 
landlocked), ne1_gbborinj nations (pc1u;eful or warlike) that canno be moved or i~reJ. and a history that has 
shaped th.car uncferstandmg of themselves and their national asp' · ns. The constitution must rc.,flect all 
ofthe:ie clements of the nation, and the more it is in accord with se national characteristics. the better the 
constitution will be. 

One day in Athens some yevs ago, while talking to a Gre k jud2e who is also a constnutional scholar, 
1 referred 10 the newness of the Greek constitution. He asked me tt date T p_ut on it, and 1. sornewhal 
St.!Z'J)rised: said, "1975, of course." "Yes, I understand," he said. .. b you could also say 1863." "But,'' I replied, 
"Greece~ had ru:arly a doun constitutions since then." "Yes." said, "that'li right but they arc alwa)'.s the 
same." lie was exaggerating, of course, but oot much. '\Vhcn G i: adopted its latest constitl.llioo. two issues 
we~c: foremost, the roles of the armed forces and oftbe moMrCby. However muc:h Greek constitutions and 
regime~ c~.gcd through the dccades,.these qucst":1ns remained ~-There was not much leeway, not 
~uch discretion on many of the most unportant po111ts. The same ill be true for the nation.,; of Eastern 
Europe. 
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Alth0ugh there can be no universal formula for suc~s l constitution writing-no canned answers tlu 
can be applied to any country in search of~ ,~w co1u.titutional ctrtherc are standard, universal questions 
that must be asked. A con~rehcnjivc: list will include some _q1 tions that at first guu\ce seem archaic or 
unnecessary to c~uisider. l urkey nr Portugal. for insumce, did l have to dwell on the question of the role oJ 
the monarchy as Gr~e il.l1d Spam did, but considering how y modem nations are constitutional 
monarchies, it is not impossible that one or another East F,uro nation mi&ht wnsider some form of 
con.!>"titulional monarchy before the turmoil is over. ~ 

Therefore, In the convietion that it is PQssible to develo a substantial. if not complete list of the 
questions.constituti?n write~ must ask thcmselYes in writing constitution of any country. i offer this 
cnumerauon for guidance: 

I 

QUESTIONS FOR CONSTITUTION WRITERS 

The Preliminarie1 
I 

i 
• llow will delegates tot~ constitutional committee or co~luent assem),ly be chosen? Will the new 

constitution he draflcd by the legislative body or by a ho y chosen spec1fic~ly for the p~sc? If 
th~re is controvc~y about the mcthnd of selection. how by whom wdl 1t be resolved? 

• What will be the rules.and p~ures .of the constitutionfmaki.ng body, o~c chosen. and bow and by 
whom will controver.sli.~ on this quesuon be resolved? · 

Powers and Power R•l•tionahlps I 
• What are the different branches of government. and wbaliis their constitutional relationship? Are the 

executive and legislative branches ,;eparated or comb~ 

• Is there a single chief executive. or an executive cabinet, r some form of executive council? What are 
Lhe executive powers. and how a.re they limiled? Does eitecutive have some share in the legislative 
process: for instance, do Jaws ~uire bis signatW"C; does have wto power, the right to propoae 
legislation? Docs the executive nave treaty· making pow • the power to declare war. command oft.he 
armed forces, law·cnfo?cemcnt powers_. some degree of r ~>nsibility tc ap~int jud_gei;. power of 
e.,cecutive pardon or clemency? Are potice powers natio l. or is tbei'c some form of local authority? 
flow Qt'C the executive departments cstablisned, and how hj' wl¥lm are the department heads 
HJ?pointed and fired? How are executive salaries dct · d? How is the chief executive chosen. and 
wliat is the term of office? ! · 

\ 

• b the bead of state !ieparate from the bead of governmemt and if so. what is the role of the head of 
state? How is ~ heaa of state chosen? Whai is the tenn f office? If a monarth. what is the role of 
the crown? Does the bead of state act to dissolve the legis B!ure, call for new elections. name a new 
prime minister? 

• Is the legislature WJicameral or bicameral? What is the prii))l~ of rep~mation. or is there more 
than.one ~~!Pl~ Jfor ~xamalc. l()me le2islalors chosen the basis ofpopuJation,. some bv states or 
prov!JlcesJ? Wflat 1s the lcnspl ot term for members? l)nd r what conditions and by whom are new 
clecllons called? How are salaries of members determined and varied? Does the legislature have the 

l 
I 

I 
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@ 
power of 1ho pur,e, •axing power, om,ight po_:, a le in e""'utive and juJi.,ial •pi,omln.,ms. 
buctgct-1nak41~ powers.pow« over the mqnetary sysie pow~ ro regulate domestic Cratic, foreign 
iracfc, a rok: in ~sr malqn&,apd tn."at)' makMwwer10 nve~ugate ,~ compel test1ID9ny, power 10 
impeach cx~cuuve ~ JUd"1,1 offic~s? Do 1slators ve unmuruty from ~est? Whal are !!Jf 
condition!:\ for dis~oluuon oft~ legislature? is the ystem c;,f justice and law cnforcemem. Wlu 
is the sttucmre of the tudicial system. and how and by_ w mis it establis~d? In what ways, iT any, tl1 
judges ~ubjecr to lcgi_slative aoo cxecutiv~ controls? Ho ind~ndent are Judge~ ~m execuuve ind 
leg1slauvc 'i:!)ntrol?How are judges appomtcd or elected and for what terms? ~e J~itial salaries 
protected? µo the. courts Qf law liave powers of ju.dic.ial iew of the constitutiona.lity of l"'¥islative 
and execuuve act1ons, or is there a separate consu1u110 court? 

• To whom are the ~wers assigned for the conduct of for ign policy? To what extent arc they shared. 
and on the basis ofwhnt principle? Where is the power igned to d~larc war and to make and ratify 
ttnties? 

• Are there powers to SU$pcnd the constitution in emerge ies? If ao. by whom and under wbai 
conditions? Are there protcA:t.ions ag~inst abuse of emerg ncy powers? .Are all public officials require 
to tale an oath of office to uphold this constitution? 

• To what 1:xtenl arc the executive, le,islative, and judicial powers separated, and by what provisions art 
tbc separations maintained? 

• Is thti national sovemment wlitary or federal. and if the ttcr. what form of federalism.? Whether 
unitary or federal; is it centrali1.ed or decentraliz.ed, or so combination? 

• What are the limits of the powers of the government and fthe various brancbe5 and officers, and by 
what means are the limits sustained? 

Election, and Political P1rtle1 

• By what methods arc the variou.~ offices filled: direct pop election by iUnivcrsal suflr__ge or some 
indirect method; winru.~·take-all or some form of p.mpo nal representation? \Vhich offices, if any, 
a.re not electivejl.,,imd what is the method of appointment? e there ditlercnt methods of election or 
selection for dinerent offices? 

• What is the constitutional status of political ))8l'ties, or is left undctcrmine.d? 

Nonpolitical lnatitutiona 

• What is the structure of the education system, and how is supervised? ls the school SY.Stem 
centralized, regional, local. or some coinbination? Are the c provisions for ethnic, reli~us. or 
language schools? Arc private schools allowed. and if so, hat comroJs are imposed on them? Is the 
freedom of inquiry in university teaching and re-search pr tected? 

• W,W are the provisions for the media? Are there govemm nt-owncd, political party--Owned, or 
~.nvatc~ owned newsp.!lpcrs, television channels, and rad" starions? /ue the media r~gulated or 
licensed'? What p10tect1ocs are there for ieedom of the pr ss, and bow are abuses prevented? 

• What is the constitutional 5tatus of the~? Who is t commander in chief of the armed forces'! 
How much and what form of civilian coDlrol as there? 
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• What is the role o.f ~clig_ion? Is t~ an esta~cb~ and one ~r ~re official religions? Are 

1tlerc ch~ch sub$ld1cs from pubhc funcb, and if so. are yon a basis ot equality or are they 
preferential? Is there scparatlon of church and state? Is dom of religion protected and by what 
means? 

Rights j 
I 
I 

• ls there a bill of rights'? What pr0tcctions arc there for · ri2hts of individuals: speech. press, religion 
peace- able assembly, habeas corpus. public trial. and on7' h there equalit1 _Qf all persons, or are 
there constitutional preferences based on me, religion. x, nationality, or ditfcrcnt levels of 
citizenship? Are the rights primarily political and fcgal. rare ~ial and economic righi.~ "lwied? 
Are the rights provisions stated neJatively or afrmnativ ? Is there a list of duties of c:itizet1s listed, 
and if so, are the d\lties linked to nghts? Are there~ tmns of rjghts of aliens? Whit arc tht 
provisions for immigration and e:n1~ation? What It lhe tatus under lhc con.~itution of iritemational 
oeclarations ofrigbts'? Are only w rights of individuals ~ledied. or are there also protections 
for the rights of religious, ethnic, racia~ or regional irou s'? 

• Arc there different levels or kinds of citizenship; that is. 1 there quaHfication.s or restriction.'! of 
voting rights, i)l'Openy rights, r~tation, 8"CSS to ucation, or eligibility for public afficc bused 
on race, sex, rctig10n. language. or natiana1 orijin? Do alized citizens have the same rights, 
privileges, and immunities as natural· born citu..ens? t are the naturalization provisions1 

• Docs the constitution specify any astional or official tan uages? Azc there provisions for schools, 
courts. government oftices~ churches, ll1ld other instilutio · to conduct their activities in languages 
oth~r tban the national or official ones? 

The economic System 

• Does the constitution specif\, what l.md of economic syst shall prevail (for instance, that this nation 
is a socialist democracy or that the means of productions be owned pnvatcly)? Are the~ 
provisions for managing the economy. or .is a market cco my of F.ivatc cnterprJSe assumed? What is 
ilie status of private property? What 1s the sta!\15 of banks corporations, farms, other enterprises? What 
are the re~latory and !teeming po~rs? Are there govc ent monopolies and, if so. what kind? 
What are the cop)rigbt and patent provisions? Is there teetion apmst impairing the obligation of 
contracts·r I 

I ~~t ~ the. status ~f inter- national law and .international ~rg~tions in .rel9;tion to natio~l laws and 
1nst1tut10ns ! Wh~ ,~ the legal status of ttea11es and other irternawna.l obltgatlon~? 

Final Que1tlons J 

1 

• What is tho ame~ment pro~ess? ls it designed to make 9cndini the constitution easy or difficult? 
Dffioc~ th~ arnending process include the people as a whole, or is it limited to the lcai!tlature and other 
o culls? 

• What is the process for rcttif:rine tht constitution? \ 

i 
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A Rare ActivUy 
I 

The freqi1ency of con.,;titution writing t~lls us two thini first, con:;titutions are very important. and 
great lnvestmt:nts oftimc and effort are neeclcd lo write them; second, it is v~y difficult, arid rare. to writ 
a constitution tha1 la..-.ts-which is why there have been so many f them. 

A complete list-and this one surely has omissions-gives assurance of finding the ri¥ht answer9 ir.i 
writing a cons1i1utiun. But an enumeration such KS this provides reassw-ance that major issues will not be 
overlookc.,d. lt also reminds us what an extraordinary ac:complis our own 20()..year-old Constitut.ion is. 

Makin~ a constitution is a special political aclivity. It is ssible only at certain cxtraordiniLry moment 
in a nation's history, and its success or fiulurc call have profou and lasting consequence!! for a nation and its 
people. That is the challenge facing the coNtitution makers and peoples of Eastern Europe. 
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i May 29, 2003 8:38 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell (deliver by handli 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice · 

Donald Rumsfeld·~ 

SUBJECT: Cost of Iceland 

Attached is a memo on the cost of Iceland. It is too m4ch. We have to get it 

fixed. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/23/03 USD(C) memo to SecDef re: Iceland IU07840/03] 

DHR:dh 
052<l0l-l3 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEfiENSE 
1 1 00 DEFENSE PENT AGONI ~··-, '' '. \! "· -:-, ; ... , "· -, "J 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 l<pO ' .,. ,.,,, ., . ..1 I., .:· _,,.) 

sECOEr HAS SEEN 
COMPTROLLER INFO MEMO 1 .. ,AY 2 9 7.001 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ,1,,j 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

May 23, 2003, 11:30 AM 

• In response to your request regarding the annual costs to maintain U.S. forces in 

Iceland, the Department spends about $225 million a1'tually ($59 million by the Air 
I 

Force and $166 million by the Navy) for Iceland suppqrt: $121 million for base 

support, facility maintenance, and radar operation; $12 million for family housing; 

and $92 million for military personnel costs. 

• The Department maintains 2,464 military and civilian personnel (642 Air Force and 

1,822 Navy personnel) at the Naval Air Station Ketla'1il( in Iceland, along with 

HH-60G search and rescue helicopters, a detachment c,f 4 deployed P-3s (rotating 

every 6 months), and an Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance operation. 

• The Navy P-3s are a rotational detachment from a fleployed squadron, sp1it 

between U.S. Southern Command and U.S. Europ1an Command. The P-3 

deployment cycle maintains a rotation base of threi squadrons (one deployed, two 
' 

in interdeployment training cycle). 

• Under the Aerospace Expeditionary Force constru~t, the Air Force rotates four 

F-1 Ss, one KC-135, and one HC-130 and crews to ~celand every 3 months. 

• The mission of Naval Air Station Keflavik is to maint~n and operate facilities, and 

provide services and materials to support aviation actiyities and Navy's operating 

forces. Iceland also provides the primary divert airfield for the North Atlantic. 

• The Air Force uses the Navy's facilities and reimbursts the Navy for the support 
I 

provided. The Air Force operates the radars ($17 mill~on) for air control and defense. 

The radars feed the Icelandic air traffic control systerq. 

f ·J:~h~~.~ .. ::.~,-1,. I : 
f~:-·~;,~~;: , 11-L-0559/0SD150t6 
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• Beginning in FY 2004, the annual cost for forces deplored to Iceland declines to 

$160 million per year because the Air Force has not bu~geted for Iceland support after 

FY 2003. The Air Force wanted to remove its forces frpm Iceland starting in 

FY 2002 but was directed to continue funding lcelandiq support through FY 2003. 

The Navy has budgeted about $160 million each year ftom FY 2004 and beyond for 

Icelandic operations. 

• The Air Force believes that it can provide for Jcelandic1defense through force 

projection. Ending Icelandic support would save $27 Il!lillion annually (base support 

and radar costs) and would relieve pressure on the low ~ensity/high demand search 

and rescue crews and aircraft. 

COORDINATION: None 
µb)(6) 

Prepared By: John M. Evans! .. _____ _. 

! 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Jerry Bremer 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Articles by Hormats 

May 28, 2003 11:30 AM 
i 

Here are a couple of papers by Bob Hormats on liaq th.t are worth reading. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Hormats, Robert. "Post-War Germany's Lessons for Post-War:lraq," CEO Confidenrial, Issue 

2003/06, April 2003, p. 1-2. 
Honnats, Robert D. "Draw from Past in Postwar Iraq," Balrimqre Sun, March 23, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
052803- 7 

················································:························ ----Please respond by----------

··---.,.--
SPL AISI' , 
USDP 
usm 
CAD X 
CCD / 

oc 
RB 

CABLE QI 
fill! 
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Post-War German s for Post-War Ira 
The personal v~ws of Robert Hormats, Vice Chair 011, Goldman Sachs (International) 

Presenting his vision of post-war Iraq, President 
Bush compared reconstrucrion in Iraq to 1ha1 of 

Germany and Japan after World War II. The 
comparison is apt. ln particular, rhe allies' 
experience in Gennany offers valuable lessons for 
today's planners. 

Then-Secretary of Stare James Byrnes described 
the allies' aims: '10 win the Gennan people ... it 
was a battle between us and the Russians over 
minds.· This time, the battle over minds will be with 
Islamic radicalism. The coalition's success or 
failure in Iraq will have a crucial impac1 on that 
battle 1hroughou1 the Middle Eas1 and around the 
world. 

The war has also forced the US and the UK 10 

grapple with the right balance between 'winning 
the war' and 'winning friends.' US. British and 
Australian forces have fought the war with tactics 
designed to minimi.zc civilian casualties and 
damage 10 infrastructure- while still destroying 
strategic targets and undennining the military 
structure of the Saddam regime. This is a difficult 
challenge; achieving the right balance will be 
critical lo the future of Iraq and the region. 

Differences between post-war Germany and post
war Iraq are as instructive as the similarities. Unlike 
Iraq, Germany had a modem economy and 
democratic institutions before the rise of the Nazis. 
Gennany also was far more homogeneous 
ethnically and culturally than Iraq. The country 
already had close commercial and diplomatic links 
10 many western nations and long-standing ties of 
immigration, cuhure and trade with the US. Not so 
Iraq, a culture and society that few westerners on 
either side of the Atlantic are very famiJiar with. 
This will make post-war reform cooperation 
between coalition countries and Iraqis a lot more 
difftcull. 

Allied forces entered Germany as occupiers. This 
time the coalition wants its forces 10 be received by 
Iraqis and seen by others as liberators. Therefore, 
US and coalition authorities may be less willing 
than 50'years ago to press for wholesale political 
and social reengineering. Enlisting UN and 
multilateral support could sustain the pressure for 
reform and increase the perception of legitimacy in 

th eyes of the Iraqi people and others in the Islamic 
w rid. Also, US forces in rhe 1940s were largely 
dr flees; many had expenise in civilian governance 
an economic management. In today's armed 
fo es, such skills are largely among reserves, 
in reasing 1he need for help from private and UN 
ag ncies. 

spite obvious differences, many of the post-war 
ch llenges are similar. In 1945, Germany suffered 
w tched hunger, sickness and poverty. Millions 
ro med in search of sheller, food and jobs. In Iraq, 
m· lions already face shonages of food and 
m dicine. War could make these worse, especially 
by disrupting the oil-for-food distribution system 
o which 16 million Iraqis depend for subsistence. 
If Iraq's fragile electric power infrastructure is 
da aged, hospitals, sewage systems and water 
tr atment plants will fail. Wars with Iran and 
K wait, and Saddam's own brutality, have created 
m ny displaced persons and refugees. This war. 
pl s score selling and retribution, cou Id add more. 

G rmany had to be de-Nazified, demilitarized and 
p ed of war criminals. Iraq will have to be 
d Baathified, its military thinned and war 
c minals punished. But disqualifying too many 
ci ilian officials could be counterproductive. 
A lied authorities needed skilled and experienced 
G rmans to help run the country; one of the chief 
re sons for the Gennan economic and political 
re overy was the abundance of skilful and 

rienced Germans to set the country on a new 
rse. The current coalition must find and support 

a imilar group oflraqis. 

e allies pressed the Germans to create a new 
g vernment structure that would prevent 
a Lhoritarian power from re-emerging, yet be 
st ong enough to avoid disintegration. In Iraq, the 

alition will want to see authority diffused, but not 
s much that Baghdad cannot maintain Iraq's 
te itorial integrity. A security architecture was 
b ih to provide Germany a place in Europe tha1 did 
n I threaten its neighbors. The same will be needed 
i the Gulf region. Cooperation with other regional 
p wers, especially Turkey, will be needed to ensure 
a table post-war regional environment. 

Co111i11ued Qtl page 2 
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C 
Post.War Gennany's Lessons/or Post·War Iraq 

Comi1111.edfrompage I 

What Can Be Learned From the 
Occupation of Germany That Will 
Help in Iraq? 
The allies were unprepared for the 
widespread hunger, disease and 
malnutrition that staggered Gennany after 
the war. Much of Europe and Asia 
experienced similar conditions, so 
Gennans got little sympathy. Today, the 
coalition will be judged harshly if a 
comparable humanitarian disaster befalls 
Iraqis. Immediate and massive assistance 
for the malnourished, wounded and 
uprooted will be required. 

Fortunately, a great deal of planning and 
propositioning of food and medicine has 
taken place, and supplies are already 
entering southern Iraq. Relief will likely be 
required for a long time. That will require 
cooperation among the coalition, the UN 
and private relief agencies. Non-coalition 
countries have an interest in joining this 
effort to build a prosperous and free Iraq. 
Indeed, cooperation in the rebuilding effort 
provides an opportunity to heal many of the 
deep rifts that developed in the pre-war 
period. 

According to noted US diplomat and 
historian George F. Kennan, US forces 
embittered Germans by 'camping in 
luxury amid the ruins ... inhabiting the 
same sequestered villas that the Gestapo 
and SS had just abandoned, and enjoying 
the same privileges.' As coalition forces 
establish a presence in Iraq, they must 
remember and not repeat that experience. 

Important Nazi leaders escaped 
prosecution, while needed Gennan 
teachers, doctors and health workers were 
dismissed. The perceived arbitrariness and 

Further infonnation on the topics in this 
report is available on the GS Financial 
Workbench"". For access, please go to 
www .gs.com/ceoconfidential 

Contributors: Ben Broadbent, Bill 
Dudley, Robert Hormats, Fiona Lake, 
Binit Patel, Dominic Wilson 

length (five years} of de-Nazificatioo left 
some Germans asking whether allied 
justice shared some of the ousted 
government's characteristics. Swift, fairl 
and transparent prosecution-with1 international legitimacy-can avoid tha 
charge in Iraq. 

Even with Germany's skilled an 
democratically experienced population, 
new government structure had to b 
constructed from the bottom up. First 
elections were held in the states (Lander) 
Then governors (ministerpresidents) in th 
western occupation zones met to fashio 
broader administrative institutions. 
Gennan Economic Council was elected t 
oversee reconstruction. Four years after th 
war, state delegations met to draft a Wes 
German constitution (Basic Law). Onl 
then did parliamentary elections w: 
place, The US. the UK and France work 
closely together to support Genna 
reformers during this lengthy process. 

A similar approach could lead to th 
creation of an Iraqi federal govemme 
representing geographic rather than ethni 
or communal interests. In the absence 
democratic experience, this should s 
with discussions about the responsibiliti 
of voters and elected officials. Electing 
Iraqi Economic Council representing th 
various regions of the country, to work wi 
the coalition partners and internation J 
agencies on reconstruction and oil matter • 
would help dispel the idea that the warw 
fought to control oil. 

Secretary Byrnes insisted that 'I 
armies of foreign soldiers or ali 
bureaucrats ... are in the Jong run not 
most reliable guardians of anolh r 
country's democracy.' Even as th 
maintained responsibility for maintaini 
order and stability, allied authorities ga e 
able and trusted Germans 'prim 
responsibility for running their o 
internal affairs.' The US command , 
General Lucius Clay, supported e 
decision of Ludwig Erhard, top Germ 
economic official in the western zones, 
eliminate price controls and introduce a 
stable currency. Hoarding stopped, d 
food appeared on shop shelves. 

11-L-0559/0SD150+ 
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Economic change in Iraq will require 
coa\ilion suppon for similarly bold moves 
and ambitious reformers. Just as the 
success of the occupation of Germany 
depended on the will and capability of 
many highly skilled and dedicated 
Germans-so will the success of the 
rebuilding and reform of Iraq depend on a 
similar group of Iraqis. The potential for 
finding them is considerable; Iraq is one of 
the most secular countries in the region, 
with a strong tradition of education and a 
skilled middle class. 

Exports of factories and equipment as 
reparations jeopardized Gennan 
reconstruction, so General Clay ordered 
them to be cut back. Massive reparations 
and debt repayments could cripple 
recovery in Iraq. Large-scale rescheduling 
or forgiveness will be needed. The US, 
other coalition nations, the World Bank 
and the IMF should Jay the groundwork 
now. 

Oil revenues should be used for key 
priorities, such as humanitarian assistance 
and reconstruction. There is a tendency to 
overestimate the size of oil revenues 
(which have been about $15 billion 
annually) and the ability to quickJy 
increase oil exports. Using oil revenues to 
support coaJition forces or pay war costs 
would undermine reconstruclion and 
public good will-as did German 
reparations. 

If the peacekeeping and reconstruction are 
done well, and a moderate, progressive 
government takes root, Iraq will be a far 
better place-as Gennany is today. And a 
successful, prosperous and peaceful Iraq 
will be of considerable benefil to ils 
neighbors,just as a successful, prosperous 
and peaceful Gennany has been to Europe 
and the rest of the world. Failure, on lhe 
other hand, would undermine American 
and British credibility and influence in 
much of the world-as it would have in 
Gennany 50 years ago. • 
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Draw frotn past in postwar raq 

By Robert D. Hormats 
Originully published March 23, 2003 

PRESIDENT BUSH has compared post ar reconstruction in Iraq to 
that of Germany and Japan after World ar 11. The comparison is 
apt. In particular, America's experience i Gennany offers valuable 
lessons for today's planners. 

Then-Secretary of Stale James F. Byrnes escribed America's aims: 
"to win the German people ... ii was a bat le between us and the 
Russians over minds." 

This time, the battle over minds will be ilh Islamic radicalism. 
America's success or failure in Iraq will ave a crucial impact on that 
battle throughout the Middle East and w ldwide. 

Differences be1ween postwar Germany a d postwar Iraq are as 
instructive as the similarities. 

Unlike Iraq, Germany had democralic in titulions before the 
takeover of the Nazis, and a modern eco omy. Germany had 
longstanding ties of immigration, culture and trade with the United 
States. Many Americans spoke German; any had visited I here. 

U.S. forces entered Germany as an army f occupation. This time, 
the United Stales wanls its forces to be r eived by Iraqis and seen 
by others as liberators. Therefore, U.S. a thorities may be less 
willing than in Germany to demand who! sale political and social re
engineering. Enlisting U.N. and mul1ilat al support for reform could 
reduce the need for unilateral pressure. 

Despite obvious differences, many of the postwar challenges are 
similar. 

In 1945, Gennans suffered wretched hun er, sickness and poverty. 
Millions roamed in search of shelter, foo and jobs. In Iraq, millions 
already face shortages of food and medic ne. War could make these 
worse, especially by disrupting the oil-fo -food distribution system 
on which 16 million Iraqis depend for su sistence. 

If Iraq's fragile power infrastructure is d aged, hospitals, sewage 
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systems and water treatment plants will ra/1. Wars with Iran and 
Kuwait and Saddam Hussein's brutality h~e created many refugees. 
A new war, plus score-settling and retribupon, will add many more. 

Gennany had to be de-Nazified, demilitarized and purged of war 
criminals. Iraq will have to be de-Baathififd, its military thinned and 
war criminals punished. But disqualifyingj too many civilian officials 
could be counterproductive. U.S. authorit*s needed skilled and 
untarnished Germans to help run the counlry. They must find a 
similar group of Iraqis. And they must support Iraqi reformers, just 
as they did Gennan reformers such as Luqwig Erhard, who created 
the posnvar Gennan market economy. : 

The United States pressed Germany to cr~ate a new goverrunent 
structure that would prevent authoritarian !power from re-emerging 
yet be strong enough to avoid disintegrati~n. In Iraq, it will want to 
see authority diffused, bul not so much th~t Baghdad loses the ability 
to maintain the country's territorial in1egrlY· A security architecture 
was built to provide Gamany a place in ~urope that did not threaten 
its neighbors. The same will be needed injthe Persian Gulf. 

What can be learned from the occupation 10f Gennany that will help 
in Iraq? 

The United States and its allies were unp¢pared for the widespread 
hunger, disease and malnutrition that sta.ered Gennany after the 
war. Much of Europe and Asia experienctd similar conditions, so 
Gennans got liu\e sympalhy. 

Today. the United States will be judged J:rshly if a comparable 
humanitarian disaster befalls Iraqis. Imm diate and massive 
assistance for lhe malnourished. wounde and uprooted will be 
required. U.S., U.N. and private relief ag ncies should be preparing a 
major effort. 

Even wilh Germany's skilled and democr~ticaJJy experienced 
population, a new goverrunent structure liad to be constructed from 
the bottom up. 

First, elections were held in the states. THen governors in the western 
occupation zones met to fashion broader ltdministrative institutions. 
Representatives to a Gennan economic c~uncil were elected by the 
states to oversee reconstruction. Four ye.ts after the war, state 
delegations met to draft a West Gennan ~onstitution. Only then were 
parliamentary elections held. 

I 

A similar bottom-up approach could leadj to the creation of an Iraqi 
federal government that represents geogr,phic rather than ethnic or 
communal interests. In the absence of de*1ocratic experience, this 
should start with discussions about respohsibilities of voters and 

3/24/2003 
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elected officials. Electing an economic ctjuncil to oversee 
reconstruction and oil matters would hel~ dispel the myth that the 
war was fought to control oil. · 

; 
I 

Reparations and debt repayments could cripple a recovery in Iraq. 
Rescheduling or forgiveness will be nee~d. The United States, the 
World Bank and the International Monet;µy Fund should lay the 
groundwork now. Oil revenues should b~ used for humanitarian and 
reconstruction purposes. Using them to s11pport U.S. forces or pay 
war costs would undermine reconstructior, as did German 
reparations. · 

I 

If American peacekeeping and reconstruJtion is conducted well, and 
a moderate, progressive goverrunent takeb root, Iraq and the entire 
Middle East will be far better places - as bermany and Europe are 
today. · 

Failure would undermine U.S. credibilit~ and influence in much of 
the world, as it would have in Germany tj,ore than 50 years ago. 

I, 

Robert D. Honnats, a Baltimore native aljl.d vice chairman of 
Goldman Sachs (International), was a se~ior economic official in the 
Nixon, Ford, Carter and Reagan adminisirations. 
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MEMO FOR: SECDEF 29 MAY 2003 

FROM: LTGCRADDO~ 

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO 27 MAY SNOWFLAKE, SUBJ: BOA 

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR QUESTlON - WHAT TO DO WITH BOA MEMO FROM 
CHRISTIE? - I SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING: 

• SUBMIT THE MEMO TO JFCOM FOR INCLUSION IN THEIR ONGOING 
OIF "LESSONS LEARNED" EFFORTS. AS HIS MEMO PURPORTS 
ENHANCEMENTS rN 4 AREAS, THESE SPEClFICS WOULD PROVIDE 
JFCOM WITH BETTER GRANULARITY FOR A CLOSER LOOK AT BOA 
EFFICACY. 

• CONCURRENTLY, SEND THE MEMO TO CENTCOM FOR THEIR 
ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE ENHANCEMENTS. GENE 
RENUART AND HIST ARGETING TEAM SHOULD BE ABLE TO "SHED 
LIGHT" ON THIS. 

• CRAFT A NOTE BACK TO CHR1STIE THANKING HIM AND TELLING 
HIM WE WILL BE LOOKING AT BDA IN THE OIF LESSONS LEARNED 
ARENA. 

IF YOU CONCUR TN THIS APPROACH I WILL GET IT STARTED. 

-- -- ... -
·~ •. : .- : .· ~ ... i.! ~< t ... 
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May 27, 2003 3:41 PM 

TO: LTG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: BOA 

What do you propose I do with this memo from Christie on the problem of battle 

damage? It was as bad or worse in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/16/03 Dir, OT &E me mo to Sec Def re; Joint Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and 

Evaluation contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom [007374/03] 

DHR:dh 

052103°31 

.•.............••...•••....•...•••....•...•••...••...••...•••...•••..... , 

Please respond by __ [p'--+-/_2o--#-)_0_3 ___ _ 
I 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ___ , .~- .. _ . 
1700 DEFENSE PENTAGON ',.. . · . -

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1700 sEc;:-c·. · :_ . ~: ~' .:::: 

INFO MEMO r-11 u•v • I no,, 2· r' - SECOErHAS SEE'.N1
i" \ ! U 

1 

:I . '- v 

OP ERlfflONALTUT M 16 2003 12·00 
I\NP IVIU.~N ay , ' . p.m . 

• ~~~OR: :>EC TAlU'- _ EFENSE MAY 
2 7 

ZOOJ _ r:Pi + , .>- ..-~c.. --~ ~ ~ J4 ( ~-~ 
FROM: Thomas . stie, Director, Operational T~on 

SUBJECT: Joint Battle Damage Assessment (JBDA) Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) 
contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom 

JBDA conducted contingency testing with United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) 
during current operations (TAB A). Four main enhancements evolved from this testing 
(more details at TAB B): 

• JBDA assisted USCENTCOM in developing a database to accurately track 
Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) status of maneuver and fixed targets in a 
timely manner. 

• Installed system capability with near-real-time intelligence and operational data 
that increased situational awareness. 

• Modified the concept of operations for support from the federated partners in 
coordination with the Joint Staff and the National Military Joint lnte11igence 
Center, resulting in smoother execution of the federated BOA process. 

• Introduced BOA training and computer-based training modules to provide 
reservists with BDA training prior to deployment. 

Additional information on JT&E tests and their contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom 
is forthcoming. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Michael Crisp, Deputy Director, Systems & Test Res urces, ... l<b_H_
5
_) __ ____, 

~ 
11-L-05~SD15026 
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JOINT BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
JOINT TEST AND EVALUATION 

7025 Harbour View Blvd., Suite 105 
Suffolk, Virginia 23435-2761 

FACT SHEET 

SUBJECT: Joint Battle Damage Assessment (JBDA) Joint Test and Evaluation (IT &E) 

PURPOSE: The JBDA IT &E was chartered to investigate, evaluate, and improve battle damage 
assessment (BDA) in support of the joint force commander (JFC) to facilitate operational decision
making. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: Study of the joint targeting process indicates that, while enhancements 
have been implemented, BOA needs improvement to provide effective and timely assessments of fixed 
and mobile targets. 

CONCEPT: JBDA will establish a baseline case by evaluating and documenting BOA proceduces in 
realistic operational scenarios. Deficiencies will be identified and verified; potential improvements will 
be determined, installed, and tested; and collected data will be analyzed for effectiveness and suitability. 
Legacy products will be developed for the joint staff, Unified Combatant Commands, other joint 
organizations, and the Services. 

BACKGROUND: 
1. At the conclusion of DESERT STORM, the Department of Defense (DOD) stated in its final report to 
Congress, Conduct of the Persian Gulf Wur, 1992, "The BDA process was difficult, especially for re
strike decisions. The number one DOD finding concerning BDA was that it was slow and inadequate ." 

2. In response to a recommendation by the Senior Advisory Council (SAC), the Deputy Director, 
Developmental Test and Evaluation, under the Director, Strategic and Tactical Systems, Office of 
Secretary of Defense (OSD), directed a JBDA joint feasibility study (JFS) in June 1999. 

3. The JBDA JFS team presented briefings to the joint staff, combatant commands, the Services, and test 
and evaluation agencies to solicit guidance and support, ensure all involved that the JBDA effort was on 
track, provide a venue for the team to heighten awareness of BDA processes, and identify problems. 

4. The SAC recommended JBDA for charter, and, on 17 August 2000, OSD chartered the JBDA JT&E 
to "Employ multi-Service and other Department of Defense (DOD) agency support, persotlllel, and 
equipment to investigate, evaluate, and improve BDA support to the joint force commander in order to 
facilitate operational decision-making." 

5. JBDA observed Korea's Combined Forces Command annual exercise Ulchi Focus Lens (UFL) 01 and 
used UFL 02 as its baseline test. JBDA also completed contingency tests with the US Central Command 
(USCENTCOM) to study real-world BDA processes during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) 
and Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF). 

JOINT BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT ROADMAP: 
1. JBDA Program Test Plan approved Jun 02. 
2. Held second annual Senior Mentor BDA Seminar in Oct 02. 
3. Conducted OEF contingency test. Collected, analyzed, and documented data; report dated Dec 02. 
4. Conducted initial General Officer Steering Group in Feb 02; next meeting scheduled for Mar 03. 
5. Hosted second annual BDA Symposium 13-14 Jun 02; next symposium planned for 25-26 Jun 03. 
6. Completed UFL 02 baseline test in Aug 02; enhancements now being laid in for testing in UFL 03. 
7. Conducted OIF contingency test with USCENTCOM, 15 Mar-17 Apr 03. 
8. Will create legacy products, write final report and briefing, and shut down the JT&E by Dec 04. 

The JBDA team is located at the JT &E facility in Suffolk, V A! .... (b_)_(6_) __ _. 
htm://www.ibda.ite.ostl.mil. 
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JOINT BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

JOINT TEST AND EVALUATION 

OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM 
TEST REPORT 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ES.I BACKGROUND 

"A core combat assessment analysis problem of Operation DESERT STORM centered on 
tactical battlefield damage assessment (BDA) . . . . Thus, a more accurate counting 
methodology is a requirement. BDA is now neither art nor science. "1 To address this shortfall 
in warfighting capability, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), Director, Test, Systems 
Engineering and Evaluation (D,TSE&E)2, authorized the Joint Battle Damage Assessment 
(JBDA) program to conduct a joint feasibility study (JFS) to establish a thorough problem 
characterization of the BDA processes occurring within the joint force. 

ES.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A joint working group (JWG), composed of 20 combatant command and national agency 
subject matter experts (SMEs), reached a consensus that, while advancements have been made in 
BDA since Operation DESERT STORM, there still remains room for improvement. Specifically 
the JWG identified the main problem areas as lack of a process for conducting maneuver-force 
BDA, lack of training, and lack of adequate BOA command, control, communications, 
computers, and intelligence (C4I) systems interoperability. The problem statement follows: 

Study of the Joint targeting process in support of the joinl force commander indicates 
that, while enhancements have been implemented, BDA still needs improvement to 
provide effective and timely assessment offtxed and mobile targets. 

ES.3 JOINT BATTLE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT CHARTER 

JBDA demonstrated its feasibility to the Joint Test and Evaluation (JT&E) Technical 
Advisory Board (TAB). Upon the recommendation of the JT &E Senior Advisory Council 
(SAC), JBDA was formerly chartered as a JT &E in August 2000 to meet the following 
objectives: 

a. establish a baseline case by evaluating and documenting current BDA procedures in 
realistic operational scenarios. 

1 From Intelligence Supplement to DESERT STORM Report, House Anned Services Committee (HASC) 

2 Now the Director, Strategic and Tactical Systems (D,S&TS) 

Joint Battle Damage Assessmem Joint Test and Evaluarion Operation ENDURING FREEDOM Test Report 
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b. Determine deficiencies and opportunities for improvements in the BDA process within 
the Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities (DOTMLP
.F) framework. 

c. Test and evaluate potential improvements in environments as closely aligned with 
baseline measurements as possible. 

d. Analyze collected data to evaluate their effectiveness and suitability. Based on the 
outcome of these evaluations, determine the validity of these beneficial hypotheses. 

ES.4 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The JBDA JT &E program will test JBOA planning, collection, processing and exploitation, 
production, and dissemination processes; collect data that provides the means to measure 
baseline performance; identify potential areas for improvement; test and evaluate those 
improvements; and develop legacy products, based on test results, that can improve joint BDA 
capabilities. 

ES.5 TEST ISSUES AND MISSION LEVEL MEASURES 

In coordination with the JWG, the JBDA JFS developed the following test issues, which are 
used as starting points for the structural analysis ( dendritic) decomposition: 

a. How much will changes in the mobile target BDA process improve support to the joint 
force commander (JFC)? 

b. How much will changes in the fixed target BOA process improve support to the JFC? 

Sub-issues for mobile and fixed targets include BOA planning, collection, processing and 
exploitation, production, and dissemination. The issues address the performance and impact of 
changes between the baseline and enhanced cases of the BDA process; the following two 
mission level measures (MLMs) address the overall outputs of the BOA process and the 
capability of BOA reporting (by target category and report type) to provide actionable 
information required to support specific decision points (DPs): 

a. Percentage of BOA reports that provide actionable (timely, accurate, and complete) 
information on the status of targets and target systems 

b. Percentage of BDA-related DPs supported by BOA reporting 

ES.6 CONTINGENCY TEST EXECUTION 

Contingency tests are real-world operations in which BDA processes occur and provide the 
most realistic data for analysis of actual BDA processes. Enhancements have the potential to 
significantly improve the fidelity, validity, and legitimacy of JBDA's findings for potential 
legacy customers. JS J2T and the United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) extended to 
JBDA the opportunity to observe real-world BDA activities as a result of US military 
contingency operations during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF). 

ES-2 Joint Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation Operation ENDURING FREEDOM Test Report 
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During the first six months of OEF, the Joint Test force observed the BDA process in place at 
the National Military Joint Intelligence Center (NMJIC) and the USCENTCOM Joint 
Intelligence Center (JIC). JBDA collected data at USCENTCOM from 10 October-21 
November 2001 and from the NMJIC from 7 October-& November 2001. Two JBDA personnel 
traveled to the federated partners, US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) 29-30 October 
2001, and to US Pacific Command (USPACOM) 2 November 2001 to collect data related to the 
federated BDA process and command-specific methodologies. Focus areas at these locations 
concentrated on organization, training, prioritization, information flow, and the concerns of the 
federated BDA partners. 

A mixture of automated and manual data collection methods was employed in conjunction 
with demographic surveys and interviews conducted with theater and federated partner 
operational personnel and senior leadership. 

ES.7 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

JBDA categorized observations, conclusions, and subsequent enhancement 
recommendations based on the DOTMLP-F paradigm prescribed by the Chainnan, Joint Chiefs 
ofStaff (CJCS) in Joint Vision 2020. 

ES.7.1 DOCTRINE (TACTICS, TECHNIQUES, AND PROCEDURES) 

a. Overall, the mobile target BOA process and subsequent order of banle (OB) updating 
differed substantially from the fixed target process. In general, the process was less defined, and 
less supported by automated data processing (ADP) capabilities than the observed fixed target 
BOA process. 

b. The BOA-collections interface can be improved. The target approval process (both 
planned and immediate) should be utilized to stimulate BDA planning and collection requests. 

c. Collection Management Mission Applications (CMMA) and Joint Targeting Toolbox 
(JTT) were not responsive to the demands or dynamic tasking/re-tasking of assets for immediate 
targets. Broad sharing of information, improved coordination of new desired mean points of 
impact (DMPis) and emerging targets among target development (TD). BDA, collections, and 
OB cells would all aid in this process 

d. The current Target System Assessment must be reviewed, particularly the use of TD and 
combat assessment (CA) in support of effects-based operations. 

e. Standardization of reporting and reporting architectures is necessary. This is especially 
true of tactical (strike) reporting and collections to the JFC level. 

f. Mobile Target BDA tactics, teclmiques, and procedures (ITPs) require substantive work. 
This includes establishing mobile target battle damage indicators (BDis), improved methods for 
correlation and deconfliction of strike (phase I) reporting and assessments, and OB updating. 

g. Command generated operations security (OPSEC) constraints must be evaluated for their 
effect on information flow. 

Joint Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation Ope,.atum ENDURING FREEDOM Test Repo,.t 
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ES.7.2 ORGANIZATION 

a. Reserve BDA unit(s), either centralized or command-specific, should be relied upon for 
BDA cell crisis augmentation. During the first six months of OEF, JBDA observed that the 
majority of individuals perfonning BDA were augmentees assigned without specialized training. 

ES.7.3 TRAINING 

a. Improved individual, cell, and command level BDA training is needed. 

b. Individual training requirements, such as those docwnented by the USCENTCOM BDA 
ce11, should be incorporated into a combination of Service Intelligence Schools, the Joint 
Targeting School (JTS), and other BDA courses (for example, courses at the Defense 
Intelligence Agency [DIA) and the Joint Intelligence Training Activity, Pacific [JITAP]). 
Proficiency levels should be established. 

c. TTP and working relationships between BDA, OB, collections, and TD need to be 
exercised on a regular basis. Improved command-level training at major exercises, such as 
ULCHI FOCUS LENS (UFL) and Internal Look, with real-world reporting and simulation 
should be instituted. 

d. Mission report (MISREP) training at the unit level is needed. The need for this would be 
mitigated by proliferation of JTT or MISREP generation capability to the unit level. 

ES,7 ,4 MATERIEL 

a. The deployment of JTT v2.0, the CMMA tool, and the Modernized Intelligence Database 
(MIDB) replication concept of operations (CONOPS) produced by USCENTCOM encompass 
and render complete most of the materiel enhancements identified during ear1y analysis. 

b. A US Message Text Fonnat (USMTF) report generation tool, which validates field 
fonnatting, for MISREPs and BDA reports would significantly improve phase I (MISREP) 
reporting. 

c. Use of a near real-time (NRT) common operational picture (COP) display combined with 
collaboration tools, would significantly improve operations within BDA cells. 

ES.7.5 LEADERSHIP 

a. Standards for the development and promulgation of command BDA guidance need to be 
developed. 

ES-4 Joim Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation Operation ENDURJNG FREEDOM Test Report 
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ES.7.6 PERSONNEL 

a. Better tracking of trained BDA personnel is needed. JBDA observed that the combatant 
commands and joint forces drew augmentees from a greater manpower pool; the augmentees 
often lacked specialized BDA training. 

ES.7.7 FACILITIES 

a. Collocation of the TD, collections (management and exploitation .sites, particularly 
imagery), OB, and BDA cells proved mutually beneficial to each functional process. 

ES.8 ENHANCEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

JBDA test observations and conclusions were the source for most of the JBDA enhancement 
recommendations. The following recommendations were also developed within DOTMLP-F 
framework. 

ES.8.1 DOCTRINE (TACTICS, TECHNIQUESt AND PROCEDURES) 

The JBOA Joint Test force developed the following recommendations to improve TTPs: 

a. Develop a federated BOA CONOPS that addresses the transition between federated and 
non-federated operations and the impact of the JTT. 

b. IBOA facilitate the development/update of a mobile target BOA TIP that incorporates 
conunand CONOPS and includes updates to JP 2-01.1 and DIA handbooks. 

c. Improve target development-collections joint interface between components during the 
target nomination, approval, and dynamic retasking process. 

d. Standardized MISREPs and other reporting formats to improve timeliness and 
completeness of MISREP reporting. 

ES.8.2 ORGANIZATION 

a. Identify Reserve units that upon initiation of crisis action planning are available to fill 
BDA positions, as required. JBDA forwarded, to various parties, several options to establishing 
a reserve BDA unit. 

b. One central "BOA Headquarters (HQ)" for theater augmentation, or a dedicated federated 
Wlit that would work in direct support to the supported command. Individuals should be 
assigned to specific sections. 

c. Minimize stovepiping of BDA infonnation between commands within OPSEC 
constraints (i.e., Fusion Cell or US Special Operations Command [USSOCOM] reporting) to 
increase information flow into the BOA cell and accuracy of BDA reporting by the supported 
command. This is another area where the JTT database may help. 

d. Physica1ly reposition and co11ate OB, TD, and BOA ce1ls to reduce time lag discrepancies 
between OB and BDA assessments. 

Joint Baille Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation Operation ENDURING FREEDOM Test Report ES-5 
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ES.8.3 TRAINING 

JBDA identified the need to enhance both individual training and collective (command BOA 
cells) training. 

a. Conduct collective training on MISREP generation, 

b, Develop crisis action training plan to conduct on-demand training to previously 
unidentified BDA personnel (including permanently assigned, reserve, and augmentee 
personnel). 

c. Institutionalize a joint force/federated agency training program providing BDA cells 
col1ective training in the federated CONOPS and the JTI. 

d. Facilitate development of Joint Force mobile target BDA . 

e. hnprove joint BDA training events including tying training objectives to BDA joint 
mission essential tasks (JMETs). 

ES.8.4 MATERIEL 

Materiel support for BDA was enhanced significantly, when USCENTCOM deployed the 
JTT v2.0; the CMMA tool; and the MIDB. Several areas need enhancement: 

a. Adequate ADP for (dynamic/automated) updating of the OB/combat effectiveness (CE) 
model. 

b. An NRT COP available to the BDA cell. 

c. Standardize MISREP generation capability to eliminate multiple reporting formats and 
increase the speed and accuracy of MISREP auto parsing. 

d. Develop enhancement that facilitates BDA cell accessing the JTT from a CMMA. 

e. Recommend standardized formats for quality deficiency reports and pre-planned quality 
product improvements. 

ES.8.5 LEADERSHIP 

a. Establish consistent standards for the development and promulgation of command BDA 
guidance and promulgate them into Capstone courses. 

b. Inform the course content review boards at the Service schools conducting BDA training 
of the new joint training requirements including subtasks contained in Chairman, Joint Chiefs of 
Staff Instruction (CJCSD 3500.4C (draft), Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) vS.O; and 
USCENTCOM-established joint training requirements. 

ES-6 Joint Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation Operation ENDURING FREEDOM Test Report 
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ES.8.6 PERSONNEL 

a. Establish reserve BOA units that upon initiation of crisis action planning are available to 
fill BOA positions, as required. JBDA forwarded several options to establishing a reserve BDA 
unit. 

ES.8.7 FACILITIES 

a. Facilitate physically positioning the OB, TD, BDA, and Col1ections Cells to collate TD, 
Collections Management (CM), Collections Exploitation, Imagery, OB, and BDA cell functions. 

ES.9 FUTURE ACTION 

JBDA will develop and field enhancements for evaluation in Exercise UFL 2003 and actual 
operations. 

Joinr Battle Damage Assessment Joint Test and Evaluation OperaJirJn ENDURING FREEDOM Test Reporl ES-7 
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May 27, 2003 3:41 PM 

TO: LTG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 

SUBJECT: BDA 

What do you propose I do with this memo from Christi~ on the problem of battle 

damage? It was as bad or worse in lraq. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/16/03 Dir, OT&E memo to SecDef re: Joint Banle Damage .4.¥isessmen1 Joint Tesl and 

Evaluation contribution to Operation Iraqi Freedom (U07374/03] ! 

DHR.dh 
052703 31 

..••••......•.•••......•••••...............•.... ~ .•••••......•........... 
' 

Please respond by __ 1P+-/_.z.a_/_o_3 ___ _ 

fr,-,,s,_µf~ 
cs1i.1 
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TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

Jerry Brem~~) ~tL.N"V\ 

Scvo. V\ ,.;o_o" -.:.::...· ~ 
FROM: Donald RumsfeUf~ .,,/JL-, 
SUBJECT: Missing Persons 

Attached is a copy of a letter I received. My understa ding is that these folks have 

some very good technology and can be helpful. 

You have the responsibility for this activity. Please c nsider taking advantage of 

this offer. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
5/19/03 Kimsey ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
052903-21 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ &-+/_li___;._/_0 ..;1_? ___ _ 

U08249 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD1503 
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~5/21/03 12:03 FAX._l(b-)(_6_) ----....1 JAMES V. KIHSEY 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
MAY 2 9 2003 

JAM:ES V. fuMSE 
1700 F'l:'.NNSYI..VANIA AV£.MUE N 

Su~ 900 

W.a.st-11N~. DC 20006 

May 19, 2003 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 -1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

In light of recent events in Iraq, I would like to contribute e services & technology of 
the International Commission on Missing Persons (JCMP) support the Department of 
Defense in dealing with the mass graves found and the fam lies of the victims of forced 
disappearance under the regime of Saddam Hussein. 

I assumed Chairmanship of the lClvfP at the request of Sec etary of State Colin Powell 
more than two years ago. As you may know, the JCMP w established in 1996 to 
address the issue of the missing in the regions of the forme Yugoslavia. The successes 
of our projects in Bosnia-Herzegovina demonstrate the ma 'tude of the contribution we 
might make in Iraq. 

I would like to take a team from the ICMP with our equip ent to Iraq to search for and 
identify human remains. I am askin for our su rt int s endeavor. Your support 
would put the ICMP in a position to seek additional funds o complete its work in Bosnia
Herzegovina and the possible extension of its operations · to Iraq. 

In light of the criticism that has been leveled toward post- onilict activities in Iraq, it 
seems obvious that there could be some immediate benefi in taking advantage of the 
proven capacity of the JCMP. 

I will be traveling to Bosnia-Herzegovina and then hope ly into Iraq in mid-June to 
further assess ICMP's potential involvement in the identi ation of the missing there. I 
need your assistance to make this happen. 

llJ 00 3 

~Kimsey,,l.;,man ~ lt.:.ii~!a1 Co~ssion on Missing Persons 

i 

PHONE: .202/ 785•0400 ' 
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TO; -~ 

CC: Gen. Myers 

~·s:r1~ 
FROM: Donald RumsfeUi~ 

SUBJECT: Missing PersoWi I 
Attached is a copy of a letter I received. My unders,ding is that these folks have 

some very good technology and can be helpful. , 
I 

You have the responsibility for this activity. Please cqnsider taking advantage of 
I 

this offer. 

Regards. I 
I 

Attach. I 
I 

I 5/19/03 Kimsey ltr 10 SecDcf 

I 
I 

D~~ j 

052903-21 f 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by h / ~ / O 3 

11-L-0559/0SD1503r 



ATT18041 

Reporting-MT A: dns; exchgsl .orho.centcorn.srni I .mi I 

Final·Recipient: RFC822; bremerp@orha.centcom.smil mil 

Action: delivered 

Status: 2.1.5 
X-Display-Name: Bremer, Paul 

i 
Final-Recipient: RFC822; norwoods@orha.centcom.smill.mil 

I 

Action: delivered I 

Status: 2.1.5 I 
X-Display-Name: Norwood, Scott 

Page 1 

I 
I 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

r . . · 

May 29, 2003, 1:00 PM 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, us~ . ./ lj "'" (l dA -~;~,>:;/'~:::;'$. c-..__~ r,. ~,.IJ}c~t4t · , ~-t·~ , · -
' , ····---···/ 

SUBJECT: SecDef Snowflake - Army Personnel and Pay Systems 

• Newt Gingrich is correct in his assessment that poorly aligned personnel and pay 
systems hinder the Department in providing timely and accurate pay and 
entitlements to Service members. Multiple and poorly aligned personnel and pay 
systems plague the entire Department. We have taken steps to address these and 
other problems caused by our legacy personnel and pay systems. 

• In 1995/96, I participated in a Defense Science Board Task Force that 
recommended a single, fully integrated personnel and pay system for all Services 
and components. The Defense Integrated Military Human Resources System 
(DJMHRS) was established in 1998 to respond to the reconunendation. When I 
arrived in OSD in 2001, I found that DJMHRS was under funded and needed 
aggressive top-level leadership. We corrected the problems and in April of this 
year DIMHRS formally received approval to proceed into development. 

• DIMHRS will enable DoD to: track members in deployments; integrate personnel 
and pay operations; access infonnation on competencies to ensure efficient use of 
skil1s; provide cross-Service support; streamline business processes and adopt best 
industry practices; and improve interfaces with Veterans Affairs and other 
agencies. 

• The HASC has proposed a cut to DIMHRS in 2004 on the basis of its earlier 
history (acquisition delays). We have appealed. 

• An information paper is attached. We are available to brief you or provide 
additional infonnation. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared BY,: Nonna St. Claire, Director, Joint Requirements and Integration Office, 
l(b)(6) I 

ft 
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Defense Integrated Military Human Resources System (DIMHRS) 

Problems with legacy personnel and pay systems: 

• Legacy personnel systems do not track personnel in deployments or on 
temporary duty assignments. Service members do not have complete records 
of Service and Joint Commanders do not have reliable information on their 
resources in theater. PERS TEMPO information is inaccurate. 

• Legacy personnel and pay systems are not fully integrated (except for Marine 
Corps) and therefore even when working perfectly require extensive manual 
adjudication. Service members do not receive timely or accurate pay and 
benefits. 

• Legacy active, reserve and guard systems and data bases are not integrated 
(except for Marine Corps) and Service members are lost when they transfer 
back and forth. DoD lacks personnel accountability and records of service for 
military personnel are inaccurate. 

• Legacy personnel systems do not adequately capture full record of service and 
after members leave the military ( discharge or retirement) there are often 
delays in access to benefits from other agencies (especially Veterans Affairs). 

• Legacy personnel systems capture different data using different business rules 
and different interpretations of the law. As a result, OSD and Joint 
commanders have difficulty in doing cross-Service analysis. 

• Differences in legacy systems and processes prohibit cross-Service support, so 
Joint Commanders must have four sets of staff to support personnel functions. 

• Differences in accuracy, timeliness and content of legacy systems data hinder 
Joint Commanders from the most effective use of resources. 

DIMHRS is being built using the PeopleSoft Human Resources product. Strong 
OUSD(P&R) control of requirements ensures minimal modification to the COTS product. 
Strong Service participation at all levels ensures buy-in. The Services have demonstrated 
willingness to adopt best practices. 

All of the problems listed above will be resolved with this fully integrated single personnel 
and pay management system for all military personnel. DIMHRS will also provide an 
opportunity for consolidation of personnel and pay management functions. One stop 
customer service, single entry of data, common processes, and best practices will all be 
implemented with DIMHRS. 

DIMHRS Initial Operating Capability is projected for fourth quarter 2005. The Army will 
be the first Service using the product. 

Prepared By: Norma St. Claire, Director, Joint Requirements and Integration Office, 
ODUSD(PI), OUSD(P&R) 
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May 19, 2003 11:30 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld U ~ 
SUBJECT: Army Personnel Systems 

Please take a look at this e-mail on the Army personnel systems Newt Gingrich 

sent to a number of people, and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/18/03 Gingrich memo to SecDef re: "An Opportunity for Consolidation and Savings" 

DHR:dh 
051903-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ &...,.J-'-1-~ ...... /_0_2> __ _ 
t 
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l(b)(6) lc1v,oso CG l,Jo\~v.>,~ 
""""""""""""'"==L· ------------((--tf-d1&.Ad-~cx.-k<..&....-.------
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com ~f naf\ 
Sent: Sunday, May 18, 2003 9:19 PM 

To: !(b)(6) @osd.pentagon.mil; Larry.OiR~a@osd.pentagon.mil; jaymie.durnan@osd.pentagon.mil; 
John .Craddock@OSD .Pentagon. mil 

Cc: ken.krieg@osd.pentagon.mil 

Subject: an opportunity for consolidation and savings 

for secdef ,depsecdef 
from newt 5/18/03 

three army pay systems 

There are three army pay systems and they are so badly aligned it can taker up to 
three months to coordinate shifting back and forth between the systems (a personal 
story someone told me recently). 

Surely as part of overhauling the entire Army personnel system ( a sine qua non of 
a mobilizable,agile force) the Army could be instructed to merge the three systems 
into one integrated system. 

This should save money, time and headaches. 

5/19/2003 
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DR. CHU FOR ACTION----------
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ASSIGN ACTION TO //-' L ____::_____,'------~-~~----

SUSPENSE DA1E BACK TO DR. CHU 6 fa 
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' Snawflake 

ay 19, 2003 11:30 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 ~ 
SUBJECT: Army Personnel Systems 

I 

I 

Please take a look at this e-mail on the Army personnel ~ystems Newt Gingrich 

sent to a number of people, and let me know what you tink. 

Thanks. ! 

Attach. j 
51 I 8/03 Gingrich memo to Sec Def re, "An Opportunity foe Conridation and Savings" 

I 
DHR:dh I 

051903·22 1 
·················································1······················· 
Please respond by '1 JI ~ / b ~ 

I 

UQ8308 /03 
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·' l(b )(6) lc1v, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, May 18, 2003 9:19 PM I 
!(b)(6) ~osd.pentagon.mil; Larry.DiRita@osd.pentagon.mij;jaymie.durnan@osd.pentagon.mil; To: 
John. Craddock@OSO.Pentagon.mil 

Cc: ken.krieg@osd.pentagon.mil 

Subject: an opportunity for consolidation and savings 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from newt 5/18/03 

three army pay systems 

i 

' I 
! 

There are three army pay systems and they are so badt, aligned it can taker up to 
three months to coordinate shifting back and forth betwten the systems (a personal 
story someone told me recently). 1 

Surely as part of overhauling the entire Army personnel system ( a sine qua non of 
a mobilizable,agile force) the Army could be instructed merge the three systems 
into one integrated system. 

This should save money, time and headaches. 

5/19/2003 
I 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Jerry Bremer 
Gen. Franks 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: May 30, 2003 

SUBJECT: Iraq 

6:35 AM 

I 
Attached is a very good memo from Congressman Frant Wolf of Virginia. It is 

filled with things that are important for us to register anf ideas that we should 

carefully consider doing. i 

I 
I would like Doug to get Jerry's thoughts and, to the extnt we can be helpful in 

I 
I 

implementing any of these, we should do so. 

I am also by this copy sending a copy to Gen. Franks w th the same request. 

I am very much in agreement that a visit by some of th members of the Bipartisan 

Commission could be helpful. I also agree with his poi t that it is important to 

have members of Congress visit Iraq and see what is ac ally going on, which is 

why I have asked that the Congressional delegation res ·ctions be loosened, even 

if it takes additional resources for the Department. 

Thanks. 
OHR/azn 
053003.01 

Attach: Reportfrom Rep. Frank R. Wolf 5129/03 Re: Iraq 

Please respond by: _________ w ..... __ \.1.-----1-. -------'-l1olo)li 

/ 
I 
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I 1 

I just returned from spending two days in southern Iraq. I tas there Sunday1 May 25, and 
Monday, May 26. 

I 

· J crossed over the border from Kuwait. I visited the to~sio£Nasiriyah, where some of 
lh.; Le~v lc:st lighting took place during U1c war, Al Kut and Al 1 arah. 

1 spent the night in Nasiriyah then. tr~veled northeast to Al Kut Monday morning. I then 
headed south to Al Amarah, driving through the outskirts of Bas on the way back to the Iraqi 
bordf:T'. 

I felt it was important to go Iraq to assess tbe humanitari situation and to get a first 
hand look at the reconstruction efforts that are under wa.y. 

While there J talked with several Itaqi 's., visited rwo hosp tals, inclu<liug fu._: 011e from 
which Pvt. Jessica Lynch was rescued, met with military official and representatives from 
several non-governmental organiuLion~ (NGOs). 

I 

J also .saw one ofSo.ddam Hus:.ein': ims.mou& torture c*bers. 

J also spent; o:iy in T<uwait-Tuesday, May 27 -meetin Kuwaiti officials, military 
officials and State Department officials, including officials from SAID. 

Life in southern Iraq is tough. Saddam Hussein did ev hing in his power over the la.st 
decade to make life in towns like Nasiriyah as miserable as poss ble because of the uprisings 
following the first Gulf war. Thousands of men literally disapp ed following the uprisings and 
hrive never been beard from since; they are pr~umed dead. , 

Poverty is widespread in southern Iraq. Many of the trel have been cut down for 
firewood beciJust: pro1,1.iw.v was so sea.rec. The water is putrid. ;fiic condition£ in the two 
hospitals I visited - while dramatically improved over the last ionth - are pitiful. 

At what was once the Saddam Hussein General Hospita~ in Nasiriyah- it is now just 
called the Gt.ne.r;,i\ Ho.c:pital - there are no screens on the doors~ anytime a door is opened bugs 
- particularly flys - come streaming in. Flys were swanning ovfr two of the empty beds in the 
emergency room. i 

I 
There is no monitoring c-quipment for the: beds in the ~rgeney room - in fact, I saw 

very little monitoring equi.pmi::nt anywhere in the hospital. Ima ·ne walking into your local 
hospital and not seeing something to monjtor your pulse or tak your blood pressure. Medicine 
is in short suppJy. 

I ]l w~ dtpressing. i 

I 

I 
I 
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Before I go on, I want to praise the efforts of all the solditrs, sailors, ajm,.en, Marines and 
members of the Coast Guard who served or are continuing to sc c in Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
Tiley are the best of the best. 

I cannot emphasize cmough how good a job th!y ha.ve do e and continue to do. They all 
have made tremendous sacrifices. Their familjes also have mad tremendous sacrifices. 

I was particularly impressed with the soldiers .9.Jld Marin I talked with who were called 
to active duty from the reserves. Many left good jobs :md/or sch ol to serve. Their 
professionalism and attitude was exceptional. 

' 
I 

I want to express my heartfelt sympathy to all the farniliCJ; who lost loved ones during the 
war. TI1ose individuals made the ultimate sacrifice. I 

I 

I 

, AH the soldiers and Marines I met with in Iraq are doing incredible job under some 
txtreJnely difficult ctrc\Jmstancc.s. 

The he~t in Iraq. 2nd Kuwa.it is oppressive and ,vil] only et worse M st1mmP.T arrrn~ches. 
It was over 100 degrees both days I was in Iraq. I was Io ld that e temperature can sometimes 
reach 140 degrees in July and August Moreover, while the war may be over, Iraq is far from 
being safe. Lives are still being lost. I 

Security in Iraq rcmauu a real concern, not only for coa,tion forces but for the general 
public. No matter whether you talked to military officials, NG s or Iraqis, the issue of security 
was the topic of conversation. 

Looting i5 still a problem iu ljvmi: pi!r.!.lS of lhc cow1try ai1d I hc;ard several stories about 
robberies and ,ar jackings. l was told MPs in Nasiryah sue<:essiplly stopped a car jacking Sunday 
night. 

Many Iraqis are afraid to so b!lck. to work for fe:ir 1hP.ir ~nme may he looted or they may 
be robbed. Several people told me that hearing random gun fir after sundown was 
commonplace. . 

I 

NGOs that I talked with said that it was not unusual for ~heir vehicles to be pelted wi.th 
rocks in some parts of the country. No one travels after sunset.I. 

I 
In order for the ·united States to win the peace: in Iraq it lis imperative that we restore law 

:ind onlt:r. Wr.; nc:cl1 lo 1c.double our efforts to ensure th.:.it Jraq ~s safe. 
' 
I 

In ''Piny to Win," the final report of the bipartisan Comtiiission on Post.Conflict 
Reconstruction, security is one of the four "pillars" of postpconpict reconstruction. The other 

I 
I 

i 

I 
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thre~ :u-e:justice and reconcilialiun; t:1.:um.nuh: c.t.m.l ~uchJ well beij,g; and go,rcmancc: and 

partmpatlon. I 

TI1is comprehensive report published in January by the A1·sociation of the United States 
Anny and_the Center for Strategic and International Studies shou d serve as the blueprint for the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq and in Afghanistan. 

Members of the commission include retired general offic4rs, representatives from the 
NGO community and international otganizations, fanner lrigh-~ing executive branch officials, 
and Members of Congress with expenisc in foreign affairs. ! 

Among those on the commission: Dr. John Hamre, 'tom, deputy secretary of defense; 
Richard Holbrooke, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nati ns; Gen. Gordon Sullivan, 
fonner chief of staff of the U.S. Anny, Sena I or Pat Robc:rti; a.ml t:p. Doug Bcnrutcr. (I, too, was 
a member of the commission, although did not have a leading roe.) 

The report makes 17 recommendations "on what the Unifed States will have to do to 
ena.ble its.elf to help COWltries successfully rebt1ild 1hP.m~elvei:. ropnwing conflict." 

I have asked the commission to provide me wi1h 535 coiies of the report so I can to 
share them my colleagues. It can be found online at http:\\wwwjpcrproject.org 

Below is an e-xcerpt from the report on the issue of sccurlty: 
! 

"Security is the sioe qua non of polit-cooOict reconst~uctioo. Though every case is 
different, there is one constant- if security needs are not met, b th the peace in the given country 
and the intervention needed to promote: il aJ.e doomed to fail. !cu comprchcnsh·c accurity 
needs are addressed upfront, spoilers will find the weak areas d retain leverage to affect the 
political ou1comes, vitiating the peace, "While pea.ce is esscnti , it never will be one hundred. 
percent guaranteed and the perfect must not become the enemy f the good. In order to achieve 
:acceptable Jevels of security, "co~litinni. nf the willing" and the UN :peacekeeping operations 
need coherent military leadership and core tToops from a lead n lion that provide the backbone of 
the operation. The international community must also enhance its abi1ity to deploy civi.Jjan 
police to address ternporazy needs. In addition. efforts to desi and reconstruct local security 
institutions, including both military and police, must begin earl · in the process." 

I believe the Administration would be well served to h ·e five or six members oftlu~ 
commission visit lraq to measure how the reconsnuction effo underv.·ay measun: up lo Llu:: 
recommendations in the report. 

Dr. Hamre and Gen. Sullivan. who served as the co-ch lirman of the commission, could 
be charged with 3electing which memben are chosen to visit ltq 2nd Afg}umi.i;t::i.n. There s:houtd 
be no objection to this recommendation. Each of the commissf on members has a distinguished 

i 
i 
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am! cx.tcu~ivt: background. Their insight and observations could prove to be invaluable. 

In addition to membe:ra of the Conuni55ion on Post-Con ict Reconstruction visiting Iraq, 
Members of Congress should visit. It my opinion., it ,vould male sense for the cbainnan and 
ranking Democnt- or their designccs - of the following com.mi ees to travel to Iraq: 

House and Senate Anncd Services committees 
House International Affairs committee 
Senate Foreign Relations committee 
House and Senate Appropriations committees 

In addition to meeting with military commanders, these embers or their dcsignees 
should me~ with Paul Bremer and other officials from the Offi e of Reconstruction and 
Humauitariau Ju:sislanct: - now callt'.<l the Coalition Ptovisiona Authority- US AID officials, 

and representatives from the NGO community and other inte ational organizations. 

Meetings with Iraqi citizens also should be set up. 

Members should spend time in all parts of Iraq. Yes, sa ety and security are issues. but 
the trips could be made in small JtrOUps without publicity. The nlv way to .5ttt a feel for what is 
happening is to visit the towns and cities and talk to the people 'ving there. 

Congn:ss needs to be involved in - and kept up-to-date 
Ck:arly, there is a great deal at stake for the United States in Jr 
to be:: long and arduous. No one is naive enough to believe 1t J 

is anyone naive enough to thinlc that it is not going to come wi 

n - the reconstruction of Iraq. 
. Reconstruction in Iraq is going 
going to happen overnight. Nor 

out problems and challenges. 

Yet, if Congress is not involved, the Bush Adrrrinistratitn is going to be left v.ithout a 
pnrtnCT in rebuilding these two countrie:i. 

Tiil"' Cr.in8{P;S$ ii; thP: 'Rn.c.h Ailmini!.tn1tion'.c:: great.e!'it ::ill . There 1,hould he nothing to hide 
- and after my trip I believe there is much to tell, and much of t is positive. 

I now want to take a few minutes to go over some reco mendations I have since 
spending time in Iraq. Each of you should have a copy, plus a opy of"Play to Win." 

I 

I 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Security is priority one. While the forces hove made a.t strides in trying to improve 
security in recent weeks, there is still a Jong way to go. Security s the linchpin to winning the 
peace in Iraq. That means security for cn;ilirinn fomes. Sec.1u-ity or the NGOs. Security for the 
contractors. And security for tbe Iraqi people so they can go abo t their life. The gun tum-back 
program recently announced by Ambassador Bremer is a positiv step but many are concerned 
that people may tum in only one gun and keep two. In addition t concerns about personal 
safety, looting remains a problem. ] was told that looters contim e to target electrical substations 
in southern lraq. stealing the copper wire to sell on the black m ct. These substations provide 
much of the power for Baghdad. Coalition forces should provid security until it can be provided 
by the Iraqis. 

• Ju::iti~c: i~ am.>llic:r major h.sui::. Re-establishing a fair just judicial system in a timely 
fashion is critical. Figuring out what to do with locals who bre the law - such as looters - but 
are not a. threat to U.S. security must be addre&sed :i.s soon a.a po iblc. The lows need to be clear 
and must be enforced. Before the war started, Saddam Hussein pened the prisons, rc:lcasing 
both political prii.oner~ and crimim1ht Oettine tht'_c::c <'.rirn.iMlt b ck behind bars is imperative 
restoring order. 

• "Play to Win,° the final report of the bipartisan Commi sion on Post-Conflict 
Reconstruction, should be used as the blueprint for rebuilding q. The report, released in 
J anuar)\ was produced jointly by the Association of the United tates Army and the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies. Its 17 recommendations pro ide an excellent model to 
follow. The commission is made up of 27 distinguished individ als with extensive experience in 
govmunent, the military, non-govemmeotal organizations and i temational aid groups. It met 
lluuu~huut 2002 tu "i;uu:iiJc:r r,;i;unu11..-:-uJaLiun1> th.al surfc1c1;J ov :r Lwu years of research, expert 

working groups. and vetting with current poJicy-makers and pra titioners." The report can be 
found online at hLtp://w,vw.pcrproject.ors 

• A select group of the commission - appointed by the p el's co-chairmen. Dr. John 
Hamre, former deputy secretary of defense, and Gen. Gordon S livan, former chief of staff of 
the U.S. Army- should travel to Iraq to assess how the rccon ction efforts a.re going. Their 
assessment - a second opinion. if you will - would be impartial d could prove to be invaluable. 
They should traveJ in a smaJJ group with a military escort to en re their safety. 

• Members of Congress - in small groups v..ithout publi ity to e.nsure their safety and the 
safely of lhose who would be providing protection - should visi Iraq to learn more about what is 
happening in the country and what it is going to take to rebuild t e country. The chainnen and 
ranking members - or their designees - of the IJowe aad Senate Am1cd Servic.es committees, 
Appropriations committees and International '.Relations/Foreign £fairs co1J1111ittees should 
consider going. In addition to meeting with military command s, the members: should meet 
with Ambassador Bremer and other officials in the Office of Re onstruction and Humanitarian 
Assistance (ORHA). USAJD officials. representatives from the GO communil'y and other 
international organizations, and traqi citizens. 

1 
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I 
* Every effon must be made to in.volve the Iraqi people iJ rebuilding their country, ftom 

governance to security to rebuilding the country's infrastructure. I The lraqi people must be an 
cqua] partner in the proccai. 1 

I 

From "Play to Win":" ... eve-.ry effort n,11~1 l,e t:1lcen tn h1 ·1n (nr rchuild) indigenmu1, 
capacity and governance structures as soon as possible. Leade 'p roles in the reconstruction 
effort must be given ro host country nationals at the earliest poss bJe stage of the process. Even if 
capacity is limited, host country representatives 5hou1d chair or -chair pledging conferences, 
priority-setting meetings, joint assessment of needs, and all othe relevant processes." 

• Along theses 1ines, American companies awarded couJacts to rebuild Iraq's 
infrastructure should hire locals whenever possible. There are ~any skilled and educated people 
in Iraq and they should be tapped to help rebuild their country. I 

! 

* The sooner the Office of Reconstruction and Humanita · an Assistance - now the called 
Coalition Provisfonal Authority- ia running at full apcc:d the be er. Every effort should be made 
to ensure that Ambassador Bremer and his staff have the necess tools and resources to 
successfully complete the job. 

* The military's Civil Affairs detachments in Iraq have orked diligently to help restore 
order and are making more and mart progress every d:)y. Consi cration should be given to 
providing the officer in charge: of each of the 18 provinces in Ir: with access to a ready cash 
account - perhaps up to $500,000 - so they can more quickly h re translators, laborers and other 
locals to assist in their efforts in putting together a govenunent ithout having to get every 
expenditures signed or by headquarters or Washington. Them ey also could be used to 
purchase goods and services in-country, such as generators, pu ps or even a trash trock. on. a 
mort Iimely basis rather lb.an wct.iting fo1 il to be: brought in by alition forces. Covcnuncnt on 
any level :needs money to operate. Clearly, this money must be coW1tcd for, but it would 
grco.tly ns3i3t in the efforts to rebuild the country. 

• Cnn.c:irlerafion also should be given to helping augm the work of the Civil Affairs 
detachments by bringing in civilians with expertise in local go mment, such as county 
administrators and city managers, as well as experts in agricult e and public works. In each of 
the 18 provinces, the head of each military Civil Affairs detad ent acts like a governor. They 
need experts - much like a cabinet - at their disposal who can vise them on issues like 
banking, education, public works and health care. For exampl , the National Association of 
County Administrators could assist in rot.a.ting in ci'\ilian adm · istrators to work with the military 
and local Iraqis in setting up local governments. There could b om: fur cauh vflhe lB provinces. 
Some of the leading agriculture companies in the country coul lend their expertise on irrigation 
and pruducliun. The head of the public work:, department in y large coun.ty or city in the 
country would bring an inordinate amount of experience to the table. There also is a great deal of 
expertice in fcder:i.1 sovernment which c:a.n be tapped. Again, cse indivi.dn:ih;. wnulrl wnrlc 
hand-in-hand with the military and the locals. 

I 
• The military has to begin thinking about training mor~ of its Eoldiers for a post-combat 

environment to help fill aay void until the necessary Civil Aff.rs and Military Police units can 

2 

I 
i 
I 

I 
I 
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be put iu pla..:t:. 1 rcali~c this is asking our war fJghters Lo lake on a new mission, bu( in Ibis nt:w 
world cnviroruncnt, I believe this skill is necessary. 

• Communications and communication systems remain a roblem for both the military 
and the aid organizations working in Iraq. J was told that not all f the Civil Affairs detachments 
are readily able to communicate with each other or wilh the Hum nitarian Assistance Center in 
Kuwait. which is coordinating all the civil affairs and humanitari n assistance in Iraq. I was told 
part of the problem is that most Civil Affairs detachments are ma e up of reserve units and do 
not have lhe same commumcations equipment. This needs to be ddressed. It is imperative that 
all 18 provinces be linked with each other and headquarters. Co gress should provide DOD with 
the necessary funding to ensure that these detachments have radi s, computers and other 
commumcations equipment lhat can talk with each other. Aid or aniz.ations also are 
encountering problems communicating with their staff in south Iraq because telephone and 
other data transmission lines have ye1 Lo be repair~. TI1i.s pn:st.: I.a a problt.'ln, t::,pcl:ially fur 
shariog data and supplying information. 

• The issue of Iraqi cUIJcncy must be dealt with immcdia ely. Many people in Iraq will 
nnt. accept payment with the nlrl regime'!. currency. The World .i.nlc thould provide its expertise 
in helping get Iraq's banking system back up and running. 

• The St.ate Department working with the National Endo ment for Democracy and other 
groups with similar expertise should develop .a program on dem acy and how a democratic 
govemmenl works. I was told that Iraqis watch a great deal ofT . Perhaps whatever 
program is d€vclopcd should be put on videotapes and tailored I specific age groups so that alt 
Iraqis can understand the process. This program must be madi: a ailable to the Civil Affairs 
units in each of the 18 provinces. I understand money alieady h s been appropriated and some 
..:onlrn..:1:1 havt: bc-t11 kt Titl:; p1u~.uu 111~\ l.,,e pul into place as 0011 a.s possibk. 

• A pro-democr3cy ncwq,aper also should besin to be pi Ii shed on a daily basi5 in Iraq. 

• Finding and removing unexploded ordnance needs to b a priority. Sadly, many Iraqi 
children have been seriously hul1 by exploding weapons whHi p aying outdoors. When I visited 
the General Hospital in Nasiriyah, a young boy had just been br ght into tbe emergency room 
after a mine or some sort of ordnance blew up near him. Hew severely burned and there was a 
piece of shrapnel in his righ, eye. Clearing this ordnance wilJ b a Jong and arduous process. 

• While great progress has been made to improve health are in southern Iraq since the 
war ended, there is still a long way to go. While the major hosp lal~ in suulht..TI1 ln1"l 1.1i.cJ lu \Jt:at· 
Saddam Hussein's name- and are a11 identically constructed - t ere was little or no medicine 
and the conditions in:.ide are deplorable, J w.15 told that more th 2 tons of donated medicine 
has been distributed to hospitals and clinics in southe.m Iraq. ere is concern, however, that 
diseases like r:nal:iria. and viseera.l leisnmaniasis - also calk.d Dt1 Dum Fevt".r or Bh1de 'PP.VII,' -

\\ill ravage the region this summer because no spraying was do e this spring to kill the mosquito 
larvae or sand flea larvae. Bites from sand fleas are the cause o visceral leishmaniasis, which is 
80 percent fatal for young children unless treated '1.ith a 21-day hot routine. The disease attacks 
internal organs. Cholera is another concern. Area hospitals and American drug companies 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFE~?jE( :~ : :· ~: ,--
4000 CEFENSE PENTAG~(R;.; :. ' , ;· •·:, .. ·•:-::: 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4000 - . . · ~ · · ·-

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INFO MEMO 

May 23, 2003, 2:01 PM 

DepSecDef action _ _ _ 

FROM: David S.C. Chu, USD ~~!ie?{J. ( f} 4z_..__ ~ ,::r -:t£;r¥' <:~ .:? 
SUBJECT: Pay Differential for Reserve/Guard 

• You asked if there are Reserve and Guard who are on active duty getting substantially less 
than active duty personnel? A 'Delta Force' pilot in Iraq raised the issue. 

• This is not the case for Reserve/Guard members serving on active duty in Iraq. A 
Reserve/Guard member who is serving on active duty in support of a contingency operation (e.g. 
Iraqi Freedom) is entitled to the same pay and allowances as a Regular Component member. 

• There are circumstances, however, when a Reserve/Guard member serving on active duty 
may be compensated_ different!>: from a Regular component member with the same grade and 
years of service. Neither of these situations would apply to Reservists serving in Iraq or 
Afghanistan. 

• A Reserve/Guard member serving on active duty, for less than 140 days and not in 
support of a contingency operation, would most likely receive less Basic Allowance for 
Housing. 

• Reserve/Guard members serving short periods (less than one month) of active duty or 
inactive duty for training receive l/301

h of the monthly amount of pay and various Special 
and Incentive pays per day or training period. Some pilots raise this issue with respect to 
aviation career incentive pay, citing they must maintain the same qualifications as active 
duty pilots, who receive a full month's incentive pay. 

• Some Reserve/Guard members receiv,. extra compensation from their civil employers. 

• These are long-standing provisions of Reserve compensation policy, but both are under 
review as pan of a study of Reserve compensation and benefits directed by the Senate in its 
FY 2003 NDAA report language. We anticipate completing the report this summer. The 
attached paper further explains and provides examples of the above issues. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b )(6) I 
Prepared By: C. Witschonke, 
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Differences in Reserve Component and Active Duty Pay 

A Reserve Component or National Guard member who is serving on active duty in support of a 
contingency operation is entitled to the same pay and allowances as a Regular Component 
member. There are some instances, however, when a Reserve Component or National Guard 
member serving on active duty would receive less than a Regular component member with the 
same grade and years of service. 

Basic Allowance for Housing: A Reserve Component or National Guard member serving on 
active duty, for less than 140 days and not in support of a contingency operation, would receive 
Basic Allowance for Housing, Type II (Reserve Component housing allowance) vice Basic 
Allowance for Housing (which is generally larger than the Type II allowance). This usually, but 
not always, results in a lesser housing allowance for a Reserve member. 

EXAMPLE 1 · The monthly Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) rate for a member serving on 
active duty, grade E-6 and with dependents, for example, ranges from $565 at Minot AFB, ND to 
$2366 at Santa Clara County, CA. The rate for a Reserve Component member serving on active 
duty, not in support of a contingency operation, for less than 140 days is a flat $645.90. 

This provision dates to the l 980's when Congress first authorized a variable rather than a flat
rate housing allowance. As a cost saving measure, Reservists were not allowed to receive the 
variable addition to the allowance unless they were on active duty for 140 days. The cost of 
lowenng the 140-day threshold to even 30 days is $100 million per year. 

Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP): An active duty and a Reserve pilot assigned to and 
operating out of a base in the Persian Gulf would be entitled to the same pays and allowances. 
The active duty member may also be receiving a bonus for the commitment to serve a specifi~ 
number of years on active duty beyond his or her initial obligation (8-10 years). The Reserve 
pilot has made no such a commitment to serve on active duty. 

But, Reserve Component and National Guard members serving short periods (less than one 
month} of active duty or inactive duty for training receive 1/301h of the monthly amount of pay 
and various Special and Incentive pays per day or training period. Some pilots raise this issue 
with respect to aviation career incentive pay (ACIP}, citing they must maintain the same 
qualifications as active duty pilots, who receive a full month's incentive pay. Their flying duty 
may be inactive duty for training (IDT or drills) or active duty. 

The member in a drill status receives drill pay (I/30th active duty basic pay for each drill 
performed, usually 2 drills per day}. A Reserve pilot in flight status performing drill would also 
receive Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) at the rate of !/30th per drill or 2130th per day. If 
they serve in an active duty status, they would receive one day of basic pay and allowances plus 
I/301h ACIP for each day. 

11-L-0559/0SD 15060 
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EXAMPLE 2 ~ A commercial airline pilot who is a member of the Reserve or National Guard 
may fly for the military during their time off or vacation time. The chart below shows the pay 
for 3 Air Poree Majors (0-4), one active duty and two Air Force Guard or Reserve, flying C-17s 
for 4 days in one month: 

Officer grade 0-4 with 16 years service for pay &14 years aviation service 
flying C-17s out of Dover, DE for 4 days of the month 

Basic Basic Basic Aviation Total 
Pay Allowance Allowance Career Compensation 

(4 day's) for for Incentive (for 4 days) 
Housin£ Subsistence Pay 

Active 
Duty $729.48 $148.27 $22.29 $112.00 $1012.04 

Active 
$128.12 

Duty for $729.48 
TYPEII 

$22.29 $112.00 $991.89 
Training 
Inactive 

Duty $1458.96 N/A NIA $224.00 $1682.96 
(Drill) 

So in the case of short duration duty, not only are the active and reserve members paid 
differently, two reserve members can be paid differently. And, the drilling reservist may be paid 
the most of anyone on a daily basis. 

There is a Reserve Component Working Group studying Reserve compensation and benefits. 
The Senate in its FY 2003 NDAA report language directed the study. The working group is 
reviewing, among numerous issues, the 140-day housing a11owance threshold, the I/30th rule for 
special and incentive pays, and the relevance of drill pay in facilitating a seamless transition from 
reserve to active duty service. We anticipate completing the report this summer. 
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AUG-06-2000 02:04 

~~Snowflake 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pay Differential for Reserve/Ouard? 

, .. 

May 1, 2003 :2:51 PM 

Some people raised the issue of the Reserve and Guard who are on active duty 

getting substantially less than active duty personnel. It may be because the active 

duty people are getting bonuses for agreeing to stay in for longer periods of time. 

If that is all it is, that is fair. If th.ere is some other differential, it might be useful 

to look into it. 

It was particularly raised by a Delta Force pilot when [ was in Iraq. 

Thanks 

DHR:dli 
OSOIOl-13 

····~···································································· 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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i:t.li-06-2000 02:04 i\)J . 
~ S~awftake 

May 1, 2003 2:51 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pay Differential for Reserve/Guard? 

Some people raised the issue of the Reserve and Guard who are on active duty 

getting substantially less than active duty personnel. It may be because the active 

duty people are getting bonuses for agreeing to stay in for longer periods of time. 

If that is all it is. that is fair. If there is some other differential, it might be useful 

to look into it. 

It wu particularly raised by a Delta Force pilot when I was in Iraq. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
0!0103-ll 

• I 

P.04/04 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U08370 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Jerry Bremer 

Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Memo on Counter Moves 

June 2, 2003 11:30 AM 

I read your memo on "Moves to Counter Pro-Iranian and Ba'ath Elements." I 

agree with it, and I am talking with Gen. Myers and Gen. Franks about it. 

Regards, 

DHRdh 
060203-]5 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

Steve Cambone 

Gen. Franks 
Jerry Bremer 
Gen. Myers 

°£u~ffith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·J/1-
SUBJECT: Documents 

~' 0/3 
.,.May 31, 2663 3.@4 PM 

I am told somebody found a cache of documents in the headquarters of the Iraqi 

Intelligence Secret Police in Baghdad. The report indicates the documents are 

under water, and that some portion of them relate to the history of the Jewish 

community in Iraq. 

I am told that Hebrew University has offered to talce possession of them, restore 

them and make them available in some appropriate way. 

Could you please have someone look into that and get back to me about what the 

situation is and what we are doing about it, if anything. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
053103,20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ G, ___ --t-/_d).a_f;_,___o_J __ _ 

U08497 /03 
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TO: 
L_C. •• 

FROM: 

Doug F~th 

~~U. Ck.k "")I\ 
Donald Rumsfeld /v,· 

SUBJECT: Info on Democracy for Schools 

June 2, 2003 7:19 AM 

Frank Wolfe said that they need some material on democracy to put in the schools, 

that there is a vacuum. They need infom1ation. Let's get on that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OSJOOJ-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pl2as2 r2spond by _--------'-('..._,./i=(l_,,,.doc.....,_o_: __ _ 
f 

U08'498 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

JUN 3 2003 

General James P. McCarthy, USAF (Ret.) r1
,
61 I 
Dear Jim, 

Attached is a letter I just sent to our mutual friend, 
Bill Schneider. I do want you to know how much I 
appreciate the superb work you and your team have done. 
It is enonnously helpful and. will certainly b · the 
security of our country significantly. ____ _...,-; 

,/ 

.., 
With my appreciation ~na best w·she , 

.,.,,.~" 

/ 
l 

I 
! 

Enclosure \. 
· .. ~ ....... 

.Sincerely, 
;, .. ,· 

/ 
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Snawftake 

June 2, 2003 9:53 AM 

TO: Bill Schneider 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld .rQI\. 
SUBJECT: DSB Reports 

I have just finished reading the Phase II reports on "Own the Night," "Airborne 

InteJligence, SurveiJlance and Reconnaissance Integration" and "Streamlining the 

Deployment Order Process" and the Phase III report on "Organizational Lessons 

Learned." 

They are excellent pieces of work, and I do appreciate it a great deal. I will begin 

the process of getting our folks to make sure that they agree with the 

recommendations, and then we will get on it. 

Thanks so much. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
060203-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by---------
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ]:J] J';·/ - J f;j ): 0 I 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO.MEMO CM-971-03 
3 June 2003 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 
£ 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC.f!#' II(_ 'V 

SUBJECT: Communications Support for the Coalition Provisional Authority 

• In response to your request (TAB), the following is provided. 

• Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE) assets (video teleconference (Joint 
Worldwide Intelligence Communications System), secure telephone, SIPRNET, 
NIPRNET and OMS) were available in theater to provide the required capability. 
JCSE is totally self-contained for all equipment (has organic power and vehicles). 
These assets were relocated in accordance with your timeline and fully operational 
by26May. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Keith Kellogg, USA; Director J-6;1 ..... (b-)(
5
_) _ ___, 
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Snawftake 

TAB 

May 19, 2003 1:48 PM 

TO: Gen.Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '7 ~· 

SUBJECT: Communications Support 

You have to find a way to get the military to support the necessary 

communications packages for Gamer and Bremer. I have never once had a SVTC 

or a phone call with them that works right. They can;t talk to us. They can't talk 

to each other. How do the military and the State Department manage to have good 

comms? 

We ought to be capable of putting in a comm. package there, including e-mail, in 

the next 72 hours, even if we have to take it away from somebody else. Please 

help to get it done: 

Thanks. 

I>HR:dh 
051903·32 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ S-+/_i.._v-+-/_o_.3 __ _ 
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'Snowflake 

TO: Gen. Myers 

% 
TAB 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ }-.-

SUBJECT: Communications Support 

May 19, 2003 1:48 PM 

You have to find a way to get the milit.ary to support the necessary 

communications packages for Gamer and Bremer. I have never once had a SV:TC 

or a phone call with them that works right. They can't talk to us. They can't talk 

to each other. How do the military and the State Department manage to have good 

comms? 

We ought to be capable of putting in a comm. package there, including e-mail, in 

the next 72 hours, even if we have to take it away from somebody else. Please 

help to get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
0Sl!I03·32 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ 5_,/'-2--_v-1/c-0_3 __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD15074 

U08515 /03 
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Snavvtlake 

June 2, 2003 9:53 AM 

TO: Bill Schneider 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /Vf\.. 

SUBJECT: DSB Reports 

I have just finished reading the Phase II reports on "Own the Night," "Airborne 

Intelligence, Survei11ance and Reconnaissance Integration" and "Streamlining the 

Deployment Order Process" and the Phase III report on "Organizational Lessons 

Learned." 

They are excellent pieces of work, and I do appreciate it a great deal. 1 will begin 

the process of getting our folks to make sure that they agree with the 

recommendations, and then we will get on it. 

Thanks so much. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
060203-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by----------

'y_~ 

~\ 
) 

" ~ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C:. 20318-9999 

,.. ~-.... ,. . . . .. 7 . ... . , . ' 

INFO MEMO CH-974-03 
3 June 2003 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE . L 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ i-ii 
SUBJECT: Joint Interagency Task Force South (JIATF-S) and Joint Southern 

Surveillance Reconnaissance Operations Center (JSSROC) Merger 

' . ' 

• In response to your inquiry (TAB), I support the proposal to merge JIATF-S and 
JSSROC. 

• The merger will require disestablishing the JSSROC, a USSOUTHCOM 
component, and moving the personnel and systems to JIATF-S, an interagency 
organization under USSOUTHCOM's OPCON. This will improve mission 
effectiveness and efficiency, as well as supporting air bridge denial efforts. 

• PDASD(SOLIC) requested the Director, Joint Staff, concurrence in the 
Department's proposed response. The reply, which endorses this initiative, has 
been forwarded via separate correspondence. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Copy to: 
PDASD(SOLIC) 

11-L-0559/0SD15076 U0853t · '/0; 



TAB 

May 13, 2003 11:02 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT: SOUTHCOM Cable 

What do you think about this cable from Hill? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL Cable P R 0813182 MAY 03 

OHIL<Jh 
O;ilJOJ-(1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ .. _· _::_. __ -__ _ 

Tab 
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'./ •** UNCLASSIFIED •** 

This Message Has Been Altered *'**** 

PTTUZYUW RUMIAAA7229 1281359-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 
ZNR UUUUU 
PR 08131SZ MAY 03 
FM CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL 
TO SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
INFO DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC 
DIR ONDCP WASHINGTON DC 
SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//DEPtrI'Y/DASD-CN// 
CJCS WASHINGTON DC 
VCJCS WASHINGTON DC 
CDR USNORTHCOM 
CSA WASHINGTON DC 
CNO WASHINGTON DC 
COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN HO WASHINGTON DC 
CCR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//SCCC// 

UNCI..AS PERSONAL FOR 

SUBJ:JIATF-S AND JSSROC MERGER 

Page ; -~.f :2. 

S:CJ-

GENERAL JAMES T. HILL, COMMANDER, USSOUTHCOM, SENDS PERSONAL FOR 
HONORABLE DONALD RUMSFELD, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; INFO HONORABLE TOM 
RIDGE, SECHLS; HONORABLE JOHN WALTERS, DIR ONDCP; HONORABLE PAUL 
WOLFOWITZ, DEPSECDEF; MR. ANDRE HOLLIS, DASD-CN; GBNERAL MYBRS, CJCS; 
GENERAL PACE, VCJCS; GENERAL EBERHART, CDR USNORTHCOH; GENERAL 
SHINSEKI, CSA; ADMIRAL CLARK, CNO; ADMIRAL COLLINS, CMDT COGARD: MR. 
WILLIAM SIMPKINS, ACTING DEA ADMINISTRATOR . 
RMKS/1. MR. SECRETARY, I BELIEVE WE SHOULD MERGE THE JOINT SOtrrHERN 
SURVEILLANCE RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS CENTER {JSSROC) INTO JOINT 
INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE SOUTH (JIATP-SI TO INCREASE THE EFFICIBNCY AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COUNTER NARCO-TERRORISM (CNT) AND COUNTER-ILLICIT 
TRAFFICKING OPERATIONS {CITO) IN MY AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY IAOR). 
2. CURRENTLY, JSSRQC DEVELOPS OUR COMMON OPERATING PICTURE (COP) AND 
CONDUCTS DETECTION AND MONITORING (DU!) AND COMMAND AND CONTROL (C.tl 
IN SUPPORT OF CNT, CITO, INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE AND 
RECONNAISSANCE, AND CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS. JIATF-S CONDUCTS Df.M AND 
INTERDICTION OPERATIONS USING THE COP DEVELOPED FROM SOURCES ACROSS 
THE AOR. APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF JSSRDC'S MlSSION DIRECTLY 
SUPPORTS JIATF-S. THE OTHER 30 PERCENT SUPPORTS PURE DOD MISSIONS, 
INCLUDING AIR DEFENSE OF GUANTANAMO, TACTICAL CONTROL OF SPECIAL 
RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS, AND PASSING AIR TRACKS OF INTEREST TO THE 
SOUTH-EAST AIR DEFENSE SECTOR IN RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. ALL OF THESE 
MISSIONS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A CONSOLIDATED ORGANIZATION. 
3. AS THE LEAD AGENCY IN THE PROGRAM TO RESTART AIR BRIDGE DENIAL 
(ABD) IN COLOMBIA AND EVENTUALLY PERU, THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OSD - SECDEF CABLE DISTRIBUTION: 

SECDEF)<: / 
C&D: -----
USDP:_~c~-
USDI : __ 7_-"'---

DEPSEC: 
CCD: I" 
DIA: 
PER SEC: 

*** 

/ SPL ASST: 
CABLE CH: 

OTHER: 
COMM: 

UNCLASSIFIED 

/ EXECSEC: 
FILE, 

••• 
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*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 
This Message Has Been Altered 

Page 2 of 2 

:i'.EQDIRES A MORE ROBUST C2 STRUCTURE AT JIATF-S. NEAR-TERM 
EFFICIENCIES IN COMBINED MANPOWER WILL BE APPLIED TO JIATF-S 
EXECUTION GF ABD. I HAVE ALREADY TAKEN INITIAL STEPS TO TRANSFER 
?ERSONNEL FROM JSSROC FOR PROGRAM START-UP. ADDITIONAL MANPOWER 
SFFICIENCIES ARE EXPECTED, BUT I INTEND TO RUN THE CONSOLIDATED 
MISSI•JN FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE YEAR BEFORE DIRECTING A U.S. ARMY 
MANPOWER ANALYSIS AGENCY (USAMAA) STUDY TO DOCUMENT THOSE 
EFFICIENCIES. 
~- EXISTING RESOURCES FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
COUNTER-NARCOTICS (DASD-CN) AND THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY WILL 
SUPPORT THE COST OF THIS MERGER. OUT-YEAR DASD-CN FUNDING SAVINGS 
MA.{ ALSO BE RE:ALIZED. 
5. WE WILL DOCUMENT THIS MERGER AND THE RESULTING COMMAND AND 
CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS IN OUR INPUTS TG THE DRAFT UPDATE TO THE 
NATIONAL INTERDICTION COMMAND AND CONTROL PLAN. 
6. VERY RESPECTFULLY, TOM HILL.// 

+++PERSONAL FOR+++ 
SPECIAL HANDLING $$$REQUIRED $$$ 

$$$ $$$COPY NUMBER--------$$$ 

JOINT STAFF Vl 
ACTION 
INFO CHAIRMAN DISTRIBUTION REQUIRED ( .. ) SJS-C ( *) 

SJS-C(l) NMCC:CWO(•J JSAMS(*) JSAMS UNCLAS OMS(*) 

SECDEF V2 
ACTION 
INFO SECDEF-C(l) SECDEF DISTRIBUTION REQUIRED(*) 

SECDEF-C(*l 

1 
(Ml 

1 
(Ml 

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2 
#7225 

NNNN 

*** UNCLASSIFIED **~ 
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.. 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 

% 
TAB 

Donald Rumsfeld '1l(l. 
SUBJECT: SOUTHCOM Cable 

What do you think about this cable from Hill? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 

May 13, 2003 11 :02 AM 

COR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL Cable PR 0813182 MAY 03 

DHl{:Jh 
05130:-o 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ .-_7:_· __ -__ _ 
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.-< -., *** UNCLASSIFIED ~*• 
••••• This Message Has Been Altered***** 

PTTUZYUW RUMIAAA7229 1281359-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 
ZNR uut1UU 
PR 081318Z MP.Y 03 
FM CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL 
TO SECOEF WASHINGTON DC 
INFO DEPT OF HOMELAND SECURITY WASHINGTON DC 
DIR ONDCP WASHINGTON DC 
SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//DEPUTY/DASD-CN// 
CJCS WASHINGTON DC 
VCJCS WASHINGTON DC 
CDR USNORTHCOM 
CSA WASHINGTON DC 
CNO WASHINGTON DC 
COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMIN HQ WASHINGTON DC 
CDR USSOUTHCOM MIAMI FL//SCCC// 

UNCLAS PSRSONAL FOR 

SUBJ:JIATF-S AND JSSROC MERGER 

Page t -9,f ; 2 

,•1 r,: r:;\ 
! H 

GENERAL JAMES T. HILL, COMMANDER, USSOUTHCOM, SENDS PERSONAL FOR 
HONORABLE DONALD RUMSFELD, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; INFO HONORABLE TOM 
RIDGE, SECHLS; HONORABLE JOHN WALTERS, DIR ONOCP; HONORABLE PAUL 
WOLFOWITZ, DEPSECDEF; MR. ANDRE HOLLIS, DASD-CN; GENERAL MYERS, CJCS; 
GENERAL PACE, VCJCS; GENERAL EBERHART, COR USNORTHCOM; GENERAL 
SHINSEKI, CSA; ADMIRAL CLARK, CNO; ADMIRAL COLLINS, CMDT C~; MR. 
WILLIAM SIMPKINS, ACTING DEA ADMINISTRATOR . 
RMKS/1. MR. SECRETARY, I BELIEVE WE SHOULD MERGE THE JOINT SOUTHERN 
SURVEILLANCE RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS CENTER (JSSROC) INTO JOINT 
INTERAGBNCY TASK FORCE SOUTH (JIATF-S) TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COUNTER NARCO-TERRORISM (CNT) AND COUNTER-ILLICIT 
TRAFFICKING OPERATIONS (CITO) IN MY AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY (AORI. 
2. CURRENTLY, JSSROC DEVELOPS OUR COMMON OPERATING PICTURE (COP) AND 
CONDUCTS DETECTION AND MONITORING (D&M) AND COMMAND AND CONTROL (C2) 
IN SUPPORT OF CNT, CITO, INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE AND 
RECONNAISSANCE, AND CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS. JIATF-S CONDUCTS D&M AND 
INTERDICTION OPERATIONS USING THE COP DEVELOPED FROM SOURCES ACROSS 
THE AOR. APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF JSSROC'S MISSION DIRECTLY 
SUPPORTS JIATF-S. THE OTHER 30 PERCENT SUPPORTS PURE DOD MISSIONS, 
INCLUDING AIR DEFENSE OF GUANTANAMO, TACTICAL CONTROL OF SPECIAL 
RECONNAISSANCE OPERATIONS, AND PASSING AIR TRACKS OF INTEREST TO THE 
SOUTH-EAST AIR DEFENSE SECTOR IN RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. ALL OF THESE 
MISSIONS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A CONSOLIDATED ORGANIZATION. 
3 . AS THB LEAD AGENCY IN THE PROGRAM TO RESTART AIR BRIDGE DENIAL 
{ABO) IN COLOMBIA AND EVENTUALLY PERU, THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OSD - SECDEP CABLE DISTRIBUTION: 

SECDEF'x / DEPSEC: / Sl?L ASST: / EXECSEC: / 
Cr.D: CCD: / CABLE CH: FILE: 

USDP: 4 DIA: OTHER: 
USDI: PBR SEC: COMM: 

"*" UNCLASSIFIED ...... 

U O 7 O O 9 ·~· 10 3 
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*** UNCIJ).SSIFIED ••• 
This Message Has Been Altered ****'* 

Page 2 of 2 

~EQUirtES A MORE ROBUST C2 STRUCTURE AT J!ATF-5. NEAR-TERM 
EFFICIENCIES IN COMBINED MANPOWER WILL BE APPLIED TO JIATF-S 
EXECUTION OF ABO. I HAVE ALREADY TAKEN INITIAL STEPS TO TRANSFER 
?ERSONNEL FROM JSSROC FOR PROGRAM START-UP. ADDITIONAL MANPOWER 
SFFICIENCIES ARE EXPECTED, BUT I INTEND TO RUN THE CONSOLIDATED 
MISSI•JN FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE YEAR BEFORE DIRECTING A U.S. ARMY 
MANPOWER ANALYSIS AGENCY (USAMAA) STUDY TO DOCUMENT THOSE 
EFFICIENCIES. 
4. EXISTING RESOURCES FROM DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
:01JNTER-NARCOTICS (DASD-CN) AND THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY WILL 
SUPPORT THE COST OF THIS MERGER. OUT-YEAR DASD-CN FUNDING SAVINGS 
MA"l ALSO BE REALIZED. 
5. WE WILL DOCUMENT THIS MERGER AND THE RESULTING COMMAND AND 
CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS IN OUR INPUTS TO THE DRAFT UPDATE TO THE 
NATIONAL INTERDICTION COMMAND J\RO CONTROL PLAN. 
6. VERY RESPECTFULLY, TOM HILL.// 
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.~J FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Secretary of Defense 

Marc Thiessen 

Ruth Wedgewood Column 

May 30, 2003, 10:15 AM 

In case you missed it, thought you would want to see this piece Ruth 

Wedgewood had in the Wall Street Journal on the legality of interdicting North 

Korean arms shipments. 

U08537 1/0; 
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1.NAL. OPINION THURSDAY, MAY 29, 2003 

Rule of Law/ By Ruth Wedgwood 

Self-Defense, Pirates and Contraba11d 
In a muttered aside at recent Chinese

hosted talks, North Korean negotiators boasted 
that they may "transfer" reprocessed pluto
nium fuel rods and nuclear devices to willing 
bidders abroad. Undeterred by growing interna
tional censure, Kim Jong Il's actions threaten 
to leave North Korean nuclear (ootprints across 
the globe. 

The plutonium auction is only the latest mis
adventure in Pyongyang's deadly black-market 
baz.aar. North Korea has recently been pioneer
ing "take out" Scuds, some of which were discov
ered in December on a flagless North Korean 
ship by a Spanish patrol boat in the Arabian Sea. 
At the time, the U.S. interceded to release the 
goods to President Saleh of Yemen. It's time for 
Washington to rethink this logic. 

Arms-control treaties traditionally assume 
best-case scenarios-with trust in the honorable 
intentions of the signers and the binding gaze of 
the world community. The treaties are light on 
remedies for noncompliance or withdrawal, 
other than the tender attentions of the U.N. Secu
rity Council. But in these days of difficult Secu
rity Council relationships, there is greater cause 
for concern. The prospect of action by the coun
cil may not be a credible deterrent. 

The challenge, then, is how to restrict Kim 
Jong n·s ability to move dangerous Items into 
the hands of other rogue regimes and private 
bidders. Having caught one illicit cargo vessel, 
there can be little doubt that others have slipped 
through. 

* * * 
Ail countries enjoy the right to navigate 

freely on the high seas and the right of "innocent 
passage" for lawful commerce, even when sail
ing through another state's close-to-shore territo
rial waters. But that doesn't extend to interna
tionally forbidden cargo, not to mention the kind 
of cargo that poses a security threat. Coastline 
countries can police their own 12-mile territorial 
waters-plus a 12-mile contiguous zone beyond
and that does offer some protection. 

Still, there are distinct limits to "just in time" 
policing. Even a satellite-rich Intelligence sys
tem is challenged in tracking a tramp steamer's 
midnight dashes into port. Maintaining a mari
time embargo off the North Korean coast
Nampo and Haeju in the west, and Chongjin and 
Wonsan in the east-is the only effective way to 
monitor North Korean shipping. Call it the mart, 
ner's version of "launch-phase" interception. 

Forty years ago, it was a "defensive quaran
tine" that did the trick for John F. Kennedy in 
fending off Khrushchev's recklessness in the Cu
ban missile crisis. JFK announced that U.S. pa
trols would stop any Soviet vessels carrying in
termediate-range mlssiles into Cuba. He drew a 
line in the Atlantic sand, and made clear that 
orders to stand by for inspection would be en
forced once ships passed the demarcation. As it 
happened, Khrushchev turned the ships around. 

Kennedy did the right thing: A Soviet launch 
pad 90 miles from Miami would have destabi-

1 It is lawful to · interdict Nortlt J 1 

Korea's arms shipments. ~ 
lized the hemisphere, shortened the time for stra
tegic decisions, and Imperiled millions. North 
Korea's challenge is not dissimilar. Pyongyang 
does not merely threaten Japan or South Korea: 
Its cash-and-tarry sales C'.Ould result In the distri
bution of plutonium to terrorist networks that 
attack without warning, Including in the U.S. 

Kennedy's quarantine was not done under a 
Security Council resolution-a Russian veto 
would have barred the door. He stopped Soviet 
ships not because any Russian war plan was 
unspooling, but to prevent an adversary from 
multiplying Its capability. This was a reaJ life 
version of pre~emptive force. The same should 
apply to the North Korean nuclear pawn shop 
and the known objectives of its customers. It 
would be a mistake to wait for the attack.. 

U.S. Ambassador John Negroponte has al
ready presented the Security Council with proof 
of Pyongyang's defiant disregard and rapid esca
latory steps-the expulsion of nuclear inspec
tors, the broken seals on thousands of fuel rods, 
and the restarting of the Yongbyon reactor. 
North Korea denounced the nuclear non-proltfer
ation treaty, and has been flouting Security Coun
cil Resolution 1373, signed on Sept. 28, 2001, 
which binds states to prevent aid or assistance 
to terrorist networks. Any abetting act, whether 
providing tntelllgence, asyJwn, or war materiel, 
is forbidden. North Korea's behavior is at best 
promgate, at worst premeditated. 

The U.S. now has a few distinct options for 
how to proceed with North Korea. We could 
(France Willing) seek a new Security Council 
resolution imposing an inspection regime on all 
North Korean shipping. China could abstain in 
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the vote, :t'et still cooperatively sideline North 
Korean rall traffic for "routine" customs lnspec
tions when ghost trains cross over the northern 
boundary. Joint Chinese-American maritime 
and air patrols in the Yellow Sea could give new 
Chinese leader Hu Jintao a chance to boast how 
major powers may act together. 

Yet if council action should prove unavail
able, there are other options for the U.S. In the 
short term. allies may be willing to delegate 
some targeted powers of inspection in their terri
torial waters and adjoining customs enforce
ment zones, or to conduct joint patrols with the 
world's largest blue-water navy. The Interna
tional Maritime Organization can be asked to 
crack down on "flag laundering." Cash-hungry 
countries should not be permitted to lease their 
flags to notorious customers. A ship that flies a 
false nag, or no flag at all, may qualify for 
piratical status. Any false cargo manifest also 
warrants seizure of the cargo, at least until its 
status Is adj11dtcated. 

The idea of "contraband" has power here. 
The antique term refers to war supplies bound 
for belligerents, including non-state actors, such 
as ammunition, guns, and in an older lime, 
ships' timbers. The right of states at war to 
"visit and search" for contraband applied even 
to the search of neutral ships, sailing on the 
open seas. It may be worth adapting the idea of 
contraband to the circumstances-permitting 
visit and search even on the high seas where 
there is reasonable suspicion. Weapons of mass 
destruction are certainly war materiel. 

* * * 
This is a case where diplomacy and self-inter

est may carry the day. As President Bush's re
cent meeting with Japanese Prime Minister Ju, 
nichiro Koizumi made clear, North Korea's 
neighbors have plenty of interest in protecting 
themselves against Kim Jong .II. China, Russia, 
Japan, and South Korea an should be willing to 
help contain North Korea's threat. 

But America's interest is, ultimately, 
broader. We must keep North Korea from provid
ing one-stop-shopping for global spoilers, espe
cially non-state networks. The Kennedy-Bush 
doctrine of preventive and proportionate force 
may need to be adapted to a new world of danger
ous cargoes. 

Ms. Wedgwood, a professor of intenwtimw.l 
law ancl diplomacy at Johns Hopkms, is a member 
of the Def e11se Policy Board. 
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May 14, 2003 2:13 PM qj 

TO: Gen. Pace 

CC: LTG Craddock 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "' 

SUBJECT: SPAW AR 

What was the SP AW AR matter Senator Hollings was t.alking about? What do 

they do? He said there is no government money in it. It would surprise me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051403-11 
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Please respond by __ 5_..._/_~ __ ,_l> 3 __ _ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

.. .. . ,, 
I I ,l 

INFO MEMO 
CM-979-03 
4 Juue 2003 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE t,/'( 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC,(J"' 
SUBJECT: Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAW AR) 

• In response to your questions (TAB A), the following is provided. SPAW AR is one of 
three naval acquisition systems commands; the other two being Naval Sea Systems 
Command (NA VSEA) and Naval Air Systems Command (NA VAIR). SP AW AR 
Systems Center Charleston (SSCC), SC, was formally established in 1994 as the result of 
the Base Realigrunent and Closure (BRAC '93) consolidation of the Navy's East Coast 
C4ISR Engineering Field Activities. SSCC reports to SPAW AR headquarters which is 
located in San Diego, CA. Today, SSCC is a leading Joint C4ISR Systems Engineering 
Center developing and supporting systems for all DOD services, major combatant 
commands and many federal agencies. 

• As a working capital fund organization, SSCC does not receive direct annual 
appropriations, but instead supports operations by charging customer activities for work 
performed. The command's performance is measured by cost effectiveness and by 
delivering high-quality integrated and tested products and services to the warfighter in a 
rapid fashion. 

• There is no truth to the rumor that SP AW AR is moving. In a recent periodic meeting of 
the senior SPAW AR leadership, the topic of "alignment," (pertaining to mission, 
services and facilities) was addressed in view of how to better support the joint warfighter 
and achieve efficiencies. During the discussions, alignment options were brainstormed 
and information was requested, including costs, if any SP AW AR System Centers were to 
be realigned or moved. No formal studies were initiated. SPAW AR Systems Center 
Charleston is a new, state-of-the-art, growing, vibrant, world-class facility providing 
leading-edge joint C4ISR solutions to DOD and federal agencies. Funds available for 
execution in FY02 were in excess of S2B. 

• Pertinent excerpts from Senator Hollings' testimony comments are enclosed (TABB). 

COORDINATION: TABC 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TG Joseph K. Kellogg, USA; DJ-6) .... (b_)(_6) _ ___, 
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TO: Gen. Pace 

CC: L TG Craddock 
Powell Moore 

TABA 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld °" 
SUBJECT: SPA WAR 

May 14, 2003 2:13 PM 

What was the SPAW AR matter Senator Hollings was talking about? What do 

they do? He said there is no government money in it. It would surprise me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
DS1"'°3-l I 
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Please respond by ___ s ..... 1_~-..L-j_n 3 __ _ 
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FOCH TRANSCRIPTS 
Congressional Hearings 
May 14, 2003 

TABB 

Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense Holds 
Hearing on FY2004 Appropriations 

-------------- text removed------_-----------

STEVENS: 
Senator Hollings? 

HOLLINGS: 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Secretary, I have supported you before you became popular. 
(LAUGHTER) 
And the jointness that I have in what we call SPA WAR down in Charleston, South 

Carolina. I want you to see that. That's a Rumsfeld operation and I want you to come and 
visit it. 

----------------- text removed---------------

STEVENS: 
Thank you very much. 
Senator Byrd? 
Senator Hollings? 

HOLLINGS: 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

HOLLINGS; 
Mr. Secretary, that's an outstanding statement, and I congratulate you on bringing 

Defense into the new century. 
What happens -- and the reason I take the committee's time here to ask about this little 

installation do"'11 in Charleston, back in '92 at the base realignment and closure, there 
was one thing that both George Bush Sr. Clinton could agree on, and that was we are not 
going to close the Portsmouth navy yard. I mean, we got the run up there in that primary. 

So they closed Charleston (Naval Base] which had won all the navalies (ph) and 
everything else. 

But at the time, I had debated and argued to have Navalex (ph) that you would 
remember as a former secretary back in the '70s, and Navalex (ph) was combined into 
SP AW AR. They combined for Pawtuckett, Mary]and, Nebraska Avenue, where 
Secretary Ridge is right now, on Nebraska Avenue, Norfolk, and Charleston. 

And the reason for the question, of course, a comment is an admiral now has asked for 
a study to find what the cost of moving it. I hope we get that study, because Bruce Allen 

TabB 
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(ph) [Booze Allen (Hamilton)], [for] the secretary of the Navy, has just completed [a] 
cost-efficiency study of 15 navy engineering centers and have found that the SPAW AR 
facility down in Charleston was ranked number one in overall efficiencies, so it's a 
jointness. 

We don't receive appropriated funds. What we do is we design, build, test, and support 
computer command and control systems. And a bunch of little small contractors, and 
since the big Navy yard has closed, the rent is cheap, they love it down there. 

HOLLINGS: 
And they've got room to move and expand, and they serve Anny, Navy, Air, and 

Marines, but they serve the White House, the Secret Service, the FAA and everything 
else. It's all contract. It's the jointness that Secretary Rurnsfeld is insisting on. 

And if you could come visit us down there, you'll see it, and I think you can use that as 
an example of succeeding in this jointness effort. 

------------------ text removed -----------------

List of Speakers 
U.S. SENATOR TED STEVENS (R-AK) SUBCOMMIITEE CHAIRMAN 
U.S. SENATOR THAD COCHRAN (R-MS) 
U.S. SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER (R-PA) 
U.S. SENATOR PETE V. OOMENICI (R-NM) 
U.S. SENA TOR CHRISTOPHER (KIT) BOND (R-MO) 
U.S. SENATOR MITCH MCCONNELL(R-KY) 
U.S. SENATOR RICHARD C. SHELBY (R-AL) 
U.S. SENATOR JUDD GREGG (R-NH) 
U.S. SENATOR KAY BAlLEY HUTCHISON (R-TX) 
U.S. SENATOR CONRAD BURNS (R-MT) 
U.S. SENATOR DANIEL K. INOUYE (D-HI) RANK.ING MEMBER 
U.S. SENATOR ERNEST F. HOLLINGS (D-SC) 
U.S. SENATOR ROBERT C. BYRD (D-WV) 
U.S. SENATOR PATRICK LEAHY (D-VT) 
U.S. SENATOR TOM HARKIN (D-IA) 
U.S. SENATOR BYRON DORGAN (D-ND) 
U.S. SENATOR RICHARD DURBIN (D-IL) 
U.S. SENATOR HARRY REID (D-NV) 
U.S. SENATOR DIANNE FEINSTEIN (D-CA) 
WITNESSES: 
DEFENSE SECRETARY DONALD H. RUMSFELD 
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF VICE CHAIRMAN GEN. PETER PACE 
DOV ZAKHEIM, UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE AND COMPTROLLER 
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TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

CAPT Mark Compton EA, Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command 22 May 03 

CAPT Nancy Deitch C.O., SPAWAR Systems 
Center Charleston 22 May 03 

TabC 
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Snowflake 

TABA 

May 19, 2003 7:14 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1fl-
SUBJECT: Cruise Missile Errors 

I would like a report as to why those cruise missiles landed in Turkey and how 

often that happens. We have to keep that in mind if we are going to be firing over 

friendly countries. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051903-2 
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Please respond by __ t1-· u>_ ..... _-J_·__:.,_-___ _ 
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SnawHake 

TO: Powell Moore 

CC: Pete Geren 

FROM: 

Under Secretaries 
Service Secretaries 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Help from Congress 

~t,/'1 
-.Jmre"o, 2003 

When I was with Congressman Tom DeLay last week, the Majority Leader of the 

Congress, he indicated that Members of Congress are eager to help us. They want 

to do things for us. We need to give them materials and talking points or ways 

they can be helpful. They can be our echo chamber. 

He said if we send things to him, he can help disburse them to the right people, so 

they better understand what we are doing, why we are doing it and how we are 

doing it, and can answer knowledgeably when asked. 

Please get back to me, and tell me how you propose we fill that need. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060603-32 
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Please respond by ---(#-'-/_2.--o_+/_.:J_3 __ 
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June 6, 2003 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J2 A 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Media 

Attached is some material on what is taking place with respect to our media effort 

in Iraq. 

Attach. 
616103 "Talking Points on Iraqi Media" 

DHR:dh 
060603-30 
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SECDEF HAS SEEN 
JUN - 6 2003 

Talking Points on Iraqi Media 

k>J°UNE: 2003 
~: ID A/I~ 

( f.X.c..D Lil 1/ /lJ"-F'k 

• We must do better in countering the growing disenchantment among the Iraqi people 
with Coalition efforts to reestablish order. Iranian influence efforts through television 
and radio broadcasting must also be neutralized if we are to succeed. 

• There is a perception by some that the Coalition provisional authority (CPA) does not 
have the means to carry its message to the Iraqi people, but content is the greater 
need. 

• These are the facts: 

Seven TV ground stations are up, covering its two largest cities and 40% of Iraq. 
There is almost complete coverage by radio; short wave is countrywide; AM 
covers most of the country; FM is currently limited because of range and power. 

.,,,.....- • Three Coalition newspapers are on the streets, and are sold out on a daily basis. 
/ • DoD has hired 300 Iraqis to work on radio and TV projects. Bureaus have been set 
/ up in Baghdad, Basra, and Irbil (in the North). Two to five hours a day of TV 

programming is being generated. 
,,. • Satellite links are being installed in nine locations throughout the country. 

// Programming can be generated from inside Iraq, from the US, or from other 

/ 
I 

sources. 
• General Franks' people and DoD contractors are distributing 50,000 AM/FM short 

wave radios to rural areas and 20,000 direct broadcast satellite radios countrywide. 

,./ . We are putting the necessary infrastructure in place, and we are making steady 
progress, but we need to accelerate our efforts. 

• The Deputies Committee is looking at four areas: ~-_____, 
• Redoubling efforts to ensure that our contractors have electrical power, and 

physical and site protection as they go about extending quality radio and TV 
coverage throughout the country. 

• Providing more high quality TV and radio programming through US domestic 
sourcing and purchase of existing Arabic language programming. 

• Adequate funding to allow an acceleration of these efforts. 
• A replacement for Margaret Tutwiler~Jerry Bremer has enough to do. 

• We can fiddle around the edges by jamming terrestrial Iranian broadcasts and not 
licensing hostile groups, but in the end we have to have superior progranuning
tailored to each region, and ultimately created by Iraqis for Iraqis. 

11-L-0559/0SD15097 
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Snowflake 

TO: Rich Haver 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Beverly Deane Shaver 

~~/1 
~2003 

Here is a note from Beverly Shaver. Would you please take a look at it and tell 

me what you think I ought to do. Then we'll get going on it again. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/2/03 Shaver ltr and materials to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
060603-28 
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Please respond by __ &_-+f_w_____,,1-J_a_2> __ _ 
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RECEIVED 
JUN - 2 20i1~ • ,. ,.P 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Clo l{b)(6) 

DearRwnmy: 

May 29, 2003 

S£C0Ef HAS SEEN 
JUN - 6 2GG3 

Since before 9/11, I have been planning to write you, but naively have been waiting until 
things cooled down a bit in your schedule. It is obvious that that isn't going to happen. I 
am hoping that, along with the many other demands for your attention, you can give this 
some serious consideration. 

I know you are aware that I am less than satisfied with the USG's efforts to determine 
that fate of Jim Deane. I have received sympathy, but little substantive cooperation from 
the DPMO in several areas I have brought to their attention. I have been so grateful for 
your generous help in the past, but I now seem to have no other recourse than to ask for 
your help again. 

I certainly am not in a position to have all the answers, but I can identify at least three 
things t.hat t.he USG could and should do to resolve Jim's case. In each of these areas, I 
have sought help on the agency level without success. These areas are: 

1. Colonel Xu Junping, director of the U.S. liaison office in the Foreign Affairs Office 
of the Chinese Ministry of Defense, who defected to the U.S. in March 2001, has not, 
to my knowledge, been questioned regarding Jim Deane. Five months previous to this 
defection, his direct superior.General Zhan Maohai, Director of the Foreign Affairs 
Office in the Defense Ministry, received Ambassador Prueher's request for 
information on the Deane case (enclosed) and promised a response. Surely, Xu, as 
the US liaison head would have involved in preparing such a response, and should 
have knowledge of what information the Chinese are holding . 

I asked DASD Jerry Jennings at the DPMO last summer to have Xu interrogated, but 
he denied having any knowledge whatsoever of this defector. I don' t believe it is too 
much to ask that Xu be interrogated on this matter, with copies of the original 
intelligence reports to jog his memory. He could have not only some of the answers 
regarding Jim, but possibly all of the answers. ls there any way you can make this 
happen? 

2 .The DPMO and/or other agencies have failed to follow-up on the considerable new 
information I brought them after my two trips to China in 1999 and 2000 (see 

attached letter to DASO Bob Jones). After I supplied names and contact information 
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of those who identified the Chinese pilot and confirmed that two prisoners were 
indeed taken from the P4M, there was absolutely no action taken by the USG on any 
of it. Is there any reason why the intelligence resources of the USG can't be used to 
follow-up? 

While I support the DPMO's excavation efforts to repatriate remains, I fail to 
understand it virtually ignoring what needs to be done in a "last known alive" case, a 
case that conceivably could result in a live prisoner. 

3. The CIA should go back to its pre-computer age files and come up with its 
information on this case. I know that they did a search at your and James Woolsey's 
request in the early 1990's. Nevertheless their fingerprints are all over it in the copies 
of the intelligence reports they received and in the comments of Samuel Klaus 
(memos enclosed). Almost every former intelligence person I interviewed in the last 
10 years believes that the CIA, more than ONl, would have been responsible for 
monitoring what became of the two prisoners. The CIA has so far come up with 
absolutely nothing. They should be asked to look again. 

Knowing that you probably do not have in your present office any of the documents I 
have sent in the past, I am enclosing a few pertinent ones, marked for your convenience. 
Please let me know if you need anything else. 

I could not help but react with some bitterness by the use of the word "closure'' in some 
of the televised Memorial Day speeches. There is no lack of closure more terrible than 
not even knowing whether someone is alive or dead. Jim Deane just deserved better than 
this. 

I am desperately hoping that sometime during your tenancy in the Pentagon, that I can 
have that closure. Can you help? 

Encl.. 

Contact info: 

Until Ju ... lY....,..2.,....1 : __ ....., 

!(b)(6) 

After Ju..,.tv .... 2 ... 1.,....: __ .... 
1(b )(6) l(b)(6) 

clo . 

Regards to all the Rwnsfelds, 

~ 
Beverly Deane Shaver 
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SYNOPSIS 

P4M Shootdown Incident of August 22/23.1956 

Ltjg. James Brayton Deane, Jr., USN (#536882/1310) was the co-pilot of a P~M Martin 
Mercator electronic countermeasure plane shot down off the coast of Shanghai August 22 (23 Far 
East time), 1956. The plane was deployed from VQ·l (ECMRON ONE) squadron based in 
Iwakuni. Japan, carried a crew of 16, and bad a Navy bureau number of 124362. 

While flying a course to the south. the plane reported at 00: 19 August 23, 1956 local Far East 
time, an emergency message that it was "under attack by aircraft". Newspaper reports noted the 
shootdown involved one Mig 15 and two Mig 17s, and that ''life rafts" were seen jettisoning from 
the tail of the plane as it flew off in a southeasterly direction. 

On August 24, 1956 search and rescue by the US 7th fleet recovered debris from the plane and 
one body. A second body was found several days later. Subsequent investigation concluded that 
the plane bad crashed into the sea in the vicinity of latitude 30-23 North, longitude 122·53 with 
great impact. 

The People's Republic of China announced attacking over Huang tse Island a plane, presumed 10 

be Chinese Nationalist, which had intruded over Ma•an Island. Both islands are part of the 
Choushan archipelas;o about 30 miles off the coast of Shanghai. The Chinese reported that the 
plane flew offiD a southeasterly direct.ion. A week or so later, the Chinese recovered two 
additional bodies, those of ATI William F. Haskins and AT3 Jack.A. Curtis, off the shore of 
Chousban T'ao Island and returned them to the U.S. via the British Charge d' Affaires in Beijing. 
The remaining twelvo crew members, intluding Lt jg Deane, were held in a missing status for 
one year, and were presumed deceased August 31, 1957. 

A Naval Court of Inquiry concluded that the plane was probably off course to the west due to a 
navigational error wiavoidable beawse of weather conditions, topography of the local coast, and 
limitations on the plane's oavigationa1 capabilities imposed by the nature of the mission. 

In 1992, the newly discovered and declassified files of Samuel Klaus, Office of the Legal 
Advisor, U.S. Department of State, brought to light many documents concerning similar incidents 
during the Korean and Cold Wars. Among these docwnents were a series of intelligence reports 
indicating that: 

I. Three survivors of the P4M were picked up by a Chinese patrol boat Number 4 of the 
Chang·tu Island detaclunent of the Choushan Islands garrison and taken to a local hospital at 
Cheng~hai. One died, one was severely injured, and the other slightly injured. The rescue 
occurred approximately 35 minutes after the shootdown. The remains of three other bodies 
recovered were cremated on Chang-tu Shan Island, and believed sent to Chen•hai. 

2. Subsequently on September 15 (or I"?), 1956 the two remaining survivors were 
admitted to Paoting (Baoding) Army Hospital's third ward (NR}. Both were recovering. The one 
most severely injured was the taUer oftbe two. Both had been questioned to a limited extent. 
Their presence at the ho~-pital was a closely guarded secret, and the identities were not known. 
They were discharged November 26th, 1956 and transferred to Wan Ping where they were under 
surveillance of the Inspector General (Toku Satsucho). 

3. The two prisoners were housed in the quarters of Tsai Mao, Chief of Public 
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Information. Ministry of Social Welfare at WanPing prison, 40 kilometers south of Beijing. The 
taller one, described as the ''crew leader" was identified by U.S. intelligence from the physical 
dest.ription (tall, not hairy, raised cheekbones, letter ''I" on notebook, doesn't speak much, well· 
built, brown hair), as Lt. jg Deane. The shorter one was identified as either A02 Warren Edgar 
Caron or AT2 Leonard Strykowsky. 

4. On April 10, 1957 Ltjg Deane was moved to the quarters of Ch'eng Lung, Assistant 
Chief of the Public Security Department in Peking (Beijing). A military hearing was held in mid· 
April. Lt. jg Deane was reported in this last location as late as December l 95 7. The other 
prisoner remained at the quarters of Tsai Mao, and later was "employed" at the Sheng-Lung 
Corporation in Shanghai. 

5. Although Klaus' file contain no later reports, his conversation memos as late as April 
195 g indicate that be was still receiving reports of survivors of the P4M . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
In April 1999 during a visit to the PRC, Lt.jg Deane's widow, Dr. Beverly Deane Shaver, learned. 
that 

a) the name of the PRC pilot who shot down the P4M was Zhang Wen•yi. He is now 
retired in Guangzhou. 

b) A retired senior military officer of Chinese Air Defense in 1956 recalled hearing of the 
anest of two of the plane's "pilots" or crewmen after the incident.. He does not, 
however, know the disposition of the two prisoners. 
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(fu\f\ \fcC,~ ', /lS'l) SUPPLEMENT TO Af FORM 112 

.;;.;;;;,,;·,:;;.;;~ ··---- ["''°"'MO.· IR 11"6 ~? 
&nl}4t.h Air Intel 5v Sq , -".;, 
----·~-~--~~~~-- ... ~-• ··-·-- --· a -- ~~·-----~••~OM 

~= 
• 

1, Inform11.tion war. received through 
in mid-l-'eb 5?, 

T~XT1 

:?, S!nr.A '2'/ Nov 56, two mll'viv111g crew r10111':i@r!I ct t.h<.'1 dC"WnP.d I~ naval o.1.r 
cr:1.ft have bmm rnoved to tho ro:,dcl1mcu or TSAI, Moo, Chief of t'nbl1c lnform;.itio1 
Minbtlry .of Soc in}. Welfare• at wAtl-PlNO (J95Hl/1161JE). They a.re parn1H,tAd 1'rr,, 
dom nf·mcrrement hnt are net. .oillowod to meet oeyone ,1t.her til:tn the .:rnt.horit.1t1s 
corx:urr1ad. 

3~ Ph;p:iicnl 1Jo1mriptlons of tl•'!t 1,wo America.us .:.re J./.i foaow!l 1 

i a, 1/ell-built, lr.o.n o.n:I tallor than ave:rane, 
rnlscd cha<!khonea and thin lips, Oo.san't. apaak much, 
:nomo-bool~ , 

Ova 1-focP.d, 111.i ;:Hly 
Tho l,1;ttor "J" 1u,:, '>n ·,,fr, 

I 
b, ifolatively round-faced with a ruddy ccimplexlo1,, !•eit;ht l<Mt uot 

tall and !fas rather stont-lookintt. Dark he,,rded :md li'~ht. f1· .. cklo11 on hot.h :i::.cl,i 
of thl~ nose, Hma cheerful diiipo.sHlon, 

~OMMl!:H1'!: CF THE f'tiEPAllUKI Oi•'FICl·:il: 

4, Thti downtld US flaval aircraft mentioned 111 parn,:r:1r,h 2 1.'\ t.ha H.': i,,wy 
P4J1-1Q do11ned oft th11 Comm=ie t Chi!!ue e 03.!!t on 23 A 111~ 5r,. 

5 • na:'l<:d ,1n idgptr•,tn~ dala llnd liOl05 of mia.sbg : l'l!I,' M••.lllh•lr~ of th,: 
dal.'n•d FJ.~:-1\..l I tt1e eurv \ore(O••riked ,1Fer p.,ra(!ro.ph 3-ll 3flf!OIU'f. to fit. l,hfl 
de.!!crirt1.l'n of l,J11ut,.mant (.1nnl or e;ndc) {PWfl11 ?[pytpp ?JWiJf. ,Ir., 1111tl th11t 1ko 
crl.b6'd 11r.dcr rmn;:ro11h J-h f:!.t.:ii th.J dll!:mr.\ption or nHl:cr /1ff.! .,;irren 1~1,;:ir C,\!t!:l 
or AT2 f,e,11·"~J<l {u) ,HRY!'.O>ir-~l. 

r.. lnfor:~nt.lon gl.Ytin 1n ~.h'i.s r~p<'rt may also he f,.,rwll:-·.h•d tl:ro>Jr.h l~il, 
~ CMt!IL '!FE. 

. ,o ... 
I OC! It 112a 

.I 

110, .• cu ., ro,i.w U.Z•PUT ~·· I JUN .... 
W'Hlt:M Mi!i1 IH: OMO. 

. -

l'sl' ~tS/1--.- <•" 
·Captain, IISAf' 
OIC, Litdllor, S1-:e t.ion 

Ii l,lliOtl•lllll'OI. Nllllllll ... 0. l#JIU IN, D Jll!i-1~ 

-f I I 
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l"~'""o· 
IR l~00-57 

2 
6Q()4th Ai1 Intel Sv Sq 

··-······ ·---· I-·-------
Wi'Oil~~\'r 1 otl CH .','Jtl'Jl'UllO CUI:;\'/ /'IF.~1-.ilS OF TH:: DO.-ltlf.!J IJS NAVAL All!CRAl'T -·---- ..... -----... -· ... ..--------------------.. -·-------·----

SO'Jitt:E: 

1. lnforn,1tion vas receivE><l fro:n ·a .... 

2, Acr ortlinri to 1nfor11111ti on datQd. 7 114r 57 an<'l oi,ta.· 1w-.l rrom the 
nL Ll,(' r~:iidcnce of ("TS.Ar\ t\Aa-) )1 o t. o two 
lins hro~I\ h.iir. 11111 h not hairy ,am\ ho is of U\'sraue hui e l'I !IQ 

tho ~n1o1 leudnr. lloth. p1'11toners have been oxa,dnoJd by a do1• Lc,r t.wiee a 111.rnth 
11ml hhve ruceived favorahlo treatment, The s&id cre,1 leader has not yet 11n,ler
;(cn11 for111al inve.1ti11at.ion but. lu1 hu heen 1111hlllit.tlnc pererinlll notes 1.'cteltly to tl 
military suh-co1111Tt1ttee. lt appear:, that tho haarJri11 by thu 1111litacy sub-conu~it. 
tii~ w.Ul hr:e,in in mid-April, It is believed that the hearini: will not. be a 
11or,,;:il investlentio11 hut one to oht.11111 hi, ,t .... tements, It h sl\id th11t t.t,e 
nllrl,~ed ere.: leader, prOhllbly under per1:111a:,io11 hy T!:Al 1'11101 has ,t.ahcl to r:,AI 
~hRt. l,11 will te.~lde pernianently in Co1111nunisf, China lf g'iv"n l:lveHhood i:11ara11-
tei:11,' 

J, Ar,;orolinr. to hlr"rm.,t.ion dat.tod 16 '-kr S"", th" all._•,:ml r.rl'.r fonrler is 
i.~1 ,1!''1!~ Lu h!! ah,1,1t JB or Jll .ve~rs old, Tho ot.httr prbonor nuems fivit c,r .dr. 
:,·;:,rs .1·cu11:•.er \.hrrn tr.e allep;od crell leaner, On ;i.hout 10 April, the aller;cd 
c ni·,: lt-,,,:,.r i~ ei:pec:ted to movt1 to the reslrle11ce or CHF.li i..unr., lr>C'lt.ed i:-i the 
,mt ::1, ~ r ts or FCI-f'i 1-!G (3q5r,N/ll624E), hocan.,ie or the henrin1: hl' th~ :11il ! tar;, 
!qh-~u.~nilL~t!. 1\9 for th~ other prls,•ner, it appurs thU. lie w11,l re,~niri at. Lh.
r'l,•lrle nr. ~ of 'f:iA 1 H.:i o for ! t:lt~e time, 

c ct HI-.-, i":' c; · nr.-: h,£b\iUNO o,nc ;;;i: ··-·. ~· ·-~ ... - ... --~ ··--- ... --+ -~--.-- .. -4 ...... ,_ .. 

l, lnfor11111t!on on r,iport'!rlly 511rvtvJnr, niemher, or tho •fawnec:I !I~ ;iaval 
Ft,J,; .. 1( nircr..fl Ms been reported in prtiv1ou!! l\r<JLth Al'iS Ut ll7f, .. ~'-'· 

'•. lni'ori.ntion 1n this rP.pnrt hn:i hoon forw•.rrl~d tl,ronr,h O!II, cc:.-;.r;,1·N;;, 

,,, Thls rl.l[lC'rt sat.bfic:i H:AF :;;u 10-E--E--H. 

'7. t.: ..-,or,l :!.nil. tc<, were provided hy the Preparing OCficer, 

fil ~'1,.l(('S i,.-r ,0,111111 m ,,l~l ll l J~lil .... 
w,11C.tl .M_.'I' I( 1,p,-1 D 

~.....;>~.~ 
:.~ HEJffiY D. Ci!:W. '11-.,, Jt;.+.f

. Captain, lf:ii\F 
ore, Liai,on ~ection 

-1 I I 
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(utJ~etb(1 n1.AJ 1\\1..:li..\U':l 
:-r c..~A14Li.£L KLr\-i.l':i 1 

ii\7FL t:.t: ..:·,f T ~€ LG:: l~fl L 
,/,.l ,,,~ ,_.' 

A f) ~ it., t._,i: ' AI)c' r l t.• 

--~TlC\:n;. 
-.::Ot+F--I ;)&JI? !At--.. ----

S.UDJE1:T: :1a.vy !·lerca.tor Ca5e. 

ffiRTICIPANTS: !.\r, Klaus 
Lt. Janies C, Doyle, Jlavy JAG 

Pw-s,writ to the request by Lt, ooyle, he c.:une to see me 

this afternoon to discuss tile :·,e!"cato!" Case, I tolu hilll tbat 

I had ::.ot yet finisned readin~ tuc e.ffidavi ts wr.icii tile ile.vy 

il.!l.d i.uor.ti.tted a:id 11i1icll ilad :;ee:i coUecteJ. bJ .:!ourue.mler ;\ood. 

:Jovever, lie n.;rce<i "Ji.ti• ,:ie t1,at Ule evidence wa.11 entirel.Y 

ci re 11.l'.S ta.:: tie. l a! ::l tiia t it ;,as c lee.r tni:. t the plane, w.s off 

cot1.rse. The rec~nstruct~un of be flit;i,L IIB.li, tilerefore, a 

;c.11.tter !bi- •.1111,:,~ 11e had t.:i !"ely ,:,n c1rcu,15t.antie.l evidence, l 

suit in t:ie H::J, we shouU ;,I? sure that uur <!il"cu.r.i:;taatio.l 

evidence 1,as a::i detailetl a:-id µusi tive o.s it coulci -...e. I ti.!ere

fore t·ahed the 'lue11t!on first of possible survivors Md &econd 

of the u.se of llavy HydrograpW.c (Jffice personnel. 

!:le sa1:l. the first su:iJect '\Ills one 011 11hich ho vi!lbed tu 1 

speak to r.ie especiiilly, He shoved me a letter 11h1ch he said 

\las typical of tiione sent out b;t ttle ':lurenu of Personnel of the 

llavy tu tl:e r:ext of kin or the crev. Ile said th" letter lia.d. 

uot cleared his office and that he was sun-y it had been seot. 

The letter exp.Lai:,etl that under the statute after a year of. 

absc:1:e a ·::.ce.rt is 1:et "' +~ ,!c,-t.el'llline 11t1ether to tlecle.re the 

t<lissillg person to oe p!"eslllll8blr dead. :le hwl im::linetl to the 

f iuea the.t ve shouLl sny nothin,; e:,:i. tl:is sab,jeet until cfter 

IL. the <!1plo1,:a.tic correspomle:ice 1,as finisned. 1 told him t..haJ 
·.re 'lad P..!!.i ex9erience 1:i ti:i:; fielcl, ;>art1cu1:1.~·1:r in tile ll-50 

case lnntl also fo the .5-27 ense), arid 'lie 11aJ. tal'.en tne position 
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in the note tnat \IP. dentimled uf tne Joviet Goverruuent a clear 

statement uhetner a.ny survivors we:e beini,; neld or boJ.ies 

f.iW1d and, at the :;wne time, we claimed damages for tr,e loss 

of such !)ersonnel. I !minted out that in that case I -s 

coW1tins on the testimony of the llydrograpi1ers as to currents 

in the harbor at Vladivnstotl. In the present case the con~ 

clusions of the 111.tncsses 11no examined tue debris and bodies 

of the dead were that tne crasll was so great tnat no one coulu 

surVive it. On tne other band, I said, 11e !lad Ileen receiving l 
intelli~ence reports cu11timtousl:v to the effect tnat tnree 

creu me,ober::. 11ere being i1cld captive ny tile ,;hiuese c:ommunrnts. ----- -~-~-~ 
Mort;over, .re had not a.er.samled a return of any living persormel 

so fo.r as 1 could recall auct. u,.>ernted ou the a:mw:iytion tne.t 

all uere dead. 

Lt. Doyle said tilllt he tllought tno.t Intellii:;ence did nut 

cred.i t these reports. 

f"eVll}Ufltion instituted. 

Li th CIA, \18.8 not very 

However, he said he wou.ld bave a nev 

lie pointed out t.imt O!H, \lhich \/Ork:edl 

free in givin8 its inforrnatiun. I toldJ 

hiin that in a case lik.e this ve woUl.d nee<:! to be buttressed by 

the clearest klndd' contact and evaluation of the informers. 

lie Sf;I'eed he ~ould look into this /lla.tter further and let me kno11. 

\le also al!reed taat the diplouatic c:laira and the fimling 

of death were not necessarily related, I told him tho.~ there 

mie;ht he cor.ip11cat1.o:i.s if people vere found alive after their 

11ives had re-married out that this 118.S o constant risk. in the 

rnilita.ry services atti I recalled that fo tne Senate nearing:, on 

c.ur r.ote to tae Soviets, Seim.tor Knowland hlld taken the sarue 

pos1t10:1 and that nll tne ot.ner :;en.o.tors apparently concurreo. 

with iiiu. The ~tatuto.!"y findb;_; of death iros t~erely o. means 

of stoi,pin,..; ti.e 1myme:tt <'if sa.lnry, i.trait;llteniag out the budget 
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JJfl.)'ments etc.), However, !l,1y no1;e that 11e 11rote t,o the C[linese 

throuah the .!;dtis11 ,muld J!1Wle clea?" til!l.t 1<e expected a definite 

re; l,y fl'.'on tile t.:hine~e; and 1 st.J:'eG,·.ed tbl).t .c 1;"nculd b~ l\s 

particuu.r in assertions of fl.l.ct as we could '17e. l furtheruiore 

r,oillted out tl:Ul.t vnile tliere \lere rumors that tliree crev members ___ ......,.. ___ .,. --·-- -· --~---
!/ere alive, <If? did :lot l<now wh1ch of tlie c,ew these mignt tie and 

\le cvultl. not hold UJI n fin~l I ni; l.l.S to e.ll l~c c;re" in the 11osence 

of specific identific11tio!1 of those sui;pected of bein& alive. 

0'1 l;he second point, he 5aid that he certainly conc1.1rred 

tho.t l."e st1oulJ, if pvsoillle, €;0 to the llyd.ror,;ra.pilic ::lervice. He 

ll.~d tne debris L'tlde sowe tests but, as l ~oulJ see, they 1,ere 

11ot as elaborate as the otudies trmt could po5Sio.Ly be IU1J.de o:.' 

the :::,,lrogr\!.pnic .'..:!no lee. 

I:Jlter hi!' ..:rune uacll ancl. sai.i tna.t he ilacl. nddit1011al copies 

of the affidavits of "Wh.1ch he had sent roe onl)' the orlgina.l. I 

told h1ITT I "Woulrt be pleased if he HOl.lld keep the copies since we 

1JLJ.ght need them fo.r othe.r p11rposes.. 

Suosequently, I inforeied Mr. Aylve.rd of FE or the foregoing 

in subs tacce. 
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II\ .4.. 4l REPROOUC£0 AT THE /ATIONAL ARCHIVES. 

1,1&WM1S I uOM\1&.el K\dr.c.&.0 1 __. 

°""'ec "14 ~aJ Adu1se& 
/ J)e.pT. ~ !Slatt' I 

MEMJWDUJt !2! m !!!! 
Septeaber 7, 1956. 

Re: 1a.,,- Mercator Caae, 

At tbe 1uggeat1ou ot Mr. McCon&ugb,y a.:nd Hr, ClOUg.h or CA., I called 

Admiral 8-tley thie aorDiug \Del told. bi& of -, int.i:reat 1D tile caae. Re 

eaid t.bat .ldairt.l lUley, w.o b&d taken Adat.ral Baedberg'aplace, va1 tbe DIM! 

to deal vith, I, therefore, called A.dJliral Riley im4 left a. meapge tor ll1m 

to ca.11 ae. Later I received a telephoce c&l.l trom C~er Markhaa ( Coda 131 -

74291l}, vbo Nid tb&t Ullir&l Riley b&d &led h.iJl to call ae. 

I expl&ined to C0112111Ulder Markham that ve VQuld bave to prepi.re the 

case u ve bad tbe others co. tbe baeis or ponible litigation 1U the !CJ. 

I 11&1d tb&t there wre tVD put, to the eaae. One, wa tbe d&!Bget qu!!ltion, 

and the other, retracing the flight ot the aircr&f't in the 1Aeident, OD tbe 

former, I .a.id, ve vo~ld bave to continue the practice established ill the prior 

ea.sea or gettillg figure, tor the coat of the airpl&ue {re;pl.acuent coat, if 

IJJ7, or elee actual cost) &ud replacemeut or the crn, plua 11-.rcb &Dd. re,cue 

&Dd otber daagea to the United. St.a.tea, On the incident itaelf, 111.D.ce there 

vere appuerltly no 11\U'Vivors, w irould have to reconatruct the flight aa bast 

a: ve could ¥1th & flight pl.an, poaitioll report.,, the obJecta round a.11d the 

•• currem.ts found. 1 mentioned that 1n prior cues ve had bad the help of 

Hydrogr1!pb1c Sel'Tice on tbe currats. I also se.ld that I vaa not concerned 

Yi.th the purpose or the miseion, although our right to oe 111 the general area 
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Re 1&id thf.t he would need to get belp elaewiere, 011 viU(;b I concurred, 

Be M1d tbat be Wllld keep in WU(;b. vitb •• 
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REPRODU:ED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES .• 

September 10, 1956. 

Re: laq Mercator Cue. 

I reeeived & telephoae eall troa Co-.ci.der George B. Rood. (131-79161) 

ot tbe I11tenatioaal I.av Dh'111on ot laq JAG. Be 1&14 tb&t Co-.Dcler Markham 

ot OP 61 ot Adlliral 111ley1 e ottice m.d tuned over to hia this IIIOrnin& t.be 

I 
mtter ot vorll:1.ng Yith the Departaent ot State 1n the preparation ot the 

claim 111 the Mercator Ce.ee. He ee.1d that tbe Internat1on.al Lav D1rta1on Chief 

,... nov 111 lfevport Rhode lalMd. but that a Ce.ptaiD. Powra. vho ia al.ate4 to 

&HUIII tbe poait1on ot AHUt.Amt ao. bad t.alked. to hilD., Rood., alld. told hla 

to &all: 1111!1 for a lll!IIO!'l!Uldua eett.1.ng tortb vmt ve 'llllllted the lavy to do, 

C~der 11,ooil ea1d that h• lwuelt kl:ln- nothing 1110re about the case than 

vbat be bad enn in the Jlhw Tork Ti•• but be Mid t.bata Court of I11qU1r7 ,,.. 

&etual}¥ golag oo. I a&ld that I-• eoacened that the Court. of Iaquiey 

should follow the rulee or evidence &Dd tbat VI! 1bould ban doc:1-at11 c:Gmpt,-

• 

ing vith the l'lllH or evidence oa Vhieb ve coul.4 baee assertiooe or fact pro,able 

i)I'-. 
Ji,£' an international forim, b&rr1Dg elae1r1cat1on queetione. Be aaid tbat a 

la¥7er would certainly be pre.mat at the Court of Inquiey but that Ile thought 

that a good d•l of the record vollld be high}¥ c:l&adfied aad that the caae 

might be, to that extent, conald.enblJ diftenat from the tw other cases vhich; 

I bad handled. vith the R&TJ •. 

We agreed that I would addreea the memorandum to Admiral Cheater Ward, 
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JAG JlaT.T, Attention Inteniat1orial Lav D1Tia1on. Be Aili ttat be vouJ.d send 

a cop7 to tbe Court ot InqllirJr. When tbe record 18 :received trom the Court 

of Inquir.,, he aaid\he wuld conaide:r t&k111i up Yith • the uam1ll&tion ot 

claa1itied .. te:rial. 
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MOOflAIIDUK FOB 'lBB FILE 

September 19, 1956, 

Re: lfavy Mercator Case, 

I called Colllll&Dder Rood ( 131 79161) tbia morning and asked h111l whether 

be bad received ao- memorandua. Be aaid he bad aL \. asked 11111 to wait aa he 

wanted to put ,omeone elae on the ph0.11e and theD. introduced Captain Hearne 

(t) who, be aaid, w.1 head of the section, Captain Hearns Hid be bad read 

the -.onmdl.lll and fo1111d it extremely detailed, Be said there w.a a great 

deal ot the informatiOll that vaa claeaified and be bad tried to get 1n touch 

111th Admiral RUe:, to deter1111ne bow much infonation could be given to me. 

AdJniral Rile:,, he ea.id, would not be ava.iIAble until tomorrow morni.Qg. 

I told Capta1n B11&l'?l1 that, of course, I expected aoqe of the infonm.t1on 

to be claasified but tbat as a lawyer I would have to knov the vorat as well 

as the beat to a'roid pi tfalla, et cetera., and that ve would certainly zei.pect 

securit:, clauification, Be said he noted that in Sf me1110raJldU111, I told him 

that ordinarily I would be bapp:, to go out lll;)'eelf to IIBke aure that the facts 

that C&JDe in were adequate and that the documents would not need to be returned. 

He said that there were enough JAG of1'icera in the Philippines and elsewhere 

to do the Job. I assl.ll'ed hilrl that ve needed to have complete aftidavi ts con-

ta1n1ng all t.he facts not Juat conclusions 1aod that w, vould reapect all 

c1Ass1t1cattoaa, Be aaid he appreciated IIIY" poiat very well, Be asked me 

whether he should Juat go ahead or get 1D touch v:I. th Ille after talking to 
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Subject: ~VJ Mercator Caee 

N&VJ Korea Ca•e 

Jul¥ 30, 1959 

C..ptain Beam called. Be Hked • vb&t bad hAppenecl to tM 

Navy cue 11:1 1956 that bad been pNJ)aNd tor•· At tbe IK>Mllt I 

could. not recall · vtlat be -• taUiag about, I. Hid. I vould. call 

hi• back, I then found. tbe Na-.y Mercator tile·, tbe lut eot17 ot 

vhir\ •bawd. that Lieutenaot Doyle of Captain Beam'• office vu 

goioe: to prepare a report•• to vb&t be tbougb:t tbe fact• •bowed. 1Q 

tbe -, of a caae, I recalled. that Mr. Benaleish of the Depari..nt 

of DefeoH, Mr. Aylward. and I ha4 d.ieeuHed the caae 11nd ~ I noticed. 

f1oOII tbe file that Benaleigb bad Wldertauo to tell Do;yle to -.Jr.• aoim 

1ort of report1 ~t oooe bad. been received, 

Aceordiogl7 I called Captaio B•ro be.ell: Mid told ba tb• fore

gotoe. Be expreeeed reHntaent tbat t.be State Depertaeot bad cauaecl 

tbe Jlavy to apend. 10 much ~1 prei-rtng tbe eue (bi• t1guNI JU!lpff 

tro111 $50,000 to $100,000 10 tbe courae of tbe converaatioo) an4 tbeD 

taken no action. I told. hill that w b&d not conaid.ered. tbat a caae 

va• 11114e v1tb tbe evidence eubllitted. and that l)o7le bad never preaentecl 

a caae, altbougb be bad pr<lllliHcl to do ao. C..ptain B.arn tbe11 Mid. 

that the eaaenee ot Uw caae aeeaed to be whether w would. be recogniziog 

Coamuniat China if ve aUM.. I Mid that point .bad been aettledJ tbat 

,au1og Co~i•t C},ioa or •ting d.e•oda through tbe Britiab did not 

.. lltl recogp1tioo, but before ve \Ul4ertook aa:, aucb a ction we mu.t i.ve 

• very atrong c&H. Ito aucb caae •• preaeoted b7 tbe 1'a-r,y 1D tbh 

eituatioo. Be upreHed. reeeot.meat that tbe St.ate Depart.mot aalted tbe 

lfavy to prepare a case but wuld.D't take it art.er it•• prepared, I 

aaid we could not proceed unleaa a caae vae good and the caee vae not 

atroog enougb to prove an, dolatioo of 1oteroat1011&l law by the Cl:u.oeae. 
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Be t.ben eaid tbat. tbe real purpoee •• vitb rupect tot.be ... 
Na'7' Kor- case. I told h1a I bad not been giYen t.he .ll&'f)' Korea 

caee •• oae to be prepared tor t.be ICJ. It •• IIIO' \mder1tand1Dg 

t.bat thi• C&H .... being bandled at Pana.ID.Joa. The probl- ot ,u1oa 

lfortb Korea 1111• t.beretore not involved. I dJ.4 not. -•umt t•t Pan

munJom •• a court. Be 1&id be •P'"d that it•• not a court. I 

add I uaumed tbeNttore that tbe caee did not tall 111 Jq JUl'1•dJ.ctlon. 

Be tbe&\ Hid that be 1IO\ll.d 1188\ae troll vbat I e&id that IIOtil tbe 

State Departaent uked bi.a be vow.d not ake 907 atte.pt to pNpare a 

I t.hen called Mr. M1u1bardt of tba Korean dHk. ttulbardt Mid 

tbat be could not Wld.er,t&Dd t.he i.avy•a operation• in tbia regard. 

Be would call Mr. Sandrj. ot ISi\ in tbe Depanaent ot Det&llae vbo ,,.. 

JIIOre avare ot vbat we going on and attempt to get a.o expl&ne.tlon 

tor tbe ~&VJ'• inquil')'. Be ,aid that tbe C~der in Chief in Korea 

bad expreued 41uatiatact1oo v1 th the h&nd.liog ot tnh caH both 

by the .R&vy and by the State DeJ;111rtaent, J;lllrticu.l.ArlY in rtepect to 

tbe i111&nce ot pret1 rd••••, Ae a nault, ve 1114 DOt even o'btalntcl 

a copy ot the .Laet telegrea. Mlnbardt agreed that our policy vae not. 

to brine 1uit and be vouJ.d ban Sandri explain that, Be ,aid be wUl.d 

keep me 1nt o?"llle4. 

OFFI C L USE 0"1.l' 

L:L/K:SKle.ue:J• 7/31/59 
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e. PRELIMINARY AUTOPSY AT IWAKUtH or SOOY or MATTIN 

INOICATEO DEATH BY MULTIPLE EXTREME ifNJURIES INCLUDING BROKEN 

CERVICAL VERTEBRA. LEGS PUNCTURED. METAL f"RAGMENTS WHICH 
• I • ; 

APPEARED TO BE STEEL fROM EXPLODto ·tRoJECTILE RECOVERED FROM 

LEG·WOONOS. 
. ~ 

C. REPORT Of~~~~ Of INQUIRY ~SNOT INDICATE SHRAPNEL 

F'OUNO tN BODY or PONSfORO BUT THAT DEATH CAUSED 8Y '-'ULTIPLE · 

EXTREME 1NJURIES INCLUDING Loss or. UPPER PART or HEAD. c:::::_ 
o., NO INFO HERE R( CONOITIONS 2 SOOtES RECOVERED BY 

cmc0t-1s. C:-----:.. 
E. ORIG CONCURS CRASH WAS RESULT Of ENEMY GUNrlRE AND~ 

., •• ' , · l : ." . / i' ..,..:. 
UNCONTROLLED IMPACT WITH WATER. CONCUR l~~-.!.~ ~. '" ?' ~. ""; •. 

INSUFf1Ct£NT EVIDENCE AVAILABLE ORIG TO COt-iPLETtLY RULE OUT 

POSS 18.1 LI TY or BA I LOUTS PR I OR CRASH. 
r , : :._, 

** REF" NOT H°E:LO OPNAV COt+10 o4o640R. 

Paraphr~ae not required except prior to. Category "B" OllCeypt ioc. Pbye ically 
remove ell int~rnel referencoe by date-time group prior to decleeeificetion. 

ORIGINATOR COMSEVENTHfLT 

0 .. 110 ,o,u, 2110. ,~ l•tv. a/1/n) 
Ot,t, UH OIWL I' 
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Major General Zhan Maohai 
Director, Foreign Affairs Office 
:Ministry of National Defense 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEIJING, CHINA 

November 21, 2000 

Beijing, People's R ublic of China ~.,:. 

Dear Major Ge · t~ 

THE AMBASSADOR 

Thank y, u r your offer of assistance in resolving the case of Lieutenant Juniorj 
Grade (L TJG) James Brayton Deane, which you conveyed to Ambassador John 
Holdridge in a recent meeting. L TJG Deane was a naval aviator whose P4M Martin 
Mercator disappeared off the coast of Shanghai in 1956. 

LTJG Deane's widow, Dr. Beverly Deane Shaver, has been in touch with me on 
several occasions concerning her seven-year effort to detennine her former husband's 
fate. The infonnation she has accumulated suggests that her husband might have survived 
the crash of.bis aircraft and might have been captured by the Chiilese military at a time 
when our two nations did not have diplomatic relations. Recently, the unofficial 
assistance she had been given by retired People's Liberation Azmy personnel came to a 
halt. 

I would greatly appreciate any assistance you might be able to provide in this 
case. In the course of her research. Dr. Shaver has accumulated various documents that 
might assist you in your efforts. I am enclosing copies of the doc\Ullents that she obtained 
along 'Ni.th a copy of her most recent letter to me and a copy of a letter she has drafted but 
not yet sent to President Jiang Zemin. 

The Embassy is ready to forward to Dr. Shaver any infonnation you might be able 
to provide concerning this case. Altemativel}', we would be happy to facilitate any direct 
contact you or other People's Liberation Army personnel might wish to have with her. 

Enclosures 
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Mr. Robert Jonesi Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense 

DPMO Suite #800 
1745 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

I have been asked by the U.S.Ambassador to China, Joseph W. Prueher, to send you a 
report of my own research in China on the case of my fonner husband, Lt. jg James • 
Brayton Deane, Jr., USN. Lt. jg Deane was imprisoned in China after the 1956 
shootdown of his P4M electronic reconnaissance plane off the coast of Shanghai. 

Other than the original intelligence reports which came out of the Klaus file in 1992, 
most of the material in Lt. jg Deane's file at your office crune either from me, or from 
U.S. agencies which had found responsive documents pursuant to my numerous FOIAs. 
ln general, I have shared any infonnation I've obtained with a number of your analysts. 

Last year, however, I became very discouraged with the lack of progress with, and low 
priority given to, Lt. jg Deane's case. It seemed that by far the vast majority of your 
resources were devoted to either the Cold War Russian cases, the Korean War cases, or 
the Vietnam cases. Lt.jg Deane fit into none of these groups, and was obviously slipping 
through the cracks. Although I brought my concerns to the attention of at least two of 
your predecessors, there was never any follow-up action or response to my letters or 
verbal requests .In addition, despite what I considered very strong evidence of validity 
(see attaclunent to letter to James Wold), I was told that some of your analysts considered 
the 1956-8 intelligence reports had at least a 50% chance of being fabrications. 

With the above situation in mind, I decided to approach the Chinese directly as a private 
citizen, asking for release of information on this event purely for hwnanitarian 
considerations. 1 was anxious to keep this request entirely private so that it would not be 
politicized into a Chinese-U.S. quid pro quo. My approach was two-fold: 

l. In March 1999 I had lwich in Beijing with Madame Li Xiaolin, Vice-Chainnan 
(American Affairs) of the Chinese Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, 
who agreed to forward my request for infonnation to the PRC government Mme. Li 
seemed anxious to help, and suggested my request would carry more weight if I could 
obtain support letters from U.S. government officials. Subsequently President Gerald 
R. Ford, Dr. Henry Kissinger, Senator John McCain, Senator Jon Kyl, fonner 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and Congressman John Shadegg all wrote 
letters on my behalf. 
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2. Before leaving Bejing in April 1999, I met with He Di. Vice·Chainrnm at Warburg 
Dillon React. He Di's fonner colleague at the Institute of American Studies of 
CASS(Beijing), Nui Jun, is the son•in•law of Yin Qianchen, the retired head of 
Chinese Air Defense in 1956. Yin reported to He and Nui that he remembered the 
August 1956 shootdown very well .. .i.e the location, details of the surrounding 
circumstances, etc., and especiaUy the fact that .. two of the American pilots were 
arrested". Although there was great celebration in the higher echelons of the Air 
Force, the capture of the pilots was kept in great secrecy. He did not know what 
became of the "two pilots" because that was not his department Yin also confirmed 
that the pilot credited with the shootdown was Zhang Wen yi, now retired in 
Guangzhou. Zhang was highly decorated for this shootdown and later in his military 
career became Chief of Staff of the Air Force. Zhang's brother is Zhang Wen·pu, a 
mid~level foreign ministry officer in I 956, but was later Ambassador to Canada and 
held other foreign ministry positions. 

Sometime during the sununer of 1999, Yin was interviewed again by He and Nui at my 
request for further details. During this interview be telephoned another retired senior 
military officer, and upon returning from the telephone said he was now "not sure" about 
survivors. His family does not want him interviewed again unless he is in the presence o 
the Friendship Association or other Chinese functionaries. Zhang Wen-pu has refused to 
put me or He Di in contact with his brother, and denies there were any survivors of the 
shootdown. It was obvious that I) those involved felt this was still classified and 2) that 
Yin had inadvertently spilled some sensitive information. 

J returned to Beijing in March of this year to meet again at lunch with Madame Li of the 
Friendship Association. I had written her previously asking for her Association to 
facilitate my interviewing Yin and the pilot Zhang. Contrary to her rather encouraging 
letters during the months prior to this second meeting, she told me that l must .. stop my 
investigation." She stated that, despite the support letters I had provided, information 
regarding my husband's fate was "highly classified", "top secret," and involved ''the 
national security of China". My letters and documents had been forwarded to the Foreign 
Ministry, which said it was a military matter. I am not clear whether it was the Foreign 
Ministry or the military which actually denied the request. I also asked her to deliver to 
President Jiang Zemin a letter I had drafted asking him to have the information about my 
husband declassified. She refused, saying it would do no good anyway as President Jiang 
would not (?or could not) countennand the military. I told her the only way I could see 
that this 44 year old incident would still be classified was if the PRC were still holding 
him in prison. Her answer was "I just don't know". Three weeks later, she declined to 
reiterate by letter what she had told me in Beijing. 

The following day I hired an interpreter and spent a day in the environs of Wan Ping, a. 
to\\"Il on the outskirts of southwest Beijing. Wan Ping was the site of one of the prisons 
where my husband was held (see IRs # 1176-57, 1900-57, and 6795-57). We visited five 
or six prisons, none of which were in existence in 1956, and talked with a number of 
elderly villagers, as well as historians at the Sino.Japanese war museum, all without 
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learning anything significant. We did however, interview a Public Security officer who 
had worked in the area in the late 50's. He stated that a foreigner being held for political 
(i.e. non-criminal) reasons would have been in a military facility completely off-limits to 
other citizens, who would not even have known it contained any kind of prison. It 
therefore seemed fruitless to spend any more time in Wan Ping. 

I hope this additional information will once and for an put to rest any further speculation 
by the DPMO that the 1956-1958 intelligence report were fabrications, and that Lt.jg 
DeWle's case will have the .. last known alive" priority that it has deserved and not 
received for the past seven years. I have contact numbers for the individuals above ,but 
because of the sensitive nature of the material, do not feel they should be contacted 
without consulting me first. 

I do not plan to give up until I have learned what happened to my husband, and I hope I 
will have the support of the DPMO in this endeavor. Lt.jg Deane certainly deserved no 
less. 

Sincerely, 

~\ 

Enclosures. 

Cc: President Gerald R. Ford 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger 
Mr. Donald Rwnsfeld 
Senator John McCain 
Senator Jon Kyl 
Ambassador Joseph W. Prueher 
Congressman John Shadegg 

Beverly Deane Shaver, M.D. 
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Points Supporting the Validity of the Intelligence Reports 
in the Shootdown of the P4M August 22/23/1956 

1. The reports have multiple sources. To my knowledge, the only person who has read 
the unredacted reports was an analyst from Task Force Russia, who reported to me that 
there appeared to be probably four separate sources, and he did not feel it was possible 
for one fabricator to simulate this. In addition, there were three separate intelligence 
gathering groups involved, viz.:a)a Japanese business man with Shanghai connections 
reporting to?, b) a nurse in Paoting reporting to G-2 8th Army Korea, and c)two 
sources in Peiping/WanPing reporting to the 6004th AF Air Intelligence Service 
Squadron inTokyo/Atsugi. It is inconceivable to me that there could be four separate 
fabicators who, just by chance, happened to fabricate a series of reports that agree for the 
most part in content and sequence. 

2. The physical description of Lt jg. Deane is unique. His genera] description of build, 
facial appearance, demeanor, etc. fit him well, but they could apply to others, and at least 
some of the description could have been gleaned from a photograph (sent to many Asian 
naval attaches by ONI OP 922H (Collection and Dissemination) in 1956-7. But, the 
comment in IR 1900-57 (see enclosure # 1) that "he is not hairy" could not have come 
from the photograph or the physical descriptions sent to the Far East. It had to have come 
from someone who saw him, probably with no,or few, clothes. Lt. jg Deane had less body 
hair than probably 0.1 % of caucasian men. He was exceedingly smooth-skinned without 
hair on his chest, abdomen, arms, or legs. In a word, his body hair distribution was that 
of an Asian, and it must have been striking to the Asian observer reporting. 

3. Most ON/ intelligence analysis.from the 1956-57 period fee/ these /Rs are, more likely 
than not . valid. While no one can draw a finn conclusion on this point, and the opinions 
were not unanimous, those with analytic experience who agreed to read these reports 
(many listed on enclosure# 5), made comments such as" I see nothing suggesting a 
fabrication"," certainly looks like worthwhile pursuing", etc., etc. Only two people I 
interviewed, and who read the IRS, felt they were fabrications; one because he did not 
feel the US government would abandon its men, and the other because he felt that 
everything that came out of the 6004th was a fabrication. Both these points have been 
refuted by many . 

4. It is quite apparent that Samuel Klaus believed there were survivors. His conversation 
memos all through 1957 and even into 1958, persistently raises the issue of the 
continuous reports of survivors that he is receiving, even after the Navy had declared the 
missing crew dead. ( See marked passages of enclosure# 3) It is also obvious that we do 
not have today all the reports that were available to Klaus. 

5. The !Rs cite appropriate names and places. I have been able to establish that 
WanPing was a real prison and that Ch'eng (or chen) Lung was a real person. According 
to Harry Wu, author of "Laogai, the Chinese Gulag", Wan Ping was a very small, highly 

Written 3/21/97 for OASD James Wold 
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secure, secret military prison, and exactly the type of prison which would have been used 
if the Chinese had wanted to keep the prisoners secret. It's function would have been 
known to very few people. It was closed in 1958, and Wu does not know where its 
prisoners would have been transfered. 

I also interviewed Sidney Rittenberg, author of "The Man Who Stayed Behind" and 
professor of Chinese History at UofNC, who lived in the PRC about 30 years, many of 
those years in prison. Rittenberg identified Ch'eng Lung as the Vice-Minister of the 
Ministry of Public Security, who in 1956 was in charge of all local police, the PRC's 
equivalent of the "FBI" and "CIA". He was not in charge of the usual Chinese prisons, 
and was actually part of the military. Rittenberg felt that the detainees living at the 
"residence" of Ch'eng Lung was not believable, but felt the "residence" was probably a 
translation inaccuracy for "jurisdiction". 

I do not think your analysts are aware of the above two points on this case, but they 
should be. I had not been able to get through to them by telephone prior to the Los 
Angelos meeting. 

6. The Bail-out Factor. The families of the crew were told that the wreckage and four 
bodies recovered indicated the plane experienced an unsurvivable impact, the main 
reason for changing the status from "missing" to "deceased." The autopsy reports in the 
Klaus file do support this conclusion, but those in the search and rescue concluded that 
there was nothing which precluded some of the crew bailing out. (see enclosure# 2) 

7. Are the flaws in the JRs truly significant.? Admittedly this was probably not a Russian 
pilot flying the plane which shot the P4M down, but this is an understandable mistake. 
There were certainly enough Russians around then. The use of phrases unlike those used 
by Chinese .. .i.e."mediwn build", residence of Ch'eng Lung" may be only translation 
problems. The rather vague IR 264-58 seems to have no connection whatsoever to the 
P4M case, and one wonders why it was even included in this file. Some of the 
inconsistencies such as Lt. Deane being "well-built and lean" in February 1957 
(IRl 176-57) and later in March 1957 (IR 1900-57} being of "average build" could either 
be due to two different observers, or the effects of a prison diet over a month's time. 

Written 5/29/03 

8. The existence of two survivors from the P4M captured and imprisoned in China was 
confinned in 1999 by the 1956 head of Chinese Air Defense. ( See 7 /25/00 letter to 
DASD Bob Jones). 
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May 10, 2002 

Mr JeITY D'tenruw,,s, Director 
Defense PcFlMlssing Personnel Office 
OASD/ISA 
2400 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-2400 

Dear Mr. Jennings: 

I am sure you have by now received my May 31
d letter, faxed to you on May 61h, wherein 

I re(Juested that the Chinese defector Colonel Xu Junplng be interrogated on the case of 
my missing former husband, Lt. jg James Brayton Deane, Jr, USN. Lt. jg Deane was the 
copilot of a P4M elint plane shot down by the PRC August 22/23,1956, and was 
subsequently imprisoned in China. This letter should be considered a postscript to that 
requem. 

I do believe that this~ebtjefipg of Xn is SQ Gt;Mical to DPMO's efforts, not only on my 
case, but alS-O on all ltlnese POW/MIA cases, that you will find a way to have it done. 
It bas occurred to me that Colonel Xu might be vague on this case due to the passage of 
time, etc., if he were asked for information in a general way. I am writing now to request 
again that this debriefing be done, and that it be done by someone very familiar with Lt. 
jg Deane's case who is anned with certain critical docwnents I have sent you. 

To wit, Xu should be shown and asked for comments on at least the following: 

l. November 21 , 2000 letter from Ambassador Prueher to General Zhan Maohai. How 
far did this request go, and what was learned? 

2. My July 25, 2000 letter to Bob Jones wherein individuals with critical infonnation 
(Yin Qianchen, Zhang Wen yi, etc.) were named. As my access to them was cut off, 
perhaps Xu will have other suggestions on how to reach them. 

3. The originaJ intelligence reports of 1956-8 (especially JR# I 176-57,1099-57, 6795· 
57) reporting my husband and one other crew member alive. Can he identify my 
husband's last known location, described in the IRs and in the Synopsis, i.e" quarters 
ofCh'eng Lung, Assistant Chief of the Public Security Department in Peking"'? Does 
he have knowledge of, or an opinion, as to where he would have next been sent, 
whether he would have been executed, or if alive, where he would be held today.? 

4. Does Xu have any opinion as tQ what it would take for the PLA to declassify all this 
infonnation and "come clean" on these POW issues? 

l must seem both naive and presumptuous to spe 11 out to professionals how I think this 
debriefing should be carried out, but after spending the past ten years working on this, it 
is quite possible that I do know more about some aspects of this case than anyone else. 
You may also sense that what I'd really like is to talk with Xu myself. Of course I 
would, but I'm not S-O naive as to ask that of the USO. 
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You should have copies of all the documents to which I referred above. If not, please let 
me know if you need them resent, or if you need any other infonnation I might have. 

Thank you for all your help . . 
Sincerely, 

!(b )(6) 
Beverly Deane Shaver, M.D. 
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Dr. Bever! Deane Shaver 
(b )(6) 

De~.r Or Shav~r. 

·-- -------

.EMBASSY OF TBE 
UNITED STATES OF A.MERICA 

Betjiq, Cbbaa 

September 11, 2002 

I very much welcome and appreciate your efforts to resolve the fate of your fonner 
husband, Lieutenant Junior Grade James Brayton Deane. 

In May of this year, a team from the United States Department of Prisoners of 
War/Missing in Action (DPMO) sent a delegation to Beijing to negotiate two investigations 
and recoveries of WWII and Cold War MIA cases in China. During those negotiations, the 
DPMO once again asked for access to the archives of the Peoples Liberation Anny (PLA). 
The PLA representative at the meeting stated emphatically that the archives would not be 
opened because they are still considered classified. We expect another high-level delegation 
from DPMO to visit China in October. One of the priority discussion points for the 
upcoming delegation will be the opening of the PLA archives. The PLA archives are 
essential in resolving your husband's and numerous other MIA cases. 

We are hopeful that the current initiatives to resolve WWII and Cold War MIA cases 
will lead to further cooperation between the United States and China on this issue. Although 
the Chinese Government has been reluctant to grant us access to their archives, you have my 
personal assurance that we will continue to do all that we can to assist DPMO in resolving all 
of our outstanding cases. 

With kind regards, I 

Clark T. Randt, Jr. t •. ;· . -· 
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~mhass~ of t~:e J:euple's ~puhlir nf@~ina 
2300 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 

f AN~ JIECHI 
.,._,__ ____ A..,. l:.~., .. .n~,\i""" and Plenipotentiary 

Ms. Beverly Deane Shaver 

l(b )(6) 

Dear Ms. Shaver: 

Tclcrlwnc; 2~ 145·6164 

F: 
(b )(6) 

at ..._ ___ __. 

I acknowledge the re<:eipt of your faxes on October 21, 2002. Your letter to President Jiang 
Zemin and other materials included have 11\1 been duly forwarded to the President's office. 

We attach great importance to the cases involving American missing pilots in China in the 

\ 9SO's, and we always handle them in a humanitarian and cooperative spirit. At the request of the 

United States, China made two investigations lnto the missing of your former husband, Lt. jg. James 
Brayton Deane, Jr., USN in 1993 and in 2000 respectively. We found the remains of two crew 
members of the P4M Martin Mercator electronic reconnaissance plane, and later hanckd them over to 

the U.S. side. However, we do not have any infonnation on the whereabouts of the other crew 

members on the P4M. Last year, the U.S. side once again requcstt.d China's assistance regarding the 

case. Accordingly, we made another detailed investigation. But still we have not had any new 

discoveries. 

Due to the then limited ~alvaging capacity of China, the Chinese side retrieved only two 

corpses and small wreckages such as the fuel tanks floating on the sea. We do not have in possession 

any belongings of Lt. jg. Deane. Should there be further discoveries in the future, we will infonn 
you as soon as possible. 

The Chinese people hold friendly sentiments toward the American people, and we arc 

delemiined to deepen the mutual understanding and friendship between China and the United States 

for the fundamental interests of our two peoples and the whole world at large. 

Wish you a Happy New Year. 

Cc: Mr. Erik Kirzinger 

Yang Jiechi 

Ambassador 
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. "\. Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

W.J. HAYNES II 
HAS SEEN 

Jim Haynes 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 

War Crimes Charges 

April 29, 2003 12:30 PM 

I notice from an article by Jeffrey Kuhner in the April 28 issue of the Washington 

Times that some outfit in Belgium is filing international war crimes charges 

against Gen. Franks. ~ tJ ~ 
If that is the case, it i~~e Wfi-w~ /o got;:m, meetings m l)--J 

Belginm. What do you think?, M.rft u)fL S AviJ~ £e._ 
Thanks 

DHR:dh 
042903-4 

~~:;, 

(~~~\/JAW)~~{~? 

;/:~.~ :~p· ~~~ ~~- .. <. T? ...................................... . 
--,-----

U08918 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Richard Lawless 

Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

SUBJECT: Philippines 

May 19, 2003 2:05 PM 

The problem in the Philippines is maintenance. I think we need to put a major 

press on that and make sure we require them to do the job they ought to be doing 

on that. They have no C-130s that fly, and they only have about 9 of 30 

helicopters that fly. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051903-35 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
/ /, j / .. 

Please respond by __ ,-..... -r_l_··_"' ,_, _J_..., ___ _ 

•• , : _1 
. : < - ; : : 

-

..__ 
-..() 

........ 
' ""."' 
~ 

J' 
~ 
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Snowflake 

)&"1 lo /'1 
-Jone 2, 2603 2:09 PM 

TO: Jay Gamer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -Of 

SUBJECT: Acknowledgements 

Please let me know which folks who helped you should receive letters from me 

thanking them. If you think any of them merit a specific Department of Defense 

award, let me know that as well. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060203,40 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ b___.f"-1_3-"/_.J_,; ___ _ 
I 

U08985 / 03 
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UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON.,..., ,, .. , 1 ,... 1 

WASHINGTON DC 20301·1100.- ,. , .., i ,I D.: 2:) 

INFO MEMO 
COMPTROLLER June 6, 2003 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ 

SUBJECT: Sununary of Financial Management in Iraq 

A great deal of progress has been made in the last few weeks to make sure that we have 
procedures in place to ensure the greatest degree of transparency and accountability 
possible regarding the various funding sources in Iraq. In many cases we are setting 
brand new precedents because of the unique circumstances surrounding Iraq. 

• We expect there to be strong interest from Iraqis, from the international community, 
and from Congress and others in the U.S. in how the United States Government 
(USG) manages and utilizes vested and seized (i.e .• found) valuables in Iraq. We 
need to be prepared to answer questions on these resources and publicize how the 
funds are being used to maximize transparency. 

• My plan is to send you these updates on a periodic basis to keep you informed. This 
memo focuses on assets available to Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA). 

1. Major Funding Sources for Activities in Iraq 

• Vested Iraqi Property. The President has vested in the Treasury Department 
$1.7 billion in formerly blocked and confiscated Iraqi State assets in the U.S. to be 
used for the benefit of the Iraqi people. 

To date we have shipped $199 million in vested Iraqi property (mainly for 
salaries) to Iraq for use by the CPA. We currently are shipping an additional 
$358 million in cash, bringing the total to $557 million, that is expected to arrive 
in theater on June 7, 2003. 

• Seized Iraqi Property·· Cash. As of May 28, 2003, $798.1 million U.S. dollars 
have been seized by the U.S. military in Iraq. Given the significant amount of 
currency involved and the large denominations, it is essential that the authenticity 
of the currency be established so that it may be used effectively. The DoD will 
lease three BPS200 currency authentication systems from G&D America. These 
systems are capable of authenticating currency at a minimum confidence level of 
95 percent and are recommended by the Federal Reserve. We expect the 
authentication team to arrive within the next 2 weeks and to complete the 

0 
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validation process by the end of June. In the interim, the Administrator of the 
CPA is using $4 million of these assets for the Brigade Commanders' Fund to 
accomplish small humanitarian and reconstruction efforts on the ground. 

• Seized Iraqi Property - Yellow Ingots. As of USCENTCOM 's June 2, 2003 
seized assets inventory update, 2,176 ingots are being stored in a vault at Camp 
Arifjan. They may or may not be gold. One ingot was assayed yesterday by the 
Under Secretary of Commerce for Precious Metals in Kuwait City and found to be 
principally copper (68%) and zinc (31 %). Thirty-two randomly selected ingots 
will also be assayed this week. Additionally, OUSD(C) is coordinating with the 
U.S. Mint to send assayers out to collect core samples and bring them back to the 
U.S. (West Point) for chemical analysis. Once the ingots' true value is 
determined, they will be deposited with the Iraqi Central Bank per Ambassador 
Bremer's direction. No funds have been obligated from this source pending 
authentication. 

• Development Fund for Iraq. The UNSCR 1483 calls for certain monies to be 
placed in the "Development Fund for Iraq" (hereafter called "Fund") administered 
by the CPA. The Fund is to be used for the humanitarian needs of the Iraqi 
people, for economic reconstruction and repair of Iraq's infrastructure, for 
continued disarmament of Iraq, for the costs of Iraq civilian administration, and 
other purposes benefiting the people of Iraq. The United Nations has already 
transferred $1 billion from the Oil For Food escrow account into the Fund. Oil 
sales revenues also will be deposited into the Fund along with some vested Iraqi 
assets and frozen assets held by other governments. No funds so far have been 
obligated from this source. 

• Appropriated Funds. In the Emergency Wartime Supplemental Appropriations 
Act, 2003, Congress appropriated $2.475 billion for the President's Iraq Relief and 
Reconstruction Fund, which is the primary source of U.S government appropriated 
funding for Iraqi relief and reconstruction activities. Congress also made 
$489 million of the Iraqi Freedom Fund appropriation available to be used if 
needed to repair damage to Iraqi oil facilities and to preserve a petroleum 
distribution capability. Through May, the Army has used $17 5 million of the 
$489 million. Through June, the estimated obligations are expected to be 
$252.2 million. 

2. Currency Update. On June 2, 2003, the Coalition Provisional Authority began 
printing 250 Dinar notes using the one surviving Iraqi facility (the other was damaged 
heavily). Printing will take place over the next 2 weeks. Sometime in the next few 
weeks, the CPA will announce procedures for exchanging old, higher value 
(10,000 Dinar) notes for the newly printed notes. Representatives from the U.S 
Department of Treasury advise that the 10,000 Dinar notes are continuing to devalue 
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and exchange rates vary considerably within Iraq, due in large part to poor 
communication/transportation. 

Ambassador Bremer has been briefed on medium-term options for printing new 
currency (headless Saddam Dinars, Swiss Dinars, etc.). We await Ambassador 
Bremer' s recommendation regarding these options. 

3. Pentagon - CPA Management Liaison Cell. We created a management team with 
personnel in Baghdad and back here in Washington that includes representatives from 
0MB, USAID, GAO, the DoD JG, the Joint Staff, Defense Contract Management 
Agency, the Defense Contract Audit Agency, Defense Finance and Accounting 
Services, and USD(Comptroller). This management cell will assist Ambassador 
Bremer and the Office of the Coalition Provisional Authority in reviewing all 
financial transactions to ensure transparency and accountability. 
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May 22, 2003 10:32 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Financial Management in Iraq 

Please keep me posted from time to time on your assessment of the financial 

management in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
052203-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ &-+-/_t., __ / a_3 __ r . 
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May 22, 2003 10:32 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Financial Management in Iraq 

Please keep me posted from time to time on your assessment of the financial 

management in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052203-26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ &-----,.../_t,,--i/~D_3 __ 
I 
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Snowflake 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <ij/l. 
SUBJECT: Reductions 

~,.,,, 
June 9, 2003 

When will the numbers in Jordan and Saudi Arabia go down faster'! We still have 

3,600 in those two countries total. Do you have a projection that you can give me? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0!,0703-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ (,.,_,./_I z,~/_J_3 ___ _ 

U09094 /03 
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Snowflake, 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld,4_ ~. 

SUBJECT: Reductions Over Three Months 

I would like a projection on how you think you are going to be pulling down 

Kuwait and the retn3ining Gulf states over the next three months. We !-.till have 

80,600 in Kuwait and another I S,SOO in the remaining Gulf states. 1 1,v0tdd think 

that at this point you might be abk to give men fix .is to what your projection is 

between now and Octl)bcr I. 

Thanks. 

VMK:slh 
II( ,fl 7(! .l. ' 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ 0_/,.__1 ;!.; __ ...... /_.J_~ ___ _ 
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JUN ~ .2003 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

2400 DEFENSE PE~+AGON · fr:.. 5 :i. ~ i,. 
WASHINGTON, OC . .20301 ·2400 . - . · · 

' , . ,' ~ . ' 

'; ·~'' , .. ,. ' : •··· == ~? 

DepSecDe~ 
USD(P) 

I-03/006 3-ISA 
INTERNATIONAL 

SECURITY 
AFFAIRS 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for International ~u_rit 
(Peter W. Rodman,!(b)(6) I \t \ ~ 
Interim Response to Snowflake on the Philippines: U.S. Navy Recruitm nt 
Program for Philippine Citizens 

• You asked us to resolve the issue of whether or not to restart the U.S. Navy 
recruitment program for Philippine citizens that ended in 1992. 

• The program started in 194 7 with the signing of the Military Bases Agreement 
(MBA), and it ended per the Philippine Government's request (coinciding with its 
tennination of the MBA). 

• The program, unique to the Philippines, allowed 2000 male Philippine citizens per 
year to enlist voluntarily in the U.S. Navy for periods of 4-6 years. 

• The program was extended to the U.S. Coast Guard in 1954, allowing 400 male 
Philippine citizens to enlist per year. 

• Participation in the program did not guarantee eventual U.S. citizenship. 

• This program highlighted the special relationship between the U.S. and the 
Philippines resulting from the Philippines starus as the sole former U.S. colony. 

• Resuming the program would demonstrate close bilateral ties but could also 
generate unrealistic hopes on the part of the Philippine Government that we will 
re-establish a "special relationship." 

• Resuming it could also open the door for similar requests, especially from 
Compact of Free Association nations. 

• We have asked Personnel and Readiness (P&R) to assess the advantages and 
disadvantages of resuming the program. Once we receive this assessment, we will 
send you a recommendation. 

Attachments: 
Tab A: SecDef question 
Tab B: Coordination 

~,. 
Prepared by: Elizabeth Phu, ISA/AP, 69fi ~f-ossg"Qo15143 
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May 19, 2003 11 :53 AM / ',;., 1~ 

TO: Richard Lawless 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yA 

SUBJECT: Philippines 

We have to resolve the issue of whether or not we want to have the Philippines 

again have the chance to join the US military. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0Si903-27 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

/
-· i ··;J 

Please respond by ___ s_._""'_-:'---·:.,:,_/_-J_-_--__ _ 

LJSj)y-
L~~ ~ ~,L~ -

5us~ $'"/ ciQ-{ 0 'ci. 

.~.:.. 
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COORDINATION 

PDASD/ISA, Peter Flory 

DASD/AP, Richard Lawless 

PDIR/AP, Mary Tighe 

Personnel & Readiness -\?dQ C..\ ~ 

Joint Staff (J-5), Howie Tran 

Navy/Personnel (CDR Chris Erant) 

info copy 

info copy 

Prepared by: Elizabeth Phu, ISA/AP, 6f1Llf.O.Q559/0S D 15145 



COMPTROLLER 

Off !CE G:- THE 
SEC~t T ,\~' Cf. DEF UJSl 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 1 00 DEFENSE PENTAGON 7'.!!3 JUN I 2 AM !O: 0 I 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 · 1100 

INFO MEMO 

June 11, 2003, 8:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: Telling our Story on Stewardship of Taxpayer Money 

• This is in reply to your recent memoranda (Tab A) on saving money and 
getting our story out about being good stewards of taxpayer money. Attached 
are examples of DoD actions supporting good steward.ship. I will continue to 
develop these and related materials to help us get this story out. 

• Telling our story on stewardship of taxpayer money is not only money savings 
initiatives, but also our management initiatives. 

• We have had some success on specific issues with both the Hill and the press, 
e.g., transformation legislation, 2-year budgeting, management initiatives, and 
Personnel Security Investigations transferred to OPM. 

• The appropriations bills are currently going through mark~up, and the 
authorization bills through conference. It is important that we continue to 
demonstrate our commitment to management improvements. 

• l have already been working the Hill on our business architecture by using 
briefings and lunches to keep key staffers informed. 

• I will work with Powell, Ken, and Torie to develop a more detailed plan of 
action. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Robert Shue, .... l(b_)(_6) __ ___, 
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DoD Stewardship of Taxpayer Money 

1. Adopt and support the right strategy 
• 2001 QDR blueprint to transfonn U.S. defense to reflect 21st century realities. 
• NPR recommended New Triad geared to realities of post-Cold War. 
• Missile defense: new direction and way of budgeting (consolidate various $ pots) 
• Near-term requirements balanced with long-term transfonnation. 

2. Acquire the right military capabilities 
• Over $80 billion shifted from old to new plans for FY 2004-09 - for early 

tennination of acquisition programs and other efficiencies. 
• Increased investments in transformation goals, Science & Technology. 
• New ways to fulfill military missions, e.g. unmanned vehicles. 
• Better focus on new threats: SSGN conversion, increased SOP. 
• Skip ahead to better technologies/systems: CVN-21, DD-21 to DDX. 

3. Change how U.S. military fights 
• Joint operational concepts: interoperability, info superiority, intelligence, 

precision, speed, range, mobility, survivability, lighter logistics burden. 
• New Unified Command Plan, greater roles for SOCOM and JFCOM. 

4. Put people first 
• Military compensation: Both added dollars and better distribution of funds 

through targeted pay raises for people who are hardest to retain. 
• Privatization leverages budgets to yield quality housing faster: over 92,000 units. 

5. Achieve passage of Defense Transformation for the 21st Century Act 
• National Security Personnel System; better miJitary personnel management. 
• Transformed acquisition process, range preservation initiative. 
• DoD reorganization, greater flexibility for appropriated funding, fewer reports. 

6. Improve defense acquisition 
• Spiral development and other initiatives speed fielding of new systems. 
• Realistic funding: FY 2002-03 requests added $8 billion to key programs. 
, Rationalizing long-term program, most notably tactical aircraft. 

7. Streamline and upgrade DoD facilities 
, President's and Congress's support for new 2005 BRAC round remains critical to 

achieve more streamlined, cost-effective facilities infrastructure. 
• Once fully implemented. BRAC 2005 will save about $8 billion per year. 
, Facilities recapitalization: FY 2002-03 PB added about $2 billion per year. 

8. Overhaul internal DoD programming/budgeting 
, Balanced scorecard and performance metrics to guide budget decisions and 

improve programs. 
, New process: combined program/budget review, 2-year cycle, execmion review. 
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9. Modernize business management systems 
• The Department's 2,000 business systems are being transformed by eliminating 

some of them and overhauling the rest. The Business Enterprise Architecture is 
guiding the transformation. lt will standardize and integrate systems, enabling 
them to generate timely and accurate business information for DoD leaders. 

10. Advance other management improvements 
• Senior leadership is in charge through Senior Executive Council, Business 

Initiative Council (BIC), and Defense Business Board, and use of the Management 
Initiative Decision (MID) process. Below are highlights of MIDs. 

• Competitive Sourcing (MID 907): Directs studies of 226,000 DoD positions to 
detennine which public or private organization can best provide the functions of 
those positions. Once the results of the studies are implemented, savings for 
FY 2006-2009 would likely exceed $300 million. 

• Personnel Security Investigation (PSI) (MID 908): DoD is seeking statutory 
authority to transfer the PSI function to the Office of Personnel Management, 
which would make it the central provider of these services for the federal 
government. This would eliminate redundancy and other inefficiencies, and is 
projected to save $160 million. 

• Defense Agencies (MID 909): Examples of proposals include: 
• For the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA): Divest its Document Automation 

and Production Service, finance various logistics studies from within available 
resources, and demolish obsolete fuel facilities. 

• For Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA); Conduct pilot test for 
outsourcing its audit workload. 

• BIC Initiatives (MID 902): Examples include: 
• Cell phone economies: Achieve savings by pooling and bundling unused cell 

phone minutes by organization, installation. or regional level. This initiative 
now has been broadened to encourage users to obtain flexible cell phone plans 
that are tailored to their needs and most cost effective. 

• Alternatives for outsourcing. This advances the use of several efficient means 
for outsourcing non-core DoD functions to the private sector. Such means 
include direct service contracts and the commercial cost comparison option 
pennitted by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. One example: One DoD 
organization outsourced its desktop computer services by defining them as a 
new requirement, then negotiating with the private sector for the efficient 
providing of those services. 

• Web-based processing. For DoD contracts, convert from paper-based to web
enabled process. This would speed up processing, make payments more timely 
and thus reduce penalties against DoD, and save operating costs. 
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Snowflake 

~-r st;,, O'l'!( 

··,;·: . Mey ~D; ~003- 1-h54 AM 

TO: 06tZfflfutM}tt 

FROM: D~nald Rumsfeld ~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Savings 

Where are the lists that show we are saving money in different things around here 

and that we are respectful of the taxpayers• dollars? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
os3()0j.7 

····················-·····~···-···········-~ .. ~ ..•..•..•.••. ~ •...••... ~ ... 
Please respond by _-'-G,--+-/_t,--1--/ _o :3 ........ : __ _ 

f I 
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Snawflake 

May 22, 2003 8:01 AM 

TO: DmrZakh.cim 

CC: Torie Clarke 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'j)~ 
SUBJECT: Getting the Story Out 

Congressman Nussle of the Budget Committee said yesterday that he thought we 

were being attentive to taxpayers· money, but he really thought there ought to be a 

way we could show the taxpayers that we· were being attentive. 

Should we begin to think of how we can say we have saved money on different 

things and what we are trying to do? I think that is a good idea. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052.!03-ll 

""'"" 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ~~/-'i:,'--1-/_o_'?.:> __ _ 
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... 'Ch" 
Snowflake 

:--.•:" -. -~'f S"/:3 I 01'/'3 

........... :--,;:" .. Mey-3~ iOOe - lh54 :AM-

TO: DGv Za:kheittt 
'· .. - 1'' ·- . 

FROM: D~nald Rumsfeld f} (\_ 

SUBJECT: Savings 

Where are the lists that show we are saving money in different things around here 

and that we are respectful of the taxpayers' dollars? 

Thanks. 

DHll.;dh 
053001-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _G,_,_/ _~_,_/_o_.3 __ _ 
( • 

·-
-..-
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Snownake 

TO: Dov-Zihmeim 

CC: Torie Clarke 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'j}~ 
SUBJECT: Getting -the Story Out 

May 22, 2003 8:01 AM 

Congressman Nussle of the Budget Committee said yesterday that he thought we 

were being attentive to taxpayers' money, but he really thought there ought to be a 

way we could show the taxpayers that we were being attentive. 

Should we begin to think of how we can say we have saved money on different 

things and what we are trying to do? I think that is a good idea. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052203-ll 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ....;.4,_,f_.~'-+/_o_=> __ _ 
( I 
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THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DE".fENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 
?Q3 JUN 16 M-l 8: 23 

HEALTH A~FAIRS 

JUN I 2 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
, .. ,:(D.l"'~ J' l.'_l.n._ ... ~. 

FROM: William Wht~D. ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Department of Health and Human Services Off er of Assistance to Improve 
Health Care in Iraq 

• On May 30, you infonned Ambassador Bremer that Secretary Thompson, the 
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, had contacted you 
with an offer of assistance to improve health care in Iraq. (TAB A) 

• On June 6, Mr. James K. Haveman arrived in Baghdad as the Senior Advisor for 
the Ministry of Health. My office arranged contacts for Mr. Haveman with 
officials in the Department of Health and Human Services prior to his departure. 

• Mr. Haveman is now preparing a health care service plan for Ambassador Bremer 
in conjunction with my office and the Iraqi Ministry of Health which will identify 
and prioritize health care system needs in Iraq. This plan will assist us in 
prioritizing the many offers of assistance that are coming forward from both . 
governmental and non-governmental sources. I am also assembling an 
interagency senior health care steering committee to coordinate our support lo 
Ambassador Bremer and his staff. I will ensure that the Department of Health and 
Human Services' proposals are included in this review and receive the highest 
attention. 

• At this time, discussions are ongoing to identify Department of Health and Human 
Services personnel that can be added to the ministerial team, particularly in the 
critically needed area of support to medical laboratories and medical surveillance. 

COORDINATION: TABB • 
Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Diana Tabler, CoS, OASD (HA~. PCDOCS 51081, 51083 

U09206 '1 03~ 
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12:43 PM 

TO: 
Ct--', 
FROM: 

~rry Brem. er I/;. ,,; " ~~ . ,.0 J... b I lL w I f)/f.,J,;/'l '"A"' I~- '-~· 

Donald Rumsfeld V /[ 
DATE: May 30, 2003 

SUBJECT: 

Secretary Thompson, the Secretary of HHS called and said he wants to be helpful 

in Iraq on healthcare. He has heard about their problems. He is available to send 

a team in to assist you or do anything you want. 

It is conceivable that they have some money and capabilities that could be useful. 

Just let us know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
053003.06 

(v\lo\DJ Please respond by: ______ _..._ ___ .___ _________ _ 

• 
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CoS (HA) 

PDASD (HA) 

USD(P&R) 

HHS Off er of Assistance to Improve Health Care in Iraq 

COORDINATION 

Ms. Diana Tabler 

Mr. Ed Wyatt 

Dr. David S. c. Chu ( --~;.t/dJ, l. t' 4n- l@•J 4.r;,,r ,::;J 

• 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

-

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301·4000 •··· , t ,'., • • , '1' n3 
- .J : • d 

PERSONNEL ANO 
REAOINESS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INFO:MEMO 

June 13, 2003, 1100 

FROM: David S. C. Chu. ~&R) . 
1

,; ,, , 
( YJ:?ttdd. t/ L<...-»,Z./ /jT 'Jc,r-;;nz,,.-0._!:":\ 

SUBJECT: Guard, Reserve Snort on Recruits, June 10 USA Today Article 

• Regarding the article, you asked "Is it true? What are the facts?" (TAB A) The 
message of the article was that heavy use of the Reserve components (RC) may be 
starting to affect recruiting. Article is at Tab B. 

• The article is partially true. The facts are as follows: 

• All RCs achieved recruiting and end strength goals in FY 02. In addition, quality of 
recruits, based on education and mental category criteria, were higher than for FY 01. 

• Recruiting goals for FY 03 are higher than for FY 02 in four of the six RCs. RCs 
have achieved 97% of that goal. We expect RC recruiting to increase with the ending 
of AC Stop Loss programs and the upcoming strong Summer recruiting months. 

• Of the six RCs, only the Army National Guard is experiencing a significant recruiting 
shortfall compared to their FY 03 goal (30,834 achieved vs goal of 35,503). Data at 
Tab C. However, their strength is at 346,290 (98.9% of the authorized 350,000). 

• The Army Reserve is at 97% for the same period and actually showed improvement in 
the month of April and is well above its progranuned strength. 

• The Department sees no indications that recruiting is having any serious impact on the 
RC ability to prosecute the homeland security mission or the war on terrorism. 

• Patriotism is high and several of the RCs are experiencing an extremely strong 
recruiting performance. It is simply too early to predict the short- or long-term 
impacts of the current mobilization on future strength achievement. • 

• The Anny is talcing a number of steps to assist the Army National Guard in achieving 
their end strength objective through both recruiting and retention initiatives. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: Mr. Rich Krimmer, 0ASD/RA(M&P),_!(b_)(6_) __ 

0 
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I :TO: 
I 

i 
lFROM: 
I 
.I 
:'DATE: 
') 
SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald R1J1DSfeld 1~ 
June 10, 2003 

l"¥J • 3':l~ I-'. ::i 

{cf I J./ 0 3 

I see this item that I've circled on the Guard and the Reserve. Is that true? What· 
I 

lare the facts? 

I 
tThmw. 
I 

I 
l 
I 

·, 
.bHRJun 
i061003.01.A 

l 

)4na.ch: Early Bird Cover Sheet,· 611 ~/OJ It~m 6 
I , 

t \ 

~lease re,pond l,y: _________ , ..... \a_J .... J_0_~ ______ _ 
,L 
·1· 

• 
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Guard, Reserve Short On Recruits 

USA Today 
June 10, 2003 
Pg. 1 

Guard, Reserve Short On Recruits 

Heavy use takes toll on Army pan-timers 

By Dave Moniz, USA Today 

Page 1 of2 

WASHINGTON -The Pentagon's heavy use of part-time military units in the war on terrorism and the 
invasion oflraq may be starting to exact a price: The nation's largest auxiliary forces - the Army 
National Guard and the Anny Reserve - are beginning to have trouble meeting their recruiting targets. 

As of April 30, the Guard was nearly 6,000 recruits short of where it needed to be on that date to meet 
its Sept. 30 target of enlisting 62,000 soldiers, Pentagon statistics show. If the Guard can't reverse the 
shortfall, it will mark the first time since 1998 that it has failed to fill its ranks. 

The Army Reserve is also lagging behind and was more than 700 soldiers short of where it needed to be 
in Apri1 to meet its Sept. 30 goal of 42,000. 

Defense officials and civilian analysts say the numbers demonstrate that the unusually intense use of 
part-time soldiers over the past year and a half is beginning to seriously affect the Guard and Reserve. 
Units have been called up for numerous missions that include guarding bases around the world, fixing 
war-torn towns in Afghanistan and flying refueling jets over Iraq. Two months after the fall of Baghdad, 
there are still 215,000 Guard and Reserve troops on active duty around the world, many in Iraq. 

"I think it is reasonable to conclude that people are looking at the last 19 to 20 months of mobilization 
and they are voting with their feet," says Tom White, a former secretary of the Army. "I think we're 
seeing the leading edge of a problem." 

Recruiters aren't helped by the apparent transformation of part-time soldiering into full-time jobs. For 
much of the decade before the Sept. l l attacks, men and women who joined the Guard and Reserve 
knew that in most cases, they would train one weekend a month and perform two weeks of summer 
dri11s. Most were unlikely to be ca11ed for active duty. 

A recruiting drought could have serious implications for homeland security and the war on terrorism 
because Guard and Reserve troops are shouldering much of the burden of guarding U.S. airports and 
performing other domestic security missions. 

The demands on National Guard and Reserve troops, most of whom have full-time civilian jobs, have 
been unrelenting. Some units, including military police and nation-building soldie:.-; known as civil 
affairs specialists, have been on active duty almost constantly since the Sept. 11 attacks. Last year, the 
Pentagon extended about 15,000 Reservists for a second consecutive year of active duty, the first time 
that has happened since the Vietnam War. 

For now, the recruiting trouble seems to be confmed to the Anny's part-time units. The active-duty 
forces are on target to meet recruiting goals, as are the Air Force Reserve, the Air National Guard, the 
Naval Reserve and the Marine Corps Reserve - though those part-time units are smaller than the 
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Anny's and usually have an easier time meeting their goals. 

• 
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Service Recruiting Performance 

RECRUITING QUANTITY FY 2003 through March 
FY 2003 Objective Percent 

Active Component Objective through March Achieved achieved YTD 

Army 73,800 31,895 32,193 100.9% 

Navy 41,656 15.513 16,124 103.9% 

Marine Corps 32,751 13,196 13,059 99.0% 

Air Force 37,000 18,006 18.063 100.3% 

Total 185,207 78,610 79,439 101.1% 

FY 2003 through April 
FY2003 Objective Percent 

Reserve Component Objective through April Achieved achieved YTD 

Anny National Guard 62,000 35.503 30,834 86.8% 

Anny Reserve 42,400 25,489 24,677 96.8% 

Navy Reserve 12,000 7,082 7,341 103.7% 

Marine Corps Reserve 8,617 5.418 6,017 111.1% 

Air National Guard S.708 3.330 4,742 142.4% 

Air Force Reserve 7,512 3,952 4,334 109.7% 

Total 138,?37 80,774 77,945 96,5% 

• 
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7, W)1h :Nn NATO' Jo Mjnd. lonmt:tkl SW.JU tuapc Trig 

, 1 (Los A11ri!lu TI111esJ .•. ~sther Scbt1dc:r · · 
! 1 De.fcn.sc Seuer.ey Donald H. ~ld hep!l .1. four-day~ swing Mondly m whit"ll be will. mBet witb 
: ; NATO defe1ue minisrel"S in :Brms!ds ID disC\16s m, fumn: ofltle alliance and with German leadm in Munich who 
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Guard, Reserve Short On Recruits 

Heavy use takes toll on Army parl•timers 

By Dave Moniz, USA Today 

Page 1 of2 

WASHING TON - The Pentagon's heavy use of part-time military m1its in the war on terrorism and the 
invasion of Iraq may be starting to exact a price: The nation's largest auxiliary forces - the Army 
National Guard and the Anny Reserve - are beginning to have trouble meeting their recruiting targets. 

As of April 30, the Guard was nearly 6,000 recruits short of where it needed to be on that date to meet 
its Sept. 30 target of enlisting 62,000 soldiers, Pentagon statistics show. If the Guard can't reverse the 
shortfall, it will mark the first time since 1998 that it has failed to fill its ranks. 

The Anny Reserve is also lagging behind and was more than 700 soldiers short of where it needed to be 
in April to meet its Sept. 30 goal of 42,000. 

Defense officials and civilian analysts say the numbers demonstrate that the unusually intense use of 
part-time soldiers over the past year and a half is beginning to seriously affect the Guard and Reserve. 
Units have been called up for numerous missions that include guarding bases around the world, fixing 
war-torn towns in Afghanistan and flying refueling jets over Iraq. Two months after the fall of Baghdad, 
there are still 215,000 Guard and Reserve troops on active duty around the world, many in Iraq. 

"I think it is reasonable to conclude that people are looking at the last 19 to 20 months of mobilization 
and they are voting with their feet," says Tom White, a former secretary of the Anny. "I think we're 
seeing the leading edge of a problem." 

Recruiters aren't helped by the apparent transformation of part-time soldiering into full-time jobs. For 
much of the decade before the Sept. 11 attacks, men and women who joined the Guard and Reserve 
knew that in most cases, they would train one weekend a month and perform two weeks of summer 
drills. Most were unlikely to be called for active duty. 

A recruiting drought could have serious implications for homeland security and the war on terrorism 
because Guard and Reserve troops are shouldering much of the burden of guarding U.S. airports and 
performing other domestic security missions. 

The demands on National Guard and Reserve troops, most of whom have fuU-time civilian jobs, have 
been unre1enting. Some units, including military police and nation-building soldiers known as civil 
affairs specialists, have been on active duty almost constantly since the Sept 11 attacks. Last year, the 
Pentagon extended about 15,000 Reservists for a second consecutive year of active duty, the first time 
that has happened since the Vietnam War. 

For now, the recruiting trouble seems to be confined to the Anny's part-time units. The active-duty 
forces are on target to meet recruiting goals, as are the Air Force Reserve, the Air National Guard, the 
Naval Reserve and the Marine Corps Reserve - though those part-time units are smaller than the 
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Anny's and usually have an easier time meeting their goals. 
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READINESS 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C . 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
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~ · ' 

June 13, 2003, 1 :00 PM 

FROM: David Chu, Under Secretary_o_ffiefense (.f&R) 1 / i L _ /,-~ \7"/'-~-----e·,f, ~ ,,-·:z:;71,i,. ~ J,,·V . L , , ..:...,y,8·'7..-,--· . ...,, ~ ,. / • ~ - · 

SUBJECT: TRICARE for Reserves 

• You requested that I answer a question concerning TRICARE benefits 
for Reserves (TAB B ). 

• The prepared answer is at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Gina Marchi, .... l(b-)(-
6

) ___ _. 
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Senate Appropriations Committee 
Defense Suhcommittee 

Hearing Date: May 14, 2003 
Suhject: FY 2004 Defense Budget Request 

Senator: Senator Leahy 
Witness: Secretary Rumsfeld 

Question #2 

Question. Does DoD suppon legislation which would make reservists eligible for 
TRICARE benefits? 

Answer: The Depanment has over the past two years used existing legislative authority 
to ensure equality of benefits under TRICARE for the activated Reserve and active duty force 
and their families. 

TRICARE implemented its demonstration authority and provided immediate relief to 
activated Reserve family members post l I September 2001 by waiving the requirement that they 
obtain a non-availahility statement from a Military Treatment Facility; by waiving the 
requirement that they meet their statutory deductible under TRICARE Standard; and hy paying 
up to the legal liability Ii mit to non-panicipating providers, thereby relieving them of the need to 
pay anything ahove their nonnal cost share. 

Recently, the Department changed its policy to allow the activated Reservist's family 
member residing in the catchment area of Military Treatmenr Facilities to be eligible for 
TRICARE Prime after the Reservist has been activated for thirty days. as opposed to the 
previous 180 days. 

Congress last session provided the TRICARE Prime Remote for Active Duty Family 
Member <TPRADFM) benefit to reserve family members. but only if they "reside with'' the 
reserve member. The Department is interpreting this language liberally lo allow the family 
members to be elig1hle for TPRADFM as long as they reside with the Reservist at the time 
orders are received. rather than requiring the family to continuously reside with lhe member. 

The Department, however, does not support legislation that would make Reservists or 
their family memhers eligihle for TRICARE when not on active duty. The GAO has estimated 
the cost of providing the TRICARE benefit for Reservists who are not on active duty at 
approximately $2 billion per year. 
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MAY -22' U3lTHU) 14 :06 PMO TEL :J(b)(6) L __ P._001 _ ·-

MAY-16-<003 11:49 OPiSO l..EGt~tve: AFFFllRS ?BJ ti!!? 6299 ,. 

TO: 

CC: 

FR.OM: 

Powell MOOll'l 

David CJn1 

Donald lh,msleld V ~ 
SUBJECT: Triollt'B for Eloaerv1111 

May 14, 200! 2:08 PM 

Please work with DaV1d Chu to aet a.n a1u1wer I can see first for Senator Leahy's 

question about Tneate for Ro.11rves. 

----- - ·-- ··---
.......... , ... ••••••••••••• 

--- --·---·------------
R1Gt1v1d Wl,-\H1 01, 
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. 
M1'i'.-22' 03(THU) 14:06 FMO l(b)(6) 

___ _ TE_LL::· ======-----P_. _00_2 
/ 

COCH!AN: 
On ancrtb&:r ~iibject. l lmow that boch lbo N11vy and thD Any have been 

~po, imcmins with tcucd veeaale to dmne Che nq'llinlnati of the littnTI) 
c.umbat lbip in c:aao of the Navy, mid the tbntet aapport ve1hl that t'he Amt)' 
ccnwdc:r, impcttant fw ita Pll!J'GI"· I QDdentlnd. too, the Army is COlllidorin1 
lcuiAg a tor more of tbeN Yenele. 

cocm.AN~ 
Tbc.ycc ~t v1111~elt. hip.speed \'enela. We haYe lhipbaildinc 

fiDZ1s m. the M; • .;",ipz,i ,ulf cNlt that an wzy ,IPlb}e of buiJdm.l co.t-et'fectiw 
snipa for tllJf military. and I wonder wbaher you'll look at th111 leeamg plan and 
11ee wlu,aier or JIOt it mieht be more app,oprlate to bufJd these fhfp1 raUm tblll to 
IAIO foreign VCl8eb for cxpcrimearation ed w1)'sis. 

R.tJMSF!LD: 
let me hne Dov amwcr that 

ZAJCBEIM: 
WaU, OM of th§ reasans, Scmator, ?bit tflCICt Jeues mi being looked • t1 

bec:ause tbcyre llbD ~g to do!lna needy "1111 kind ofptaubrma thtly baP~ i1, 
mind. The Urtaral combet shtp'1 & pd eumpte. I know down in Ml1W11wppl you 
have a trcmcodou compociui !adlfl)' vmlcb would ~ i,p wi&L a co.mploeely 
new type of composite ship. 

lhe iBSIJO really l!I definmj 1QJu.i1omeiu1. ADd mdil dlcyYo got thal: DlliW 
down - and u )'OD know, lhc N,vto bMn WOl'kinl on 1ba. for ita part. and._ 
Army fa Iba - la u,clca to jwt Ft a ~ o! what J'OCllW'Otnelntll mipt bt 
acwcu, IJ11iy Ille li,aams, I don't~ that that is the long-r.rm intcmtion, 

COCIIRAN: 
Tha )'W wrymuob. 
'I"rumkG, Mr. Cbainnan. 

LBAHY: 
Thant )'OU. Mr. Chsmnan. 
Inu:ratiq in liateniDa to this. and inwc:snni MW mud\ we have impnwod in 

lbe luJlh-cech eta of our miliwy, Mr. Secremy - Mr. S~, you md l haw 
talkJ:d before about Reh thios1 II uain, drones and aJl. and J Jhink M're iu 
ab1olute asreemat on - in taci. especlally for 1urvciUancc Bild e~ olae, 
1t'I a lot auiier to stick •omodliaa up dMft. and if it dotl6 pt shat down )1)\IW lost 
1 dron~ you ha.VCJJ't lo5t a penon. They cm stay laqer and yoii bava fflO?O 
flaxt'bihty,l 
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J 
j • 

OflSD LEG I &.All l.E Ff:FFU RS '?03 69? 8299 F' . 6'V0S 

We also mlgh. oukl1 tlm c:ornmJttioe foncled an sdnnced data link that aUowGd 
tarptin& l.nfbrmcuion to go ta o'IU' liTctat\ quiekl:y That was an initiative that I had 
w~o.u. 

ZAXHBIM: 
Thi1 ~mmnntff bad fUDdrrl it l N:111' that our pilo18 aver there at the gateway 

made • mil cliff~ and I wimt to compliment tbo11 whb uaed it. 
mlnq. w, ~ ~ iotal !om~ We had the~ reHNes, ave 

f.on:o Sptu,s aide hy side. Tu WJU.lllandcr wu tcl1in1 me th,y wens 111 urte,raJ 
pan at our mnitar)I victmy. 

:Im "°'ffllad. hownrer, 1bat OUT bcne!ta by our cenrral RCICIMW bann'I 
chartged. Ex.aoiple. about 20 poic1t1t of the R.eservtl don't currently potsea• 
adc:Quatt heahh inaurancc. l'ra \Old thia \lll~u. readant:11, undenl:mUsa, 
ru.ruitmebt sad ao on. retention. 

w, do ••Pl"rt leplatlal to make lleaervw, tllllb1t for vi-can (pla) o. a 
~•wlaare btlil, 

llUMmt.D: 
S11ator-

LEAHY: 
Alsd I mut ti)', I'm the co-c:balr or tht Guard Ca11r:1111 111nd we bve 

a lot of - it'• 1 blpartiH111 we ban • Jot or membcn wbo are: 
l11tenttad. ' 

Jl.UMSFtl,D: 
I've dlleonnd that I'd bat aoc annnr qu11Uou1 Uke tbat unUI l 

Jook •* tb~ Jtumbm and tllt co,t aad eee what one b•• to Kfv• up to 
ban aomet111111 lllr.e that. 

LEARY: 
You'U da ~at and 1ubmlt It tu me? 

RUMSJ?ELD: 
w, wW be ll1ppy to t•k• 11 Jo•k at It 111d •ee whar die colts •re. I 

would add tbo, that you're quite tight,, how1Vrr1 in tlle - total force 
to.dClpt wu.rb. lt ... worked in Che confUec, It i111 working tnay. 

But one oftbc ddl)'I ta eaUiq pCDp~ up wH that, yo111re rJsh~ their 
tfM!tl needed to be Ill.eel aad l'arloue otller thiap Ulat tb,y •ada't pld 
•ttenfiora ao. A•d Jt ••Y very "tll be 1t aome polat thot tll,re will be 
IOQlt actnnta&c hi baYl•I cerlalla ~•e•icnll orth1 Ov.ard ud lllurY11 
more reacty, tb.at la to 1ay llavlag lu,d tbch· tNth chackcd Ancl havia; 
bad thote kinda or phyltcal c:llecu, 10 tb•t llun c: 1, •ot a delay aad Ill b~ 
paperwork ru1h "bea you're trfllll ta pt JJl!Ople on actiw d•tf · 

fo-Off111 h111ta11t lac Par, ao, 
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LEAHY: 
¥'.Ill 1110 concerned about the be"1tll ln1l1ran.ce. Then is a Jong biatl11 

tbey aaay bt wltllott IC. 

LEAIIY: 
ADcl 1'4 be sl•d to work "9th your •..it oa tbh, bwt tlal1 It • 1rnwia1 

coacera. Tltote af 111 la the caaeus aad b~tb p•rtieti are ooa'*lled 
about - 11e hear hm 01r bnme nates Hcl 1b - t tlltnk It It aometbtng 
- we'r, pu11aJa1 for Ject,latlon ,a r•ta, I think H l11a1nclbl•g that 
cnuld be dO'H, l tlllak llltlmately it'd be a wry cu11t• dlcctm dda;. 

I teaJf,ae dlll I• ant I qlletielOn Where you'd bni: tht • ....,ers •• die 
top ofyqr bead. but would yau direct yolll' ,rathu work dll mill••• 
that "'" nn 1bare thl1 Jnfo11111t101 wlt:11 tl11 whole pidcd c•11~u11 

RVMSRLD: 
W,'U be b•J>PY Cb dta lnle It. Tb.a11k you. 

~,.,.,o, '" •m 
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M.A\'. - 22' 03(THU) 14 :06 PMO 
Ml=IY-16-~003 11149 

S a1wfbk1 ·• 

TO: Powell Mooni 

CC: David Om 

FR.OM: Donald lh1m~ld V; 
suemcr: Trioare for~ .. 

TEL ~(b)(5) P. 00 1 

1._(b_)(6_) _ _..l P. 02/95 

Please work with David On, u, ,ct an antw:er I 1*118C first Car Senator Leahy·, 
querUon about Tncue tor a.trves. 

Thub. 

••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
P/~41• respo, a..·~ -

~ 

··- -·---- -----·--
AeGt,¥14 Y.,.1HI N. - --- ---~------- , ... Ht 
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MAY'.- 22' 031THU) l~:06 FMO TEL J(b)(6) 
-----

/ 
cnlD LEGIEUITII.E AFF~JRS l(b)(6) 

COC~: 
On anotm.r ~u'bjcet. l mow that bodl tho 'N~vy and tbD Aany bavt betiD 

c:Apc&imadiag with tcuod ve11aala to defmt rht nq'IW'lll\tlZdl oft'hti HttnraJ 
cu,nbat lhip in caee oftbe Navy, m!od the that11t support veei:nl that t"h• Affll)' 
~en lmJN)ttant nrr itii pu.rpa,et, I understlln.d. too, the Affll)' is COSllidcrinJ 
lcuing A loc more of tbNe venelL 

coam.AN! 
Tbeyre catmnuan-typt vaAAtl«. hip-sa,ecd voaae.11, We: have ahipbiialding 

f=as ou the Mi"'""~lr,r,; ,ulf cout tb,at are very clliPlbl• of bu:ildini coar-ef&ctiw 
lhipa for ourmi1iw,y. and l wonder whether you'll look It tlu1 Iaainfp1an and 
111:e whither or not it miJht be mere apprapriate to bufJd tbeac mfpa ralhi:r than to 
lea.we fbreip vc11el, fur ~i,orlmeat&doll and analysis. 

ZAJCHmM: 
Wall- one of the reuant, Scmtar, tblt ~ Jeaaes an, belD1 looked II it 

bccauae they're lbU trying to dotlna naotly Wb&I kind otplaftJrml; dwy ba&vc in 
mind, 'Ibc Unoral combat shap'I • ,aad cumpJc. I know dOwn ill Mi..Je».Jppl )'Qt& 
have a b'C!Qtlndo\l.l compOllte ~'CY which wo\114 CDIIW up will, • oo,nplctoly 
n•w C)1le of compoalie ship. 

ne taa\lO nally 114efinmg n:l!u.i,r11uG&,\t1. And 1D11.il ~ sat tbAt a,o11ac1 
down - and u yoi;i know, &he: N111vt11 ~ wortina Ol\ 1blt. for It. part, wd tba 
Anny for lb.m - .lu u,da to jut sGt • ,cnac of what roq1&irornaau midst bt 
nc.i:dcu, thi:iy 11.1t lc:oaina, I don't bollcvo that that ie tlll ln&•term intcm1ion, 

COCXIR.AN: 
'fhaak ,OU Wlr')' much, 
11ulake, Mf. Chcainnlil1. 

STBV!NS· 
Sea-MO!' T ..1111l,y1 

L!AHY: 
'l1ia you. Mr. Chairman. 
Intm:stm1 in li•~ to tllis. 111d lnt.frc:St.ul& bow mU4h w, bava lmpiovod. in. 

tbf; hiJlh-tem ania of out milita,y, Mr. S~ITY - Mr, Sccn:t'Ry, )'OU wl l have 
talked before abaut sttch thins1 aa 111inc droll• •d all. and l tb1nk wt're in 
absolute agr011111Dt on - iu fact, eapcc1ally for 1urvcill1nCC and 11~ else, 
1 r, a lot cuiar to ltick 10l'1'10Cbm1 up there. aad if Jt does get shat down )W'VC Jost 
• dro»t, you bavon't lott a pm-lOn. They can atay 10ZlF' and you haV8 mon 
tloxib1hty.f 
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MAY.-22'03(THU) 14 :06 PMO 
l(b)(6) 

TEL ..... ~~~ .... 

I 
I 
I 
l 

I I . 

l(b)(6) 

We also milbi uuw, thia ~ommittiee fiamlad an advimced data liDJc that allowocl 
w1eans lnfbrruadan ta go to our maaft quickly That was an initiative that I bad 
workwoi.t. 

ZA!(HBIM: 
Thie easmnittoe ha4 f \!Dd"1 it l hear that ou.r s,ilo1a ov11r thtrt at tbe &iklW&J 
~ • no.t dift'ortJIOC. wl J wllnt to ,ornplimalt thou wbD Uted it. 

Jn lrDq. we ~ the total foru con:cc,pl. We had the prd renrv•, aeuvc 
Con:• fiabtins side hy sido. ni. ~ wa1 telling me tho)' wen: an mtqra) 
p,n of our rnniwy victmy. 

:rm cmrfflled. howncr, that our bc:zwiu by our c:an1J'al Res.viau bavm2', 
eharlpd.. Exa1Pple. sbout 20 ,=ct of Che Racr¥8I don't cummtlyponma 
adtQllllt helhb insurance. I'm told tbia ~ rudalt:II, UQda'mt-. 
:recruitmcot aad 10 Oil, raCcntion. 

W, do 11PJ*1 leplatlu to mike R.eeen'wa tllzibll fir lrl~an (I*) aa. • 
eaawbrebll&. 

JU1MSRLD1 
S111tar-

LEAHY: 
Aad I 11111t 1111 l'lh die eo-cbalr or t111 G11ard Ca11au, 11acl we II.ave 

a lot of - it'• 1 blperma11t •e ban a lot of memltcn who are, 
IRterlltld. · 

JlUMSn.f .,D: 
l'v• dlleohl'•d that I'd bnC not 1anar qu1.Uou1 Jlke tb•t ual l 

look•'* tht 11ua1brr1 and die cost qd ue wlaat oae ••• to Rh'• up to 
II••• t0mctbla1 Hu t!,at. 

LEARY, 
You'll da ~at aa4 1t1bmlt It fn l'Mf 

llUMsJl'ELD, 
We wlU be ll1pp1 to t•k• • look at k ••cl ue whit tJa1 com arc. I 

wolllcJ 1dd thll, daat yo111re q•ite tight, lao•ev•r. ln tlae - total foree 
cooctpt wutM. It •a worlctd ia cbt eu11fllct, tt it ..-.»rki111 MCiay. 

Bllt oae Dftllt ddlyl ,. calllq poop~ up WAI that, yo111re nsht, their 
tecill needed ro be ll&cd aad ••r10111 oilaer U.iap ~at tlay hada •t pahl 
•tte.nt1GII to. Aad It ••1 Yary wllll be at HIiie pttat that t'ltlN wlll he 
Hmt 1dv1nt11e II ba'1•1 eer,ua ete-.,enc. of tla1 Guard ud :a.1erYN 
mare reaoy, tllt II 10 aay 11awn1 ,asa1 thell· tettll ,becked ud la•v•1 
bad those klodl or pJIYlkal cllec~, to tbltt th .. • I• aot • dolly ••• a bis: 
paperwork r•all Wbell yoa're tr)1tll to CC' IJl!l>Ple on acUn d•tr• 
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l'JlY-15-2083 11:49 

!(b)(6) .. 

LEAHY; 
l'm allO concerned about tlae bcutb iaR1nue. ni:re ii a long biata1 

tlley aaa, b, wlttaoat tr. 

LE.,UI\': 
AJad I'd be 11•4 to work with your .a oa tilt., b•t tltl11 It • 1rnwtq 

coaeera. Tllote at III In tile caueu Qd 1*tlt partlca Dte ooaeuucl 
abaut - "'e h.ear &om 01r bome nata all ab -1 tllblk It It 10meth1Dc 
- we're p11sbl111 for )qWat101 oa rMI, 1111hlk It ls aa1nclllb1g that 
enuld be dOlle. 1 tb .. k altlawely it'd bt a WI'}' Cud• cffcctivc datag. 

l reallf.e tlll, It Dot I qUetUOa wlaert )'Ol'd bfft: alle auwen oa die 
top of yo•r bncl.. h\lt w1111ld you direct you 111ft w "ork 'Wttll lftla, 10 
tlli1t wa tan 1llare tb1I Jnfonmtknl witll tile whoJe pldw nucat! 

RUMIIRIJ): 
We'U be Ja1ppy to dtl IDte it. nut y11. 

P. 004 

P.8S.,,05 

F,,..,o, ••r 1211 
TOm.. P,85 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

rNFOMEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

June 13, 2003, 11 :OOam 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Sc~Defense (Personn.el and Read.iness) : 
r l' __ }?{,(t-,IJ. f. ~/n,·i. / ,ft fT:u;~- r "i.:;> 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Forces--SNOWFLAKE 

• In your June 9, 2003, memorandum, you asked "to see a list of each of the 
Services' proposals as to how they are going to rebalance their active duty forces 
versus Guard and Reserve.'' 

• As detailed in the "Review of Reserve Component Contributions to National 
Defense, " there are multiple solutions to address your concerns about 
Active/Reserve force mix. These include: 

-- Move AC/RC capabilities within/between war plans and theaters of operation. 

- Enhance volunteerism to provide trained, ready individual reservists, and units, 
who can be used without involuntary mobilizations. 

- Expand the use of reach back to reduce the need for deployed forces. 

- Streamline the mobilization process to improve responsiveness. 

- Rebalance capabilities between and within the AC and RC. 

• The issue has been at the forefront of our ongoing discussions with the Services 
and is the topic of the Senior Readiness Oversight Council (SROC) on June 19, 
2003. Attached are the last two slides from that brief, constituting the proposed 
action items that wiJI be the basis for discussion on the way ahead. The list you 
requested would be compiled from the Program Change Proposals due August 1s1

• 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

. J<b )(6) Prepared by: Captam Alan LaBeouf.._ ____ _, 

0 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Rebalancing Forces 

~"'' ~2003 

I want to see a list of each of the Services' proposals as to how they are going to 

rebalance their active duty forces versus Guard and Reserve. 

The goal would be to make sure we have people who can do every needed skill on 

active duty, so that every time we want to do anything we don't have to activate 

Reserves. 

We also need to look at the total number of people in each skill, so that we don't 

have to activate people so frequently. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060503-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I 

Please respond by __ 0--+-/_2_· _'-> ...... )_0_:..;_" __ _ 
I 
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AC/RC Force Mix 
Considerations 

OSD/RA Brief to SROC 

25 June, 2003 
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SECDEF Concerns About the RC 

Availability 
" .. .I think we also ought to look into that subject that came up about the Guard and 

Reserve, and whether we even want Guard and Reserve available only after 120 or 
180 days." 4/1/02 Merno to USD (I) re: Availability of Reserves 

Responsiveness 
" .. .I think we need to make sure we have all the people we could conceivably need in 

specific skills as part of the active force rather than some of them in the reserves, as 
is currently arranged ... " 4/15102 Memo to USD (P&R) re: No Subject 

Agility 
" ... It is very clear that there are some distinctive tasks only found in the Reserves that 

are not found on active duty, which means if you want to do those things you have 
to activate reservists." 11/01/02 Memo to USD (C) re: Tasks-Resen1e v. Active Duty 

Flexibility 
" .. .I have trouble seeing why we have to have a reserve call-up anytime we want to 

engage in conflict. It simply tips off the fact that that is what we are going to do 
months before we are able to do it." 12/30/02 Memo to USD (P&R) re: RC v. AC Tasks 

Transformation 
" ... We can't do anything skillfully the way it (activating the guard and reserve) is 

currently arrayed." 12/21/02 Memo to CJCS re: No Subject 

11-L-0559/0SD15188 
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SECDEF: "The Mix is Something that Needs to be Looked At." 
March 27, 2003 HAC Hearing 

• Requirements for Reserve forces span a large variety of functions. 

• Recent mobilizations highlight shortages in some capabilities that stress the RC. 

- Of the 284,000 RC mobilized for GWOT since 

9/11/01; 28,000 were involuntarily mobilized for 

a second year. 

- Almost 1/2 of RC special forces are on duty today. 

- Multiple call-ups for intelligence, military and 

security police, special operations and others. 

Reserve Forces On Duty In 
Support of the GWOT =~...---=============~--

200,000 

1SO,OOO 

50-,000 

0 

218,694 
As of: 

(05/13f03J 

ON!:/ 01$:i= I OIF 

- Demand for Biological Integrated Detection Systems (BIDS) exceeds availability. 

- Few of the individuals in Major HQs are sourced based on validated requirements. 

• End strength is not the issue - SELRES mobilized involuntarily: USNR 18%; 

ARNG22%;USAR30%;ANG31%;0SAFR3l%;USMCR43%~USCGR82% 

11-L-0559/0SD15189 
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Facts and Assumptions: GWO,T Lessons Learned 

• All Services have AC/RC mix issues. 
- LD/HD stresses both AC and RC - some rebalancing is being addressed 

in the FY 04 budget, but more needs to be done. 
- Actions to set the force must reduce repeated, frequent mobilization of 

RC individuals and units. 
• Some reasons for embedding capabilities in the RC are changing in the post 

9/11 world; others remain valid. 
• Immediate response and rapid response CONUS based forces are best 

filled with units maintained at the highest readiness levels. 
- RC forces projected for early use must be capable of sustaining high 

levels of readiness in peacetime. 
- RC volunteerism (units and individuals) can work well. 
- Current method for training of reserves reduces responsiveness and 

agility of the force. 

11-L-0559/0SD15190 
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Multiple Solutions for AC/RC Force Mix 

• Move Active and Reserve capabilities within warplans to achieve 
operational requirements in all phases. 

• Introduce innovative management techniques. 

Enhance volunteerism to provide trained, ready individual reservists 
and units who can respond immediately without requiring mobilization 
(e.g. aircrews, transportation support, PSYOPs, IMAs). 

- Expand the use of reachback to reduce the footprint in theater through 
virtual connectivity to CONUS locations (IO, intelligence, finance). 

- Streamline the mobilization process to improve responsiveness. 

• Rebalance capabilities between and within the Active and Reserve 
Components to reduce stress on highly leveraged assets. 

Provide resources necessary to enhance the readiness of RC needed first. 

5 
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Multiple Solutions for AC/RC Force Mix - Examples 
I 

Capability Move Volunteerism Reach back Streamline Rebalance 

Electronic Warfare '1 '1 

Intelligence '1 '1 '1 

Major HQ Augment '1 '1 '1 '1 

Military/Security v v '1 
Police 

Special Operations v v v 

Provide resources necessary to enhance the readiness of RC needed first. 

6 
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THE WAY AHEAD 

• Reduce dependence on involuntary mobilization of reservists needed 
early in an operation by replacing early deploying RC with later 
deploying AC where appropriate. 

• Expand the use of volunteer RC units and individuals through 
application of concepts such as the Variable Pool of Reserves. 

• Program for RC use in support of CO NUS-based operations intended to 
provide reach back capabilities for forward forces, thereby reducing 
footprint in theater. 

• Program RC capabilities to meet predictable, long lead-time missions 
such as rotational overseas presence and experimentation. 

11-L-0559/0SD15193 
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THE WAY AHEAD (Cont.) 

• Implement innovative management techniques such as those d1 
the Review of Reserve Component Contributions to National L 
include new management programs and auxiliaries for speciali 
difficult to access, train and retain, and designing and testing n 
affiliation programs. 

• Determine the role and contribution of the RC to Homeland Dt 
Assistance to Civil Authorities. 

• Conduct a review of the most recent mobilization lessons learn 
recommend an improved mobilization system. Identify legisla 
policy, or procedural changes needed to enable the new system 

• Reprogram force imbalances that result in repeated, frequent 
mobilization of RC individuals and units by changing force stn 
and/or mix, using contractors, or mitigating shortfalls through 
technology. 

REFER TO THE HANDOUT PROVIDED FOR ASSIGNMENTS AND DU 
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TO: 

CC: 

David Chu 

Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Forces 

S7GJ("li 
~2003 

I want to see a list of each of the Services· proposals as to how they are going to 

rebalance their active duty forces versus Guard and Reserve. 

The goal would be to make sure we have people who can do every needed skill on 

active duty, so that every time we want to do anything we don't have to activate 

Reserves. 

We also need to look at the total number of people in each skill, so that we don't 

have to activate people so frequently. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060S03·l0 

............................................................•...•...•... , 

Please respond by __ & ..... )_2_0_,_/_0_:..:i_"-__ _ 
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June 16, 2003 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tll-
SU BJ ECT: Press 

Attached is a USAID press office release. It doesn't men lion you or the Coalition 

Provisional Authority. 

I am told there was another one that said USAID was launching an economic 

governance program for Iraq. and it also made no mention of you or the CPA. 

My impression is that this type of AID promotion would weaken your position, 

confuse people on the ground and suggest that we may not have a clear plan. 

Do you have any suggestions as to what 1 could do to be helpful'? Do you want to 

take care of it? Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/29/03 USAJD Press release: "USAlD Unveils Democracy Transilion Projecls in Umm Qasr, 

Iraq" 

DHR:dh 
061603-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ &i ..... / 2_J.....,/..__..J_3 ___ _ 
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~ •Home .rhis Is USAID •Privacy •IIJhat's New •Missions •Employment •Search •Contact ;z.: The United States Agency for International Development 

USAID Unveils Democracy Transition Projects in 
Umm Qasr, Iraq 

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT .' t,;. ,'(j(}_'l 
PRESS RELEASE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20523 
PRESS OFFICE 
http://www usaid.gov/ 
(202) 712-4320 

2003-047 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May 29, 2003 

Contact: USAIO Press Office 

UMM QASR, IRAQ - The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) yesterday held a 
ribbon-cutting ceremony in Umm Qasr. Iraq to mark the formal hand-over to the town's Transitional 
Town Council of three democracy projects funded by the U.S. government. The total cost of the 
projects is $76,000. These projects mark the first time there has been public access to the Internet 
in Umm Qasr. and the first lime in decades that there have been administrative offices for a locally
selected government. 

The ceremony included representatives of the Town Council, USAID, implementing partner 
Development Alternatives, Inc. (DAI). and U.S. military Civil Affairs leadership. The three USAID 
grants, selected based on a list of priorities developed by community residents, were for a new town 
council building ($41,000), for a new Community Communication Center ($30,000), and for youth 
sports facilities and equipment ($5,000). The Town Council grant has provided a new pre-fabricated 
administration building with air conditioning, electricity, and plumbing; computers and other office 
equipment including furniture: and training and technical assistance in community leadership for the 
currently appointed and the future elected Council members. The Community Communications 
Center project has supplied new computers with broadband internet access and international phone 
call capabilities, furniture, and training and technical assistance. The youth sports project includes a 
new cement basketball/volleyball court. restoration of a soccer field, and balls and nets for soccer, 
volleyball, and basketball. 

At the ribbon-cutting ceremony for the new Town Council office, Umm Qasr Town Council member 
Abdul Jabbar AI-Fayyad said, "I would like to express our appreciation, first of all, for the liberation of 
the Iraqi people from the tyrant. Second of all, for the serious reconstruction in Iraq. And we are 
grateful that you are now paying attention to our other problems. Now we have a place lo meet, and 
now the people can come to us and say whatever they want - and we thank you, we thank you very 
much." 

Each of the projects responds to a request received from the community. They are designed to 

http://www.usaid.gov/press/releasesdo1):,lpr~PM!tQS D 15197 6/13/2003 



VSAID Press Release: USAID Unveils Democracy Transition Projects in Umm Qasr, Iraq Page 2 of 2 

support education and local government, and provide a safe place for young people to meet and 
play together. 

"By providing greater access to information and an environment for working together, USAID is 
supporting the transition to self-governance in Iraq.a said Michael Marx, Team Leader for USAID's 
Disaster Assistance Response Team, MThese grants will help Umm Oasr's residents as they work, 
learn and rebuild their community." 

The DART is an inter-agency U.S. humanitarian response team deployed by USAID in cooperation 
with other U.S. agencies including the Department of Slate and Health and Human Services. 

For more information on USAID's relief and reconstruction efforts in Iraq, visit ~.usaid.gov/ir~Q!.. 

The U.S. Agency for lntemational Development has provided economic and humanitarian 
assistance worldwide for more than 40 years. 

Home I Privacy I v\lhat's New? I Directory I Missions I Employment I Search 

Have a question or comment about USAID or the USAID website? 
Visit our CQ!JU!C.t.Q..a..9.e to find the appropriate resource. 
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TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Lessons of the War 

June 16, 2003 

Here is an article on the lessons of the war J thought you might like to see in case 

you missed it. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Hanson, Victor Davis. "Lessons of the War," Commentary, June 2003. 

Dlllblh 
()(1](,()J.] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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June 2003 

Lessons of the War 
Victor Davis Hanson 

T HE GENERAL facts about the recent war are 
not in much dispute. In a span of about three 

weeks, the United States militarv overran a countrv 
the size of California. It utterlv ~bliterated Sadda~ 
Hussein's mi!itarv hardware__:tanks, heaw arti!!erv, 
transport-and t~re apart his armies. Of the appro~
irnatelv 110 American deaths in the course of the 
hostilities, fullv a fourth occurred JS a result of acci
dents, friendly fire, or peacekeeping mishaps rather 
than at the hands of enemv soldiers. The extraordi
narily low ratio of total American casualties per 
number of U.S. soldiers deployed, or of American 
fatalities per Iraqi soldiers killed, is almost un
matched in modern military history-and an 
unimaginably long way from the specter of Ar
mageddon offered up by a variety of self-proclaimed 
experts before the war and during its early days. 

The phenomenal and rapid success of Operation 
Iraqi Freedom should not, however, lead us to 
think that it was a foregone conclusion, or blind us 
to the age-old obstacles to conducting military op
erations in the distant lvliddle East and surround
ing environs-difficulties amply attested by the 
disastrous Russian experience in Afghanistan and 
Chechnya and past British and French debacles 
from Gallipoli to Algeria. Bruce force does not al-

VrcToa Dt1.v1s HANSON is the a11thfJY of two ne.:.: bookf. 
Mexiforni:i (Encounter) and Ripples of Banle (Doubleda_¥). 
Among his ,·ontrib11tions to CoMMENT.-\RY arr .. ,I lor:e 
Iraq, Bomb 7b:as"' (December 2002) and "Goodbye to £11-
rope?" (Ortober 2002). 

ways translate into battlefield \'ictory, especially, as 
has often been the case, when logistics are strained, ·· 
ci1,iJians are indistinguishable from soldiers, politi
cal considerations bridle the use of firepower, and 

' an antagonist's defeat is not measurable bv the 
enormo;s numbers falling to \Vestern arms. )io 
less daunting in the present instance was the sur
rounding geopolitical landscape: O\'ert enemies of 
the United States like Syria and Iran, duplicitous 
friends such as Saudi Arabia and Jordan, and che 
suddenly fickle ally Turkey. 

Critics of American action, drawing on memo
ries of the first Gulf war in 1990-91, cited ocher 
prospective perils as well: burning oil fields, fouled 
waters, and missiles launched into Israel and 
Kuwait. Concerns about chemical weapons, blown 
bridges, exploding dams, suicide bombers, and 
mass executions were adduced to remind us chat 
conquering this fully functioning criminal state 
would be much more hazardous than our prior ex
perience of expelling its predatory legions from 
Kuwait. Saddam Hussein's military knew where we 
were, where we were going, and approximately 
when we would begin. In the operation's early days, 
the narrow front at Kuwait was especially vulnera
ble as thousands of vehicles and troops were 
crowded into a confined launching area . .\loreover, 
this single point of entry lay some 400 miles distant 
from Iraq's northern Kurdish cities-a longer dis
tance than the one confronting the Allied annies in 
vVorld \Var II who left the ::--;-ormandy beaches for 

[17] 
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the Siegfried line. Although retired Q,"enerals and 
others h;J.rped on the alleg~d paucity ~of troops on 
the ground, it would have been no less risJ..--r to ex
pos; to missile or chemical attack a larger force
the suggested figure was 500,000 soldiers. or oYer 
half of America's aggregate front-line combat 
strength-concentrated in a few thousand acres. 

Still another uncertainty was the disposition and 
likely reaction of the "Iraqi people." They were not 
quite enemies, like the Germans in \\'orld \Var II, 
but neither were thev friendlies like the once-lib
erated \Vest Europe~ns of that era. Saddam's sub
jects were, perhaps, more like the Italians cinu 
1943: people who sort of wished to be freed from a 
dictator-but depending on how quickly, painless~ 
ly, and profitably it could be done. In the event, 
thev turned out to be a mixture of all three and 
soinething else altogether: on one day sullen if not 
exactly reluctant supporters of Saddam Hussein, on 
the next a mass of blameless indiYiduals happy to 
have been extricated from the grip of their despot
ic overlords, and on the next looters and destrO\'
ers of their native heritage and infrastructur·e, 
blaming the Americans for their own license and 
demanding our immediate exit. 

How, THE:,-, did we pull it off? In lieu of over
\\·helmin!l," numbers and strategic flexibilin·, 

the key was spe~d and tactical surprrse. By forgo
ing a long bombing campaign but stJrting the land 
inYasion in tandem with precision strikes on the 
regime's g-randees, we c.i.ught the Baathists off 
g-u~rd, killing a fair numbei and thereb,· accom
plished a n~mber of critical pre-battle goals. 
;\fotorized columns raced to Baghdad, bypassing 
resistance and overwhelming Iraqi command-and
control before shocked Iraqi generals could react 
and reorganize. If one thinks of the densely popu
lated Mesopotamian corridor as prey that had long 
been in the grip of a kind of snake. the idea was to 
decapitate the beast in Baghdad and thus loosen its 
grasp far more quickJy than could be accomplished 
by hacking away at its multifarious 300-mile-long 
coils. There were also political considerations be
hind the decision not to soften up Iraq by air for 
weeks on end as we had done in the earlier Gulf 
war, or bter in the cases of Serbia and Afghanist:m; 
despite the gri::ater peril to our forces in-the field, 
we felt we could not ruin the he,nT infrastructure 
of the coun trv, suffer through \I e~ks of televised 
ima!l,"es of coilateral damage caused hv us, allow 
Saddam to di::vour the reso;rces of his c;wn people, 
or endure endless criticism of our allezed timidin· 
about putting "hoots on the ground.'' • · 

The Secretar.· of Defense and his generals were 
castigated for a 'purported "pause" d~ring the first 
week of operntions due to adverse weather and the 
need to resupplr. Their alle~eJ sins included not 
only insufficient troops or ,m;wr in place but also a 
failure to produce spont,rneous local uprisings as 
ad\'ertised. But the,e criticisms missed the vast rev
olution in arms th;:it had tr::inspireJ in the twelve 
years since the first Gulf w::ir (not to mention the 
logical point that an imprisoned an<l brutally sub
jugated people might need a little time to display 
its enthusiasm openly). As our troops fought fa
tigue and sandstorms, 3,000 ;1ir sortie!; a day were 
neve~theless methodically whittling down the Re
publican Guard to individual tanks and batteries. 
YVhen occasionall\' directing their dassical massed 
formations a g-ainst the ou~tn um be red American 
columns, the Iraqis only provided better targets for 
our jets. fl}ing far above the oil-fired smoke, whirl
winds, and clouds. Alternatively, by breaking up 
their armored divisions co avoid our bombs, or bv 
taking refuge in mosques, hospitals, and schools, 
thev forfeited am· chance to concentrate their fire, 
made ad-hoc desertions more likelv, and diluted 
thejr strength, huddling in weak pockets that could 
be isolated and picked off. 

It is easy to exaggerate the effect of airpower in 
replacing the punch of armored divisions, but it is 
considerable. How manv tanks were 1,000 Ameri
can planes worth as they dropped their smart 
bombs on indiYidual Baathiq houses and small 
groups of the Republican (~uanF Tacticians still 
ha\·e not done the calibrations. In anv case, and 
notwithstanding charges that Drn:1.1ld Rumsfeld has 
emasculated the Army, what was proved by our de
ployment of 10,000 Special Forces to organize the 
entire northern front, bv the flexible use of the 
101st and 82nd Airborne Divisions, and by the race 
of the 3rd \lechanized Division to Baghdad was 
the versatilitv of the new infanm· itself, which can 
no longer be.caricatured as slow, ·immobile, or one
dimensional. Victon• could have unfolded even 
more quickly had ou~ geopolitics been as inspired 
as our military operations: a north_e~n. from headed 
b,· the 10,000-man 4th Infantry D1v1s1on, srrength
e~ed b,· 60,000 Kurdish irregulars, and covered bv 
300 bomb~rs flying freely 0out of Turkey :~·ould 
h.lve ensured the encirclement of Baghdad m five 
or ,ix da\·s. 

Rumst"eld was also slurred for remarking on the 
superiority of professional troops over dra_ftees. ~~t 
his point remained Yalid. The new Amencan mili
tary prowd lethal beyond its n~mbers, as near-ado
lescents without combat experience showed them-

[ 18] 
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selves to be more adept at streer fighting than the 
so-called Sadd,1m fdayeen. \.Vh:1t h,1s become dear 
from the w:ir is th:1t, from vear to ye.1r, the Ameri
c:m military has increased i0ts lethality geometrical
ly, not increment,illv. \\ bat has also become unde
~iable is the moral ~harncter of our forces. Neither 
bloodthirsty nor triumphalist, American soldiers 
c.1me across on our television screrns as idealists 
eai;ter to liber;ite the unfree and return home, con
te~t chat thev had defeated killers and savt:d inno
cents. One· will long rememher the sight of 
,\farint:s in ray-ban glasses, their radios blaring 
rock music and their tanks emblazoned with slo
gans like "Anger Managt:mem": this rt:lilly was 
something new in history, :1 strange marriage be
tween contemporary American mass culture and 
I 9th-century concepts of heroism, patriotism, and 
hum;initarianism. 

IF THESE are some of the factors accounting for 
our victory, a somewhat different question is 

what accounted for the Iraqi defeat. After all, the 
war did not necessarily have to he so quick. Even 
setting aside the hysterical predictions of disaster 
and the early cries of "qu;1grnire,'' we would do well 
to be;1r in mind the plenimde of intrinsic advan
tages on the Iraqi side: ample weapons imd muni
tions, large armies, :m array of homeland defenses, 
trained assassination squads, stealthy political sup
port from other Ar;1b nations, guaranteed sanctu
ary and supply in Syria, and the presence of new
found allies in Europe who could broker an 
armistice should the Americans begin to tire or 
take excessive casualties. Had the highwi1v and the 
surrounding desert from Kuwait to Bagh.dad been 
laced with thousands of land mines, or showered 
with shells from subterranean artillerv, our enor
mous gamble to send and supply· serpentine 
columns on such a n:1rrow path could have met 
with near disaster. Perhaps Iraq's greatest edge lay 
in the inhibitions placed on American military con
duct, in contrast to the freedom enjoyed hy Sad
dam Hussein in p;irk.ing his military assets in 
schools and mosques and sending out a powerful 
stream of televised disinformation. 

\.Vhy then did the Ir:iqis fold so abruptly:: The 
answer is at least partly generic-that is, having 
something to do with the Arab way of war in gen
eral. In an impressive :rnd underappreciated srudy, 
Arabs at ffiir, Kenneth M. Polbck has outlined the 
main problems besetting Middle Eastern armies 
during- the bst ha!f-cennirv ... Better known as the 
autho'°r of last year's Tbr Tlm:atening Stom1: The 
Cas1·.for Im.lading lmq, Polbck here applies the same 

disp::issionate mode of ::malvsis to the wider milimrv 
culture th;it h:is brought J;fe:i.t after defeat to mod-
ern Arab annies. • 

There is. to hegin with, verv little stanis accord
ed to conscript \oldiers, who are poorly paid, 
housed, and trained. Tribalism, not merit, is more 
likely to govern the promotion of officers. In an 
age of mech;rnized warfare and combined land
and-air operJtions, most commanders have little 
knowledge of flexible tactical doctrint:. Instead, 
outdated Soviet ideas from the J!J70's-lih stack
ing armor in successive rings for massive, set-piece 
;iss;iults-srill infect the thinking of the ft:w !!ener
als who have studied militarv theory. Whe~ such 
rote practices prove suicidal i~ the fa~e of a sophis
ticated opponent with mastery of the air, there is 
no mechanism for ;1d-hoc adjustment. 

There are other deficiencies as well. \Veapons, 
almost exclusit·ely imported rarher than manufac
tured at home, are often poorly m;1int.1ined and are 
thrust into the hands of soldiers bcking either edu
cation or much experience with high-technology. 
As American soldiers would rem;1rk in the course 
of Operation Ir;1qi F rei.!dom, Iraqi artillery was in
accurate and slow-firing, sm:111-arms fire was poor
ly directed, and :1rmored vehicles :md tanks were in 
obviouslv inferior condition. 

Al! th;s is symptomatic of brger problems: the 
absence within .-\rah militaries of free discussion 
about operational choices, and :1 svstem that re
wards obsequiousness and punishes inici;itive. Only 
in this wider context can the Baathists' otherwise 
bewildering tactics in the most recent conflict be 
understood. Here was a military clique that went to 
war over the possession of chemical and biological 
weapons that were so hidden away they could not 
be readily used for the very purpose for which they 
had been acquired; that would send an armored 
column into the open under the cloak of a sand
storm that providtd no cloak at all ;1gainst satellite
guided bombs; that would order men to swarm out 
of fortifications and dwellings at the sight of ap
proaching American troops ("quail hunters"), only 
to see them oblicer:lted by waiting planes; that 
would hurl men clad in pajamas against soldiers ar
rayed in ceramic body ;irmor; thar would stockpile 
arms and munitions in public sanctuaries that 
proved indefensible points of resistance. 

As Pollack documents, moreover, while deft:at 
on the battlefield can exact a hitter price for a pro
fessional Arab soldier, excellence can be no less 
dangerous, earning him the em-y Jnd suspicion of 

• :-.elir~~ka, 69H pp .. 5+'!.•l'i. The ,uhtitle of thi~ hook i, Jldmwr 
Ej}cmvme.r.r, 194,~. I 99 /. 
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Indeed, rather than pro\·iding SJeh Erekat with 
his own "Baghdad Bob"-like web pa~e, where his 
untruths could have been held up to descrYed scorn, 
the \\"cstern media, led in this case ln· the British, 
canonized them. On April 17, 2 00.:?, the Gl!ilrdiau 
called the supposed massacre atJcnin "eYery hit as 
repdlent as Osama liin Laden\ :lttark 011 ~cw 
York." The £..,ming St111ulard trumpeted the term 
"genocide," and its columnist A.N". \\ ilsnn further 
accused Israel of "poisoning the w.ner suppl(' to 
ensure its "cover of genocide." l\"'ot to he outdone, 
the London Tiims\J~nine di Gio\"anni snapped that 
not even Bosnia or Chcdmva ri,·aled ··such deliber
ate destruction, such disrespect for human li fc."• 

From this perspective, the Arab inebriation with 
falsehood and the propag.mda of the lie begins w 
look not so irrational after all. Howt.Ter injurious 
such habits of delusion m;n• tum out to be when 
tested in arrnal dashes o(arms, politic:1llr they 
have proved, ;lt le:1st until now, rather useful-;ind 
quite in step with the deductin: predispositions of 
influcnti;1I sectors of opinion in the n·est. This is 
t:spccially so where tht: suhit:l"t of Israel and the 
P.1lesti11i,ms is concerned, hut it :1pplies clscwh1:n: 
,ls wdl. Eurnpe;m efforts m·cr the ~·e,1rs to sell .mns 
to S:1d(bm I fusscin\ regime, m.1d1in;itions to ham
per A111eric,m milihiry ;cti<in, and the pnstwar Eu
ropean support for Syri,1 to resist the extr;1dition of 
lr,1qi Baathists-these arc some oi the fruits of a 
tacit ;Kquil'SCt:IKt: in the ide.1 of :'l.r;1l 1 \·il·ti111hood. 
So ,me the L1rge perct:nt,iges of Frenchmen and 
other Europe.111 ~ f.n ori n g P.1lc~ti 11 i;m k1Tor over 
Israeli de11HR:racy. \Yh,1tc,·er tln: p.irtirnl:11" 11wti\·e 
invoh etl. it has heen gt:11cr;1 I h- the case th;1t :\rah 
advcrs,iries of Israel t;r of the· United St.ices h;nc 
been able to win politically .md diplomatic.ill}- wh.it 
thev h.we ht:en unable to achien: th rough arms on 
thc.lmtleficld. ~ 

T H£ Rf.AL question remains whether, in the 
w;1ke of Jr;1q, any of the norn1;1! w.1ys of doing 

busint:ss are ~·oing to change. As far ,b the L"nitcd 
States is rnn~crned, one might hope that our focc
to-fact: confront.nion with and utter defr,it oi the 
Baathists-coupled \vith the ci·idcncc of their h.1r
baric rule, dorumc11 tari on of v.-hi ch keeps Lurni n g 
up ,is V.'C sift through abandoned Iraqi go\'ernmcnt 
offices .rnd torrure eh.imbers-wil! lead to a re
newed .1pprcci;1tion of what Israel h;1s been up 
ag,1inst in its own struggle with .m enem\· th:it 
a;iopts simibr strategies ;1;d displays ;1 simila~ mcn
talitv. If nothing else. the trouncing, rem0\-,11. and 
hun;ili.1tion of S:1dJam Hussein sh~Juld remind us 
th.it wars of ,elf-defense ;1nd n.1tional stm·i\-al need 

to be pursued to their logical conclusions in military 
defeat of the aggressors and change of re~rime. Rarely 
if eYer do intt>rrupted ronflicts end by meam of im
posed peace processes, road maps, or l)N-brokered 
armistices-all of which perpetuate and reward the 
illusion that defeated ag~ressors can recoup politi
callv what the,· lost milirnrilv-hut rnthcr bv the 
clin;ination an~l repbcement ;if the condition~ that 
prompted the conflicts in the first place. 

Certainly the geopolitical rnlcu!us in the ;\liddlc 
E:1st has visibly impro\'ed, induding for lsr-.iel. \Ve 
h,ffe I 00,000 soldiers positioned on the bordt:r 
with Jr;m-a countr\' now surrounded hv reform 
irm·ernmcnts in Afih:1nisrnn and Iraq, ·and one 
~-hose resti,·e popul'.nion is itself reportedly cager 
for liher;1li7 . .Jtion. Alreadv the United St.Hes has 
nirned renewed attention ·toward the Svrian oecu
p:1tiun of Leh-rnon and the sanctuaries ·t:njoyed by 
the terrorist r;1dres of Ha mas .md Hi2hull:1h; Syria 
itself !lla\· soon he eonfrnntcd with dcmocr.1cic·, tu 
the north, south, and e,1st. Tht:re :1re thus grounds 
for thinking thH, comhint:d with other initi,Hives, 
our r:fforts in kiq might end by ~o ch.mging reali
ties in the Middle E:m :1s to hring about the emer
gence of more th:m one new ronsensu.il govern-
;nent in the region. • 

Lending ~\l l)Jmrt to the ))(lssi bi Ii ty of p1)l i tk.1 l 
progress i~ the fact that, even hefore we hmded in 
lr:1q, some Arabs seemnl at last to be arknowledg
in~ th.it their problems were self-induced-and 
th,lt these liahilitil'S ha\·e been threatenin)!; the \'Cf\" 

sun i\·,11 of their '-mietics. The unusu.illv c:mdi;l 
Am/, ffom1111 IJc;·dop111;·11t N1·p1n-t ::002, issut:d by 
leading :\r;1h i11telkrtu.1!s under the auspices of the 
l'l\"'. w;1s one such s~·mptom. Among the partieu-
1.irs listed in its d:m111ini.: indictment (frnmcd, need
less to SJ\", ]iy J ritu;1J dcnunciatinn of Israel) arc the 
strug,;rlt: i1l'~·een the area's exploding popubrion-
7 5 percent under the age of eighteen-and its ever 
scucer rt"source~; the ;1hysmal economic pt:rfor
m,incc of the 2 ~ und emocra tic Arab countries, 
whose wmbi1u·d gross n.nur:11 product of $53 l bil
lion doll.1rs amounts to $60 billion kss th:m Spain's 
a lone: tht: rnpaci ty of the Saudi ruy.11 family, which 
has sequestered S450 billion outside the country, .1 

figure representing not much less rh:m all the 
g:oods and sen-ice~ produced b>· 300 million Arnbs 
eJch ycLlr: and the expressed desire of perhaps half 
the \'outh in most _.\rah cmmrries to emig-rate, most 
ofo.in to either Europe or the l:nited Scates. 

The problems of the .\1iddlc East arc garg.1ntuan, 

,.. F11f funlu:r doi;,.-~1;\H .. 'l'l.1lion Dt thi~ qw•,odc, -sec "J,r,:nmgratl: \rhat 
the Brm,h \luha .,:11,r· t.1 "li,m (;mss (.\n/i!Jllnl Rrnei,· 011/11lf. 
_\LJ\· I I. ](!1121. 
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LEsso:,..:s or TJ-JE \\'.>.R 

but we have :1t bst t:1ken a le\'er to this part of the 
world .ind given it a shove in the riuht direction. 
Still, there ;re at least two reasons for ~caution. F1rst, 
Americ:ms h.ive tradition:ilh- heen disinclined to 
seek further confrontations in the w;ike of victorv
or, for that matter, in the wake of defeat. Our m.ite
ri;i 1 ant! psychic exhaustion in 1945 meant that we 
had no stomach for the mess,· effort to ensure the 
cause of freedom in Eastern E~rope-the very call,e 
th.it had attended the stJrt of\\'orld \\:1r I1-a1;ainst 
our former allv the Soviet Union. :\.frer the full of 
Saigon in 197{, Americans simply walked away from 
the unfolding genocide in Cambodia. Victory in the 
first Gulf war precluded any desire for the further 
bother of actu:1lly removing Saddam Hussein-even 
though thousands upon thousands of Shiites and 
Kurds were butchered while American soldiers were 
ordered to stand down. How probable, or perhaps 
even prudent, is it that an Americ:m President will 
resort to military action ag;iinst, say. S~·ri;i so quick
Iv after the recent war-even if high-onking 
Baathists and lr;iqi weapons are found e~sconced i; 
Damascus? As for the American public, it nuv he 
more inclined to mm JWJV in disg;ust from seen~, of 
free Ir.1qis angrily demon;tr.1ting\1g.1inst their liber
ators, or from the inevitably messy .i.n<l protrJ.Cted 
business of reconstruction, th:in to clamor for more 
of the same in S}'Tia. 

A NOT_HF.R co;-.;sJDERATros h~s tu do spec(fically 
fi with Isr:id .. ..\!though our mtervenaon m lr:iq 
ne.ith· ~;n·e the lie to the conventional wisdom rhat 
rhe I;r;~d-. ..\r.1h Jispure is at the "heart" of the Mid
dle EJst problem, it is hJbitu.11 by now for Jny 
.-\.meric.m success in the region to be followed bv 
efforts .it resoh-ing th::it dispute. Pressuring Isrn~l 
to ·'uke risks for peace'' has long been seen by our 
St1te Dep;1mnent as a means of assuaging Arab hu
miliation ,ifrer milirnrv defeat-almost as if the 
amning military prcl\'..:ess of\"Vestern armies re
quired some kind of psychological compensation in 
the form of poliric:11 concessions. Thus, in the .1f
termJth of the first Gulf war, the rapid convening 
of the :\Lidrid conference set the stage for the dis
Jstrnus Oslo accords-and hence the current "road 
map."' 

But the PJ!estini.1ns h.1ve their own Saddam 
Husseins, and their own kindred thugocracy-and 
their own murderous delusions. From all of these 
materiJI Jnd ideological shackles thev need to be 
]ibernted before the;e CJn be a glimpse of a begin~ 
ning of concord between them Jmi the IsrJelis. 
Th,~t difficult truth. too. is J lesson of the recent 
w.1r. no leis th.m is the gle,uning hope borne aloft 
hy the downfall of one especially brutal tyr::inny 
throu!!:h the brilliJnce of Americ,m :mm and the 
perse\:erJnce of .-\merican vision. 
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June 16, 2003 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?· 
SUBJECT: Funding for CPA 

FYI. 

Attach. 
6/16/03 USD(C) info memo to SecDef re: Process and Average Time tll Approve Funding 

Requests 

DHR:dh 
0()1603-41 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please re5pond by _________ _ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 -1100 

INFO MEMO 

COMPTROLLER 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEF,N~~ 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~h~· 

June 16, 2003, 7:56 AM 

SUBJECT: Process and Average Time for the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) to 
Approve Funding Requests from the Office of the Coalition Provisional Authority (OCPA) 

• There are two sources of funds that require 0MB approval for funding: 

• President's Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF) ($2.475 billion from the 
Supplemental) and 

• Iraq vested assets (U.S. blocked Iraq assets that are invested in the U.S. Treasury). 

• The process for handling OCP A funding requests for the two sources is as follows: 

• The various OCP A ministries determine a requirement. 

• The requirement is vetted through the Program Review Board, which forwards 
recommended requirements to Ambassador Bremer for his approval. 

• If the Ambassador Bremer approves and the source of funding is the IRRF, the 
requirement is supposed to be forwarded onto the 0MB with a copy provided to my 
staff. Thus far, that the OCP A chooses to send the requirement to my staff and not 
directly to the 0MB. lf the requirement is for vested assets, then they are to be 
forwarded directly to my staff for processing. 

• My staff reviews the requirement, coordinates the requirement with applicable DoD 
staff elements (must respond within 48 hours), and prepares a memorandum to the 
0MB that includes a recommended funding source/strategy. 

• Following executive review and approval, my staff transmits the requirement to the 
0MB. 

• Our records indicate that, of three projects submitted to the 0MB to date, one is not 
answered and the remaining two project's average approval time is 9.5 days. A listing is 
attached. 

• Ambassador Bremer has the authority to approve spending of seized Iraqi assets; he 
notifies 0MB and us after the funds have been dispersed. 

COORDINATION: None required. 

Attachment: 

As stated j (b)(6) 
Prepared By: John Evansfo-_____ __,, 

11-L-0559/0SD15207 



OMB's Average Approval Times for OCPA Projects 

Date Sent DateOMB 
Project totheOMB Answered 

New Iraqi Army 6-Jun 6days 12-Jun 

Humanitarian Demining 10-Jun No Answer 

Interim Nationwide 
Communications 22-May 13 days 4-Jun 

Average approval 
time of 9.5 days 

11-L-0559/0SD15208 
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June 16, 2003 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '~ 

SUBJECT: Oil 

1f you are still thinking about the possibility that the Iraqi people should share in 

some portion of oil revenues, getting that idea announced as a thought-not as a 

firm policy, since it will ultimately be up to the Iraqis, and not as a specific 

program-might be a way to help stop the sabotage of oil wells and the oil 

production system. 

Apparently the intel suggests thut is what is taking place-is that true, that there is 

a good deal of sabotage? 

Thanks. 

DHlbJh 
OC,1603-39 

....•••••••••.........•.•.......•••••••••......••••........•........•... , 

Please respond by ___ &_..,-+{_;;i._r,~, /_o_3 __ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

John McLaughlin 

Donald Rumsfeldr},. 

SUBJECT: Lessons Learned 

June 16, 2003 

Whenever you want to set up the meeting on lessons learned with other people at 

the Agency, you might want to do it at a time that George could be there. I think it 

would be good for him to see it as wcl I. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
Ut>I003-~7 

~- 'ffe 'o a:f 

(14 

};t:L.\ 
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June 19, 2003 

TO: ADM Giambastiani 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·1f\ · 
SUBJECT: Jay Garner 

I think you ought to get connected to fay Gamer. He has some very good ideas on 

transformation. He used to help Buck Kernan. J think he is first-rate. 

Thanks. 

DHR·Jh 
06((}().\.(6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Plea.ff re.,pond by ~--(:-..... /_~·_.,._l_' _1 -_3 __ _ 

U09646 / 03 
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TO: ADM Giambasciani 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\)f\. 
SUBJECT: Wayne Downing 

You also might want to include Wayne Downing in your efforts on 

transformation. He is a pretty smart fellow. 

Thanks. 

DHR:Jh 
0o19o_\-17 

June 19, 2003 

........................................................................ , 

Please reJJJOnd by __ &-+-j_::_1 
_ 1 -'-/_· .,_3_-__ _ 

I 

U09647 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD15212 
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,. S navvflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

General Franks 

Donald Rumsf eld yi 
Box 

I gave the President your wooden gift box. He was appreciative. 

Thanks. 

DHR·dh 
061903-21 

June 19, 2003 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ .....--_______ _ 

U09648 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD15213 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
I 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 · 1100 

INFO MEMO 

r:::: ·-:; .:·:·. 
1-. - . , ' ~,. 

June 17, 2003, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim 'j 
SUBJECT: Accounting for Supplemental 

• Representative Nussle mentioned to you that since 9/ 11 the Department has not 
been able to account for some of the supplemental funds. His remark was based 
on erroneous information he received from the news media. We are able to 
account for all DoD funding received, including supplemental funds. We have 
done so because we have implemented several procedures to enhance our ability 
to accurately track and report the status of these funds. 

• Of the $31.2 billion we received in supplemental funding in FY 2002, 
$30.4 billion is now obligated. r anticipate that most of what is left will obligate 
in the next 2 months. 

• We have complered the data collection for the FY 2003 midyear execution review. 
My final report will be ready before the end of the month. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that we have sufficient funding to cover our operating requirements for 
the remainder of the fiscal year. Reserve demobilization and the number of forces 
deployed in the CENTCOM area of operations remain a funding concern. 

• We are still working the numbers for the reconstitution of forces. As part of the 
post-war assessment process, the Director for Program Analysis and Evaluation 
and the Services are working lO prioritize these requirements within the guidelines 
briefed to you at the Senior Level Review Group. 

• We owe to the Congress an FY 2003 spending plan on July I, 2003, including the 
starus of funds provided in the supplemental . I will use this report to highlight our 
execution review findings and update the Components' spending plans for the 
remainder of the fiscal year. 

COORDINATION: None required. 

Prepared By: John M. Evans~ ... (b_)_(6_) ____ ___,J 

U09680 
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SnawHake 

May·22, 2003 8:02 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VA.. 
SUBJECT: Accounting for Supplemental 

Congressman Nussle mentioned to me in a meeting with the leadership yesterday 

that since 9/l I we have not been able to account for some of the money in the 

Supplemental. What is that about? 

Thanks. 

DHR:.Jh 
05;!-2-0-J-l-2- · · 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pl db '-L 1 /;.,'.:,2 ease respon y ___ 'P--4_L---v__._ _____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD15215 



r 
'111.-'l 
' ,:/ Snowflake 
JV 

February 3, 2003 8: 13 AM 

I 

I 
TO: 

FROM: 

J.D. Crouch / 

Donald Rumsfel~ ) ~ 
SUBJECT: Weapon Reduction 

I need to see how we plan to red~ down to 1700 to 2200 weapons by a decade. 

Do we have a plan laid out and are ttie costs to do it budgeted? 

Thanks. 

DllRdh 
020303-') 

······································································••t 
Please respond by tJ '.l.. /;,,, J" /.;i) 

:::I> 
! 

- ·C:: 
"-.... '.\ 

3/ze 

"1? E ~?of\)SE.. t:.\nAc. \.-\c.D 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

( ' . - - ,.- '~ - ·-· 1 : ' ... 

fNFOMEMO c"-1014-03 
24 June 2003 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~fl!, 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ 

SUBJECT: POMCUS 

, In response to your questions regarding POMCUS in Norway (TAB A), the following 
comments are provided. 

, The Army and Marine Corps both maintain pre-positioned equipment in Norway. The 
Army is carefully assessing worldwide requirements and has decided to pull back 
Norway stocks. A fonnal notification is currently being staffe.d to the Norwegian 
Ministry of Defense (in accordance with treaty agreements) stating that the United States 
will remove all Anny stored supplies and equipment no later than 30 December 2003. 

• The Marine Corps currently has an Expeditionary Brigade set in Norway and supports 
maintaining this for operational reasons. The flexibility provided by the Norwegian 
location, coupled with the high quality of maintenance of the pre-positioned equipment, 
make this set particularly valuable for rapid deployment in support of contingency 
operations. Elements of this equipment were used in Operations ENDURING 
FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) with great success. 

• Pre-positioned stocks are not considered to be leftovers, as POMCUS has been built 
upon, relocated and reconfigured on an ongoing basis to meet the strategic threat. 
Detenninations continue to be made on stocks to be pulled back from around the world. 
Each Service is developing detailed plans for the constitution of these assets post~OIF. 
The individual Service plans are in the initial stages of execution and will result in the 
pre-positioned force becoming lighter and more flexible while maintaining its lethality. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

JU ' z:.i":nts: {Ja. t,v.)/ lt&r; 
Prepared By: VADM G. S. Holder, USN; Director, J-4; ... l(b-)(_

6
) __ ___.I ~ ~ /~ ~ ~~rAJea~. 
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TAB 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld Y 
SUBJECT: POMCUS 

TABA 

May 29, 2003 8:31 AM 

We have to talk about POMCUS in Norway and around the world. Is it something 

we should be pulling back? Is it just a leftover? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0!12903-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ fo--,/(_r_~__._l_o_:, __ _ 
I 

Tab A 

11-L-0559/0SD15219 
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TAB 

B 
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USA 

USMC 

TABB 
COORDINATION 

COL Chappell 

Col Bultemeier 

11-L-0559/0SD15221 

19 June 2003 

13 June 2003 

TabB 



--· 
TABA 

May 29, 2003 8:31 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y 
SUBJECT: POMCUS 

We have to talk about POMCUS in Norway and around the world. Is it something 

we should be pulling back? Is it just a leftover? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052903-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ (c_.-+f_t_2-__.{.__o_3 __ _ 
I 

Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031&-9999 

c-:-·· . ... 

ACTION MEMO CM-1017-03 
24 June 2003 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~,(,f 
SUBJECT: Kosovo Training School 

DepSec Action __ _ 

, In response to your request (TAB), the following is provided. The Organization 
for Security Cooperation in Europe (OSCE} operates the Kosovo Law Center, 
and has trained over 5,000 Kosovar policemen. The police course in Kosovo 
consists of 12 weeks of classroom instruction followed by 15 weeks of field 
training. This mission is scheduled to be completed in 2004. 

• The OSCE has successfully operated several police training academies in the 
Balkans. The OSCE does not have a mandate or the expertise to train 
peacekeepers, but could use its experience in the Balkans to train policemen for 
Iraq and Afghanistan to assist in providing security. 

• Iraq is not a member of the OSCE or a partner, but Afghanistan was recently 
granted partnership status. Currently, the OSCE does not conduct operations 
outside of member states. However, this does not preclude the OSCE from 
considering police training in Iraq and Afghanistan if asked. Under the Bonn 
agreement, Germany is the lead nation for police training in Afghanistan. 

• If the OSCE agrees to conduct the training, it will likely require funding from the 
Coalition Partners and the United States. Initial indications are that a request to 
train policemen in Iraq could be favorably considered. This request should be 
routed through the Department of State to Ambassador Minikies, the US 
Ambassador to the OSCE. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDefrequest SecState approach OSCE about training 
policemen for Iraq and Afghanistan. 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE OTHER --- --- ---

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LTG W. L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5, .... __ _ 
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Snawflake 

.. 
c:. , 

-·· .... ~ ;, 
•. 
(_ 

TO: 

r~OM: 

SUBJECT: 

TAB 

~._M_xers 
.L$L) 

Donald Rumsfeld , 1\ 

Kosovo Training School 

May 20, 2003 2:41 PM 

Why don't you look at the training school in Kosovo. and see if we ought to get 

~ome of those folks training policeman and peacekeepers in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

LJHR JI, 
!•5]fHI_I.J5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD 15224 Tab 



- 4 .. .. ._ -

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

SECDEF HAS SEFN WASHINGTON, D.C. 203111-9999 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General &chard B. Myers, c1c,f(III( 1,(,( 
SUBJECT: Kosovo Training School 

CM-1017-03 
24 June 2003 JUN O 2003 

• In response to your request the following is provided. The Organization 
for Security Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) operates the Kosovo Law Center, 
and has trained over 5,000 Kosovar policemen. The police course in Kosovo 
consists of 12 weeks of classroom instruction followed by 15 weeks of field 
training. This mission is scheduled to be completed in 2004. 

• The OSCE has successfully operated several police training academies in the 
Balkans. The OSCE does not have a mandate or the expertise to train 
peacekeepers, but could use its experience in the Balkans to train policemen for 
Iraq and Afghanistan to assist in providing security. 

• Iraq is not a member of the OSCE or a partner, but Afghanistan was recently 
granted partnership status. Currently, the OSCE does not conduct operations 
outside of member states. However, this does not preclude the OSCE from 
considering police training in Iraq and Afghanistan if asked. Under the Bonn 
agreement, Germany is the lead nation for police training in Afghanistan. 

• If the OSCE agrees to conduct the training, it will likely require funding from the 
Coalition Partners and the United States. Initial indications are that a request to 
train policemen in Iraq could be favorably considered. This request should be 
routed through the Department of State to Ambassador Minik:ies, the US 
Ambassador to the OSCE. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDef request SecState approach OSCE about training 
policemen for Iraq and Afghanistan. 

('\ {) JUN 3 0 2003 
APPROVE -}L.+6.- DISAPPROVE ___ OTHER __ _ 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG W. L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-s)._(b-)(
6
_) __ 

11-L-0559/0SD15225 



· Snowflake -, 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

% 

TAB 

in.;.-M ,...ters 
L~ 

Donald Rumsfeld li\ 
Kosovo Training School 

May 20, 2003 2:41 PM 

Why don't you look at the training school in Kosovo, and see if we ought to get 

wme of those folks training policeman and peacekeepers in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

PHI< ,Iii 
(1~~001 I~ 

.............••••••....•••••••......•..............•....•.••••••••••••••. 

Please respond by---·------

··,, 
~ -· 

.......... J 
.,, 

'•, ...... 

11-L-0559/0SD15226 

U09775 /03 
Tab 



February 11, 2003 7:26 AM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

O\~ROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

~z ~UBJECT: Botulism 

1
~(", Please give me an answer on botulism, the force production line and the 

monoclonal antibodies sometime this week. I have to get back to Cheney. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
021103-4 

~ 
,...J 
I 

0, 

··························································~Et!l)········· 
Please respond by OJ./ it/ o 3 EF HA.<: ~Ff.N 

f V.t..~ 
~ b "S' ., ,u 

J-\ \-.\) l?..,t'>oe I 
, z 2.1' 

·t ~ "::> "'yON'Sc. l\-rrAc.+-lt: D 

'1 / rz. 

11-L-0559/0SD15227 



; 

Snewftake 
·.J .'• -

TO: Powell Moore 

CC: Larry Di Rita 
L TG Craddock 

January 9, 2003 10:29 AM 

/ROM: Donald Rumsfeld V\L-' 

/ SUBJECT: Military Help for Changes in Authorities 

Why don't you think about how we can get the military to help lead the charge on 

the changes in authorities. We could have both the military and the civilian 

leadership of the Department work on it. 

If they have these legislative people all through the Services and in the Joint Staff 

and they are always up there, why don't we get them doing our work? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
010903-14 

................................•...................................•... , 

Please respond by ____ /_1....;./_.)_· ::_'. __ _ 1J2~ 
'P_ E~of.J~ ~ ii A£..14 c..D 

~1,._ 

U09822 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD15228 

w 
u 
µ 



Snowflake 

January 7, 2003 I :52 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROrv1: Dl)nal<l Rumsfold~/ A 
Sl lBJECT: Minority Reprcsl'ntatio11 

I know Larry Di Rita talked to vnu about the data on minority rl'prl'sentat1on in 

eombat and combat suppurt rnlcs. Pkasc get the material tu me within five 

working days. 

Thanks. 

UllR dh 
0 I 070J-l 7 

.••••...••.•...•..•....••••...•.••......•....••••....•••....••••....•••.. 
, r •. I .. 

Please respond by __ '·-'~1..._;_ __ .. ·_-___ _ 

I c 

11-L-0559/0SD15229 
U09825 /03 



JI~~ ft k ·O' ., Snow a e 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1X'-,
SUB JECT: Minority Representation 

January 8, 2003 7:50 AM 

Please get the exact data from David Chu about minoril1es-as to whether thn 

were underreprescnte.d or over repre.sented rn Vietnam, and how they arc 

represented today. 

Thanks 

DHR dh 
010~0) · 13 

Please respond by~ 

11-L -0559/0 SD 15230 
l I I I iii 



• January 8, 2003 3:35 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

. rJ FROM: 4 SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld l}h 

Spain 

• 

What is this problem we have with the Spanish in NA TO? I am told it involves 

the Spanish military representative. 

Please explain. 

Thanks. 

OHR.Jh 
Ol08<JJ-JO 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by '; \ { i · f f J 3 

SECDEF HllS SEEN 
Ml'J :U ' ~,-; 

'°2 eSPotJ'SL AnACrJ t!;. D 

11-L-0559/0SD15231 U09827 /03 
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Snowflake 

February 13, 2003 2:53 PM 

TO: Peter Rodman 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·y A 
SUBJECT: Provincial Reconstruction Teams 

I need a one-pager about provincial reconstruction teams that tells me precisely: 

- what one is, 

- how I should talk about it, 

- how many we think we will have, 

- whether or not foreigners are involved, 

- what the size of them is, 

- what their assignment is, and 

- how many countries are lined up to do them. 

Please let me know whatever you think I ought to know about them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
021303·24 

/ 

.. / 
/. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond b 

.............••••••••••••.... , 

V'\ 
l 

.... ~ '· 

i 

U09835 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD15232 



UNCLASSIFIED 
TABA 

February 24, 2003 3:47 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

{
,,.,.'J FROM: ....-: .. , ' 

~ SUBJECT: 

\ _;~\~ 

Donald Rumsfel:]7 /\. 

MANPADS 

Thanks for your note on MANPADS. I am also worried about them against 

civilian aircraft in the U.S. and elsewhere. 

Thanks. 

OHR.dh 
012403-1~ 

···············································~~~fl~~~t~~····· 
Please respond by ______ _ 

'#R '1 '' /00\/ ( 

Tab A 

UNCLASSIFIED 
11-L-0559/$D15233 U09840 / 03 



January 24, 2003 9:55 AM 

TO: Oav Zakh.eim 

ROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
.~:· 

~. SUBJECT: Funds for Iraq 

,:.,~~·t\l 0 

Thanks for the weekly report-I appreciate it. Keep at it! 

Please start thinking through how we can "tin cup" the world on Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012403-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by b~ { 0 ] /b3 

Tu':::>'?o~c. 
~t1~'4c;~ 

SECDEf HAS SEEN 

11-L-0559/0SD15234 U09897 /03 



, SnawHake 

TO: 

ROM: 

ADM Giambastiani 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

Allied Transformation 

January 22, 2003 9:45 AM 

I read your memo of January I 6, and l am delighted you are including the 

Australians. What about the Japanese? I think we need to stan linking them much 

more tightly. 

Regards, 

IJHR.dh 
omoJ-7 ·,, 

\ 

···········~············~··················~··············· 
i)~ 0 7 /,) 3 

U09899 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD15235 



Snawflake 

., .. 

TO: 

./1 FROM: 

· DATE: 

- _ · SUBJECT: 

% 
- UNCLASSIFIED 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsf ela) \\ 

January 15, 2003 

TABA 

I am still concerned about military aircraft defenses against stingers and the 1ike, 

MANPADS. I would like a report on where we stand. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
OIIS03.0I 

Please respond by:_ 

UNCLASSIFIED 
Tab A 

11-L-0559/0 SD 15236 
U09922 /03 



PERSONNEL ANO 
REAOINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20301 --1006 ' 2-~ _':"'· -· ,. : ' " 

INFO MEMO 

June 25, 2003 - 8:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE RETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINES.S) ' (.' / tV!-i'--J . ('_ .. : 17. ,· ·i.. 

... . . .._.. 

SUBJECT: Vaccinations - SNOWFLAKE 

• You asked if we are re-examining our vaccination policy. Snowflake is 
attached. 

• Short answer: We are, and we are scheduled to brief you on June 301
h. 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellock - 1 .... (b-)(
5
_) _ __, 

r.., •• 
11-L-0559/0SD15237 U09935 /03 



Snawflake 

June 19, 2003 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Vaccinations 

Are you thinking through the question as to whether or not we ought to continue 

with the smallpox and/or anthrax vaccinations? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061903-26 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by _ ___;0"---1--l'/_l_t_/1----.J_3 __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD15238 



June 19, 2003 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Vaccinations 

Are you thinking through the question as to whether or not we ought to continue 

with the smallpox and/or anthrax vaccinations? 

Thanks. 

DH!l.:dh 
0(>]903-26 

...•...••••••••..••••••••.••••...••...•••...........••.••............••• , 

l d b '', . .,..1 {1 1 1 ,. _) 3 P .ease respon y --.:La;_..,,;....1 ___ • ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0S D 15239 U09936 /03 



TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 'VAr 

SUBJECT: North Korea 

May 19, 2003 12:07 PM 

Attached is a paper on North Korea done for the Democratic leadership. Please 

take a look at it and see if there are thoughts in there we ought to be considering. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/5/03 NationaJ Security Advisory Group memo to Senate Democratic Leadership re: '"The 

Loose Nukes Crisis in North Korea" 

DHR:d!I 
051903-30 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ,_/,__l_3_/_o_3 __ _ 

U09945 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD15240 



June 24, 2003 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )l ~ 
SUBJECT: Peacekeeping 

Attached is a memo I dictated after my meeting with Paddy Ashdown, for what it 

is worth. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
6/ l 7 /03 Sec Def MFR "Peacekeeping" 

DHR:dh 
062403-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by---------

U09947 / 03 
11-L-0559/0SD15241 



1 
June 17, 2003 

SUBJECT: Peacekeeping 

There are three important lessons from peacekeeping: 

· 1. Start tough. You can always relax later. Use military force. 

2. The rule of law comes first. If not, the dollars flow to the criminals, and it 

is tough to get the corruption out. 

3. Plan on a decade, not months or years. 

4. Get the externals right. In the case of Iraq, the externals involve Iran, Syria 

and the Middle East peace process. 

DHR,dh 
O(i] 703-13 

11-L-0559/0SD15242 



CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C . 20311-9999 

INFO MEMO 

o::r-:cr L;;-· , .. ;:

SECi~E-r .\R'r 0,- D~.:={·' .::~f_ 

2illJ JUN 26 PH J2: 5q 

CM-1028-03 
26 June 2003 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ ~ 
SUBJECT: End Strength 

• Jn response to your question (TAB A) concerning possible end strength increases 
and your request to expedite demobilization and reduce stop-loss, the following is 
provided. Subsequent to the 5 June briefing to you, the Services are finalizing 
plans for meeting authorized end strength levels (TAB B). Also, we are executing 
the demobilization efforts I outlined for you on 9 June. 

• The Services will continue to reduce end strength and expedite demobilization. 

COORDfNATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Maria l. Cribbs, Brig Gen, USAF; Director J-1; ... r_H_6) __ _. 

11-L-0559/0SD15243 
u10011 103 
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Snowflake 

TABA 

June 2, 2003 2:50 PM 

TO: 
~c...l,..4-
Donald Rumsfeld -~ (\.. 

~<. 

FR.OM: 

SUBJECT: End Strength 

If we are going to get the demobilization moving along and reduce the stop losses, 

we are going to have to review what is happening in the various commands. We 

need to see that we don't have end strength creep and that the demobilization goes 

forward. There is pressure for end strength increases, and it could get out of hand 

unless we review each command. 

Please tell me how we are going to avoid that. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1,_/_;_3....,/_, 3 __ _ 

' 

Tab A 

11-L-0559/0SD15245 



TAB 
B 
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TABB 

FY03/04/05 Personnel Stre'rl(grn••ED 
Marine Corps 

FY03 FY04 FYOS 
202000 ---------------.........------------...-------------~ 

200000 -+------------r----+-------------41 
Marioe Corps 198000 -+--------------1 t--------------- nn ,,... ,.,_ - --~-~~-----

196000 -+--------_-I - ,_ 1-r-r----+--------------- ------+-----+----

194000 --------1 ,_ ,_ ,_ ,_ ------------- -~----..-------;----
- --·· - ·-·--+-------··- -· 

192000 --------1 - - - - - ------------ -,-------a,...,..,,..,.-;;-t-------;----

190000 --------- - - i-- - - i,----t---------------- -
188000 -------1 ,_ - - - - ,__ 1---+------------ ------------IH+ll+Hil+H-iHffiHKHff-Hffffflrfffffff 

186000 ------ - - - -
184000 +-----,--lH - - - -

182000 -------I ....... ....... ....... ..... -

- - .__ ___________ _ 
- - - ... - - -

................. , .................................. .,..... .................. , . ......_."' ... 
,;,;;~,~;;;~,J~~;~, 

18 00 O O -t-.ii:KT""1[111.1Ti'C.AA.-..--,r.:1, g ,_ ,_ ,_ ,-.. .._ t----------------------
- ____ 2~ W)~jJ71,5JlDL 178000 ~"/:-. _, .. ,!:~! ·-- - -.. _ .. _ ... __ -

-
176000 - - - - - - - ,- • 1-1 : : ----~-~~~-~~rl-~-~~~~~-1-~~-~-. - "" ........ --- -174000 - - -- • - ----.--

- - "' 172000 - - - 177,391 EIS ................. H-

170000 - -
;::: _______ ....... 

168000 - - - - - - - ...... - - - - -

166000 · - - -
164000 -
162000 -
160000 ....... ~ ......... 

----ii,---
-t-----

- - -
I l 

- - -1- -i-1- ~ - - -
- - - I ~ ~~ - - - - -

1 ,rs.ooo El_:> t-
- -

------+..----- - - - -- - - - -
- - - -
- - -
-

. J ' . 

Active Duty Strength Mobilized Reserve Strength Est. FY03-FY05 AC Program 
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TABB 

FY03/04/05 Personnel Stren< 
' Navy 

FY03 FY04 F 
396000 

·~~-·· 

394000 --392000 -
- ----H-HiH-1-H......, 

390000 -- - - - - -
_ ,... _ _ _ ~--1 :83,214 EIS ;---- ~ 

™000- -----------~--;---------
386000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - .......,..._ _______ _ 

1 -
- • ~1-----------11 -. "" - .. 

382000 . - - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ 

380000 ....._. ______ --.ia-1 ........... i--a-------~-.HI ...... I-LJI--I - t--r,,----------+-----

378000 - -
376000 ;;; 

374000 

372000 - -
370000 . -
368000 - , I I I I 

Active Duty Strength-• 

;;; 

- - . . . 
- "'"" - -

... -... 
i,,,,- ~ - - -

.... - - - Ill 

1 373,soo EIS 

• 
-

' ..... -...-...,,--......--... ...... Lo,--.....,-...--~.. - ~ 
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I 

Mobilized Reserve Strength Est. FY03-FY05 A< 
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· Snowflake 

TABA 

June 2, 2003 2:50 PM 

TO: 
e:,..,e- '· 
FROM: 

r~1rs c_l,/-
Donald Rumsfeld ·~ ~ 

SUBJECT: End Strength 

If we are going to get the demobilization moving along and reduce the stop losses, 

we are going to have to review what is happening in the various commands. We 

need to see that we don't have end strength creep and that the demobilization goes 

forward. There is pressure for end strength increases, and it could get out of hand 

unless we review each command. 

Please tell me how we arc going to avoid that 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0602()3-31 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ r,_/ __ /3....,/..._;:,_3 __ _ 
1 

11-L-0559/0SD15251 
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S nawflake 

June 25, 2003 

TO: Ambassador Nick Burns 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d ~ 

SUBJECT: Andre de Staercke 

Thanks so much for your thoughtfulness in sending along the material on Andre 

de Staercke. I do appreciate it a great deal. 

Regards, 

DHR:<.lh 
062503-10 

11-L-0559/0SD15252 



l 

I 
'I 

C: ,. JI .. N. 2003 15: 55 

R. Nichola5 Bums 
Ambass3dor 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

r~0.962 

UNITED STATES PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE 
ON THE 

NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL 

June 25, 2003 

P.2/10 

I am sending you a copy a fan article that appeareJ in the Brussels daily Le Sair on the 
posthumous publication of Andre c.le SLaercke's memoirs. [ thought you might fir,d this 
interesting gi,.,en that you knew de St.aercke quite well. 

With best regardsj 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 

The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 

R. Nicho!ils Bums 

11-L-0559/0S D 15253 Ul0128 /03 
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Snowflake 

June 25, 2003 

TO: Ambassador Nick Burns 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Andre de Staercke 

Thanks so much for your thoughtfulness in sending along the material on Andre 

de Staercke. I do appreciate it a great deal. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
062503-10 

11-L-0559/0SD15255 (,{ /00& l -u 3 
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TO: ADM Fargo 
GEN Laporte 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

GEN Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld2 ....... 
June 28, 2003 

SUBJECT: North Korea 

10:40 AM 

In our June 25 meeting, you committed to provide a final product on your North 

Korea planning by July 14. It seems to me it would be a good idea if your effort 

over the next two weeks is closely coordinated with Doug Feith and his policy 

team. You may also want to confinn that Doug's team is coordinating the policy 

angle with Leon Laporte on the South Korea-North Korea side. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
062B03.02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsfeld ·"J'Jt 
SUBJECT: Statements on Iran's Nuclear Program 

Jone 27, 2003 

You asked what I might have said about Iran's nuc1ear weapon program. Here is 

the only thing we can find. It looks accurate and innocuous to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Transcripts of interviews, news clippings 

DHRdh 
062703-2 
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Secretary Rumsfeld Interview with WCBS-TV 
Tuesday, May 27, 2003 

Q: What about Iran's nuclear weapons program or nuclear program? It seems to be 
some evidence they may be doing something that could be a concern the U.S. and to the 
entire region of the world? 

Rumsfeld: There's no question in my mind but that they have an active nuclear weapon 
program. 

Infinity Radio Town Hall with Secretary Rumsfeld 
Thursday, May 29, 2003 

Rumsfeld: In terms of causing additional proliferation, I think that's really not the case at 
all. There are nuclear weapons being -- we haven1t made new nuclear weapons for some 
time. The nuclear weapons are being made an the time in Russia. Any number of 
countries currently have nuclear programs that are underway -- Iran does, North Korea 
does, and other nations as well -- China. So I think that any suggestion that it would 
contribute to proliferation, which is at the present time -- I would almost have to describe 
it as pervasive, the proliferation situation doesn't need any further encouragement from 
anybody to be going and doing what's being done. 

Kroft: We have a caller, John, from KDKA in Pittsburgh. 
John, are you there? 

Q: Yes. Secretary, it's a pleasure and honor to speak to you. Prior to the war, there was 
talk of the nuclear power plant that the Iranians are building. I was wondering how close 
to completion and being operational would that be? 

Rumsfeld: Well, there's a -- that falls on my -- the answer to the last question. We don't 
know of certain knowledge how close the Iranians are. The U.S. intelligence 
community, and other intelligence communities in the world, John, do assess that 
the Iranians have a nuclear weapon program. We also know that there are -- that they 
have an active ballistic missile program. 

How close they are to having a weapon -- certainly, they're intelligent people. There's a 
great deal of information about how to do these things that is available in the public these 
days. There are also a number of technicians who used to do it in other countries who 
hire themselves out to assist people in how to do it. So, one reasonably has to believe 
that if you have seriousness of purpose, you have money, you have intelligent people and 
you have networks of people around the world that are available to help you with the 
more difficult aspects of it, that it's going to happen. And the -- I think reasonable 
people assume that sometime in this decade, the Iranians, if they continue to pursue 
this, which is unfortunate, that they will, in fact, have nuclear weapons. Some would 
estimate earlier, some would estimate later. 
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HEADLINE: White House considers trying to destabilize Iran 
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Prompted by evidence that Iran is harboring top al Qaida operatives linked to last week's suicide 
bombings in Saudi Arabia and fears that Tehran may be closer to building a nuclear weapon than 
previously believed, the Bush administration has begun debating whether to take action to destabilize the 
Islamic republic, U.S. officials said Thursday. 

Officials in Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld's office are using both issues to press their view that 
the United States should adopt both overt and covert measures to undermine the Islamic regime in 
Tehran, said the officials, who are involved in the debate. Other officials argue that such a campaign 
would backfire by discrediting the moderate Iranians who are demanding political reforms. 

Although one senior official engaged in the debate said "the military option is never off the table," others 
said no one was suggesting an invasion of Iran, although some officials think the United States should 
launch a limited airstrike on Iran's nuclear weapons facilities if Iran appears on the verge of producing a 
nuclear weapon. By some estimates, Iran could have a nuclear weapon within two years. 

Some Pentagon officials suggested using the remnants of an Iranian opposition group once backed by 
Saddam Hussein, the Mujahedeen Khalq (MEK), to instigate armed opposition to the Iranian government. 
U.S. military forces in Iraq have disarmed the roughly 6,000-strong MEK, which is an the State 
Department's list of foreign terrorist groups. But the group's weapons are in storage and it hasn't 
disbanded. 

However, national security adviser Condoleezza Rice and other top officials rejected the idea, saying that 
while some might consider the MEK freedom fighters, "a terrorist is a terrorist is a terrorist," according to 
officials involved in the debate. 

Bush has designated Iran a member of an "axis of evil," along with Iraq and North Korea. But until now, 
he's pursued a middle course with Iran, approving talks on issues of common concern such as 
Afghanistan, while not attempting to re-establish diplomatic ties. 

A formal statement of U.S. policy toward Iran, called a National Security Presidential Directive, has been 
on hold about a year because of internal administration debates and the war in Iraq, American officials 
said. The document is being resurrected, they said. 

Bush's senior foreign-policy advisers were to have met at the White House on Thursday to discuss Iran 
policy, said a knowledgeable administration official, but the meeting was postponed until next week to 
give Iran several more days to meet U.S. demands that it turn over the suspected al Qaida terrorists. If it 
doesn't, Washington is likely to react with harsher measures, the official said. 
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SOURCE: The Associated Press 
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WASHINGTON - In its links with terrorism and in its weapons programs, Iran is more of a menace than 
Iraq was. Despite that, Bush administration officials are talking as though a military strike is the last thing 
on their minds. 

Iran is closer to having a nuclear weapons capability than Iraq was under Saddam Hussein and the 
administration believes al-Qaeda operatives working out of Iran were behind the devastating terrorist 
bombings in Saudi Arabia on May 12. 

The ties officials were able to establish between Saddam and al-Qaeda seemed less compelling. 

But the administration is not ready to do battle with the Iranians. A turning point in its preferred 
approach, diplomacy, could come next month when the International Atomic Energy Agency visits lran to 
inspect its nuclear facilities. An IAEA finding that the country 1s in violation of its Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty commitments could put the issue before the UN Security Council. 

Whatever the Council decides, the U5. administration may opt for restraint. Iran is flanked on either side 
by Afghanistan and Iraq, both of which feature expensive -- and somewhat messy -- U.S.-led 
reconstruction efforts. 

The political climate does not favour a pugnacious approach. Unlike Iraq, there is no UN Security Council 
resolution demanding Iran dispose of weapons of mass destruction. The administration was able to use a 
dozen years of council weapons resolutions as a lever to justify force against Iraq. 

Nonetheless, Iran is even more a U.S. irritant now than when George W. Bush, the U.S. President, 
designated it a member of the "axis of evil" 16 months ago. Its supposed ties to al-Qaeda are causing 
anxiety, as are disclosures Iran 1s producing highly enriched uranium and perhaps plutonium. 

The opposition National Council of Resistance of Iran (NCRI) has been tracking Iran's nuclear development 
activities though its sources inside the country. 

The administration confirmed an NCR! report last August of a uranium enrichment facility and is now 
examining a new NCRI claim of two additional enrichment facilities 65 kilometres west of Tehran. An NCRI 
spokeswoman said Iran could have a nuclec1r weapon by 2005. 

The Central Intelligence Agency says Iran is seeking chemical and biological weapons and is in the late 
stages of perfecting a medium-range missile. Analysts wonder if the time will come when Mr. Bush will 
apply to Iran his policy statement on terrorism of last September, as he did to Iraq. 

"Our greatest fear is that terrorists will find a shortcut to their mad ambitions when an outlaw regime 
supplies them with the technologies to kill on a massive scale," Mr. Bush said at the time. 
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Regime change is not the official policy for Iran, but that certainly is the goal of a large number of 
Iranians, now weary of the conservative mullahs who have run the country, albeit with some democratic 
trappings, for 24 years. 

Perhaps the most sensitive issue in U.S. relations with both China and Russia is the degree to which both 
have contributed to Iran's military buildup. The U.S. State Department used exceptionally strong language 
last week in denouncing China's alleged acquiescence to the sale by a Chinese company of materials 
designed to atd in Iran's missile development. 

Russia, meanwhile, may be having second thoughts about assisting with an Iranian nuclear reactor under 
construction at Bushehr. 

Russia's second-ranking diplomat expressed concern this week about the existence of "serious unresolved 
questions in connection with Iran's nuclear research." 

Moscow had been maintaining the Bushehr project was unrelated to nuclear weapons development, which 
is consistent with Iran's own explanation. 

Mr. Bush is certain to sound out Vladimir Putin, the Russian President, on the issue when they meet this 
weekend in Russia. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~~. 
~ 
Donald Rumsfeld Y ;~-
Roosevelt Letter 

May 28, 2003 11:05 AM 

Please take a look at this letter from Mrs. Roosevelt. It is a distinguished group of 

folks who are members of the Gibraltar - American Council that she chairs. 

Please draft an answer for me to look at. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/20/03 Roosevelt ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
052803-5 

······································································••t 
Please respond by __ &......,/f-&-'--+-/_o_3 __ _ 
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Gibraltar - American Council 
1156 15th Street NW • Washington, D.C. 20005 

Telephone 202/452-1108 • Fax 202/452- 1109 • gibraltargov@msn.com 

Chairperson 
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. 

Vice-Chairperson 
Joanne Bickel, CFF* 

Past Chairmen Patron 
Thomas N. Mccarter Ill Hon. Peter Caruana 

Nicholas L~EF HAS SEEN 
MAY 2 8 2003 

Of course one cannot write to you at this time without first 
congratulating you upon the extraordinary accomplishment of 
our armed forces. 

And it is on the subject of our defenses that I am now writing 
to you. Gibraltar is so small and historic that we 
are apt to overlook its present importance. But our fleet 
continues to depend upon its exceptional shiprepair facilities, 
and your British counterpart, Geoffrey Hoon. has stated that 
Gibraltar is indispensable for British defenses. It is generally 
agreed that with a volatile situation in North Africa, the 
strategic significance of this tiny country's base grows ever 
greater. 

Sadly. however, Gibraltar and its Anglo-American defense role 
is being threatened by Gibraltar's neighbor, Spain. Despite 
the tiny country's forthcoming celebration of three centuries 
as an independent nation, Spain is doing what it can to remake 
Gibraltar into a Spanish colony. And, most distressing, Tony 
Blair, has announced that he will grant joint sovereignty over 
Gibraltar to Spain. Leading British jounralists attribute this 
action by Mr. Blair as a way of gaining full Spanish support 
for his own personal ambitions in Europe. Certainly the British 
pollsters find that an overwhleming majority of the British 
people and most members of Parliament are strongly opposed to 
surrendering Gibraltar as a British country. Last November 
Gibraltar held a referendum in which ninety-eight point seven 
percent of the people voted against Spanish sovereignty. 

International experts are in accord that joint sovereignty has 
no chance of success, and especially not when the Rock is on 
the Spanish border. 

Mrs. Stewart Alsop • George F. Baker Ill • Mrs. Alexander Bancroft• John C Bennison • Hon. Daniel Boorslin • Daniel B. Brewster, Jr. 
Thomas W. Bruce• Paul W. Bucha • Hon. Butler C. Derrick, Jr • Stephen W Dizard • Mrs. Anne Eixenhower-Flottl • Dennis Frelinghuysen 

A!den Freyne • Richard Fursland • John B. Hattendor1 • Hon. Marile Hernandez• John C. Herndon• Leigh W. Hoagland• James R. Hocking 
Willlam Humes• David H. E. Keiser• George L. Knox Ill • Hon. Jerome Kurtz• John W. Lampl • Hon. James Lilley• Thomas H. Lipscomb 

Frank B. McKown Jr. • Ajata Medratta • Paul L. Miles, Jr. • Hon. Jay Peter Mottai• Chester Nosal • R. L.anse Offen Ill• John A. Pancetti 
Blaise Pasztory • Herman R. Pirchner • Richard..Fe_terspn ,-..ijo~r).t.fl/.r~ _h°-Pl}al,d.~ • Alfred S. Regnery • Stephen Schlesinger 
Mrs. Jean Way Schoonover• Thomas Spencer·~ l-AAm~~f..-'~l!lerf t~~er • Perry Stieglitz • Edward M. Strauss Ill 
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Allow me to site two instances that demonstrate the danger of 
Gibraltar's base falling into Spanish hands. 

A few years ago when then House of Representatives Chairman 
of the Armed Services Committee Floyd Spence went with other 
members of the committee in their own plane to visit 
Mediterranean defenses, they spent a few hours at Rota. As 
they prepared to leave the base, they were asked by the Spanish 
commander where their next call was. They replied, "Gibraltar. 11 

The commander told them they were not allowed to fly from Spain 
into Gibraltar. They therefore flew to Lisbon, touched down 
on the tarmac, and then on to Gibraltar. Spain, as part of 
its harassment of Gibraltar, does not permit planes to fly 
there. In addition, Spain frequently blocks Gibraltar's only 
land frontier for many hours at a time to make life more 
difficult for the Gibraltarians. 

Last year when the British nuclear submarine, the HMS Tireless, 
sailed into Gibraltar for emergency repairs, the Spanish 
Government strenuously attempted to forbid the use of the 
Gibraltar shipyards for the repair of nuclear ships. 

Gibraltar, a staunch friend of America, is being threatened 
by a not very democratic Spain. If you were to indicate your 
agreement with Minister Geoffrey Hoon on this subject, you 
would be helping American defenses in the Mediterranean and 
a most worthy three-hundred-year-old democracy. 

Mr. Secretary, I do hope you will act on this matter. 

~~~~' 
~ob,·e. K<X:>~ 

( ~c~. ~a.dclii,-.. b. (<;(O:Je.~. ~ ~ 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. 
Chairperson 
Gibraltar- American Council 
1156 151h Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Dear Mrs. Roosevelt: 

a 1 2003 

Thank you for your letter on Gibraltar. The strategic importance of Gibraltar is 
indisputable and we watch closely developments relative to this entity. 

The United Kingdom and Spain are both close allies and friends of the United 
States, as well as of each other. We have every confidence that these two great 
democracies will address any differences that may exist between them. 

Thank you again for raising this issue with me. 

Sincerely, 

G U1268? /03 
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June 30, 2003 

TO: Senior Level Review Group 

CC: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld vtl--J, I 

SUBJECT: Portfolio Approaches to Defense Strategy 

Attached is a memo from Andy Marshall about the Summer Study Report. I 

found it very interesting and thought it might be helpful if the SLRG discussed it 

at a future date. 

I was struck by Andy's cover memo pointing out how resistant people are to 

looking at strategy in a different way and pursuing advantages, rather than 

focusing on reacting to threats. 

Attarh. 
1/30/03 Marshall memo re: Summer Study Repon 

DHR:dh 
()6_,()(13.(il 
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DIRECTOR OF 
NET" ASSESSMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1920 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 2D3lJ1·192" {f) 
January 30, 2003 

TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Andrew W. Marshall ~ 
SUBJECT: Swnmer Study Report 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
JUN 3 0 2003 

Attached is a paper on the possible use of portfolio approaches to Defense 
strategy. One of my 2002 Sununer Studies dealt with tltis topic; something of major 
interest to me. The original strategy paper I wrote for you in early 2001 proposed a 
portfolio of advantages strategy as a way of exploiting our strengths and coping with 
the uncertainties of the future. 

I have highlighted the first five pages of the paper. This will give you a good 
idea of major messages that come out of the study. The most striking thing to me was 
how resistant the people in the study group (mostly drawn from DoD) were to looking 
at strategy as (1) constructing a portfolio (especially that top-level managers approach 

11
1 to strategy might in any way be different than at lower levels), and (2) pursuing 

advantage rather than focusing entirely on reacting to threats. We are the biggest 
player in the game; our strategy ought to reflect this. There is a reluctance to act on 
this and thus to remain focused on threats. 

The plan is to organize a few seminars to discuss the use of portfolio 
approaches, using this paper as a read-ahead. 

ft,,. 
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Portfolio Approaches to Defense Strategv1 

(OSD Net Assessment Report: Nev,,port Study Group July 2002) 

Introduction 

Annually OSD (Net Assessment) has sponsored short studies of complex strategic issues 
at the Naval War College. In the summer of this year one of those subjects was the 
potential applicability of a private sector strategic thinking process called portfolio 
analysis to the development of defense strategy. Addressing that subject meant 
examining three major topics: 

• Developing examples of portfolios for the DoD that might reflect a different view 
of strategy. 

• Analyzing how a portfolio approach to defense strategy might be incorporated 
into the existing defense planning process. 

• Recommending a program to implement such an innovation, if the decision was 
made to adopt it as a vehicle for defense planning. 

This paper provides an overview of the portfolio method, the results of the Newport 
discussions, and examples of types of portfolios that might be applicable in defense 
strategy (the first topic). The objective of the paper is to provide a background for 
individuals in the DoD to discuss the pmtfolio method and address the second and third 
topics: integrating the method into the exfating strategy and planning processes, and 
developing a program to implement the use of portfolio analysis. 

Overview---- Current Strategic Setting 

At present the United States holds a pre-eminent position in military power that may last 
for several decades. It should be able, therefore, to use this period to develop and 
implement strategies that exploit and extend that advantage. This could include 
reshaping military capabilities in a manner that helps shape peacetime relations and 
emerging competitions with other nations, that deters or puts opponents at a disadvantage 
prior to conflict, and that leads to U.S. forces dominating such opponents in the event of 
conflict. Perhaps no nation has ever had such reach and capability, and strategies should 
focus on extending that advantage for the long term. 

However, greater uncertainty exists today than during the Cold War about the next 
generation of major competitors and the manner in which they will challenge U.S. 
national security. Broad geopolitical trends can be identified (e.g., the growing 
importance of Asia and the PacRim), but many specifics of confrontation and conflict 
cannot (e.g., which nations will challenge the U.S. and when). Technologies may also 
lead to the appearance of new types of warfare (e.g., space warfare, non-lethal combat, 
and information warfare}, or to substantial changes in the manner in which certain types 

1 This paper was prepared by George "Chip" Pickert, chairman of the OSD(NAJ working group studying 
the application of the ponfo!io method. Conunents and questions can be directed to him at 410-765~657 l 
( email: GPickett@northropgrumman.com). 
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of fighting occur (e.g., the increased use of precision fires). The pace of the emergence 
of these new forms of war, however, is similarly unclear. 

A major counterbalance to this uncertainty is that this existing substantial U.S. leadership 
provides opportunities for strategic behavior that might not otherwise exist. Because the 
U.S. is not in a close worldwide military competition with another country (or set of 
countries). it has the current advantage of very large gaps between it and potential 
competitors. That presents it with strategic flexibility that it would not have if it were 
locked in a neck and neck competition. For example, it can use the current pc:: Jd to 
develop new approaches to conflict, to test new force capabilities on a broadt:~ .;;;:.:le, and 
to accept near rerm risks in order to develop future capabilities. 

Today's strategic position, therefore, may require a different strategic thought process 
than in the past several decades, a strategic thought process that focuses on using that 
advantage to increase the gap between the U.S. and other nations and position it for the 
future. This is a strategy of "seelang advantage", not of "countering threats". This in 
turn raises the question of whether there are new ways to think strategically about the 
future, ways that are more peninent to strategy setting than the methods used in the 
period of rhe Cold War. · 

Description of the Portfolio Method 

One approach to strategy in this situation may be to apply a framework drawn from the 
portfolio method found in private industry. This strategic thought process originated in 
1950s as a method to manage stock portfolios, and has been applied since the 1960s to 
the management of very large, diversified multi-business enterprises. Its value lies in two 
major attributes: (a) an ability to focus the power of the entire institution while 
subelements optimize their individual strategies, and (b) an ability to balance risks and 
opportunities at a broad level. 

In large diversified enterprises, the portfolio method enables managers co look at 
individual businesses (or sub-organizations) from a different perspective. Top managers 
can set aside delving into the intricate and complex strategies of individual businesses 
and focus on the mix of those businesses and changes in that mix. For example, by 
thinking of these businesses in the aggregate, top managers can examine, establish 
strategy and manage such factors as: 

• Positioning the firm, for its collective power, and applying that collective power 
to influence competitors, allies and customers. 

• Determining the overall goals for the enterprise that may then lead to creating 
new units, or altering the role of existing ones. 

• Identifying common needs (e.g., in skilled personnel, technologies, and facilities) 
and using the overall finn's scale to meet those more effectively. 

• Picking high risk and high payoff opportunities that would be beyond the 
resources and strategic interests of individual units. 

11-L-0559/QSD15269 
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• [dentifying units that eventually will become more or less critical to long tenn 
success (e.g., because of changes in competitive environments, or underlying 
technologies), and then guiding the strategic direction of those units. 

• Identifying and developing subtle cross linkages between units to enhance their 
power. 

• Managing overall risk among businesses so that, for example, a technology risk 
that undermines one unit does not similarly undermine another, and resources 
from one unit can be applied to assist another in such situations. 

• Allocating overall corporate resources (technology investment, key skilled 
personnel, facilities. etc.) across businesses for strategic purposes. 

At the level of the individual business unit (or sub-organization) managers continue to 
develop, implement and manage strategy tailored to the unique demands of their 
individual businesses. One of the advantages of the portfolio method is that it recognizes 
that fundamental differences can exist between various business units in a large 
organization {e.g., in the rates of change in underlying technology, the characteristics of 
products, the underlying investment requirements, the practices of competitors, and the 
rates of growth.) \Vhile manager at the unit level focus on the demands of their 
businesses (e.g., "how will this business succeed in its market against the products of 
companies X, Y and ZT), managers at the top of the corporation can focus on the overall 
long tenn business of the company ( e.g., "how will this mix of businesses affect the 
future of the firm?") 

Potential Aoplicabilitv of the Portfolio Method to Defense Strategy 

DoD is a large diversified organization with a complex mix of operations, many having 
both strong independent roles and requirements while being part of an interdependent set 
of relationships. The combination of individual and collective strengths provides the 
overall national security impact of the Department. In that context, the portfolio method 
could provide a method of assessment and strategy setting that would assist the top levels 
of the Department. For example: 

• It could provide top management with a way to think about the activities of the 
Department at an aggregate level. DoD top leadership could have a different 
perspective on military power from (for example) the military services. While the 
individual services and joint commands develop specific capabilities, top 
management might select specific areas to pursue for the long tenn that might not be 
routinely selected in their current strategy activities, and which could substantially 
reshape the overall military capability of the U.S. This could be at a broad level ( e.g., 
new missions such as missile defense), or at a more specific level of technologies, 
systems or forces (e.g., robotics). 

• It could enable top management to focus on existing and emercing capabilities from a 
different strate~c viewpoint and make aporopriate strategic decisions about the pace 
and direction of those capabilities. For example, some force capabilities are well 
within the competence of DoD and their future potential value is predictable (e.g., 
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DoD has decades of experience in long range strike and undersea warfare). Other 
capabilities are not as well developed or their future value is far more uncertain (e.g., 
DoD may just be entering a period of extensive and ever changing uses of 
information warfare.) A portfolio approach can enable top managers to balance 
current competencies and new competencies, and make appropriate resource 
commitments for the future without surrendering the past. 

• It could assist top management in selectin2 a set of specific and narrowlv focused 
investments. the success of just a few would 2reatly enhance U.S. political militarv 
leader:::hip. By focusing on broad long term goals, the portfolio method could enable 
top management to make high level "bets·· on the future sources of success and to 
free up resources to make those bets. DoD top management could pursue several 
such investments in parallel, realizing that some will succeed and others will fail, but 
that the collective impact will be major leaps fonvard in defense capabilities. 

In general, the portfolio approach provides a means for DoD top management to use a 
different framework for strategic thinking from that used lower down in the department. 
Top DoD management can focus on an activity from a different perspective (e.g., are 
combat divisions important entities to perceptions of power?), while lower levels of the 
department focus on the specifics (e.g., what is the right number of divisions? How 
should a division be organized? What are the operational concepts that they should 
employ or support?) Even now the results of the DoD's current strategy and planning 
activities is to create a portfolio of capabilities; the difference is that this is now a by
product of the analysis and not one of its major goals. 

Summarv of Results of Newport Study of Portfolio Methods 

At Newport, government representatives, commercial management consultants, and 
members of private defense analysis groups attempted to define the portfolio method as it 
might be applied in DoD, and attempted to create example of such portfolios. From this 
experience and from post~Newport assessments of the effort, the following are key 
findings: 

• Developing sample portfolios proved far more difficult analyticallv than envisioned. 
even after identification of the attributes or criteria for portfolios. There are both 
problems in understanding the underlying concepts of a portfolio, and problems in 
creating ideas for what should be included in a portfolio. This is not a problem of 
bureaucratic resistance, but one of understanding the concept itself. 

• Within DoD. frameworks for strategic analvsis appear to be oriented almost entire!)! 
on threats and on forecasts of possible military conflicts. This focus is so strong as to 
impede the use of other strategic frameworks, such as those focused on establishing 
peacetime competitive advantages. Such other frameworks are applied in the DoD on 
an isolated basis, but the dominance of frameworks, processes and measures based on 
threats and conflicts tend to exclude the use of such strategic approaches more 
broadly. 
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• Consequently, DoD strategv as currentlv develoned mav be fundamentallv defensive 
and reactive in nature. The strategy setting process starts almost from the beginning 
with a forecasted threat (or set of threats). In doing so it sets a theme of responding to 
opponents. If this is the case, its potential implication is that progress in U.S. 
capability is subtly tied to opponents who are already far behind. This constrains 
consideration of powerful strategic options. It also may create situations in which the 
participants in setting strategy do not focus on important strategic questions (e.g., 
what initiatives could be taken to alter the setting in which the U.S. and other nations 
compete or to place other nations in inferior long term positions?") 

• DoD strategy setting processes appear to create the situation in which the strategic 
frameworks used bv senior leadership 1s expected to be nearlv identical to that used 
bv lower levels. For example, if war planning were to use a framework of "threat to 
strategy to task" at the joint or individual unit level, then "threat to strategy to task" 
should, in the DoD process, be used by the SecDef for creating strategy for the entire 
department. By contrast, as the portfolio method suggests, top level leaders often use 
strategic frameworks very different from their subordinate organizations. DoD 
personnel also appear on occasion to view strategy as very tightly integrated (i.e., any 
change in one part has a direct impact on another part). This is not found in 
companies and is probably over emphasized. 

• In the long term, to develop the application of portfolios broadly in DoD will take 
several years. Research will be required (a) to develop the trui::onomy and method of 
analysis; (b) to determine how to insen it within current strategy and planning 
processes; (c) to educate managers and staffs in how to use the method; and, (d) to 
accomplish insertion. This will require a range of efforts, including demonstration 
projects, conceptual thinking by the DoD's school system, and tapping non-DoD 
experts in the methodology. 

• In the near tel.Ill. if top level DoD management wants to develop portfolios. it will 
require an independent effort. The intellectual and process obstacles are too 
significant for rapid and widespread introduction of the method. A small effort under 
OSD sponsorship would be needed to develop portfolios for the SecDef, if this 
framework is to be applied even in a limited manner in the near term. 

As a result of these observations from Newport, this paper was prepared in order to 
engage additional participants in the department in the discussion of the portfolio method 
and its potential application. 

Examples of Portfolios 

The following are examples of approaches to portfolios that are drawn from discussions 
and recommendations at the Newport session and from other sources. Three classes of 
portfolios are discussed: 
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• Ponfolios of general advantage 

• Ponfolios of specific advantage 

• Portfolios of revolutionary change and risk management 

Portfolios of General Advantage 

Portfolios of general advantage contain actions that would enable the Ll'.S., on a broad 
basis, to sustain dominance in military capabilities and defense strategy over opp•.'nents. 
These portfolios build upon current U.S. leadership, and expand already existing 1aps by 
actions across the entire department. In addition to improved warfighting, their objective 
is to increase, in opponents, their sense of uncertainty and lack of control in the military 
competition with the U.S. That is accomplished both by making major advances in 
specific areas and by presenting opponents with a complex military force under constant 
rates of change, so that the exact type of L'".S. force that would be encountered is always 
unpredictable. 

Ponfolios of general advantage can take several fonns: 

• They can focus on the "front end" of defense capability, those forces seen as the most 
visible aspect of U.S. military capability. Various portfolios could be constructed 
around, for example, missions (e.g., precision strike), areas of dominance (e.g .• space 
capabilities), trends in warfare (e.g .. urban combat), or top level national security 
goals (e.g., peacekeeping). The objectives of such portfolios could be to limit, for the 
very long term. the capacity of any nation to initiate hostilities far from its own 
borders, to restrict such nations to local aggression, and thus to create opportunities 
for U.S. led alliances to muster worldwide counters. 

• They can focus on the "back end" of defense capability, the underlying infrastructure 
of practices and processes that lead to strong military capabilities. For example, the 
U.S. leadership in undersea warfare, long range strike, etc. is underpinned by such 
defense wide strengths as the selection and training of personnel, the ability to 
develop new operational concepts of warfare. the capacity to develop very complex 
weapon systems and networks, and the ability to conduct realistic training in global 
operations. These are the subtler and less visible bases for long tenn military 
leadership. 

Examples of such a portfolio include: 

Portfolio of general advantage: Limit Strategic Behavior of Potential 
Opponents 

• Retain blue water worldwide naval dominance to discourage 
others from attempting to match U.S. seapower capabilities 
or project power by sea and keep, for the long term, major 
crises awav from U.S. shores. 

+ 
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• Establish missile defense to lower the risk that nations, 
restricted from long range strike by other means, can 
consider missile attack as a method. 

• Sustain dominance in long range aviation and local air 
superiority to undermine "distance" from U.S. forces as a 
perceived advantage by other nations. 

• Sustain leadership in long range delivery, application and 
sustainment of multi-divisional land forces in order to make 
potential opponents see that the U.S. can take the ground war 
to them. 

• Invest in space to sustain capabilities that are too costly for 
others to replicate and yet are seen as essential to successful 
major aggression. 

• Link the above areas to each other in order to create 
interrelated capabilities that opponents cannot match without 
first develo ino each individual area. 

Portfolio of general advantage: Shape Warfighting Practices for 
Enduring Leadership 

• Master first engagement competence. 
• Establish effects based warfighting. 
• Achieve instantaneous massing of dispersed forces. 
• Achieve precision effects. 
• Sustain large forces at a distance with minimum logistics 

tail. 
• Provide rapid power projection from a distance into denied 

areas. 
• Develop very fast counter-strike capabilities. 
• Provide fast "speed to kill" at the individual weapon and 

force levels. 

Portfolio of general advantage: Sustain Excellence in Underlying 
DoD Practices 

• Focus on development and training of skills in joint and 
combined operations of large units. 

• Develop new concepts of military operations. 
• Expand experimentation. 
• Emphasize simulation for training realism from individual 

soldier to larg:e unit operations. 

Portfolio of general advantage: Develop National Sources of 
Competitive Advantage 

• Develop capability to access industrial skills and capabilities 
in non-defense industries. 

• Develop the engineering disciplines in soecial areas of 
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lasting advantage, such as system engineering. 
• Preserve competition in key future warfighting technologies 

and systems. 
• Identify key technologies and skills to be restricted from 

foreign access. 
• Pursue substitution of capital for labor. 
• Develop strategies for outsourcing industrial capabilities to 

long term allies and friends. 

Portfolios of Specific Advantage 

Portfolios of specific advantage do not deal with the full range of the department's 
activities but focus on a subset of capabilities in which the U.S. wants to preferentially 
invest. Defense resources may not be sufficient for increasing the gap of leadership 
broadly across the DoD. The objective of these ponfolios is to pick specific areas in 
which the U.S. can achieve unambiguous and expanding leadership, and in which that 
leadership would have a substantial impact on potential opponents. 

Such portfolios might be of the following forms: 

• They might consist of a narrow set of activities in which the U.S. could clearly 
dominate the military environment and perceptions of military power. This could 
involve specific areas such as space warfare, control of the seas, and long range 
power projection; investments in new concepts of military operations; or, investments 
in a class of technologies or systems. 

• They might consist of a set of activities that are specifically targeted against general 
classes of potential opponents. This could include emerging major powers, regional 
powers, opponents in the PacRim, or terrorists. Such types of portfolios could present 
opponents with significant new U.S. advantages that would discourage them from 
entering into a peacetime military competition, or influence their own investments in 
military forces over the long term. 

Examples of activities that might be included in portfolios of this type are: 

Portfolio of specific advantage: Sustain Sea Power Dominance 
• Develop technology and operational concepts for sea 

operations at great depths. 
• Develop capabilities to operate covertly within opponents 

territorial waters prior to official opening of hostilities. 
• Develop forces able to track, trail and target any ship in any 

location in peacetime. 
• Integrate sensors, C2 and operational forces for long range 

strike from the sea. 
• Invest in deep underwater technologies for surveillance, 

inspection, destruction, disarming, and retrieving. 
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Portfolio of specific advantage: Establish Dominance in Networked 
Forces 

• Develop increased joint force capabilities. inducting joint 
operations at the level of squads, individual aircraft and 
individual ships. 

• Develop combined operations doctrine and competence 
(through exercises). 

• Develop systems and system implementation strategies to 
network foreign military forces into U.S. C41SR processes in 
peacetime, crisis and conflict. 

Portfolios of Revolutionary Change and Risk Management 

Revolutionary and risk management portfolios a.re even more narrowly focused than the 
preceding ones. These may be formulated because defense resources are too limited for a 
broader approach, or because the Secretary wants to focus the department on a very select 
set of activities. Two types can be identified: 

• Portfolios could be designed to invest in a series of high risk/high payoff initiatives, 
anyone of which would have major impact on U.S. military capabilities. Several 
initiatives would be pursued in parallel because some will succeed and others will 
fail. Because probabilities of success are low, the payoff from each initiative should 
be very high. Moreover, the initiatives should be diversified so that, should one not 
succeed, the factors learung to its failure will not similarly affect other initiatives. 

• Portfolios can be constructed that are more defensive in nature and create hedges 
against long tenn trends in military conflict. In this application the portfolio 
resembles insurance, a set of activities that protect against major long tenn trends in 
the nature of combat and confrontation between the U.S. and opponents. This 
portfolio approach, more than any other, comes closest to a threat fom1 of analysis. 

Examples of such portfolios are: 

Portfolio of High Risk/High Payoffs in Shaping Combat 
Environments 

• Creation of ''keep out zones" in air, space and sea, where 
other forces cannot operate. 

• Control cities and large populations with small units. 
• Passive large scale shutdown of opposing forces in conflict 

at long range. 
• Creation of the ability to fight precise I y in cluttered 

environments. 
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• Development of capabilities to target and disable under 
ground targets. 

Portfolio of High Risk/High Payoffs in Technologies 

• Broad programs in robotics for military applications. 
• Establish multi-sensor networks using bi-statics, time 

sharing, etc among sensors to create 24/7 coverage. 
• Pursuit of developments in nano-technology. 
• Development of technologies that enable "plug and play" 

integration among disparate systems. 
• Development of technologies for operating at great depths in 

the ocean. 

Portfolio of Hedges 
• Develop counters to opponents employing "anti-access" 

strategies and forces. 
• Ballistic missile defense. 
• Defenses against chemical and biological weapons. 
• Establishment of domestic security capabilities to detect, 

identify and counter threats within U.S. borders. 

Conclusions and Questions for Consideration 

The portfolio method appears to offer a different way to think about strategy fonnulation 
for the DoD in this period of both great uncertainty and great advantage. The initial work 
accomplished at the Naval War College provides some ideas, as well as raising questions 
about the f 01m of such a portfolio and about bow such a method could be employed 
within the current DoD strategy and planning processes. · 

To further develop work on this potential method of thinking, it is intended that various 
individuals within the Department would read and consider the issues raised in the 
preceding pages. These individuals would then meet in several working groups to 
discuss the issues, and to address the following questions: 

In general: 

• To what extent does the U.S. cWTent leadership position require a different 
framework of thinking, such as the portfolio method? 
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• To what extent should top level DoD managers apply strategic framewor~ of 
thought different from those used by the military services and joint commands? 

As to types of ponfolios: 

• What types of portfolios would be of the most use ro the Secretary of Defense in 
the near tenn? 

• What portfolios would be particularly given the long term trends in U.S. national 
security environment (e.g., such as the forecasted rise in importance of Asia, or 
the increased presence of terrorism)? 

• What might be portfolios that would create leap-ahead capabilities in per:ods of 
resource constraints (i.e., portfolios of revolutionary change)? 

As to implementing portfolios: 

• What types of projects should be initiated within the DoD to further develop the 
portfolio method and test its applicability to defense planning? For example, 
what tasks might be assigned to the military services and joint commands to 
develop ideas for portfolio planning? 

• What types of research activities could be established to investigate the concept, 
to develop the terminology, and to develop methods and measures to evaluate 
portfolios? For example, should there be a long term research program within 
various think tanks? 

• How might portfolio thinking be incorporated into the DoD' s existing PPB and 
related strategy setting activities? 

• What steps should be taken to build support for implementing this form of 
strategic thinking? What steps could be taken to gain acceptance for the method 
within the department? 
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THE SECRETARY OF" DEF"ENSE 

WASHINGTON 

JUL 1 2003 

The Honorable Jim Nussle 
U.S. House of Representatives 
303 Cannon Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-1502 

Dear Congressman Nussle: 

You mentioned in a meeting last month that the 
Department of Defense has been unable to account for some of 
the money in supplemental funds appropriated since September 
11, 2001. 

As you know, the accounting systems in the Department 
have long needed consolidation and modernization. With 
respect to supplemental appropriations, though, we have 
initiated several procedures to account for all funding received. 
Our FY 2003 spending plan to Congress will highlight the 
accounting of these funds. Dr. Dov Zakheim, Under Secretary 

· of Defense (Comptroller), is available to brief you and your 
staff in greater detail. 

Sincerely, 

U10315-03 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 1 00 DEFENSE P ENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 - 1100 

INFO MEMO 

.. 
C: ~::· 'I • i • 

June 17, 2003, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim -j 
SUBJECT: Accounting for Supplemental 

• Representative Nussle mentioned to you lhat since 9/ 11 the Department has not 
been able to account for some of the supplemental funds. His remark was based 
on erroneous information he received from the news media. We are able to 
account for all DoD funding received, including supplemental funds. We have 
done so because we have implemented several procedures to enhance our ability 
to accurately track and report the status of these funds. 

• Of the $31.2 billion we received in supplemental funding in FY 2002, 
$30.4 bi Ilion is now obligated. I anticipate that most of what is left will obligate 
in the next 2 months. 

• We have completed the data collection for the FY 2003 midyear execution review. 
My final report will be ready before the end of the month. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that we have sufficient funding to cover our operating requirements for 
the remainder of the fiscal year. Reserve demobilization and the number of forces 
deployed in the CENTCOM area of operations remain a funding concern. 

• We are still working the numbers for the reconstitution of forces. As part of the 
post-war assessment process, the Director for Program Analysis and Evaluation 
and the Services are working to prioritize these requirements within the guidelines 
briefed to you at the Senior Level Review Group. 

• We owe to the Congress an FY 2003 spending plan on July I , 2003, including the 
status of funds provided in the supplemental. I will use this report to highlight our 
execution review findings and update ~r Components ' spending plans for the 
remainder of the fiscal year. {., / 1-1,1 7) ~ .-fr, 

COORDINATION: None required. () f;_Q . y,,. · 1/: ,: A.} i..l. 5 s / l" · -1 I/ 
___ q........., / 7. /11. '-' ) 1 j/J /-.. 

Prepared By: John M. Evans,l(b)(5) I .... _____ ___. SPi. ~ANT DI RfTA 

SR. tM CRAODOCK 
MA euce1 
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, Snowflake 

May 22, 2003 8:02 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VA.. 
SUBJECT: Accounting for Supplemental 

Congressman Nussle mentioned to me in a meeting with the leadership yesterday 

that since 9/11 we have not been able to account for some of the money in the 

Supplemental. What is that about? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0-5WH--H-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1p_/_t,___._/_u_3 __ _ 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1Jf\
SUBJECT: Prisoners of War 

At the lunch we had today with the retired military commentators, one of them 

said that on an Al Jazeera tape of A.merican prisoners of war in Iraq. the U.S. 

prisoners gave a lot more information than their name, rank and serial number. He 

said it kind of reflected poor training and didn't reflect well. 

Please have someone take a look at that Al Jazeera tape to see what he is talking 

about, and then tell me what the Pentagon is doing in that regard. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
060603-29 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ e,,_J __ j_/_0_!> ___ _ 
I 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Program Stability 

June 2, 2003 9:27 AM 

Do you have any thoughts on how we can improve the stability in our program 

management? There is not much we can do about Presidents, Secretaries of 

Defense, or the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, but we ought to be able to figure out 

something for the rest of them. 

One thought would be to simply mandate longer tours. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/19/03 Aldridge Memo re: Program Stability 

...•.........•...•..•.•.....•..........•..•.....................•....... , 

Please respond by --~-/ ...... U_,"'--'-/_0 ~3 __ _ 
I 

O") 
c::r 
r-· 
~ 
s.C 

~' ·):,.. ~, 
' .. 
..) 

~ 
:z: 
=:i ..., U10326 /03 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

fNFOMEMO 

r:-·, _- -
t:':c:r-
1,,,. •••• ....,. 1- ,. ' 

t•i •;. r ! 
.. ! ,- ,,.1J 

• Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) Joint Lessons Learned. Analysis and 
integration of lessons learned are ongoing--including the lessons USJFCOM has 
collected at the operational-theater level and those we have seen at the strategk
national level. USJFCOM's roles and responsibilities as "Joint Deployment 
Process Owner for DoD" and Joint Force Provider are specifically being examined 
as part of this effort. 

• Operational Availability (OA) Study. Outbrief 111, held on 23 June, addressed 
analytical findings and recommendations on the issues of Active/Reserve 
Component mix and force management. 

• In the Total Force Assessment follow-on study, which will begin in July, J-8 
will refine the OA work and conduct additional Win Decisive/Swiftly Defeat 
analyses. 

• Unified Command Plan (UCP) Review. I have asked J-5 to examine, in 
coordination with the combatant commanders and Services, ways to best address 
the Joint Force Provider mission assigned to USJFCOM in the UCP. 

• The UCP Review will be informed by USJFCOM's lessons learned from OIF, 
particularly with regard to USJFCOM's responsibilities as the Joint Force 
Deployment Process Owner. 

• An In-Progress Report of the UCP Review wiH be presented during the July 
Combatant Conunanders' Conference. 

• Forces for Unified Commands Memorandum (Forces For) Review. In 
coordination with the UCP Review, I have asked J-8 to conduct a Forces For 
review and forward recommendations on how to realign current force assignment 
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to streamline the force management process and facilitate USJFCOM's Force 
Provider responsibilities. 

• Planning Process Revision. J-7 is leading an effort to revise our planning process 
to make it more flexible and responsive, while also refining/streamlining the 
transition from deliberate planning to crisis action execution. 

• This effort is in parallel with and supports the DASD (Resources and Plans) 
adaptive planning initiative. 

• Our staffs are working in close coordination on all of these actions. I propose 
continuing the ongoing efforts and integrate the results with recent lessons learned 
in order to provide a comprehensive proposal for improving the force provider and 
deployment processes. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: BG Mark P. Herding, USA; Director, J-7f ..... (b-)(_
6

> _ _, 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

TAB 

Gen.Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld1~~ 

Force Provider 

I am coming to the conclusion that we need to have a better process to provide 

forces to the Combatant Commanders, to include active forces, Guard and 

Reserve. That may be a single force provider-or something else. 

If we learned anything during the recent mobilization and deployment flow of 

forces, it is that having the Services handle the Reserve Components and non

apportioned forces, the AORs handle their assigned forces, and Joint Forces 

Command handle other forces just doesn't work without extraordinary efforts at 

our level. 

It is not clear to me why we cannot do it relatively easily. 

Please come back to me with a proposal as to how this could be accomplished. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dli 
060S0l-14 
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Please respond by __ '-'..,../_·.2..u_,_/_a _3 __ _ 
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Snowflake ' 
TAB 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~,..A 
SUBJECT: Force Provider 

TO: 

FROM: 

I am coming to the conclusion that we need to have a better process to provide 

forces to the Combatant Commanders, to include active forces, Guard and 

Reserve. That may be a single force provider-or something else. 

If we learned anything during the recent mobilization and deployment flow of 

forces, it is that having the Services handle the Reserve Components and non

apportioned forces, the AORs handle their assigned forces, and Joint Forces 

Command handle other forces just doesn't work without extraordinary efforts at 

our level. 

It is not clear to me why we cannot do it relatively easily. 

Please come back to me with a proposal as to how this could be accomplished. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060S03-14 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ G,-/_·.2,.0_,_/_0_3 __ _ 
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01/.11/2000 00:19 !(b)(6) % 'AOS Gl£ST HOUSE 
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CHAiRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAPF 

WASHINGTON, t>.C. 20l114"11 

L;..•:J 1,1•,:,. - ... ; -.i 1 d: I:? 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General ~chard B. Myers, CJC~r/t 

Cll-1046-03 
2 .July 2003 

DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Defense Science Boa.Id (DSB) Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) 
ReporlS 

• In response to yqur request the following infonnation is provided. 

• Toe DSB lessons learned ·task force was the onJy orgamzed effort that looked at 
joint operational and strategic issues from OEF. Learning from th.al, the Joint 
Staff postured itself to better capture lessons emanating from operations against 
Iraq through the efforts of US Joint Forces Command {USJFCOM), the Joint Staff, 
Services and the DSB. 

• A number of the lessons from OEF were adopted and implemented in Operati.on 
rRAQI FREEDOM (OlF). 

• The DSB OEF report recommendations should be consolidated with the emerging 
OIF recommendations and addressed as a group; otherwise, we run the risk of 
contusing the DSB OEF lessons with USJFCOM. DSB and Joint Staff OIF 
recommends tions. 

RECOMMENDATION: Joint Staff fonnally staff DSB OEF report recommendations 
through USJFCOM and Services for comment and incorporate results into OlF lessons 
leame.d. recommendations. 

Approve~ (\... Disapprove. ___ Other. __ _ 
JUL. 4 2003 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Copy to: 
DepSecDef 
USD(P) 
USD(AT&L) 

SPL ~MIT DI An'A 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared By: BG ~~k P. Hertling, USA; Director, J. 7 ;,,_ __ .... 

Ul0329 ./03 

-
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July 4, 2003 

TO: 

FROM: 

LTG CRADDOCK 

DELONNIE 

Tt,JE, GUEST HJJSE 

PLEASE PASS TifE ATTACHED TO LTG CRADDOCK. 

LTG CRADDOCK-

PLEASE NOTE SECDEF APPROVED CJCS RECOM:MENDA TION ON THE 
ATTACHED. [Ul0329/03J 

D 

PAGE 1 OF 3 
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Suwflake 

Jane 2, 2003 10:07 AM 

TO: Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldv\ 

SUBJECT: DSB Repons 

Here are rbese four report&. l have been over them. They each have 

.re.commendatioos. What do you J>roP.OSe we do to ruove the 19COmmcndatioag 
forward'! 

Some pos,ibilities include: 

- Accepting the rec:io!IUIW)dations as they have been presented. 

- Puain& together a small 11oop 011 the Joint. Staff and OSD to review 
them and come back to me "1th recommcnda.tiom. 

- Ask McCarthy to come in and brief oo all four of the reports. 

- Other. 

What do you recommend? 

,11 
(""SCS ~e-~se: 

Thanks. A~~u 

Attacl> . 
.2125/03 PSB Report: ''Own the Nipr•· 
1129/03 DSB aepon: "Aitbome Intelligence., Surveillance and Reconuaissauce Imeprjou"' 
1129/03 DSB Repon: "Scff.atnlilaing the Deployment Order Process" 
December 2002 DSB Repon: "OrpmQtiona1 Lascm Larned ~ 

•••••••••••••••·•••••••G'll••••••••••••••••••••••••••1t••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please r~spond by--=:....iE~· J-'--1-' ·-' .J __ _ 

~ )t.. 

Tab ~!J"' IJ• 1. 

---··}{·· 01 A 1 "'· / n ~ Ol!llllllllr • , -
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301 ·4000 

INFO MEMO 

r • • .. 

\ , 
~ ~· -: . 
\..,._ . ..; ·-

Pi:RSONNEL ANO 
IU:AC>1Nlt$S June 26, 2003, 2:30 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DEPSEC Action __ _ 

FROM: DA YID S. C. CHU, UNDER ~TARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL & READINE~~ £ . t2/u4/ ~v-%t; t:72, 

SUBJECT: NationaJ Park Foundation (NPF) and Free Parks Passes 

• My staff is working closely with the President of the National Park Foundation (NPF), 
Mr. Jim Maddy, to facilitate this initiative. 

• The proposal appears to be most easily implemented were the National Parks simply 
to admit for free individuals with military identification cards; however, NFP is 
considering printing special passes. We will assist in the control and distribution of 
these passes if that is the route the Foundation takes. 

• There are no significant obstacles within the Department to bringing this to fruition. 
As of July 1, the Foundation has advised that their internal coordination process 
precludes a July 4 announcement. We will do all we can to facilitate its 
implementation when the Foundation is ready to proceed. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For infonnation only. 

COORDINATION: Tab B 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated. 

PREPARED BY: William F. Gleason, Morale Welfare rnd Recreation Policy, 
ODUSD (MC&FP), _l(b-)(

6
_) ----

ft 
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June 4, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: National Park Foundation and Free Parks Passes 

The Vice Chair and the President of the National Park Foundation, David 

Rockefeller and Jim Maddy, were in yesterday, and they said they thought it might 

be good for everybody if they figured out a way to provide free National Park 

passes for some category of military people-people who served in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, people on active duly, people in the Reserve or Guard who served on 

active duty, etc. They charge about $50 per pass, but it costs the National Park 

Foundation only about $1 to print one up. We would have to distribute them. 

They would get good publicity out of it. 

Any thoughts? Attached is a memo from them on the subject. Please take a look 

at it, and then get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/3/03 NPF (Rockefel1er and Maddy) ltr to SecDef re: National Parks Pass 

DHR:dh 
060403~3 

~/~:: :::~::~ :y· ... -~ i";: /:; ....................... : . 0; ......... . 
JJ2 ct -
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~~~~~~~~-
II Dupont Circle NW 102-138-4200 main 

NATIONAL PARK Suite 600 !(b)(6) ! 
FOUNDATION Washington, DC 20036-1224 

MEMORANDUM 

DA TE: JUNE 3, 2003 

TO: SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD 

FROM: DAVID ROCKEFELLER, JR., VICE CHAIR, NPF 

JIM MADDY, PRESIDENT, NPF 

RE: NATIONAL PARKS PASS 

At the most recent meeting of the Board of the National Park Foundation in San Antonio, 
Texas, Dayton Duncan proposed a concept to Secretary Norton and Director Mainella that was 
received with great enthusiasm. The proposal was to explore ways to give a National Parks Pass 
every American military family. While we recognize that many organizations are providing 
much·deserved support to the troops and their families, we strongly feel that access to National 
Parks, which capture the essence of the history and natural beauty of this country and honor the 
sacrifice of America's military in its history of world conflicts, is a special tribute to the men and 
women who serve, and their families who support them. 

The National Park Foundation continues to manage the National Parks Pass program in 
partnership with the National Park Service. We would propose to structure this gift to America's 
troops as follows: 

1. Building on its track record of corporate partnerships, the NPF would secure the 
commitment from a corporation to underwrite the costs to the NPS of providing a 
National Parks Pass to military families. 

2. DOD would sponsor the distribution of the National Parks Pass and work with NPF on 
organizing a national press announcement. 

We would propose announcing this campaign on July 4th 2003. Once again, the National 
Park Foundation, through a corporate partner, AT&T, will be underwriting the cost of the July 4 
fireworks on the National Mall. NPF would organize a press event to include Secretary Norton, 
Director Mainella, yourself and members of the Board of the National Park Foundation to make 
the announcement to the American Public. We would seek your counsel, and that of Secretary 
Norton, as to whether this was an opportunity for participation by President and/or Mrs. Bush. 

Please advise us about whether this concept is feasible and who to work with on your 
staff to implement. Thank you for your thoughts and consideration. 

T HE NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION, CHARTERED BY CONGRESS, s1r~ng1/Jens rl,~ enduring connection BETWEEN THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND THel R 

NATIONAL l'AR)(S 
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DoDOGC 

PDUSD(P&R) 

COORDINATION 

Stephen Epstein 

Charles S. Abell 

June 24, 2003 

C,SA 3: .. , .c:a.l 

3 
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Ellison, Lisa, CIV, OSD-PB 

From: Epstein, Stephen, Mr, DoD OGG 
Tuesday, June 24, 2003 2:22 PM Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Gleason, William F., CIV, 0$0-P&R; Sprance, William, Mr, DoD OGC; Beaubien, Kris,, 
OUSDC 

Subject: 
Jones, Freeman E.,COL, OSD-P&A; Beauregard, Marcus J., COL, OSD-P&R 
RE: SECDEF SNOWFLAKE - National Parks Foundation and Free Parks Passes 

Bill: 

I received your fax. This is a piece of cake. We have done this many times for orther organizations such as theme parks, 
etc. I'm not as familiar with the details as Bill $prance or George Schaeffer are, but I believe we consider these gifts to the 
individual servicemembers that are distributed by the Military Services. The Standards of Conduct permit acceptance of 
such gifts by Government personnel because they are offered to all milpers, even if restricted on basis of geographic 
considerations. ln this case, assuming they are available to all mi1pers who have served in Iraq and/or Afghanistan, the 
passes could be accepted. If this authority lo accept the gifts does not work, there are others that may apply as well. 

Bottom line: there is no legal or ethical issue here. 

Regarding logistics, I'm not the expert, but in the past we had the Military Services (including their MWR facilities) 
distribute such passes. 

Steve (I'm at 717-878-2579 today.) 

-----Oliginal Message··---
From: Gleason, William F., CN, OSD-P&R 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2003 1:36 PM 
To: Sprance, William, Mr, DoD OGC; Beaubien, Kris, , OUSOC; Epstein, Stephen, Mr, DoD OGC 
Cc: Jones, Freeman E.,COL, 0SD-P&R; Beauregard, Mara.tS J., COL, OSD-1'&.R 
Subjed.: SECDEF SNOWFLAKE - National Parks Foundation and Free Parl<s Passes 
Jmportam;e: High 

Steve/Bill/Kris 

I have FAXed the SECDEF SNOWFLAKE to you (Bill 693-7616; Kris 602-0777). Hope these are still good FAX 
numbers. Steve, l do not have a FAX Number for you. 

It would appear that the Services would be distributing the passes to their service members. 

Suggest the following be address back to the Foundation: 

1). The Foundation's proposal would like to make passes available to " ... some category of military people ... ." 
a). Perhaps the process could be simplified to make National Parks available to alt Services members. 

The service member could show their ID card for access rather than go through the expense of making special 
passes. 

2). It would appear that the start date is July 4, 2003. What is the termination date? 

3) The Foundation will need to know the quantity required for each Service. How would these passes be 
distributed? 

If you have not seen my fax, please call me with your proper fax number. 

Bill Gleason 
(703) 602-5012 
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1'J 
Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

June 4, 2003 

SUBJECT: National Park Foundation and Free Parks Passes 

The Vice Chair and the President of the National Park Foundation, David 

Rockefeller and Jim Maddy, were in yesterday, and they said they thought it might 

be good for everybody if they figured out a way to provide free National Park 

passes for some category of military people-people who served in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, people on active duty, people in the Reserve or Guard who senred on 

active duty. etc. They charge about $50 per pass, but it costs the National Park 

Foundation only about $1 to print one up. We would have to distribute them. 

They would get good publicity out of it 

Any thoughts? Attached is a memo from them on the subject. Please take a look 

at it, and then get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/3/03 NPF (Rockefeller and Maddy) ltr to SecDef re: National Parks Pass 

DHR:dh 
060403-3 ~/::; :~~~::~ ~:· ... -~I;: I:; ......................... 0; ......... . 

~ J12 cl -
..;..,' v' 

~t{Avrk 
( 

L.arry D! R1tt 

(.,,(h 
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~~.?eugi;t Circle NW 
1
(b)(6) J NATIONAL PARK 

FOUNDATION 

MEMORANDUM 

DA TE: JUNE J, 2003 

Washington, DC 20036·1224 . -

TO: SECRETARY DONALD RUMSFELD 

FROM: DAVID ROCKEFELLER, JR., VICE CHAIR, NPF 

JIM MADDY, PRESIDENT, NPF 

RE: NATIONAL PAR.KS PASS 

At the most recent meeting of the Board of the National Park Foundation in San Antonio, 
Texas, Dayton Duncan proposed a concept to Secretary No1ion and Director Mainella that was 
received with great enthusiasm. The proposal was to explore ways to give a National Parks Pass 
every American military family. While we recognize that many organizations are providing 
much-deserved support to the troops and their families, we strongly feel that access to National 
Parks, which capture the essence of the history and natural beauty of this country and honor the 
sacrifice of America's military in its history of world conflicts, is a special tribute to the men and 
women who serve, and their families who support them. 

The National Park Foundat.ion continues to manage the National Parks Pass program in 
partnership with the National Park Service. We would propose to structure this gift to America's 
troops as follows: 

1. Building on its track record of corporate partnerships, the NPF would secure the 
commitment from a corporation to underwrite the costs to the NPS of providing a 
National Parks Pass to military families. 

2. DOD would sponsor the distribution of the National Parks Pass and work with NPF on 
organizing a national press announcement. 

We would propose a1U1ouncing this campaign on July 4th 2003. Once again, the National 
Park Foundation, through a corporate partner, AT&T, will be underwriting the cost of the July 4 
fireworks on the National Mall. NPF would organize a press event to include Secretary Norton, 
Director Mainella, yourself and members of the Board of the National Park Foundation to make 
the armouncement to the American Public. We would seek your counsel, and that of Secretary 
Norton, as to whether this was an opportunity for participation by President and/or Mrs. Bush. 

Please advise us about whether this concept is feasible and who to work with on your 
staff to implement. Thank you for your thoughts and consideration. 

THE NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION, CHARTERED BY C ONGRESS, srrtnglliens tlte endur/11g con11ection llETWEliN THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND TH!:IR 

NATIONAL PARKS 
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Snowflake 

June 30, 2003 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \) A 
SUBJECT: Priorities 

Here is a note from Newt Gingrich on the subject you are working on. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
8/7 /02 Gingrich note to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
[)63003-59 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by-----~----
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V 
for secdef,depsecdef 
from newt 8/07/02 

S~EF HAS SEEN 
JUN 3 0 2003 

Taking the Cost out versus setting priorities in program: the missing revolution in 
Pentagon affairs 

Everyone talks about and focuses on transfonnation as it relates to war fighting 
capabilities. Everyone talks about a revolution in military affairs. 

Almost no one focuses systematically on forcing a revolution in Pentagon affairs (the 
management and servicing of the defense apparatus). Almost no one focuses on 
transformation of comparable power in the non-combat aspects of DOD. 

Yet there are far more opportunities to save money by rethinking the processes of non- /) 
combat defense than there is by setting priorities and cutting weapons systems. 

If things proceed as usual there will be enormous energy spent on fighting over 
weapons systems, arguing about priortties, and trying to save money by retiring old 
systems, cutting or deferring the purchase of new systems.etc. 

If the same level of senior management time and energy went into forcing changes in 
the non=combat aspects of defense we would actually save more money and could 
procure BOTH the transformational systems of the future and the transition systems of 
the present. 

There is a JFCOM to force experimentation and change in joint combat systems, 
doctrine, and training. There is significant attention to the next generation of weapons 
and doctrine. However there is no equivalent to JFCOM in forcing profound change in 
the administration of all non-combat aspects of DOD. 

If the lessons of logistics requirements of the last decade were applied the system 
could save billions in the smaller requirements and lovver inventory. 

If the number of headquarters were compressed to fir the new collaborative 
environment and joint standing task force headquarters model the savings could be 
thousands of slots returned to combat assignments. 

If best practices 'll/8re applied to management, logistics, and acquisition more money 
could be saved and applied to procurement than will be involved in all the upcoming 
fights over procurement. 

T-.y,AuauMOl.2ll02 A-... tlnliM;Tb-- "-' t 
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Secdef should set some very hard metrics for forcing a revolution in Pentagon affairs 
and on a quarterly basis should insist on reports on every metric which could save over 
$200 million a year ($1 billion over a 5 year cycle). 

The entire system of PPBS and Porns should be replaced by a far more simple and 
flexible process of hands on management. 

Base closing for 2005 should be implemented as a transformational top down process 
rather than a legacy-based service up process. The goal for savings should be very 
high. 

The general principle should be that the burden of proof should be on the old 
management. old personnel, old procurement, and old logistics systems. When in 
doubt new benchmarked systems should be established if they have reasonable 
promise of being less expensive while meeting combat requirements and if they have 
benchmarked private sector systems which already are proven in practice. 

Every service and CINC should be recruited to help with this aggressive 
implementation system with the promise that money saved will be reinvested in 
weapons systems and combat force structure. 0MB has to be signed on to keeping 
that commitment. 

At least $35 billion a year should be liberated in this process ($175 billion for 
procurement and force structure over a five year period). 

This will only tum from potential to reality if some very senior people are given the 
authority to prepare tough decisions for secdef, if tough metrics are assigned and if 
best practices are imported from outside DOD on a very substantial basis. 

Taking the waste out and forcing a revolution in Pentagon affairs is a much more 
productive way to spend the next MIO years than fighting over weapons systems with 
the services. It simply requires structure, commitment, attention and determination. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

JUL 9 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES Of THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Forces 

The balance of capabilities in the Active and Reserve components today is not the best 
for the future. We need to promote judicious and prudent use of the Reserve components 
with force rebalancing initiatives that reduce strain through the efficient application of 
manpower and technological solutions based on a disciplined force requirements process. 

To that end there are three principal objectives that] want to achieve. They are: 

- Structure active and reserve forces to reduce the need for involuntary mobilization of r ·'" 
the Guard and Reserve. Eliminate the need for involuntary mobilization during the ~ 
first 15 days of a rapid response operation (or for any alerts to mobilize prior to the 
operation). Structure forces in order to limit involuntary mobilization to not more than ~ 
one year every 6 years. 

- Establish a more rigorous process for reviewing joint requirements, which ensures 
that force structure is designed appropriately and which validates requests for forces 
in time to provide timely notice of mobilization. 

- Make the mobilization and demobilization process more efficient. When Reservists 
are used, ensure that they are given meaningful work and work for which alternative 
manpower is not readily available. Retain on active duty only as long as absolutely 
necessary. 

I consider this a matter or the utmost urgency. l expect each of you to tailor the actions in 
the attachment to your specific organization and report back to USD (P&R) by memo on 
your assessment and plan for implementation NLT July 31. 2003. Follow up actions may 
be reviewed at a future SROC as necessary. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

cc: Combatant Commanders 

Ul05I0-03 
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Attachment 

Actions for Force Rebalancing 

Rebalance Forces: 
• Rebalance AC/RC Forces. Services submit Program Change Proposals to correct imbalances 

that result in lengthy, repeated, or frequent mobilization of RC individuals and units by 
changing force structure and/or mix., using contractors or civilians, or mitigating shortfalls 
through technology. Specifically address capabilities that reside exclusively or 
predominantly in the RC and are in high demand because of on-going operations and the 
Global War on Terror, capabilities that are required for homeland defense missions, and 
capabilities critical to post hostilities operations. (August 03) 

• Reduce Early Dependence on Involuntarily Mobilized RC. Services submit Program Change 
Proposals or undertake policy changes in order to reduce dependence on involuntary 
mobilization of reservists needed early in an operation. (August 03) 

• Revise Requirements Review Process. CJCS, in coordination with USD (P), USD (P&R), 
USD (C) and the Services will revise the requirements review procedure to ensure 
appropriate force structure is available and validate Combatant Commanders' request for 
forces. (August 03) 

• Detennine RC Role in Homeland Defense. ASD (HD), in coordination with NORTHCOM, 
PACOM, USD (P&R), the Services and Joint Staff, detennine Total Force requirements for 
Homeland Defense and Military Assistance to Civil Authorities (September 03 ). Based upon 
the established DoD requirements, ASD (RA) prepare a report on Reserve Component 
Contributions to Homeland Defense and Civil Support that will recommend the appropriate 
roles, force mix., priorities, command relationships, and resources required for conducting 
these missions. (December 03 J 

Encourage Increased Volunteerism 
• Establish Prototype Programs. Services submit Program Change Proposals or undertake 

policy changes to establish prototype programs that expand the use of RC volunteerism at 
both the individual and unit levels, through techniques that allow for varying amounts of 
Reserve participation. (August 03) 

• Resources. Services ensure that sufficient military pay is programmed to support the 
utilization of volunteer RC units and individuals. 
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Attachment 

Actions for Force Rebalancine: (continued) 

Innovative Management 
• Establish Prototype Programs. Services submit Program Change Proposals (August 03) to 

implement innovative management techniques such as those described in the Review of 
Reserve Component Contribwions to National Defense to include the design and test of 
innovative RC affiliation programs for individuals with specialized skills, for military 
retirees, and for civilian volunteers. (December 03) 

• Use RC for Rotational Overseas Presence. Services submit Program Change Proposals to 
allow RC capabilities to meet predictable, long lead-time missions such as rotational 
overseas presence and experimentation. (August 03) 

• Increase the Use of Reachback. USO (P&R). in conjunction with USD (1) and ASD (NII) 
develop CPG language regarding the importance of Combatant Commanders' utilization of 
reachback and chair a reachback GOSC to determine the road ahead (July 03). Services 
submit Program Change Propo.sals to enhance RC use in support of CONUS-based 
operations intended to provide reachback capabilities for forward forces, thereby reducing 
footprint in theater. (August 03) 

• Improve the Mobilization Process. Working within the JFCOM effort on mobilization 
process improvements. the USD (P&R). in coordination with JFCOM. lhe Jornl Staff. the 
Services and other OSD offices as appropriate, undertake "Quick Win" opportunities to 
improve policy or process changes that can be implemented within the next three months. to 
improve the mobilization process. Issue guidance as appropriate. (September 03). 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

ACTION "MEMO 203 JUL ·-3 

PERSONNEL. ANO 
READINESS 

July 3, 2003 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

::1 5: 13 

FROM: David S.C. Chu, USD ~#)I{,,/,(/ {].~ i,v~ a.3 
SUBJECT: SROC Decision Memorandum 

• Attached at Tab A is a proposed memorandum summarizing the taskings you 
discussed with the Senior Readiness Oversight Council members at the most 
recent meeting. It includes changes to the tasking based on the meeting's 
discussion. 

• The memorandum will provide us the "action plan" the Secretary requested in 
his June 23rd "Snowflake'' (Tab B). 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign Tab A 

COORDINATION: Tab C 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

PREPARED BY: Captain Stephen M. Wellock, OUSD(P&R),._!(b_)(5_)_...., 

0 
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Snowflake 

Jone 23, 2003 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\)~ 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Forces 

I have read your memo of June 13 on rebalancing forces. I like most of it. 

Please coordinate that with Dick Myers, the Services and anyone else who is 

appropriate, and then develop an action plan and get back to me. 

I consider this a matter of the utmost urgency. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/13/03 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: Rebalancing Forces [U09353/03] 

DHRcdh 
062303-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ s-+-/ ........ 1 ...... I o_3 __ _ 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

COORDINATION 

Office POC Date Action 

Secretary of the Navy Mr. Navas Ju]y 3, 2003 Concur 

Secretary of the Army BG Ralston Ju]y 3, 2003 Expect Concur 

Secretary of the Air Force Mr. Dominguez July 3, 2003 Expect Nonconcur 

Joint Staff VADMHolder July 3, 2003 Expect Nonconcur 
LGEN Cartwright July 3, 2003 Expect Concur 

Genera] Counsel Mr. Dell' orto July 3, 2003 Expect Concur 

USD (P) Ms. Haber July 3. 2003 Unknown 

USD (C) Dr. Zakheim July 3, 2003 Nonconcur(wait to 2006) 

USD (AT&L) Mr. Wynne July 3, 2003 Expect Concur 

USD (l) Ms. Long July 3, 2003 Expect Concur 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 JUL 9 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Rebalancing Forces 

The balance of capabilities in the Active and Reserve components to 
for the future. We need to promote judicious and prudent use of th eserve components 
with force rebalancing initiatives that reduce strain through thee cient application of 
manpower and technological solutions based on a disciplined f ce requirements process. 

To that end there are three principal objectives that I want t achieve. They are: 

- Structure active and reserve forces to reduce the nee or involuntary mobilization of 
the Guard and Reserve. Eliminat~he need for inv untary mobilization during the 
first 15 days of a rapid response beferation (or for, y alerts to mobilize prior to the 
operation). Structure forces in order to limit invq1\mtary mobilization to not more than 
one year every 6 years. 11 

I 

- Establish a more rigorous process for revi,~/ing joint requirements, which ensures 
that force structure is designed appropriat{y and which validates requests for forces 
in time to provide timely notice of mobili}.ation. 

I 
r 

- Make the mobilization and demobilizatior. process more efficient. When Reservists 
are used, ensure that they are given afeaningful work and work for which alternative 
manpower is not readily available .. ketain on active duty only as long as absolutely 
necessary. 

.I 

I consider this a matter of the utmost urgency. I expect each of you to tailor the actions in 
the attachment to your specific organization and report back to USD (P&R) by memo on 
your assessment and plan for imp,Jementation NLT July 31, 2003. Follow up actions may 
be reviewed at a future SROC as/necessary. 

Attachment 
As stated 

cc: Combatant Commanders 
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TO: Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

% 

UNCLASSIFIED 

TABA 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: CPA and CENTCOM Reports 

I am not finding the reports from Bremer and Franks very useful for my current 

purposes. 

They have small print, block paragraphs and many acronyms. There is a mixture 

of the important and the unimportant. There are no metrics we can track. 

Dick Myers, please have your folks develop a fonnat for a CENTCQM tepoi:t £or , 

the AOR, Afghanistan and Iraq, and then let me approve the format. 

Doug Feith, please work with Jerry Bremer and develop a format that he finds 

useful that I can use, and people back here can use to inform the President and the 

Congress. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060503-1 

.......•••...•......••..••••••..•••..........•••.•••••...•...••••...•••.. ~ 

"L , .. ~Jo-:..· Please respond by __ ....L, __ -.J.. _____ _ 
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THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU 

SUBJECT: Guard Bureau Initiatives 

July 30, 2003 

Your initial steps to instill a greater joint focus into the National Guard Bureau 
(NGB) staff are on the mark. The fact that we will be prosecuting a war against ten-orism 
(WOT) requires us to examine how we currently do business and make adjustments so 
that our Anned Forces, Active and Reserve Components (AC/RC), remain relevant. As 
you continue your efforts, there are a few areas into which I would like you to look. 

First, in light of the fact that Congress has chartered NGB as a Bureau jointly 
administered under the Secretaries of the Anny and the Air Force, I want you to develop 
proposals to forge a new relationship among the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(OSD), the Joint Staff and the NGB that are more relevant to the current environment. 
Improving the Department's access to National Guard (NG) capabilities should be your 
principal focus. Develop, for my review, recommendations on how the NGB should 
interact with OSD and the Joint Staff Identify any regulatory or statutory changes that 
might be required to facilitate this new relationship. 

Second, the NGB should be the focal point for Guard matters at the strategic level. 
Title 10 clearly outlines NGB's role as the channel of communications between the 
Departments of the Anny and Air Force and the states and territories. As you reorganize 
the Bureau, strengthen that statutory link with the Anny and Air Force and intensify your 
efforts to ensure the NG remains an effective participant in our joint forces. All US 
forces and leaders must be trained and ready to operate in the joint environment to meet 
today's challenges. 

Third, strive to adapt the NGB to better-support the WOT, homeland defense and 
homeland security (HLS). Seek ways to strengthen NGB 's relationship with the Joint 
Staff, USNORTHCOM, USPACOM and the OSD - Homeland Defense. My intent is to 
enhance our ability to employ forces to meet the Nation's homeland defense needs. 

Fourth, I would like you to work with USJFCOM as it develops proposals to 
change and modernize the mobilization and demobilization process. Make 
recommendations to enhance the availability and accessibility of our NG forces. 

0 010516-03 

11-L-0559/0SD15312 



Finally, work with the Services as they develop proposals to adjust their AC/RC 
mix. You must be a full player in these efforts if we are to take full advantage of our NG 
forces. 

Nothing the military has been asked to do since World War II is as important as 
the task we face today -- fighting and winning the war on terrorism. You and the 
Nation's citizen-soldiers are key to winning that war, at home and abroad. 

Work with the Army and Air Force, and get back to me in the next 30 days with a 
proposal on how to proceed. 

Copy to: 
SecAm1y 
SecAF 
CJCS 

11-L-055Q/OSD15313 



CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHtNGTON, D.C. 20311-9999 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE I 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ 11 D 
SUBJECT: Pulling Together Elements 

CM-10S7-03 
3 July 2003 

...... -~~ ... ' 

-, ".·L_ri. u_ •. 1-, , - - ,J ?: ? :.~ 

• You requested proposed guidance for Chief, National Guard Bureau (CNGB), to 
aid him in pulling together the Guard and Reserve and military and civilian 
elements in the Department of Defense as he transfonns the NGB · 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign the letter to CNGB at TABB. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Approve ___ Disapprove ___ Other __ _ 

Attachments: 
As stated 

_. J(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Major General John A. Bradley, USAF; ACJCS-~._ __ ____. 

U10516 /03 
11-L-



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 ·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU 

SUBJECT: Guard Bureau Initiatives 

Your initial steps to instill a greater joint focus into the National Guard Bureau (NGB) 
staff are on the mark. The fact that we will be prosecuting a war against terrorism (WOT) 
requires us to examine how we currently do business and make adjusbnents so that our Armed 
Forces, Active and Reserve Components (AC/RC), remain relevant. As you continue your 
efforts, there are a few areas into which I would like you to look. · , 

j-0:.Jf; /1/IHll'I/J/.,,,.J} 

First, in light of the fact that Congress hf.!; chN1ered NGB as ajffl,,I Burea'!,iunder the 
Secretaries of the Army and the Air Force~ctv'elbp proposals to forge a new relationship among 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSb), the Joint Staff and the NGB that are more relevant 
to the current environment. Improving the Department's access to National Guard (NG) 
capabilities should be your principal focus. Develop, for my review, recommendations on how 
the NGB should interact with OSD and the Joint Staff. Identify any regulatory or statutory 
changes that might be required to facilitate this new relationship. 

Second, the NGB should be the focal point for Guard matters at the strategic level. 
Title IO clearly outlines NGB 's role as the channel of communications between the Departments 
of the Anny and Air Force and the se·,.....I states and territories. As you reorganize the Bureau, 
strengthen that statutory link with the Arrny and Air Force/ and intensify your efforts to ensure 
the NG remains an effective participant in our joint forceJ. AU US forces and leaders must be 
trained and ready to operate in the joint environment to meet today's challenges. 

Third, strive to adapt the NGB to better support the WOT, homeland defense and 
homeland security (HLS). Seek ways to strengthen NGB's relationship with the Joint Staff, 
USNORTHCOM, USP ACOM and the OSD - Homeland Defense. My intent is to enhance our 
ability to employ forces to meet the Nation's ~.?.5~~·,. ·:c 

Fourth, I would likeJ;9u;?,.l9P'- l£ith USJFCOM as it develops proposals to change and 
modernize the mobilizatiorw,r~ss. l\Xake recommendations to enhance the availability and 
accessibility of our NG forces. 

Finally, work with the Services as they develop proposals to adjust their AC/RC mix. 
You must be a full player in these efforts if we are to take full advantage of our NG forces. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD15315 



·-

Nothing the military has been asked to do since World War II is as important as 
the task we face today -- fighting and winning the war on terrorism. You and the 
Nation's citizen-soldiers are key to winning that war, at home and abroad. 

Work with the Army and Air Force, and get back to me with ,aw •hettghts in the 
next 30 daysw,li. ,). f'••pc"U-t ,, .. r"'~ ,,.... /.,.,,,.,,..,.P. 

Copy to: 
SecAm1y 
SecAF 
CJCS 

11-L-0559t0SD15316 



Snawflake ... 

TO: 

FROM· 

SUBJECT· 

LTGCraddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Pulling Together Elements 

July 14, 2003 

Have David Chu a . nd you taken a look at h. · · yers on pulling 
thmgs together'' t ,s response from Gen M 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/3/03 CJCS . ac11on memo re· p 11· · u mg Togeth El er ements I U 10516/03 J 

DHRdh 
071403-16 

••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 7 / 2, ~ / J3 ............................ ... 

r I 

J)r tlw. ·~ #1<,J i1 ~ .J,, 't/1-,... 
(, ~ C s /11 ""'I) A{ ...1:- 1k YtLL,Ct,) Mo 
( "'1 h l,j"1h4) 

. ' 
- n,... c..-rc!> O"Y'J~ ,-,.-r, II II -H.t.. 

e~t, T;,,-,3> 

11-L-0559/0~317 



,1 I,, ,,6. n ll 
. 'J • 

Snewflake 

TO: 
c;.c.,._ 

/ 
I 

/ 

.,/OM: 

_. s1 / SUBJECT: Pulling Together Elements 

/\ \ c, As I understand it, you are going to come back to me with some proposals as to 

how we pull together all the Guard. Reserve. military and civilian elements in 

DoD and some pro~d guidance for General Blom. 

Thanks. 

OHR;dh 
013103 18 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by __ -~ ·_i .... t __ ,b........,,_J_,-'--3 __ _ r 1 

11-L-0559/0SD15318 



MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU 

SUBJECT: Guard Bureau Initiatives 

Your initial steps to instill a greater joint focus into the National Guard Bureau 

(NGB) staff are on the mark. The fact that we will be prosecuting a war against terrorism 

(WOT) requires us to examine how we currently do business and make adjustments so 

that our Armed Forces, Active and Reserve Components (AC/RC), remain relevant. As 

you continue your efforts. there arc a fc1rv areas into which I would like you to look. 

First, in light of the fact that Congress has chartered NGB as a Bureau jointly 

administered under the Secretaries of the Army and the Air Force, I want you to develop 

proposals to forge a new relationship among the Office of the Secretary of Defense 

(OSD), the Joint Staff and the NGB that are more relevant to the current environment. 

improving the Department's access to National Guard (NG) capabilities should be your 

principal focus. Develop, for my review, recommendations on ho,v the NGB should 

interact with OSD and the Joint Staff. ldentif y any regulatory or statutory changes that 

might be required to facilitate this new relationship. 

Second, the NGB should be the focal point for Guard matters at the strategic level. 

Title 10 clearly outlines NGB's role as the channel of communications between the 

Departments of the Army and Air Force and the states and territories. As you reorganize 

the Bureau, strengthen that statutory link with the Army and Air Force and intensify your 

efforts to ensure the NG remains an effective participant in our joint forces. All US 

forces and leaders must be trained and ready to operate in the joint environment to meet 

today's challenges. 

11-L-0559/0SD15319 



Third, strive to adapt the NGB to better support the WOT, homeland defense and 

homeland security (HLS). Seek ways to strengthen NGB's relationship with the Joint 

Staff, USNORTHCOM, USPACOM and the OSD - Homeland Defense. My intent is to 

enhance our ability to employ forces to meet the Nation's homeland defense needs. 

Fourth, I would like you to work \Vith USJFCOM as it develops proposals to 

change and modernize the mobilization and demobilization process. Make 

recommendations to enhance the availability and accessibility of our NG forces. 

Finally, work with the Services as they develop proposals to adjust their AC/RC 

mix. You must be a full player in these efforts if we are to take full advantage of our NG 

forces. 

Nothing the military has been asked to do since World War II is as important as 

the task we face today -- fighting and winning the war on terrorism. You and the 

Nation's citizen-soldiers are key to winning that war, at home and abroad. 

Work with the Army and Air Force, and get back to me in the next 30 days with a 

proposal on how to proceed. 

Copy to: 
SecArrny 
SecAF 
CJCS 

11-L-0559t0SD15320 



PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
40()() DEFENSE PENT AGON 

WASHINGTON, O .C . 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

' ', .. . -,.,, ... ,.-- .- . 

\, ... . ~ .-

July 7, 2003 - 3:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

~: t' !; ., . 

FROM: DR. DA YID S. C. CHU, UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL ANDREADINE~t :£t""'/ .J / . t'"·· ·/;..,z .• z.~ l -7~i-<°j (~:::_:,.~ 

SUBJECT: Moskos to Iraq? - SNOWFLAKE 

• You asked my recommendation on Professor Moskos request he be invited 
to interview troops in Iraq. 

• I would recommend against issuing such an invitation, for reasons I would 
be happy to explain in detail at your convenience. 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellockf .... <b_)<_
5

) __ _. 

() U10570 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD15321 



.. • 

June 2, 2003 11:24 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ·~-

SUBJECT: Charlie Moskos 

Newt Minow sent me the attached e-mail that he received from Charlie Moskos. 

Do you think there would be any value in that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/28/03 Moskos e-mail to Newc Minow 

DHR dh 
060203-3) 

.•...........•....••.••..•....••.•.••••..•.••....•••.......••.••.•.....• , 

Please respond by ___ 0+/_i _-~_{_J_3 ___ _ 
( 

11-L-0559/0S D 15322 



Minow, Newton N. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

1,b>J.Sl1100,e;o 101 c.; .. oocuo o .. UCCI 

Monday, April 281 2003 3:25 PM 
l<b l<6l I 
(No subject) ,. '> 

Ji.} ' ? ?On1 -· , .. - " 

Newt, have been in DC area for past three months and about to go to 
Europe f or some lectures. 

It may be an imposition. but if you thought it worthwhile, could you 
cont a c t Rums f e l d and say i t woul d be a good idea for Char l i e Moskos to 
visit Iraq and talk to t he soldiers? This to get an "out of the box" 
appra i sal of the sol diers ' attitudes and morale . Nothi ng e l abora te , j ust 
some foc us groups , a small sur ve y, and l ots o f schmoozing . No f unds cequi red . 

I f this pushi ng t he e nvelop~ too much, I f ully understand. But , afte r 
all, what are Cook County r esident s suppos ed t o cto except use ol d f r iencts. 

Re gar ds , 

Char lie 

1 

11-L-0559/0 SD 15323 



June 2, 2003 11 :24 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·ft--
SUBJECT: Charlie Moskos 

Newt Minow sent me the attached e-mail that he received from Charlie Moskos. 

Do you think there would be any value in that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/28/03 Moskos e-mail to Newt Minow 

DHR:dh 
060203-33 

·························~···········································•••t 
0/.13/J3 Please respond by ------+-''-----~---

r 

11-L-0559/0SD15324 
U10572 /03 



,t THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON \ 
1, 

JUL 7 2003 

The Honorable Paulo Sacadura Cabral Portas 
Minister of State and Defense 
Ministry of National Defense 
A venida Ilha da Madeira 
1400-204 Lisboa 
Portugal 

Dear Paulo, 

Thank you for your hospitality during my visit to Lisbon. 
Thanks also for the book about Fort Sao Juliao - I look forward 
to reading more of your fascinating history. 

I appreciate your strong public support on the global war 
on terrorism, including Portugal's intent to deploy 120 
gendannes to Iraq. I look forward to continuing the strong 
U.S. -Portugal relationship. 

Thanks for all your help. I do appreciate it, my friend. 

Sincerely, 

Ul0653 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD15325 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Paulo Sacadura Cabral Portas 
Minister of State and Defense 
Ministry of National Defense 
Avenida llha da Madeira 
1400-204 Lisboa 
Portugal 

Dear Mi11i5tc1 P6rtas.Pi'\-vl .. 
~u.i. \._,t,0~ 

Thank you for m@@ling with me during my visit to 
Lisbon. Thanks also for the book about Fort Sao Juliao - I look 
forward to reading more of your fascinating history. 

I appreciate your strong public support on the global war 
on terrorism, including Portugal's intent to deploy 120 
gendarmes to Iraq. I look forward to continuing)he strong 
U.S. -Portugal relationship. 

Thank~ for all your help. I do appreciate it, my friend. 

Sincerely. 

11-L-0559/0SD15326 



JUN.10.2003 10:0ei:t1 s.:t1 90002 
l I 
, L 

Snowflake . I 
1· ,, 

,·' 
' 
! TO: LTG John Craddock 
I 

't FROM: Donald RumsfcJd'yA_ 

\.DATE: June 10, 2003 

:j:SUBJECT: 
I 

!· I want to see the thank you to Portas for the book before it goes out . 
. I, ,, 

I 
' ! Thanks. 

,' 
;, 

:i· 
,, 

i.OHR/azn 
'061003.10 

NO.::!~ ~.=, 
) 

7:12AM 

ta~~ o\D.3 tietu~ resp.and hy: ________ .,__ ......... ________ _ 
·1 

' I ,, 

......... ~-

11-L-0559/0SD15327 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,· -.-· ' 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301-4000 

"""! .,......, II (j l • .,... --~ 
; • • ~ • • • - .. 1. ; 

INFO MEMO 

July 3, 2003, 12:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE d· 
·~ . ~<-d ~' d l 1~ ,z J?dt d :;/ FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (P&K.r::· · · ~/ · ,7 v 

(Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention Since Start of Iraqi Freedom 

• You asked about recruiting and retention since the start of Operation Iraqi Freedom, and I 
responded (Tab B). You requested trend data (Tab A). This responds. 

• Retention is strong with overall retention the highest in six years. Even amidst Stop Loss, 
troops may reenlist - and they are doing so in numbers sufficient to meet retention goals 
of the Services. Pocket skill shortages continue, but are not as severe as over the past six 
years. Table l shows the percentage of the enlisted force retained over the fiscal year, as a 
fraction of those who started the year. 

Total Continue 
• FY 2003 to Date 

96 
82% 

97 
85% 

98 
85% 

99 

85% 
00 

85% 

01 

85% 

Table 1 - Retention • DoD Components {Active) 

02 
86% 

03* 
87% 

• Recruiting news also is good. Annual goals were missed in FY 1999-2000, but were met 
in FY 2001-02,and have been exceeded for FY 2003 to date. See Table 2. 

96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03• 
Recruit HS Grad 96% 90% 91% 93% 94% 94% 96% 96% 
Top Hali Aptitude 71% 66% 66% 66% 63% 69% 69% 71% 
Recruiting Goat Met ~02% 100% 100% 96% 97% 100% 100% 102% 
• FY 2003 to Date 

Table 2 - Recruiting - DoD Components (Active) 

• The proportion of high school graduates among recruits matches its high point over the 
past six years, and the representation of top-half aptitude recruits (math and verbal 
aptitude, which correlates strongly to job performance) is at its highest level in six years. 

• The numbers look good, but factors today operate in our favor: unemployment levels 
conducive to recruiting and retention; strong patriotism; and atypically strong 
compensation for many (e.g., tax free income in combat zones). As these change, solid pay 
raises will help guard against any quick downward shifts. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: LtCol Gina Grosso,!(b)(6) I 
0 U10703 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD15328 



/ \ ~~':) . 
'; 5 nawflake 

April 29, 2003 1 :59 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Recruiting and Retention Since the Start of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

Your report of April 11 [U06866-03] doesn't say compared to what. I need to see 

trends or comparisons. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
042903-3 

··································································~······ --J ,,,,.,.----Please respond by--~..=;,.._._-':) ____ _ 
I 

11-L-0559/0SD15329 



Recruiting 
FY03 Throu h March 

Army 

Navy 

Marine Corps 

Air Force 

Active Duty Total 

Army National Guard 

Army Reserve 

Naval Reserve 

Marine Corps Reserve 

Air National Guard 

Air Force Reserve 

Reserve Total 

Quantity 

%of 
Accessions Goal Goal 

34,222 33,960 101% 

16,482 16,334 101% 

13,300 13,196 101% 

18,761 18,006 104% 

82,765 81,496 102% 

17,150 19,809 87% 

13,581 13,749 99% 

4,336 4,157 104% 

3,648 2,995 122% 

2,171 1,903 114% 

2,549 2,298 111% 

43,435 44,911 97% 

HSDG benchmark = 90% 
AFQT benchmark = 60% 

* Air National Guard data through December 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD15330 

Quality 

%High 
School %Armed 

Diploma Forces 
Graduate Qualification 
(HSDG) Test(AF T) 

95% 71% 

95% 65% 

97% 70% 

99% 79% 

96% 71% 

85% 62% 

93% 69% 

87% 69% 

97% 76% 

Not available Not avai]able 

92% 71% 



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

9 July 2003 - 0800 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. DAVID CHU, USD I P&R 

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention since Start of Iraqi Freedom 

Sir: 

This is a very useful and infonnative memo. 

Could we please see the same son of information for the 
Officer corps, especially in relation to the 0-1 to 04 ranks? 

Thank you. 

! 
\ . 

Stephe . Gani'Jird 
Colonel, USMC 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Attachment: 
OSD Ul0703/03 

Suspense: Friday, 11 July 2003 

U 1 0 7 0 317 / 0 3 

11-L-0559/0SD15331 



UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFl:'.NSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WAS HINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

~ ... - ,. :-
\ .. r .... s • • ~::c: ::::. -.· .. ·~· . . ·. 

r:: I): 27 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS July 3, 2003, 12:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE d· 
-~ : 4 ,,,,<-dv d L7 ~- ,Z ...:r~ , -;:; 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (P&Kr:: , · ·,~ V 0 v 
(Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention Since Start of Iraqi Freedom 

• You asked about recruiting and retention since the start of Operation Iraqi Freedom, and I 
responded (Tab 8). You requested trend data (Tab A). This responds. 

• Retention is strong with overall retention the highest in six years. Even amidst Stop Loss, 
troops may reenlist - and they are doing so in numbers sufficient to meet retention goals 
of the Services. Pocket skill shortages continue. but are not as severe as over the past six 
years. Table l shows the percentage of the enlisted force retained over the fiscal year, as a 
fraction of those who started the year. 

Total Continue 
• FY 2003 to Date 

96 
82% 

97 
85% 

98 
85% 

99 
85% 

00 
85% 

01 
85% 

Table 1 - Retention • DoD Components (Active) 

02 
86% 

03* 
87% 

• Recrniting news also is good. Annual goals were missed in FY 1999·2000, but were met 
in FY 2001 ·02,aod have been exceeded for FY 2003 to date. See Table 2. 

96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03• 
Recruit HS Grad 96% 90% 91% 93% 94% 94% 96% 96% 

Top Half Aptitude 71% 66% 66% 66% 63% 69% 69% 71% 

R~ruiling Goal Met 102% 100% 100% 96% 97% 100% 100% 102% 
• FY 2003 to Date 

Table 2- Recruiting. DoD Components (Active) 

• The proportion 0f high school graduates among recruits matches its high point over the 
past six years, and the representation of top-half aptitude recruits (math and verbal 
aptitude, which correlates strongly to job performance) is at its highest level in six years. 

• The numbers look good, but factors today operate in our favor: unemployment levels 
conducive to recruiting and retention; strong patriotism; and atypically strong 
compensation for many (e.g., tax free income in combat zones). As these change, solid pay 
raises will help guard against any quick downward shifts. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: LtCol Gina GrossoJ(b)(G) I 
ft 

11-L-osfloso15332 
U10703 /03 

~D 



SnawHake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

April 29, 2003 1:59 PM 

Recruiting and Retention Since the Start of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

Your report of April 11 [U06866-03] doesn't say compared to what. I need to see 

trends or comparisons. 

'Thanks 

OHR:dh 
041903-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c/~ Please respond by __ '-'_,.. __ ...1 __ _ 

I 

11-L-0559/0 SD 15333 



INFOMEMO 

April 11. 2003, 10:04 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S.C. Chu, USO (P&R) 

SUBJECT: Recruiting and Retention Since Start of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

• SECDEF requested infonnation on the status of recruiting and retention since 
the beginning of the war in Iraq. (Tab B) 

• Active duty recruiting remains strong through March, with all Services 
slightly above accession quantity goals. The quality of new active duty recruits 
is also strong, with all exceeding benchmarks for percent high school graduates 
and percent scoring in the upper half on the Armed Forces Qualification Test. 
(Tab A) 

• Reserve recruiting is experiencing some difficulty, although this challenge is 
not insurmountable. The Reserves rely heavily on prior service recruits, so 
Stop Loss programs adversely affect the ability of the Reserves to meet their 
recruiting goals. Non-prior service recruits also seem more hesitant to join the 
Reserves right now. Army Reserve and Army National Guard account for 70%. 
of Reserve Component recruiting, and both missed their March accession goals. 

• Retention remains high. The Services have met or exceeded their goals 
through second quarter of FY03 (and report they are on target to meet FY03 
retention goals). However, part of their success is attributed to current Service 
Stop Loss policies, as well as residual effects from the previous year's 
programs. The De partment will have a better understanding of the impact of 
current operations on retention once Stop Loss is lifted by all Services. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Capt Angela Giddings, USAFJ .... (b_>(_6> __ __ 

11-L-0559/0S D 15334 



Recruiting 
FY03 Throu h March 

Anny 

Navy 

Marine Corps 

Air Force 

Active Duty Total 

Anny National Guard 

Anny Reserve 

Naval Reserve 

Marine Corps Reserve 

Air National Guard 

Air Force Reserve 

Reserve Total 

Quantity 

%of 
Acc~ions Goal Goal 

34,222 33,960 101% 

16,482 16,334 101% 

13,300 13,196 101% 

18,761 18,006 104% 

82,765 81,496 102% 

17.150 19,809 87% 

13,581 13,749 99% 

4,336 4,157 104% 

3,648 2,995 122% 

2,171 1,903 114% 

2,549 2,29& 111% 

43,435 44,911 97% 

HSDG benchmark = 90% 
AFQT benchmark = 60% 

* Air National Guard data through December 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD15335 

Quality 

%High 
School %Anned 

Diploma Forces 
Graduate Qualification 
(HSDG) Test (AF T) 

95% 71% 

95% 65% 

97% 70% 

99% 79% 

96% 71% 

85% 62% 

93% 69% 

87% 6~% 

97% 76% 

Not available Not available 

92% 71% 



Snowflake 
'& 

TAB 

June 21, 2003 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 1'" 
SUBJECT: Weldon Report 

Here is a report on Congressman Weldon's trip to North and South Korea. Please 

go through it, and see that we are in contact with him if we would like to discuss it 

further. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/5/03 Navy (OLA} memo to ASD(LA) re: CODEL Weldon 28 May - 3 Jun 2003 

DHR:dh 
060903-39 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ -'_!._-_· __ 1 _· )-j-· __ _ 
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LEGISI-ATIVE 
AFl'"AIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, OC 20301-1300 

DECISION MEMO 

06 June 2003, 4:30 p.m. 

/'1 
-c-N 2, znn.-, 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense 1 

for Legislative Affairs 697-62 l 0 

SUBJECT: Meeting offer from Congressman Curt Weldon (R-PA) 

• Congressman Curt Weldon has just completed a CODEL to North Korea 
and has offered to meet with you to debrief you on his trip. Congressman 
Weldon was escorted to North Korea by the Navy and accompanied by 
Congressman Silvestre Reyes (D-TX), Congressman Solomon Ortiz (D
TX), Congressman Joe Wilson (R-SC). Congressman Jeff Miller (R-FL) 
and Congressman Elliott Engle (D-NY). 

• A copy of the Weldon trip report and itinerary are attached for your 
information. 

• The Point of Contact in the Congressman's office is Michael ConalJen at 
(202) 225-2011. 

• Recommend you or someone from Policy meet with Congr4=ssman 
Weldon. 

DECISION: 

Accept ____ _ 

Decline ~----
Comment ----

11-L-0559/0SD15337 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFl"AIRS 

1300 NAVY PENTAGON 

WASMINGTON DC 20350-1300 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
FOR LEGISLATIVE AFFARS 

FROM: RADM Gary Roughead ~ LV 
Chief of Legislative Affairs tJfV 

SUBJ: CO DEL WELDON 28 MAY - 3 fu'N 2003 

IN F!l!:PL Y FIEFl!:R TO 

June 5, 2003 

DISCUSSION: A bipartisan congressional delegation visited Pyongyang, Democratic Peoples 
Republic of Korea (DPRK) from 30 May- I June, and Seoul, S0u1h Korea from 1-2 June 2003. 
(Detailed itinerary enclosed in Anachment I). The delegation included: 

Rep. Curt Weldon (R-PA) 
Rep. Eliot Engel (D-NY) 
Rep. Jeff Miller (R-FL)* 

Rep. Solomon Ortiz (D-TX) 
Rep. Silvestre Reyes (D-TX} 
Rep. Joe Wilson (R-SC)* 

Mr. Doug Roach (Professional Staff, House Armed Services Committee) 
Mr. Bob Lautrup (Professional Staff, House Anned Services Committee) 
Mr. Tong Kim (State Department Interpreter) 
CDR Lorin Selby, USN (Lead Escort) 

• Were accompanied by their spouses, however spouses did not travel to the DPRK. 

The delegation attended three meetings in the DPRK; the first with the Vice Foreign Minister, Gye 
Gwan Kim. the second with the Vice Foreign Minister, Nam Sun Paek, and the third with the 
Chainnan of the Supreme People's Assembly, Tae Bok Chai. Informal discussions were held with 
otlicials from the Bureau of U.S. Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The following meeting 
summaries are derived solely from escon officer notes. 

At the first meeting, Vice Minister Gye Gwan Kim expressed his desire for change in the current 
state of relations with the U.S. Rep. Weldon raised the nuclear issue, including fear that DPRK's 
insistence on developing nuclear weapons would encourage others in the region to start programs of 
their own to counter the threat from DPRK., and the delegation's shared concern over the current state 
of relations. The Vice Minister indicated the nuclear issue was an offspring of U.S. pressure. based 
on the "Axis of Evil" speech and belief that the US is seeking a DPRK regime change. He added that 
any sanctions imposed on the DPRK would be regarded as a "proclamation of war." He stated the 
DPRK wants a non-aggression pact, normalization of relations with the U.S .. and a U.S. commitment 
not to interfere with relations between DPRK. China and Japan. ln exchange. DPR.K would 
dismantle its nuclear weapons program. When asked by Rep. Ortiz whether DPR.K had nuclear 
weapons, the Vice Minister said he could .. neither confinn nor deny·· bu1 did make a point of saying 
8.000 spent fuel rods had been reprocessed and the 5 MW reactor was operational with new spent 
fuel rods coming out now. During dinner later that evening. the Vice Minister blurted out. .. We have 
nukes. now what are you going to do about thar.' .. 

In ihe second meeting. Foreign Minister Nam Sun indicated 1hey "want to live peacefully and on ,.m 
equal footing with the U.S.·· He blamed the de1eri<.1ra1ion in relations on the current .'\dminisira1ion. 
and that their insistence on the DPRK giving up all weapons first was an attempt to disann 1he 
DPRK. The foreign Minister said the DPRK thinks 1he C.S. has been unfaithful in implement::iti1..1n 
t1f 1he I G94 :.1greements. while the DPRK has been ··.::ommined in full."" He said the OPRK made J 
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"new bold proposal in April in Beijing" and expressed frustration that thex had not heard a U.S. 
response to their proposals. He hoped the delegation would advise the Administration of the 
DPRK 's concerns, and that "production of our weapons depends on U.S. side." He further said the 
DPR.K was willing to discuss nuclear issues in bi-lateral talks, was willing to follow these with multi
lateral talks, and also wanted discussions about the non-hostile intent of the U.S. The Foreign 
Minister relayed DPRK's desire for the U.S. to back away from demands for them to abandon all 
nuclear weapons first. If the U.S. refuses, and also refuses bi-lateral talks. then "we can only 
assume" that the U.S. does not want peaceful coexistence, "but war." He stated our"national dignity 
and national sovereignty must be protected" and they had learned a serious lesson from the U.S. war 
with Iraq. Rep. Weldon said "no American wants conflict with your country," "no one is calling for 
regime change in the DPRK," and the goal of the delegation was to change the nature of the dialogue 
between the countries. 

In the third meeting, Chairman Chai said he appreciated the delegation's efforts to "nonnalize'' 
relations, that the "hostile policy of current U.S. Administration against DPRK" was to blame for the 
current situation, and the nuclear issue was "artificial." He mentioned the April Beijing talks 
included bold initiatives by DPRK to solve the nuclear issue and expressed disappointment in the 
lack of a U.S. response. He said the DPRK was willing to "clear the hostile relationship" and start 
new relations with the U.S. on an "equal footing" if the U.S. stopped its hostile policy towards the 
DPRK 

While in DPR.K, the CODEL was accompanied by a North Korean escort from the Bureau of US 
Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at all times and followed a tightly controlled itinerary. The 
hotel accommodations were located within the city center. No one was allowed to leave the premises 
without an escort. Rooms were similar to a US three-star hotel. The CODEL toured several sites in 
Pyongyang including; the monument to Kim Il Song, Kim II Song's birthplace, a middle school 
(:;,~mUar to our charter schools), an art studio, iui.d a film studio (a source of propaganda films). On 
Sunday morning, the CODEL attended Chnstian church services in Pyongyang. The delegation 
requested visits to a military installation and the Yongbyon nuclear facility. Requests were denied 
due to "insufficient time." Rep. Weldon kept pressing and was told at the end of the visit that he had 
a standing invitation to return to the DPR.K. for another visit, to include being taken to Yongbyon and 
a military base. 

During the brief stay in South Korea, the delegation paid official calls on President Roh Moo-hyun 
and Foreign Minister Yoon. attended a diMer with several Members of the National Assembly, and 
debriefed their DPRK visit with U.S. Ambassador Hubbard and General LaPorte (USFK). 

Outbound. while refueling at Hickam AFB, the delegation received a DPR.K in tel brief from RADM 
Sullivan, PACOM (J5). On the return, at the Asia Pacific Center, the delegation debriefed their trip 
to LTGEN Dierker, PACOM Deputy Commander. 

Force protection of the CODEL's aircraft was the.responsibility of Commander. Stventh Fleet (C7F). 
Six. CONUS based. Raven-trained Marines were assigned to the aircraft. In accordance with the 
C7F force protection plan. the Marines did not enter the DPRK. 

Attadunl!nts: 
I. CODEL Weldon lrinerary 

FOR OFFICIAL LISE ONL \' 
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COD EL Weldon ltinerarv (all times local) 

Wednesday, 28 May 2003 
1730 Depart Andrews AFB for Atsugi, Japan 

Refueling stops at Travis and Hickam AFBs 

Thursday, 29 May 2003 - Lost when crossing International Date Line 
Refueling stop at Wake Island. 

Friday 30. May 2003 
0600 Arrive Atsutgi, Japan 
0730 Depart Atsugi for Pyongyang, DPR.K (spouses remain in Japan) 
1000 Arrive Sunan Airport, DPR.K 
1100 Transported to Hotel/Check-in (Potonggang Hotel) 
1230 Coordination Meeting/Schedule 
1315 Depart Hotel for tour of Monument to Kirn n Song 
1515 Meeting w/ Vice Foreign Minister 
1830 Depart for Hotel 
1930 Dinner Hosted by Vice Foreign Minister 
2200 Transported to Hotel 

Saturday, 31 May 2003 
0900 Depart Hotel for tour of Kim Il Song's birthplace 
1000 Visit Middle School (Kim Il Song School) 
1100 Meeting w/ Fon·-iFJ? \ilinister 
1130 CODEL spouses arrive Seoul, Korea from Tokyo, Japan 
I 230 Visit Art Studio/Shopping 
1330 Lunch at Hotel 
1515 Meeting w/ Chainnan, Supreme People's Assembly 
1630 Tour Film Studio 
1900 Return to Hotel 
1930 Delegation Hosted Dinner for Vice Foreign Minister at Hotel Restaurant 

Sunday, 1 June 2003 
1200 Depan the DPRK for Seoul, South Korea 
1330 Arrive Osan Air Base, ROK 
1400 Depart Osan 
1430 Anive Seoul, Korea 
1500 Check-in Westin Chosun Hotel, Seoul (spouses rejoin CODEL) 
1530 Shopping 
1715 Meeting wi Ambassador Hubbard and General LaPorte in Hotel 
1830 Dinner w/ National Assembly Members. hosted by Rep. Yoo Jay-kun 

I 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHtEFS OF STAFF .- . ,. : ' : . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031~99 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
F•( 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS "A. f7 ; 
V· r' gfJI. c) 

SUBJECT: Weldon Report 

CN-1067-03 
9 July 2003 

• In response in your request (TAB), we have reviewed Congressman Weldon's North 
Korea trip report and detennined that further Joint Staff discussions with the 
Congressman concerning his trip to North Korea are unnecessary. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5; .._ ___ ___. 

U10711 /03 
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Snewftake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 

TAB 

Donald Rumsfeld 1'. 
SUBJECT: Weldon Report 

June 21, 2003 

Here is a report on Congressman Weldon's trip to North and South Korea. Please 

go through it, and see that we are in contact with him if we would like to discuss it 

further. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/5/03 Navy (OLA) memo 10 ASD(LA) re: CODEL Weldon 28 May - 3 Jun 2003 

DHR:dh 
060903-39 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ' __ i _"'· __ :_1_3 __ _ 
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1.EG1SLAT1VE 
AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, OC 2030J.1300 

DECISION MEMO 

06 June 2003, 4:30 p.m. 

' ,, .- .: ... ··. ,. 
"-·. 

FI~· 
. t.-,,; 2 t Znn.-1 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense , 
for Legislative Affairs 697-6210 

SUBJECT: Meeting offer from Congressman Curt Weldon (R-PA) 

• Congressman Curt Weldon has just completed a CODEL to North Korea 
and has offered to meet with you to debrief you on his trip. Congressman 
Weldon was escorted to North Korea by the Navy and accompanied by 
Congressman Silvestre Reyes (0-TX), Congressman Solomon Ortiz (D
TX), Congressman Joe Wilson (R-SC), Congressman Jeff Miller (R-FL) 
and Congressman Elliott Engle (D-NY). 

• A copy of the Weldon trip report and itinerary are attached for your 
infonnation. 

• The Point of Contact in the Congressman's office is Michael Conallen at 
(202) 225-2011. 

• Recommend you or someone from Policy meet with Congr1;ssman 
Weldon. 

DECISION: 

Accept -----

Decline -----

Conunent ----

11-L-0559/0SD15343 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF LEG1Sl.Al1VE AFFAIFIS 

1300 NAVY PENTAGON 

WASMINCiroN DC :l0350-1300 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
FOR LEGISLATIVE AFFARS 

FROM: R.ADM Gary Roughead /Jl_ 1-v 
Chief of Legislative Affairs W 

SUBJ: COD EL WELDON 28 MAY - 3 fu"'N 2003 

!N REPLY REFER "TO 

June 5, 2003 

DISCUSS10N: A bipartisan congressional delega1ion visited Pyongyang, Democratic Peoples 
Republic of Korea (DPR.K) from 30 May - I June, and Seoul, South Korea from I -2 June 2003. 
(Detailed itinerary enclosed in Attachment I). The delegation included: 

Rep. Curt Weldon (R-PA) 
Rep. Eliot Engel (D-NY) 
Rep. Jeff Miller (R-FL)* 

Rep. Solomon Ortiz (D-TX) 
Rep. Silvestre Reyes (D· TX) 
Rep. Joe Wilson (R-SC)• 

Mr. Doug Roach (Professional Staff, House Anned Services Comrninee) 
Mr. Bob Lautrup (Professional Staff, House Anned Services Committee) 
Mr. Tong Kim (State Depanment Interpreter) 
CDR Lorin Selby, USN (Lead Escort) 

• Were accompanied by their spouses, however ~pauses did not travel to the DPR.K. 

The delegation attended three meeting5 in the DPR.K; the first with the Vice Foreign Minister, Gye 
Gwan Kim. the second with the Vice Foreign Minister, Nam Sun Paek, and !he third with the 
Chainnan of the Supreme People's Assembly, Tae Bok Chai. lnfonnal discussions were held with 
officials from the Bureau of U.S. Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The following meeting 
summaries are derived solely from escort officer notes. 

At the first meeting, Vice Minister Gye Gwan Kim expressed his desire for change in the cunent 
state of relations with the U.S. Rep. Weldon raised the nuclear issue, including fear that DPRK's 
insistence on developing nucie:ir weapons would encourage others in the region to start programs of 
their own to counter the threat from DPRK, and the delega1ion's shared concern over the current state 
of relations. The Vice Minister indic;ited the nuclear issue was an offspring of U.S. pressure. based 
on the "Axis of Evil" speech and belief that the US is seeking a OPRK regime change. He added that 
any sanctions imposed on the DPRK would be regarded as a "proclamation of war." He stated the 
DPRK wants a non-aggression pact, normalization of relations with the U.S., and a U.S. i.;ommitmr:nt 
not to interfere with relations between DPRK, China and Japan. Jn exchange. DPRK would 
dismantle its nuclear weapons program. When ;isked by Rep. Ortiz whether DPRK had nuclear 
weapons. the Vke Minister said he could "neither conlinn nor deny .. but did make a point of saying 
8.000 spent fuel rods had been reprocessed and thl! 5 M¥i rea,tor was operational with new spent 
fuel rods i::oming out no\\·_ During dinner later 1hat evening. the Vice Minister blurted out. "We ha\·e 
nukes. now what are you going to do about that.1" 

In the second meeting. Foreign Minister Nam Sun indica1ed they .. want to live peacefully and llll an 
e4ual footing with the U.S." He blamed the deteriorauon in relations on the current Administrati~rn. 
and that their insistence on the OPRK giving up all weapons tirst \\·as an attempt to disam, the 
DPRK. Tht: Foreign Minister said the DPRK think:> 1he L:.S. has been unfaithful in implementatil)n 
l)f 1he J 994 ;igreements. while the D PRK has been ".:omm11ted in full... He ,;aid the DPR K made :.1 
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"new bold proposal in April in Beijing" and expressed frustration that they had not heard a U.S. 
response to their proposals. He hoped the delegation would advise the Administration of the 
DPR.K 's concerns, and that "production of our weapons depends on U.S. side." He further said the 
DPRK was willing to discuss nuclear issues in bi-lateral talks, was willing to follow these with multi
lateral talks, and also wanted discussions about the non-hostile intent of the U.S. The Foreign 
Minister relayed DPR.K. 's desire for the U.S. to back away from demands for them to abandon all 
nuclear weapons first. If the U.S. refuses, and also refuses bi-lateral talks, then "we can only 
assume" that the U.S. does not want peaceful coexistence, "but war." He stated our "national dignity 
and national sovereignty must be protected" and they had learned a serious lesson from the U.S. war 
with Iraq. Rep. Weldon said ·•no American wants conflict with your country," "no one is calling for 
regime change in the DPRK.," and the goal of the delegation was to change the nature of the dialogue 
between the countries. 

In the third meeting, Chairman Chai said he appreciated the delegation's efforts to "normalize" 
relations, that the "hostile policy of current U.S. Administration against DPRK" was to blame for the 
current siruation, and the nuclear issue was "artificial." He mentioned the April Beijing talks 
included bold initiatives by DPRK to solve the nuclear issue and expressed disappointment in the 
lack of a U.S. response. He said the DPR.K was willing to "clear the hostile relationship" and start 
new relations with the U.S. on an "equal footing" if the U.S. stopped its hostile policy towards the 
DPR.K. 

\Vhile in DPR.K, the CODEL was accompanied by a North Korean escort from the Bureau of US 
Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at all times and followed a tightly contro!Ied itinerary. The 
hotel accommodations were located within the city center. No one was allowed to leave the premises 
without an escort. Rooms were similar to a US three-star hotel. The CODEL toured several sites in 
Pyongyang including: the monument to Kim II Song, Kim n Song's birthplace, a middle school 
(.::.~milar to our chaner schools), an an studio, !Ll,d a film studio (a source of propaganda films). On 
Sunday morning, the CODEL attended Chnstian church services in Pyongyang. The delegation 
requested visits to a military installation and the Yongbyon nuclear facility. Requests were denied 
due to "insufficient time." Rep. Weldon kept pressing and was told at the end of the visit that he had 
a standing invitation to return to the DPRK for another visit, to include being taken to Yongbyon and 
a military base. 

During the brief stay in South Korea, the delegation paid official calls on President Roh Moo-hyun 
and Foreign Minister Yoon, attended a dinner with several Members of the National Assembly, and 
debriefed their DPRK. visit with U.S. Ambassador Hubbard and General LaPorte (USFK}. 

Outbound. while refueling at Hickam AFB, the delegation received a DPR.K intel brief from RADM 
Sullivan, PACOM (JS}. On the return, at the Asia Pacific Center, the delegation debriefed their trip 
to L TGEN Dierker, PACOM Deputy Commander. 

Force protection of the COD EL ·s aircraft was the. responsibility of Commander. Seventh Fleet (C7F). 
Six. CONUS based, Raven.trained Marines were assigned to the aircrilft. In accordance with the 
C7F force pro1ection plan. the Marines did not enter the DPRK. 

Attachments: 
I. CODEL Weldon Itinerary 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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.CO_DEL Weldon.ltinerarv (all times local) 

Wednesday, 28 May 2003 
1730 Depart Andrews AFB for Atsugi, Japan 

Refueling stops at Travis and Hickam AFBs 

Thursday, 29 May 2003 - Lost when crossing International Date Line 
Refueling stop at Wake Island. 

Friday 30, May 2003 
0600 Arrive Atsutgi, Japan 
0730 Depart Atsugi for Pyongyang, DPRK (spouses remain in Japan) 
I 000 Anive Sunan Airport, DPRK 
1100 Transported to Hotel/Check-in (Potonggang Hotel) 
1230 Coordination Meeting/Schedule 
13 15 Depart Hotel for tour of Monument to Kim II Song 
1515 Meeting w/ Vice Foreign Minister 
1830 Depart for Hotel 
1930 Dinner Hosted by Vice Foreign Minister 
2200 Transported to Hotel 

,Saturday. 31 May 2003. 
0900 Depart Hotel for tour of Kjm II Song's birthplace 
1000 Visit Middle School (KJm II Song School) 
1100 Meeting w/ Fon·.if!!! r..1inister 
1130 CODEL spouses arrive Seoui., Kvrea from Tokyo, Japan 
1230 Visit Art Studio/Shopping 
1330 Lunch at Hotel 
1515 Meeting w/ Chairman, Supreme People's Assembly 
1630 Tour Film Studio 
l900 Return to Hotel 
1930 Delegation Hosted Dinner for Vice Foreign Minister at Hotel Restaurant 

Sunday. I June 2003 
1200 Depart the DPRK for Seoul, South Korea 
1330 Arrive Osan Air Base, ROK 
1400 Depart Osan 
1430 Arrive Seoul, Korea 
1500 Check~in Westin Chosun Hotel, Seoul (spouses rejoin CODEL) 
1530 Shopping 
1715 Meeting wi Ambassador Hubbard and General LaPorte in Hotel 
1830 Dinner w/ National Assembly Members. hosted by Rep. Yoo Jay-kun 

l 
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Peace be upon you. 

rlLRELEASED 
r 

FREEDOM MESSAGE TO THE IRAQI PEOPLE (' 
F 

16 A p~_!!OO~ 

Coalition Forces in Iraq have come as liberators, not as conquerors. . We have cmne to eliminate 
an oppressive and aggressive regime that refused to comply with UN Security Council 
resolutions requiring the destruction of weapons of mass destruction. 

The Coalition is committed to helping the people of Iraq heal their wounds, build lheir own 
representative government, become a free and independent people and regain a respected place 
in the world. We will ensure that Iraq's oil is protected as a national asset of and for the Iraqi 
people. Iraq and its property belong to the Iraqi people and the Coalition makes no claim of 
ownership by force of arms. 

Coalition forces respect the Iraqi people, their religious practices, history and culture, and will 
safeguard Iraq's unity and territorial integrity. 

We are working with the international community to ensure the delivery of humanitarian 
assistance and to promote law and order so that haqis can live in security, free from fear. We are 
establishing the stability that will allow early progress toward political freedom and economic 
prosperity. 

Our stay in Iraq will be temporary, no longer than it takes to eliminate the threat posed by 
Saddam Hussein's weapons of mass destruction, and to establish stability and help Iraqis form a 
functioning government that respects the rule of Jaw and reflects the will, interests, and rights of 
the people of Iraq. 

Meanwhile, it is essential that Iraq have an authority to protect lives and property, and expedite 
the deli very of humanitarian assistance to those who need it. Therefore, I am creating the 
Coalition Provisional Authority to exercise powers of government temporarily, and as necessary, 
especially to provide secwity, to allow the delivery of humanitarian aid and to eliminate 
weapons of mass destruction. To facilitate these objectives, I proclaim the following: 

Members of the armed forces and security organizations shall lay down their arms, stay away 
from their weapons, and remain in place. They shall obey the orders of the nearest Coalition 
mi1itary commander. 

All other Iraqis should continue their normal daily activities~ officials should report to their 
place.,; of work until told otherwise. All those engaged in the delivery of essential services 
should return to their jobs. 

The Arab Socialist Renaissance Party of Iraq (Hizb al-Ba'th al-Arabi al-Ishtiraki al-Iraqi) is 
hereby disestablished. Property of the Ba'th Party should be turned over to the Coalition 
Provisional Authority. The records of the Ba'th Party are an important part of the records of the 
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Government of Iraq and should be preserved. All those with custody of the records of the Ba'th 
Party or the Government of Iraq should preserve and protect those records, and turn them over to 
the Coalition Provisional Authority. 

Saddam Hussein's intelligence and security apparatus, the Al-Mukhabarat al-lraqiyya, is hereby 
deprived of all powers and authority. All Iraqis are now free to express their views without fear 
of retribution. At an appropriate time, free elections will make Iraqis self-governing in local, 
regional, and soon, national affairs. 

All parties and political groups may participate in Iraq's political life, except those who advocate 
or practice violence. 

Iraqis must not seek revenge. There will be a just legal process that will safeguard the honor and 
dignity of the [raqi people. 

The Coalition Provisional Authority will seek a fair and prompt solution to the problem of 
displaced persons and refugees. There will be a legal, organized process to address restitution of 
homes that have been seized by the former regime. The Coalition wiJI work with Iraqis to set up 
a conunission to deal with such claims. 

I call upon Iraqis to inform Coalition Forces regarding the location of weapons of mass 
destruction or related materials, facilities where such weapons are made, and individuals 
connected to weapons of mass destruction. All records concerning these activities should be 
preserved. Iraqis should not pass weapons of mass destruction to terrorists or terrorist 
organizations. 

I call upon Iraqis to inform Coalition Forces regarding the location of: foreign fighters and 
teITOrists; members of the regime's security apparatus; and individuals who have perpetrated 
crimes against humanity or war crimes. All records concerning these activities should be 
preserved. Rewards may be provided for especially important infonnation on these matters. 

All barriers to free movement of people and goods, including illegal roadblocks and checkpoints, 
must come down. · 

We will work with regional leaders, entities. and governments that are committed to peace and 
democracy to integrate them into the Coalition's activities .. 

Coalition Forces are here to ensure safety and security, and to help the people of Iraq create a 
better future for their country. We pledge our suppon to all Iraqis who seek lrag's freedom and 
prosperity, and the blessings of peace and security. 

General Tommy R. Franks 
Commandet of Coalition Forces 
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